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Madhuri Vijay’s vivid

debut novel, The Far Field,
moves from Bangalore to a
Himalayan village as Shalini,
haunted by memories of her
restless mother, recounts
her painful accumulation
of wisdom. Vijay’s goal was
to write an unsafe book—
something that takes “readers
to places that are not the usual
places,” she tells us.
p. 14
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Midnight in Chernobyl: The Untold Story of the World’s Greatest
Nuclear Disaster by Adam Higginbotham (Feb. 5): “In this vivid and
exhaustive account, Higginbotham…masterfully re-creates the emotions, intrigue, and denials and disbelief of Communist Party officials,
workers, engineers, and others at every stage. He takes readers directly
to the scene: the radioactive blaze, the delayed evacuation of residents
from the apartment buildings in ‘workers’ paradise’ Pripyat, the treatment of the injured, and the subsequent investigation and ‘show trial’
of scapegoats in a tragedy caused by both reactor failings and operator
Claiborne Smith
errors….Written with authority, this superb book reads like a classic
disaster story and reveals a Soviet empire on the brink.”
Leading Men by Christopher Castellani (Feb. 12): “To the spate of
novels investigating the lives of famous artists and their relationships
with the people who loved them most, add this intriguing take on Tennessee Williams and his lover of 15 years, Frank Merlo. Nicknamed
the Horse by Williams for his stocky build, Merlo was a man from a
working-class Italian family in New Jersey who rose to elite echelons of
society through his relationship with Williams, becoming friends with,
among others, Anna Magnani and Truman Capote (whom neither he
nor Williams cherished). Castellani’s Merlo, with a heart that’s ‘big and
simple and practical,’ is the focus here….Humane, witty, and bold, this
novel imagines the life of a loving but tortured couple.”
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Good Kids, Bad City: A Story of Rage and Wrongful Conviction in America by Kyle Swenson (Feb. 12): “In his debut book, an expansion of his popular “Cleveland Scene” feature,
Washington Post journalist Swenson weaves together the dramatic details of a 1975 incident
in Cleveland in which three black men were falsely accused and convicted of the murder
of Harry Franks, a white man, outside of a convenience store. In this sharply written, emotionally resonant rendering, the author makes crystal-clear the heartbreaking realities of
wrongful imprisonment, race, and the many flaws of the American criminal justice system.”
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The Moon Within by Aida Salazar (Feb. 26): “A worthy successor to Are You There God? It’s
Me, Margaret set in present-day Oakland. Eleven-year-old Celi, mixed black–Puerto Rican–
Mexican, dreads the imminent arrival of her period, less because of the menstruation itself
and more because her mother insists that Celi have a ‘moon ceremony,’ in which the members of her mother’s ‘women’s circle’ will mark the transition from childhood to womanhood….An authentically middle school voice and diverse Latinx cast make this book a
standout.” (Verse fiction. 8-12)
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fiction
ROAR

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

Ahern, Cecelia
Grand Central Publishing (288 pp.)
$26.00 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-1-5387-3096-6

THE GUEST BOOK by Sarah Blake.......................................................7
EEG by Daša Drndić; trans. by Celia Hawkesworth..........................10

As they near 60, smart, savvy women
become increasingly invisible in our ageist society. Who can diagnose, much less
fix, maladies of a sociocultural nature?
Acutely attuned to the subtle sexism, ageism, racism, and every other -ism
constricting women’s live, Ahern (Perfect, 2017, etc.) returns
with a collection of curiously delightful fables imagining what
would happen if the emotional trials of women’s lives manifested in reality. Each tale’s protagonist is simply named “the
woman,” letting each story resonate as simultaneously personal
and universal. With echoes of Kafka’s Metamorphosis and Sexton’s Transformations, Ahern lets each of her protagonists physically manifest the tribulation that social, cultural, and familial
expectations have pushed her to internalize. A woman who has
escaped a war zone only to face relentless discrimination, particularly from the wealthy tennis moms at her children’s school,
grows gorgeous wings. A young mother of three, struggling to
balance the demands of children, husband, and work, suddenly
finds herself covered in inexplicable bite marks, as if she were
being eaten alive by her never-quite-fulfilled responsibilities. In
a fantastic world in which women can buy, return, and exchange
husbands, one empty nester faces the difficult decision of
whether to accept her flawed husband and their imperfect love.
In a dystopian work in which gender roles are enforced through
a police state, one woman strives to make a difference for her
child, who may not easily fit in such a binary world. And in “The
Woman Who Roared,” multiple women, from multiple walks
of life, all roar back at a stifling world, channeling their inner
Helen Reddys, who, of course, announced, “I am woman, hear
me roar, in numbers too big to ignore.”
A sharp, breathtaking collection of fables.

WUNDERLAND by Jennifer Cody Epstein..........................................12
LITTLE DARLINGS by Melanie Golding.............................................16
PRINCESS BARI by Hwang Sok-Yong;
trans. by Sora Kim-Russell....................................................................18
THROW ME TO THE WOLVES by Patrick McGuinness.................... 24
THE FLATSHARE by Beth O’Leary.................................................... 26
ROCK, PAPER, SCISSORS by Maxim Osipov;
trans. by Boris Dralyuk & Alexandra Fleming &
Anne Marie Jackson; ed. by Boris Dralyuk........................................ 26
GINGERBREAD by Helen Oyeyemi.....................................................27
DAWSON’S FALL by Roxana Robinson...............................................30
WALKING ON THE CEILING by Aysegl Savas................................... 31
THE FOX AND DR. SHIMAMURA by Christine Wunnicke;
trans. by Philip Boehm..........................................................................34
WASTE TIDE by Chen Qiufan; trans. by Ken Liu.............................. 40
A BOY AND HIS DOG AT THE END OF THE WORLD
by C.A. Fletcher....................................................................................41
FOREVER WOLF by Maria Vale........................................................ 46
FOREVER WOLF

Vale, Maria
Sourcebooks Casablanca
(352 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Mar. 26, 2019
978-1-4926-6193-1
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THE EAST END

Memorial Day weekend explodes
with violence, skulduggery, and substance
abuse at a luxurious waterfront estate.
Allen’s author bio tells us he grew
up in the Hamptons working for the
rich folks, and his memories supply this
debut novel with physical verisimilitude and boiling emotional
energy. Gina Halpern and her teenage son, Corey, are both
employed at the estate of the Sheffield family, she as their longtime head housekeeper, he as a porter, pool boy, and extra pair
of hands during the hundred days of the summer season. Gina
has gotten good at dulling her rage with cheap wine, prescription drugs, and a masochistic relationship with her horrible husband, but Corey’s “Yes, sirs” and “No, ma’ams” are no more than
a thin veneer of toadying over a socio-economic fury that has
already led to a secret life of vandalism. The environmentally
friendly cleaning products favored by Sheila Sheffield—“a postmenopausal woman with the short-cropped haircut of a little
boy” and “the personality of a rooster”—are an ironic complement to the caustic attitude of he who sprays them. The novel
blasts off the Thursday before Memorial Day with several early
arrivals at the estate. Daughter Tiffany Sheffield and her best
friend, Angelique, are home from college and plan to get the
party started on their own. Little do they know that Corey is
creeping around the roof and Tiffany’s father has come out in
a limo for a last hurrah with his very much younger boyfriend,
just released from the psych ward after an attempted suicide. So
much booze, cocaine, and pills are ingested in the first few chapters that Friday morning begins with a trip to an AA meeting,
which only slows things down a little. There’s nothing profound
or unpredictable about any of this, but what is remarkable is
the author’s brio in causing and compounding ever more outrageous disasters. Watch out, entitled pigs with your boring conversations and your unseasonable, bright white sweaters draped
over your shoulders. This is revenge.
Fans of the murder-in-the-Hamptons genre, and those
who hate the rich on general principles, will enjoy this propulsive read.

y o u n g a d u lt

Ester Nilsson, a poet/philosopher/translator, meets actor
Olof Sten at the read-through of her first play, a “melancholy
reflection on the agonies of love.” The play, called Threesome,
is about a “man trapped in an unhappy marriage who meets
another woman but can’t bring himself to leave his wife,”
which—conveniently—is also the plot of this novel. After this
first meeting, Ester and Olof fall into a hesitant noncourtship, made up of agonizing phone calls and text exchanges
and sometimes drinks but never physical consummation. “His
marriage was disintegrating; there was no doubt about that,”
Ester decides. “All she had to do was wait.” Unfortunately for
Ester, Olof seems not to have reached the same conclusion and
instead insists that they do not have a romantic relationship
and also that he has no intention of leaving his wife. This stance
becomes somewhat complicated when, after several months,
he and Ester do inevitably sleep together—when Olof in fact
invites Ester to visit him for a weekend of skiing—but the affair
never quite takes off in earnest on account of how Olof will
never wholly concede that it is happening. As a result of their
mutual attraction but nonmutual commitment, he and Ester
break up and reunite repeatedly, with Olof offering just enough
validation to keep Ester believing, despite some lack of behavioral evidence, that he is just about to leave his wife. Andersson’s writing, crisply translated from the Swedish by Vogel, is
wry and refreshingly unsentimental, but the drawback of a 300plus page novel charting the minutiae of an underwhelming
relationship in excruciating detail is that it is excruciating; the
relationship has little going for it, and while this is all too realistic, Andersson’s sharp eye and quick wit cannot quite redeem
the experience.
Sharp, if relentless.

Allen, Jason
Park Row Books (304 pp.)
$26.99 | May 7, 2019
978-0-7783-0839-3

ALICE’S ISLAND

Arévalo, Daniel Sánchez
Atria (400 pp.)
$26.00 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-1-5011-7195-6
In Spanish filmmaker Arévalo’s first
novel to appear in English, a widow
chooses the least efficient way to investigate her late husband’s secret life.
Alice’s husband, Chris, dies in a car
crash while returning from a business
trip. She is appalled to learn that the crash occurred along a
route he couldn’t have taken—unless he had lied about his
whereabouts that night. And Chris “never lied.” Through an
arduous process of reviewing security tapes, Alice manages
to retrace Chris’ steps to tiny (and fictitious) Robin Island,
located near Nantucket and Martha’s Vineyard. Alice moves
to the island with her daughters, 6-year-old Olivia and baby
Ruby. Happening conveniently—too conveniently—on a fullservice spy store, Alice equips herself for a campaign to learn
what her husband was doing on Robin Island. She plants listening devices and cameras in the homes of most of her island
acquaintances—the population is small but large enough to

ACTS OF INFIDELITY

Andersson, Lena
Trans. by Vogel, Saskia
Other Press (336 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Apr. 23, 2019
978-1-59051-903-5
Swedish novelist Andersson (Willful
Disregard, 2016) charts the course of an
exhausting affair between a writer and a
charmless, married actor.
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short stories
to check out
The ubiquity of Kristen Roupenian’s “Cat Person” among a certain
set of New Yorker–reading short story fans, and the recent publication of
You Know You Want This, her first collection, has me thinking about stories. Here are a few new collections
that are worth checking out:
Rutting Season by Mandeliene Smith (Feb. 12) “often finds
its protagonists poised between disaster and redemption,” according to our review. “Yet the unpredictability
of the nine stories here, many
of which deal with matters of
life and death, is only part of
their charm. Nuanced and empathetic, at times dangerous,
tragic, or redemptive, these
stories find their subjects in
the midst of pivotal moments
in their lives, as they struggle with impulses and actions
both animalistically urgent and
deeply, hauntingly human.”
That Time I Loved You by Carianne Leung (Feb. 26)
circles around a suburban Toronto neighborhood in the
1970s, where there’s been a rash of suicides among the
parents. “Regardless of which group we belonged to—
Chinese, white, or otherwise—by the second suicide, it
felt like we were waiting for something else catastrophic
to happen,” says 11-year-old June, who narrates some of
the stories. Our review says: “Written in the tradition of
Alice Munro and Jhumpa Lahiri, Leung’s debut story collection marks the career of a writer to watch.”
Tacoma Stories by Richard Wiley (Feb. 12) is a collection of linked stories about the denizens of a bar in Tacoma on St. Patrick’s Day 1968, moving back and forth
across several decades. Wiley “emphasizes unlikely transformations over time—and, as the title suggests, the role
of place in those transformations. And though Wiley juggles plenty of characters, he has a light touch that’s fitting for a book rooted in the free-wheeling ’60s in a small
Northwest city….A modest but quirky collection defined
by forbearance amid life’s left turns.” —L.M.

supply a confusing array of characters, whose connections to
Chris range from unclear to unlikely. Why doesn’t Alice simply
ask people if they’d seen Chris, whose profession was selling
and installing tennis courts? She does but not before resorting to antic subterfuge that takes up most of the book. Unfortunately, eavesdropping on mundane conversations does not
make for riveting reading. The over-the-top spying does nothing to illuminate Alice’s stubbornly opaque character and will
prove, thanks to a passably absorbing final reveal, largely irrelevant. An affair with a married dentist, whose wife is seriously
depressed, renders Alice still less sympathetic; even before
establishing Chris’ guilt, she’s seeking pre-emptive, posthumous revenge. Attempts at humor are awkward or perhaps
lost in translation, for instance, Alice’s flagrantly unhousebroken rescue dog, Pony. The spy-shop owner’s speech patterns
are genuinely comic, though probably inadvertently so. Overall the English prose is labored and the dialogue leaden and/
or stilted—perhaps the translation from the original Spanish
is at fault.
Enough material for an interesting novella; the rest is
padding.

SPRINGTIME IN A
BROKEN MIRROR

Benedetti, Mario
Trans. by Caistor, Nick
New Press (192 pp.)
$23.99 | Apr. 30, 2019
978-1-62097-490-2

A military dictatorship fragments
a family in this short novel by the late
Uruguayan writer Benedetti (19202009; Blood Pact, 1997, etc.), originally
published in 1982 and translated into English for the first time.
Santiago sits indefinitely in a Uruguayan prison because
of his political activism while his wife, Graciela, and their
9-year-old daughter, Beatriz, have lived in exile for the past
five years. He exchanges long letters with Graciela and thinks
wistfully that “the only proof of god’s existence are Graciela’s
legs.” Readers might wonder where he gets all the paper—the
letters are that long—and nothing in them seems to catch
the attention of the censors. Benedetti explores the pain of
separation from loved ones, the mix of loneliness, hope and
despair in a man who has no idea when he’ll be released. Santiago’s father, Don Rafael believes that memories of the family
may be keeping his son alive. But the confinement will destroy
what they have, because, as Graciela says, “The fact is, I don’t
need Santiago anymore.” Prison changes both husband and
wife, but her letters do not reveal that she has drifted out of
love. Perhaps, she thinks, she is falling in love with Santiago’s
best friend and fellow leftist, Rolando. She daydreams only
of Rolando but she can’t bring herself to break the news to
Santiago while he is still in prison, as it would destroy him. “I
still love him as a wonderful friend,” she confides to the sympathetic Don Rafael, “a comrade whose behaviour has been

Laurie Muchnick is the fiction editor.
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THE GUEST BOOK

beyond reproach.” The language is often beautifully expressive,
as when Don Rafael reflects that one day his son “will have to
see Graciela through the bars of another man’s love.” Beatriz
adds her own childlike insights, perhaps reflecting a cognitive
disability, noting for example that “freedom is a huge word” that
“means many things” such as liberty, but her father is at Liberty
Prison, which confuses her. One day Uruguay will be transformed, Don Rafael believes, “born in the backroom of the forbidden,” but “we’ll never again be what we were.” This powerful
novel evokes the works of Gabriel García Márquez.
Vivid characters caught in a repressive regime fuel this
powerful novel.

Blake, Sarah
Flatiron Books (448 pp.)
$27.99 | May 7, 2019
978-1-250-11025-1
An island off the coast of Maine:
Let’s buy it, dear.
“Handsome, tanned, Kitty and Ogden
Milton stood ramrod straight and smiling
into the camera on the afternoon in 1936
when they had chartered a sloop, sailed
out into Penobscot Bay, and bought Crockett’s Island.” This
photo is clipped to a clothesline in the office of professor Evie
Milton in the history department at NYU; she found it while
cleaning out her mother’s apartment after her death. “Since
the afternoon in the photograph, four generations of her family had eaten round the table on Crockett’s Island, clinked the
same glasses, fallen between the same sheets, and heard the foghorn night after night.” Evie jokes with an African-American

y o u n g a d u lt
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colleague that the photograph represents “the Twilight of the
WASPs,” then finds herself snappishly defending them. Blake’s
(The Postmistress, 2010, etc.) third novel studies the unfolding of
several storylines over the generations of this family: deaths and
losses shrouded in secrecy, terrible errors in judgment, thwarted
love—much of it related to or caused by the family’s attitudes
toward blacks and Jews. While patriarch Ogden Milton presided unflinchingly over his firm’s involvement with the Nazis,
his granddaughter Evie Milton is married to a Jewish man—who,
like any person of his background who has visited Crockett’s
Island, complains that there’s not a comfortable chair in the
place. Kitty Milton, the matriarch, twisted by social mores into
repressing her tragedies and ignoring her conscience, is a fascinating character, appealing in some ways, pitiable and repugnant
in others. Through Kitty and her daughters, Blake renders the
details of anti-Semitic prejudice as felt by this particular type
of person. Reminiscent of the novels of Julia Glass, the story of
the Miltons engages not just with history and politics, but with
the poetry of the physical world. “The year wheeled round on
its colors. Summer’s full green spun to gold then slipping gray

8
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and resting, resting white at the bottom of the year...then one
day the green whisper, the lightest green, soft and growing into
the next day...suddenly, impossibly, it was spring again.”
This novel sets out to be more than a juicy family saga—
it aims to depict the moral evolution of a part of American
society. Its convincing characters and muscular narrative
succeed on both counts.

THE BINDING

Collins, Bridget
Morrow/HarperCollins (448 pp.)
$26.99 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-0-06-283809-4
Collins’ dystopian novel is set in an
alternate England at the dawn of the
Industrial Revolution.
In the absence of specific dates, this
novel suggests its period with various
clues: small farms, no plumbing, gaslight,
horse-drawn carriages, factories but no trains. The backdrop is a
Crusade that, indeterminate decades ago, caused books to be, if
not entirely forbidden, then tightly regulated and socially taboo.
Emmett is sent by his farmer parents to be apprenticed to an
elderly Bookbinder named Seredith, who practices her craft
in an isolated house near a marsh. Recently, Emmett suffered
an illness which marked him as unfit for anything but binding,
which, he rapidly learns, means more than handcrafting books.
Customers come to Seredith to have their memories wiped of
disturbing experiences through confessions she then enshrines
in beautifully bound books and locks up. One such patron/
patient is Lucian, a young gentleman who will figure—or has figured; we won’t know until later—significantly in Emmett’s life.
There is a brisk underground trade in true bindings, as opposed
to mere novels, and unscrupulous binders exploit this market.
Among them is Mr. de Havilland, Seredith’s son, who, after her
suspicious death, appropriates her stock of secret bindings,
which, like loaded guns, will make explosive appearances later.
He also takes charge of Emmett. The middle section, in which
Emmett is back on the farm with his parents and his sister, Alta,
is a flashback in which we learn the source of Emmett’s ailment
and also more about the peasant culture that seems to hearken
back to Britain’s pre-Christian age. Except for the fact that a
corrupt binder’s wares play a role, the concluding section, told
from Lucian’s point of view, presents a mostly fact-based dystopia of Victorian aristocracy and its excesses. The worldview
of this novel is bleak, but readers will not fail to appreciate the
many sly analogies to the true-story–obsessed publishing world
of today.
Though set in an alternate universe, Collins’ fictional
world rings very true.

|

An examination of grief and politics in 1980s Jamaica.
bivouac

BIVOUAC

BEFORE WE WERE WICKED

Dawes, Kwame
Akashic (248 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-61775-710-5

Dickey, Eric Jerome
Dutton (352 pp.)
$27.00 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-1-5247-4403-8

In the tragic prequel to Bad Men and
Wicked Women (2018), Dickey resets the
clock to 1996, when bill collector Ken
Swift goes on his first date with destiny.
Her name is Adanech Abeylegesse
Zenebework, but she calls herself Jimi
Lee after Jimi Hendrix and Spike Lee. In this origin story,
18-year-old Jimi is staying with her privileged Ethiopian parents in Southern California as part of her gap year before she
attends Harvard. Ken settles debts for a shady employer named
San Bernardino, but he swears it’s only until he can finish his
education at UCLA. Jimi says she’s 21 when she meets Ken at a
club on the Sunset Strip, and although she looks down on African-American men—a topic they discuss in great detail—their

y o u n g a d u lt

An examination of grief and politics
in a deftly written novel set in 1980s
Jamaica.
Periodically throughout this slim
novel, George Ferron Morgan recalls
with jaded wit the indignities of being
a ghost editorial writer at a second-rate newspaper, working
with hacks. The political climate which once leaned left has
taken a hard right, instilling a general complacency among
the politically disengaged and fueling George’s paranoia as
he wonders what punishment will be meted out for his earlier well-known radical activism. Overshadowing his cynicism is his undignified and suspicious death. As if that weren’t
enough, his son, Ferron, tortured by grief, annoyance, or his
chronic dyspepsia—it’s hard to tell which—is given the task
of transporting his father’s body home in the back seat of his
Volvo. George’s voice, in sections called “Unpublished notes of
George Ferron Morgan,” appears between the Ferron-driven
chapters in which Ferron, his family, and his father’s friends
mourn George and debate the circumstances of his death. The
book gets bogged down with Ferron’s dalliances with a trio of
women inexplicably willing to put up with his sudden disappearances, dishonesty, and guilt. While the backdrop of Jamaica’s political climate is presumably meant to lend breadth, it is
uncomfortably compact, making the novel read like an overlong short story or an underdeveloped historical novel. What
rescues the book is Dawes’ poetic ear, as when George recalls
his days at Jamaica College with sensory acuity: “I remember...
the sense of cold water, which was partly smell and partly
touch...the smell of games: linseed oil on cricket bats and the
chalky smell of composition balls and then later the smell of
leather balls.” A bold surprise occurs late in the book as it
switches from prose to a near play-script format, when Ferron
returns to an old family home, imagining an encounter with
his old man as he sinks into the full spectrum of grief and contemplates ancestral lives passed.
If Dawes had followed the conventions of the historical novel, it might have made his book more accessible, but
it should be read if only to savor the author’s astonishing
prose.
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one-night stand becomes an obsession that consumes them
both. Together, they explore the diverse beauty of the greater
Los Angeles area, from Leimert Park, the “Black Beverly Hills,”
to the outer suburb of Diamond Bar. They enjoy the ’90s as they
watch movies on a VCR, dance the Cabbage Patch, and argue
over the O.J. Simpson trial. Passionate and complex, Jimi and
Ken spar over social issues and end up in bed as often as Black
History Month and Valentine’s Day share the month of February—which is to say, all the time. Ultimately, their relationship
takes a bad turn for more personal reasons—an unplanned pregnancy that derails Jimi’s plans to go to college and disappoints
her controlling parents. Jimi is too young for motherhood and
can’t quite handle the responsibility. Ken, meanwhile, proves
that her assumptions about African-Americans were untrue:
He marries Jimi, dotes on their baby, and works hard to support
them both. But when a collection job turns dangerous, threatening their daughter’s safety, even love might not be enough to
keep them together. Readers jumping into the series will have
the pleasure of reading the stories in chronological order. Fans
will enjoy the backstory, which ends right where the first book
begins.
From wanton to wicked, the love-hate relationship
between Dickey’s characters burns with rapid-fire dialogue and plenty of steam.

era of the Baader-Meinhof gang and the disastrous ’72 Olympics
in Germany; the Grateful Dead and Nixon’s resignation in the
U.S.; and changing sexual mores in both cultures that led to difficult situations like the one she is still dealing with 35 years later.
Another important theme is the burden of World War II on the
German spirit, further complicated in Dieter’s family by secrets
and lies. Diehl’s debut confidently handles these cultural and
historical complexities and is equally fluent in depicting the
concerns and processes of visual artists and musicians.
A serious, nuanced portrait of a family of creative people as their decisions, large and small, play out in their lives.

EEG

Drndić, Daša
Trans. by Hawkesworth, Celia
New Directions (384 pp.)
$18.95 paper | Apr. 30, 2019
978-0-8112-2848-0
In the late Croatian writer Drndić’s
(Belladonna, 2017, etc.) final novel, the
fact that death eludes a would-be suicide
does not mean that it has stopped looking to reap him.
Andreas Ban is an intellectual who loves chess, fat books,
ideas, and his “small, select collection of glasses.” He is melancholic, and he is nostalgic for a city that no longer exists, a
place where pedestrians “attack, they leap out, they destroy my
rhythm, they move in a crippled, hiccupy rhythm so that my
own gait becomes disorderly, jerky, and erratic.” What’s worse is
that when Yugoslavia was dissolved and Croatia became its own
country again, his coastal city of Rijeka became the plaything
of foreigners who bought the place up. Drndić, sometimes
self-referential, delivers a portrait of a disaffected European
intellectual—is there any other kind?—and depicts a man who,
though not wedded to the notion of a golden age, is nonetheless
more than a little put off by the “general, universal chaos...the
cauldron of turbid, stale mash” that is the present, a time when,
among other indignities, he has to explain to students what a
tape recorder is. Visiting moments of the past, he recalls other
times of torment and chaos, from the resistance movements
that fought the Nazis and fascists to the forgotten corners of
the country where portraits of the old boss still adorn the walls:
“Tito simply hangs as a reminder, as un-forgetting, he says nothing, he does not give orders, he does not punish, he just hangs,
watches and is silent.” Among the figures he conjures up in
his mind are Joseph Roth and Stefan Zweig, avatars of an old
European humanism that no longer exists, and, Drndić makes
plain, will not come again in a time of narcissism and nationalism. This is a novel of ideas but also of exquisite poetry, as when
Drndić writes of a figure out of Ban’s past: “He died alone, and
he was afraid of solitude.”
An elegant search for lost time and a fitting valediction
by a superb writer.

LIFELINES

Diehl, Heidi
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (336 pp.)
$26.00 | Jun. 18, 2019
978-1-328-48372-0
When her long-estranged ex-husband—a still-handsome German avantgarde musician—comes back into her
life, things get complicated for Louise.
Louise, a 59-year-old visual artist in
Eugene, Oregon, has two daughters, one
from each of her marriages. Elke was born when Louise was an
art student in Dusseldorf in the early 1970s. Not long after the
birth, Louise’s mother fell ill, so she took the baby and went
home. Since things were going badly at the time with her new
husband, Dieter, Louise ended up staying in the U.S. By the
time Dieter showed up for a visit, she was dating Richard, a professor of urban design, and a messy period with both men on the
scene ensued. But that was ages ago. She married Richard and
had another daughter, Margot; Dieter ended up immigrating to
New York. One day she gets a call from Elke, now 35, asking her
to return to Germany to attend the funeral of her grandmother,
Louise’s ex-mother-in-law, with whom she was once close. Her
other daughter happens to be in Europe at this time as well,
touring with her experimental band, Sky Mall. Impulsively, Louise decides to go—leaving a jealous Richard stewing at home
with a list of chores involving Louise’s long-term conceptual
art project. The novel moves between Dusseldorf and Eugene,
between the early 1970s and 2008, with richly textured depictions of these times and places. Louise’s student years were the
10
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A teenager’s quest for self-definition in a country in search of itself.
prince of monkeys

PRINCE OF MONKEYS

worldviews. Their children, too young to understand the circumstances that have led their parents to be so rigid, socialize
with one another though they come from different backgrounds
and differentiate themselves through pop culture. Zeenat communicates through movies, Pastor’s son through Scripture, and
Mendaus through books. Ihechi, however, is constantly seeking
meaning and remains distant due to his banker father’s business
relationship with the government and his mother’s religious
fanaticism. These poles gesture toward what Ihechi sees as the
underpinnings of Nigerian society: corruption and traditionalism. Fela, a musician who encouraged traditional African lifestyles and religions while being arrested hundreds of times for
criticizing the Nigerian government, develops into the perfect
centerpiece to represent both the cross-cultural appeal of music
and Ihechi’s emotional confusion as a child. The next time the
foursome sees Fela, a military crackdown leaves Zeenat dead;
Mendaus radicalized; and Ihechi’s mother fearful for her son’s
impressionable spirit. She sends him away to live with his uncle
and cousins, Pentecostals who look down on him—though it
turns out that Ihechi’s cousin Tessy is sneaking out at night to

Ehirim, Nnamdi
Counterpoint (288 pp.)
$26.00 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-64009-167-2

Nigerian writer Ehirim’s audacious
debut novel follows a teenager’s quest
for self-definition in a country in search
of itself.
In a prologue set in 1992, the narrator, Ihechi, and his friends run into the
famed Afrobeat musician Fela Kuti, who proceeds to get the
foursome—which includes Mendaus, a pretentious bookworm;
his stepsister, Zeenat, who doubles as Ihechi’s love interest; and
a young Christian known only as Pastor’s son—drunk to the
point of threatening a police officer. Ehirim then moves back
to 1985 as he retraces the steps leading up to that fateful event,
which encapsulates the generational and class intersections
propelling the novel. Most of the adults here are fixed in their
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work in a brothel. Through her connections, Ihechi winds up
working for a major general in Nigeria’s army, setting the stage
for a confrontation with his childhood friends that forces him
to reckon with what both he and his country have become.
Told in beautifully evocative prose, a panoramic novel
showing that the price of growing beyond one’s origins
might be steeper than anticipated.

Three women carry the narrative weight of this searing novel, set in pre– and post–World War II Berlin and New
York City in the 1970s and ’80s. Now that she’s a mother herself, Ava, a struggling artist in the East Village, is determined
to confront her own mother, Ilse, who left her in an orphanage in the waning days of the war, eventually retrieving her but
never telling her the identity of her father or much about her
own past. Ilse’s sections, set in the ’30s during the years leading
up to Kristallnacht, make it abundantly clear why. Ilse joins the
Hitler Youth female division, the Bund Deutscher Mädel, and
becomes an enthusiastic Nazi, to the horror of her former best
friend, Renate. As the noose slowly tightens around Berlin’s
Jews, Renate and her family are not immediately affected by the
oppressive racial laws, since she and brother Franz are Mischlings, only half Jewish; her mother, a psychiatrist, is “Aryan” and
her father considers himself a Lutheran until the Nazi registration system exposes his Jewish ancestry. The stories of Ilse and
Renate are viscerally quotidian in detailing how Nazism distorts
their adolescence. Renate’s gradual ostracism by her school—
formerly a top student, she is subjected to racism-dictated

WUNDERLAND

Epstein, Jennifer Cody
Crown (384 pp.)
$27.00 | Apr. 26, 2019
978-0-525-57690-7
A daughter strives to unlock the
secrets of her mother’s past, which her
mother has ample reason to hide, in
Epstein’s (The Gods of Heavenly Punish
ment, 2013, etc.) third novel.
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What became of the suffragettes
after the vote was mainly won?
old baggage

A KING ALONE

grade deflation—and even by those she counted as friends, is
excruciating to read. The characterization of Ilse is more challenging, but her enthusiastic embrace of the lifestyle of a Hitler
devotee is authentically depicted, as is her dogged refusal to be
disillusioned despite various rude awakenings to the role envisioned for women in the Reich. Representing the German postwar generation, Ava holds her own here and is not merely an
afterthought; her relationship with Ulrich, son of an Auschwitz
victim, is particularly poignant and echoes the friendship of
Ilse and Renate, which neither ever truly renounces, at least
psychically.
A vividly written and stark chronicle of Nazism and its
legacies.

Giono, Jean
Trans. by Waters, Alyson
New York Review Books (182 pp.)
$14.95 paper | Apr. 30, 2019
978-1-68137-309-6
Giono’s novel tells a harrowing story
of isolation and taut social interaction
cloaked with ambiguous psychology and
a growing sense of menace.
Murder, obsession, and fraught interpersonal relationships abound in this
novel, but it’s telling that the book opens with a pair of paragraphs discussing the histories of the families and the landscape
around the village where it’s set. This is a novel in which terrible
things happen to numerous people, and Giono doesn’t take long
to introduce the first of many sinister events: the disappearance
of a woman named Marie Chazottes. It’s the middle of the winter of 1843, and Marie’s disappearance and the claustrophobia

OLD BAGGAGE

y o u n g a d u lt

Evans, Lissa
Harper Perennial/HarperCollins
(320 pp.)
$15.99 paper | Apr. 16, 2019
978-0-06-289544-8
The fight is never over for an aging
English political militant whose stalwart
standards are endangered by emotional
baggage.
What became of the suffragettes
after the vote was mainly won? This is the question Evans (Their
Finest, 2017, etc.) addresses in her latest spirited historical novel.
Most became respectable, some turned to good works, some
drank too much, and some—like Matilda Simpkin—found it
hard to channel their intelligence and drive. Mattie is a force
of nature: “If she storms the barricades, they’ll certainly stay
stormed. She’s a one-woman battalion.” But now her campaigning days are over and Mattie is underoccupied—until she forms
the Amazons, a girls’ club that will teach “knowledge, confidence, ready laughter and a strong overarm throw.” In London
in 1928, however, Mattie has competition for the children’s
attention. A couple of wealthy local Fascists have set up a rival
club, the Empire Youth League, espousing nationalism, marching, and an admiration for Mussolini. Mattie must rise to the
challenge. Evans, an appealing writer with a taste for unusual
historical characters and perspectives as well as sly comic surprises, draws a nicely detailed portrait of post–World War I England, a country drawing breath after the devastating military
campaign. Her focus on poverty and health, and the challenges
facing women of all classes, brings a sense of social outrage
(and modernity) to the story. More privately, Mattie shares her
home with another ex-suffragette, Florrie Lee, aka The Flea,
whose modest, undeclared love for Mattie introduces a quiet
yet affecting note of emotional attachment. These simple storylines are complicated by flaws, follies, and compromised good
sense in a tale which reveals itself to be a prequel to Crooked
Heart, a curious and minor narrative perhaps, but blessed with
qualities that are hard to resist.
Evans impresses again, less for the scale of her narrative than for the charm of its large-hearted heroine.
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INTERVIEWS & PROFILES

Madhuri Vijay

HER STRIKING DEBUT IS A STORY OF RELIGIOUS CONFLICT AND
DOMESTIC DAMAGE SET IN CONTEMPORARY INDIA
By Benjamin Rybeck
Photo courtesy Manvi Rao

regular violence. “I grew up in the south [of India],
which is very far from Kashmir, so my sense of it was
always vague”; accordingly, Vijay often heard from
adults in her life some variation of the same sentiment: It’s so beautiful. What a shame. “The more I
began to think about it,” Vijay says, “the more outrageous it seemed to me that I hadn’t been thinking
about it all my life.”
The Far Field focuses on Shalini, a 30-year-old
woman mourning the death of her mother. Her entire
life she has been shielded from turmoil by her wealth,
turning her eyes from horror toward, instead, the relatively minute struggles of privileged people entering
adulthood. But now, grieving, she sets off to Kashmir to find a man who disappeared years before—a
man who once knew her mother and who may be able
to illuminate a shadowed corner of her family’s history. What begins as a detective story slowly morphs
into something grander: a story of political upheaval. Yet the personal story—Shalini’s own first-person
point of view—is always in the foreground. For Vijay,
“the personal and the political need to be inextricable, even indistinguishable, from each other for the
book”—any book—“to work.”
The novel took six years to write. Although Vijay attended the Iowa Writers’ Workshop, she wrote
none of the book there, instead composing the earliest version of The Far Field while living and working
as a volunteer in Kashmir. “In the first draft, I was
writing the book I thought I was supposed to write,”
she says. “A book that had clear precedent in contemporary literature: three narrators, a sweeping
saga. It felt safe. But it also eventually felt dead.”
What Vijay eventually landed on was a book that
felt riskier, more exciting—one that narrowed in on
the point of view of Shalini. She doesn’t seem particularly aware or interested in the history around
her; she’s sort of a lousy friend. She’s a little self-

An image search for Kashmir, India, yields photographs so varied in their types of beauty that it seems
impossible they come from the same region: Rolling
hills, mountains, snowy vistas, greens so green they
seem psychedelic. But nestled in the midst of these
images, one finds a funeral, raw and massive, from
an article headlined “Professor Among 10 Killed by
Indian Troops in Held Kashmir.”
Madhuri Vijay sets much of The Far Field, her debut novel, in Kashmir, in part due to this tension
between the sublime and the sad. “Within the national mythology of India,” Vijay tells me, “Kashmir
is ever present.” Movies are set there; the beauty
is well-known. But Kashmir is a region claimed by
three different countries (India, Pakistan, and China), which has led to an Indian military presence and
14
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There is the push and pull of risk and protection that
only comes about because of who she is.”
Reading The Far Field, and going on this journey
with Shalini (and Vijay), I kept thinking of the films
of Alfonso Cuarón and the way he balances the personal with the political. Roma or Children of Men are
movies about specific characters, closely realized,
while in the background there’s a canvas of a larger
world, always set against them, always vibrating toward explosion in the margins. I mention this comparison to Vijay. “The political isn’t trumpeted,” she
says. “It’s not clean and obvious, and it shouldn’t be.
It should work in every scene, in every moment. I
have no idea whether I’ve succeeded in this regard,
but it was important to me to try.”

absorbed. In short, she’s like a lot of people we all
know—complicated.
“There’s a distance between what she feels and
what she’s able to express,” Vijay says. “And that leap
between emotion and articulation is, in many ways,
one of the central concerns of the book. I think
she’s also a character hungry for consolation. That
hunger leads her to be a bit blind, and she’s not unusual in that regard. I know lots of people like her:
smart, widely traveled, but at the same time self-absorbed, who regard travel as a kind of vanity project. The novel is, in part, a criticism of those kinds
of people.” In other words, the humanity in Shalini
runs deep, and when Vijay talks about her narrator,
I sense great affection, though not always approval. “There is, in her, a fundamental longing for family and protection that sometimes causes her to go
too far in certain directions. I don’t think of her as
particularly insensitive to her surroundings. In fact,
she feels too many things at once and can become
paralyzed as a result.”
On some level, the goal was to write an unsafe
book—not something, as Vijay puts it, “cheaply provocative,” not something that includes inflammatory content gratuitously, but something that takes
“readers to places that are not the usual places.” And
as a novel, The Far Field took Vijay to unusual places
as well. “I remember the feeling I had on so many
days, closing the computer, saving the manuscript. I
had no landmarks. I wasn’t entirely sure what I was
doing. I liked that feeling.” (She laughs here. “This
all sounds very bombastic,” she says. “Vain!” But it
doesn’t. It sounds like the journey of a writer—the
removal of signposts—even if it’s a journey not often discussed.)
This sense of “unsafety” is reflected directly in
Shalini’s experiences in Kashmir, a dangerous place
she barely understands, where threats are potentially everywhere. “When you have a female narrator acting recklessly as opposed to a male narrator,
that adds, for the reader, a level of discomfort that
is perhaps unconscious. We’re familiar and comfortable with stories of solitary men traveling through
foreign landscapes, leaving behind broken hearts and
destruction, but we recoil when a woman does the
same….It’s also different, there’s no question, to be a
woman on a train, on a street, in a conflict zone. And
every moment, [Shalini] is aware of her vulnerability,
even if she may not acknowledge it. Yet it is a vulnerability that’s tempered and countered by the protection that comes from wealth and privilege. She can
give her dad a call and go back home at any moment.

Benjamin Rybeck is the author of a novel, The Sadness. The former general manager of Brazos Bookstore in
Houston, he now lives in Brooklyn. The Far Field was
reviewed in the Nov. 15, 2018, issue.
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THE FAR FIELD
Vijay, Madhuri
Grove (448 pp.)
$27.00 | Jan. 15, 2019
978-0-8021-2840-9
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A gorgeous, creepy modern fairy tale
reminiscent of Angela Carter.
little darlings

brought on by the snowfall ratchets up tensions among the villagers. The disappearances continue, and the townspeople take
further precautions: “New, very precise passwords were given
to everyone. The school was closed. People were advised not to
leave the village for any reason, even in broad daylight,” Giono
writes. Attempting to solve this mystery is a gendarme named
Langlois, described by the narrator as “a right rascal.” Langlois
eventually brings the case to a resolution, and by the time he
returns to the village, he seems somehow altered. Gradually,
Langlois emerges as a contradictory figure: one part haunted
investigator, one part figure of quiet menace. The means by
which Giono tells this story creates a fantastic sense of the community surrounding Langlois: The novel’s narrator frequently
interpolates the narratives of others into the larger story, and
the result is a kind of compound, collagelike tale, one that has
elements of detective fiction but which abounds with ambiguity. Susan Stewart’s introduction impressively places this work
within Giono’s own biography and 20th-century French history.
This immersive novel creates a memorably delirious
sense of mystery, obsession, and altered perceptions.

the end, the novel suggests, it doesn’t matter where the threat
comes from. What matters is what we will sacrifice to save the
ones we love.
A gorgeous, creepy modern fairy tale reminiscent of
Angela Carter.

BEFORE SHE WAS FOUND

Gudenkauf, Heather
Park Row Books (368 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Apr. 16, 2019
978-0-7783-0773-0

After investigating a local urban legend, a teenage girl is brutally attacked in
Gudenkauf ’s (Not a Sound, 2017, etc.) latest thriller.
Like nearly every teenager, Cora
struggles in middle school. She’s shy and
sheltered and tries every day to navigate the stormy social seas
of friendships and crushes, even within small town Pitch, Iowa.
When Violet and her family move to Pitch, she connects with
Cora and helps her begin to come out of her shell, but this is
complicated by the on-again, off-again presence of queen bee
Jordyn. All three girls end up working together on a social studies project to explore the truth behind an urban legend; they
choose to research the story of Joseph Wither, a boy supposedly
responsible for the disappearances or deaths of several local high
school students across the decades. As they dig deeper into the
mystery, Cora begins corresponding online with someone claiming to be Joseph. She knows this could be dangerous, but when
her classmates find out and mock her for believing in the legend,
Cora decides to meet up with Joseph and prove them wrong. The
novel opens with an assault and then slowly unravels the events
leading up to that act of violence; also functioning as a mystery, it
is not until the very end that the perpetrator is revealed. There
are interesting layers of psychology at work here, but it can be
exhausting inhabiting the world of these teenage girls, so concerned about appearances, so protective of their own secrets.
There is truth there, certainly, but little entertainment.
Draws a rather grim portrait of the trials and battles of
adolescence—taken to the extreme.

LITTLE DARLINGS

Golding, Melanie
Crooked Lane (320 pp.)
$26.99 | Apr. 30, 2019
978-1-68331-997-9

A new mother in England’s Peak District faces a dire threat to her children
from someone only she can see. Is she
mentally ill, or are there darker forces at
work in Golding’s debut novel?
Drowsing on the maternity ward
with her newborn twins, Lauren Tranter hears a sinister voice
singing. She’s suddenly assaulted by a grotesque woman, who
hisses, “I’ll take yours and you can have mine.” When security
finds no sign of another person in Lauren’s room, she’s taken
for an evaluation. Back at home with the babies, Lauren drifts
through her days in a haze of sleeplessness and constant breastfeeding, barely leaving the house and receiving little help from
her husband. When she once again reports a sighting of the
strange woman outside her house, everyone assumes she’s hallucinating. Everyone, that is, except for Joanna Harper, a detective
sergeant who tends to follow her instincts and ask permission
from superiors later. Then Lauren’s babies are abducted. Maybe
there is someone stalking her? But when the babies are recovered and Lauren immediately tries to drown them in the river,
she’s institutionalized, raving about how they are no longer her
boys. While Lauren plots a way to get her own babies back, Jo
discovers that a similar case happened 40 years before. Drawing
on traditional folklore, fairy tales, and literature about changelings, Golding’s novel will strike true fear into the heart of any
parent. At the same time, the novel explores the fierce and
desperate love we have for our children, written with beautiful
intensity. And the ending, while ambiguous, skillfully walks the
line between psychological and supernatural horror. Perhaps, in
16
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THEY ALL FALL DOWN

Hall, Rachel Howzell
Forge (320 pp.)
$26.99 | Apr. 9, 2019
978-0-7653-9814-7

A killer lures seven strangers to a
remote Mexican island in this homage to
And Then There Were None.
When Miriam Macy receives an
unsolicited invitation from “A. Nansi”
to compete on a reality TV show set on
Mictlan Island in the Sea of Cortez, she eagerly accepts; thanks
|
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to some unspecified legal woes and an emotional breakdown,
the 45-year-old African-American divorcée is unemployed
and deeply in debt. But after a chartered yacht drops her off
at the Artemis estate, Miriam learns some shocking news: She
and the house’s six other occupants were brought to Mictlan
under an assortment of false pretenses by their lawyer, prominent defense attorney Phillip Omeke, who—unbeknownst to
them—succumbed to brain cancer last month. Artemis was his
house, and this gathering is his wake. While there’s no cell service, Wi-Fi, or way home, more guests will supposedly arrive the
following morning for a reading of Phillip’s will, so the members
of the group—including people from different races and backgrounds—resolve to enjoy themselves and hope for an inheritance. The promised company never comes, though, and it’s
not long before those assembled start meeting untimely ends.
Hall (City of Saviors, 2017, etc.) borrows Agatha Christie’s broad
strokes but employs fresh twists to keep readers guessing. Sex,
drugs, and racial tension heighten the drama and create an additional layer of conflict, but the characters feel more like collections of tics and tropes than flesh-and-blood beings, lessening
the tale’s impact and robbing it of verisimilitude.
Hall offers a soapy, modern take on a Christie classic.

haunting the family, keeping the reader questioning who might
have murdered Diana. Was it Lucy who finally snapped after
Diana snubbed her one too many times? Or maybe Ollie, whose
shady business partner may have pushed him into a desperate
financial spot? Or perhaps Nettie and Patrick cannot wait for
Diana’s estate. But why was the suicide note left in a drawer?
A mesmerizing domestic mystery.

PRINCESS BARI

Hwang Sok-Yong
Trans. by Kim-Russell, Sora
Scribe (256 pp.)
$16.00 paper | Apr. 16, 2019
978-1-947534-54-4
Fleeing famine and the misfortune of
her family, a young woman embarks on a
perilous quest to survive in South Korean
novelist Hwang’s (Familiar Things, 2018,
etc.) latest.
The youngest in a family of seven
daughters in 1980s North Korea, Bari’s arrival into the world
brings great disappointment. Named after an old Korean
myth—wherein an abandoned princess searches the globe for
an elixir that will bring peace to the dead—Bari is abandoned
at birth but later found and brought home by her family’s dog.
To the delight of Bari’s grandmother, the girl has inherited their
ancestors’ gift of sight, an ability she surreptitiously helps Bari
nurture. When famine sweeps North Korea in the 1990s, news
arrives that Bari’s uncle has defected to the south, bringing
with it harrowing realities that infect and dismantle their home.
The family fractures, and Bari, her grandmother, sister Hyun,
and dog, Chilsung (with whom Bari speaks telepathically), are
smuggled across the border to China. Alas, no sooner do they
find safety than Hyun, Grandmother, and Chilsung die within
months of each other. Despondent and alone, 13-year-old Bari
ends up in Yanji, working as an apprentice at a foot massage parlor. It’s there that she discovers her unique ability to map strangers’ lives through touching them. After an unpaid debt upends
the business, Bari lands in the bottom of a cramped cargo ship
on its way to England. In the ship’s darkness, she dissociates,
slipping into “layers of the otherworld,” each sensation “like
soft fabric tearing each time I shed my body.” This transient
place that Hwang expertly builds conjures the disorientation
brought by tragedy. In its unnerving darkness we wonder, as
Bari falls further away from her body, if she might never make it
back to the surface. In London, Bari’s consciousness elasticizes,
making room for her permeable worlds to coexist. As her body
takes root in a new place, Bari finds love and even happiness,
and eventually finds work as a healer, helping others mine their
sorrows. Still, with growth comes deep pain, and Hwang uses
Bari’s isolation and quiet agony to depict the psychic trauma
that settles into the lives of those who are displaced.
A mesmerizing odyssey through the beauty, suffering,
and rage that flow from the irrepressible desire to live.

THE MOTHER-IN-LAW

Hepworth, Sally
St. Martin’s (352 pp.)
$27.99 | Apr. 23, 2019
978-1-250-12092-2

When Diana, the matriarch of the
Goodwin family, unexpectedly dies soon
after her beloved husband’s death, suicide seems the logical explanation. But
the circumstances of her death quickly
point to homicide, and too many family
members seem to have motives.
When Lucy first met Diana, 10 years ago, she had desperately hoped to find a warm, loving future mother-in-law. And
while her fiance, Ollie, adores his mother, his sister, Nettie, and
her husband, Patrick, wryly warn her that Diana has always
been more practical than sentimental. Aloof and absorbed with
her volunteer work with refugees, Diana is an elegant woman of
few words but lots of money. Although she is devoted to helping
others navigate childbirth and the job market, she is loath to
give her own children any money because she is convinced that
they should have the opportunities to pull themselves up by the
bootstraps, as she and her refugee clients have had to do. Frustrated by their mother’s financial indifference to their troubles,
Ollie and Nettie long ago learned to turn to their soft-hearted
father, Tom. Yet as Hepworth (The Family Next Door, 2018, etc.)
shifts perspectives, chapter to chapter, we discover that Diana’s
emotional reserve is actually secretiveness and uncertainty
grounded in her own traumatic experiences. Her every attempt
to show she cares is fraught with second-guessing how others
might misconstrue her meaning. And it is this careful shifting
of perspectives and time periods that exposes the sense of loss
18
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These tales of obsession reverberate with the hard, cool, and dryly
comic voice of one of South Korea’s most versatile writers.
diary of a murderer

LOUDERMILK

teddy bear” and is “not sure what you’re supposed to do if you
end up in a relationship with someone who may at once be a
sociopath and/or pathological liar, plus situational narcissist,
and/or suffering from a personality disorder, and then you also
feel like they are the only person in the world who’s ever understood you.” Ives’ second novel (Impossible Views of the World,
2017) is half gonzo grad school satire featuring these two princes
among men, half theoretical inquiry into the nature of writing
and reality. Holding down the more highbrow side of things is
a character named Clare Elwil, who contributes a dead father,
lots of introspection (“bounding through the endless black and
rainbow that is the mountain-heap of images constituting the
trash-heap of her being”), and four short stories, which appear
as a kind of performance art within the novel. Also included are
several of the works Harry writes as T.A. Loudermilk—poems
that set the entire student body and faculty back on their heels
in awe. We’re 99 percent sure the admiration these inspire is
supposed to be a joke, but since there were a number of other
things that went over our heads, we could be wrong.
Wonder Boys meets Cyrano de Bergerac meets Jacques Lacan
meets Animal House. Something for everyone.

Ives, Lucy
Soft Skull Press (352 pp.)
$16.95 paper | May 7, 2019
978-1-59376-390-9
A moronic chick magnet gets a
scholarship to a prestigious Midwestern
writing program on the basis of poetry
written by his dweeb sidekick.
Meet Troy Augustus Loudermilk:
“Six foot three and built like a water polo
champion. His face is hard to look away from. His square jaw
resolves itself into a gentle cleft above which shapely lips give
levity to otherwise chiseled features.” What is almost more
beautiful than Loudermilk’s physical being is his gleefully transcribed speech, sparkling with “dick-munches,” “nerf herders,”
“cum-dumpsters,” “jizz rags,” “fart crumbs,” “brohams,” and “get
spastic with it, you Amish pirate you.” His underdeveloped, terrified henchman, Harry Rego, resembles “a hobbit or shaved

DIARY OF A MURDERER

Kim, Young-Ha
Trans. by Lee, Krys
Mariner/Houghton Mifflin Harcourt
(208 pp.)
$13.99 paper | Apr. 16, 2019
978-1-328-54542-8
These tales of obsession reverberate with the hard, cool, and dryly comic
voice of one of South Korea’s most versatile writers (I Hear Your Voice, 2017, etc.).
In the title story, which takes up practically half of this
svelte collection, Kim Byeongsu is entering his eighth decade
afflicted with Alzheimer’s. Because his mind has shattered into
fragments that wander or collide, he is compelled to write down
everything and anything that comes into his head before it vanishes into the ether. Observations, random encounters, physical
details, reminiscences, pieces of poetry—they all somehow find
their ways into his journal. When he’s able to connect some of
these jottings, Byeongsu determines that there’s a serial killer at
loose in his neighborhood and that the next victim could be his
daughter, Eunhui. Such reasoning is based on personal experience: Byeongsu himself was a career serial killer who managed
to evade the law for three decades until he quit and took up...
bowling? Maybe it was a car accident that shook him out of
“the work that [he’s] best at.” He’s not sure, and neither are we.
Creeping anxiety and Kafkaesque humor meld in this deceptively intricate novella (the foundation of a 2017 movie, Memoir
of a Murderer, co-scripted by its author), goading you into believing just about anything Byeongsu says, no matter how disreputable his past or unreliable his memory. The other three stories
retain the first one’s chilliness (sustained nicely with help from
Lee’s translation), which comes across somewhat diffused in
20
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THE UNPASSING

different, but no less jolting, contexts. In “The Origin of Life,”
a liaison between former childhood friends distorts itself into
what appears at first to be a romantic triangle but coalesces
into a more rhomboidlike shape. “Missing Child” ramps up
the intimacy of terror (and vice versa) in chronicling a kidnap
case, while “The Writer” frolics with sex, lies, and philosophy in
tracking the crash and burn of its title character.
Kim’s gifts may need a bigger canvas than the short
form allows to spread his wings. Still, this is a lively,
enthralling introduction to his eclectic artistry.

Lin, Chia-Chia
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (288 pp.)
$26.00 | May 7, 2019
978-0-374-27936-3
In this debut novel, a TaiwaneseAmerican family 30 miles outside
Anchorage struggles to live after the
death of their youngest daughter.
Ten-year-old Gavin loses consciousness after he comes home from school
sick, the day before the Challenger launch is broadcast on TV.
When he comes to a few days later, his world has been wrenched
apart: Every astronaut on the shuttle is dead—and so is his
4-year-old sister, Ruby, who contracted meningitis from him.
Immediately, Gavin is saturated with a guilt he doesn’t know
how to express: “The heaviness on me was like dread. But what
came after dread? What was on the other side of it, once a
thing was done, done, and done, and dread had thickened into
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something solid?” His other family members, including 5-yearold brother Natty and older sister Pei-Pei, treat each other
with a quiet kind of violence, and the rift between his parents
expands. His mother wants the family to move back to Taiwan,
where she and his father grew up; his dad, an insubstantial man
who drills water wells and repairs septic tanks, maintains his
innocence when sued by a family whose child was poisoned by
a well he worked on. The lawsuit, grasped only hazily by the
children, threatens to drain the family’s savings and evict them
from their home. The novel is full of harsh beauty, both in its
prose and its attentive depictions of an ever shifting Alaskan
environment, all frigid air and Sitka spruces and vast, treacherous mudflats. Death is omnipresent, from a tree that nearly falls
on Pei-Pei to the flying squirrel skeletons the family clears from
their attic, as well as a sense of constant, oppressive emptiness.
“It was impossible to erase the feeling of the unoccupied parking spaces around us. So many freshly painted rectangles and
no cars. To one side was an empty building, to the other, empty
roads.” The book’s main mood is one of intense suffocation:
Gavin’s family is completely unable to communicate, and events
pile up, disjointed and without explanation. The family doesn’t
belong, the novel makes achingly, physically explicit: not to the
community, where they stick out because of their race and lack
of money, and not to the land, which is unwelcoming to any
form of life.
Unremittingly bleak.

nothing, made no effort, showed no determination. His mood
matched the fickle storm: he felt within minutes guilt and relief,
shame and satisfaction. He fell asleep with these conflicting
feelings, but when he awoke the following morning, they had
merged into something less oppositional: the idea that he had
survived.” Near the novel’s end, the trauma of Orbits’ life nears
that deeper human mystery teased at throughout—that “bigger,
more impersonal story to which [Orbits] was still connected.”
Heavy yet rewarding, Maharaj’s novel is a reminder
that resilience takes many forms—and that most exceed
our naming.

BAD IDEAS

Marston, Missy
ECW Press (224 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Apr. 23, 2019
978-1-77041-461-7
Trudy sews pillowcases at a linen factory and helps her mother, Claire, care
for her 4-year-old niece, Mercy.
Claire pines for both Trudy’s father,
who left when Trudy and her sister were
small, and Trudy’s sister, Tammy, who
repeated the family pattern and left her own small child with
Claire and Trudy. It’s the 1970s in Preston Mills, a town that had
to be moved to make room for the St. Lawrence Seaway. Trudy’s
life consists of caring for her permanently sad mother and her
niece and avoiding the bullies at work. Then she meets Jules, a
stuntman who has come to town to drive a “rocket car” up a
ramp, a half mile across the river, and onto an island. Trudy’s
boring, lonely life is jolted both by her new love and Tammy’s reappearance. Claire, too, finds her miserable existence
upended by hope. In addition to this tangle of relationships,
another of the book’s complicating factors is that it is divided
into parts, chapters, and sections. Marston (The Love Monster,
2012) gives the sections flip titles, like “Because you just keep
making things up until they seem true” and “Because sometimes you feel like a sheet on a clothesline,” which read a bit like
blog-post titles. The characters speak to each other in ways that
seem more contemporary than ’70s-like, as well, and Trudy is a
distant main character. However, this is certainly unlike other
hard-luck love stories, and despite some improbabilities (such
as Tammy’s boyfriend, Fenton, having a seizure in front of the
family and no one getting him medical care) and the bleakness
that is woven through the characters’ lives, it’s an entertaining
novel. Jules’ dream is certainly uncommon, and it’s hard not to
root for decent, loyal Claire and tragically clueless Fenton. And
Mercy, who is still young enough to have a positive view of her
fellow humans, even those related to her.
An unusual story of both familial and romantic love,
the strange dreams humans have, and the cost and benefits
of loyalty.

FATBOY FALL DOWN

Maharaj, Rabindranath
ECW Press (344 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Apr. 9, 2019
978-1-77041-452-5

How does a person respond to suffering? With this novel of quiet resilience,
award-winning Trinidadian-Canadian novelist Maharaj (Adjacentland, 2018, etc.) proposes an answer.
Focusing on Orbits, an overweight
man who has suffered years of abuse, trauma, and horrendous
luck, the novel tracks his tumultuous experiences on “the
island,” an unnamed location (recognizable as Trinidad) still
shaped by colonial encounter: a bullied childhood, a first job as
a swamp tour guide, a failed marriage, a strained parenthood, a
brother’s suicide, an important friendship, a clandestine affair,
a run for office, and, eventually, the midlife excavations that
release him from the anguish of “unexamined loss.” In the process, Maharaj’s novel stretches the formal and emotional range
of the coming-of-age story, deferring its payoff past adulthood
and into middle age, where, for Orbits, unexpected revelations
reframe the meanings of past suffering. While often bleak
and occasionally off-putting—Orbits’ neuroses are rendered
in unsettling fidelity, each of his memories increasingly “burdened” by the weight of the others—Maharaj’s knowing prose
propels the story through these darker troughs: “He had gone
along as he had always done. Throughout his life, he had done
22
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A triangle is formed by two humans and one
android in an alternate version of England.
machines like me

MACHINES LIKE ME

artefact.” They all survive the fling, although Charlie imagines he
detects “the scent of warm electronics on her sheets,” and Adam
turns lovesick, composing 2,000 haiku for Miranda (namesake of
the Bard’s character who famously utters: “O brave new world, /
That has such people in’t”). Early on, the android has told Charlie that Miranda is a liar and might harm him without providing
details. These statements flag a fateful backstory comprising a
teenage Miranda, two schoolmates, and a death threat. Along
the way to a busy and disturbing ending, Charlie makes a connection with Turing that allows for some nerd-pleasing kibble like
“non-deterministic polynomial time.” McEwan (Nutshell, 2016,
etc.) brings humor and considerable ethical rumination to a cautionary tale about artificial intelligence. But his human characters seem unfinished, his plot a bit ragged. And why the alternate
1982 England, other than to fire a few political shots about the
Falklands, Thatcher, and Tony Benn? Does the title make sense
as either clause or complete sentence? Are we meant to imagine
the “real” author as a present-day Adam?
McEwan is a gifted storyteller, but this one is as frustrating as it is intriguing.

McEwan, Ian
Talese/Doubleday (352 pp.)
$26.95 | Apr. 23, 2019
978-0-385-54511-2
The British author’s latest novel concerns a triangle formed by two humans
and one android in an alternate version
of England.
The year is 1982, the British are about
to lose the Falklands War, and Alan Turing is not only still alive, but his work has helped give rise to a
line of androids almost indistinguishable from humans. The
narrator, Charlie Friend, an aimless 32-year-old, inherits enough
money to buy one of the pricey robots. He and Miranda, the
younger woman living above him, each supply half the “personality parameters” required to push Adam past his factory presets.
Before long, as things between the humans seem to be getting
serious, Charlie finds himself the first man “to be cuckolded by an
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yangsze choo’s latest
is “a sumptuous garden
maze of a novel”
THROW ME TO
THE WOLVES

Somewhere between a detective story and a ghost story
stalks Yangsze Choo’s The Night Tiger (Feb. 12).
“I wanted you to be able to read this book as a straightforward murder mystery in which everything—well,
hopefully most things—was explained,” Choo says of her enticingly enigmatic sophomore novel,
set in 1930s Malaya.
“At the same time,” she says,
“the book can be read in a kind of
otherworldly way”—not unlike
her 2013 New York Times bestselling debut, The Ghost Wife, which
is partially set in a traditional Chinese version of hell. “There’s a lot
of ambiguity I’d like the reader
to decide. You get to choose your Yangsze Choo
own adventure.”
In The Night Tiger, adventure chooses 11-year-old Ren,
the houseboy of Dr. MacFarlane, an aged, ailing British surgeon living in Kamunting. The old man extracts
a ghastly promise as his dying
wish: Ren must find his master’s
severed finger and bury it with
his body within 49 days of his
death, or the man’s soul will be
forced to wander the Earth forever.
Fifty miles away in Ipoh, a
tenacious young woman named
Ji Lin works as a dance-hall girl
to help pay her mother’s debts.
A salesman she’s entertaining
tells her this: “The body must
be made whole again when you
die. Anything added must be removed, and anything
missing replaced—otherwise your soul won’t rest in
peace.” He unknowingly leaves behind a gruesome souvenir, his lucky charm: “the top two joints of a dried, severed finger.”
As Ren’s and Ji Lin’s seemingly unlike stories entwine,
The Night Tiger beguilingly becomes “a sumptuous garden
maze of a novel that immerses readers in a complex, vanished world,” our reviewer writes. —M.L.

Photo courtesy JJames Chan

McGuinness, Patrick
Bloomsbury (336 pp.)
$27.00 | Apr. 23, 2019
978-1-62040-151-4
An English detective works to solve a
mystery that’s shadowed by memories of
his boarding school days.
A few days before Christmas, a young
woman’s body, stuffed into a trash bag, is
dragged from a river bank in an unnamed city southeast of London. Lead detective Alexander “Ander” Widdowson’s search
for the perpetrator becomes complicated when his charismatic
English teacher from three decades ago, now retired, is identified as the prime suspect. Based on scant physical evidence, the
police apprehend Michael Wolphram, the victim’s neighbor, a
fastidious bachelor with a taste for luxuries “for the ear, the eye
and the mind, not for the body,” like Wagner’s music and “films
that have subtitles and last four hours.” Almost immediately, the
arrest ignites a media frenzy fueled by an unscrupulous reporter
with an open checkbook who’s happy to compensate anyone
even remotely connected to the suspect, at least those willing
to dish dirt of dubious quality that will fuel the public’s lust for
vengeance. With expert pacing, McGuinness (The Last Hundred
Days, 2012, etc.) smoothly juxtaposes Ander’s doubts that the
crime has been so easily solved with flashbacks to memories of
Wolphram, fueling his disbelief that his former instructor is a
man capable of murder. Ander’s colleague Gary, a cynical police
veteran with a penchant for handing out dismissive nicknames
(Ander is “Prof ” in deference to his university degree), brings
both street smarts and comic relief to the tale. McGuinness’
intelligent prose and his frequent, but unobtrusive, riffs on subjects like instant street shrines to murder victims (the “business
of death and mourning as public property, like the Olympics or
royalty”) or the venom of the British tabloid press, determined
to “take a man’s past and coat him in guilt,” are consistent
added pleasures in a novel that layers literary complexity and
depth over a fully satisfying crime story.
A smart police procedural that deftly integrates its protagonist’s past and present in his search for a murderer.

ONE SUMMER IN PARIS

Morgan, Sarah
Harlequin (416 pp.)
$15.99 paper | Apr. 9, 2019
978-1-335-50754-9

After arranging a monthlong Paris
vacation with her husband of 25 years,
Grace discovers he’s cheating on her and
takes the trip on her own.
Grace’s complicated childhood made
her determined to carve out a pictureperfect life through organization and order. She loves being a

Megan Labrise is a staff writer and co-host of the Fully Booked
podcast. The Night Tiger received a starred review in the Dec.
1, 2018 issue.
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happily married part-time French teacher with a college-bound
daughter. So it’s a shock when, on Valentine’s Day, Grace shares
her 25th wedding-anniversary surprise—a monthlong summer
trip to Paris—and her husband David’s response is to tell her
he’s having an affair and wants a divorce. Devastated, she decides
to take the trip herself. In Paris, Grace’s purse is snatched and
Audrey, a dyslexic English teen who can barely speak French, saves
it. Audrey is living and working in the Paris bookshop Grace’s
grandmother asked her to visit, and Grace winds up helping her
during her shifts and renting an apartment over the shop. Audrey
prods Grace to let go a little, gives her a makeover, and encourages her to meet up with her first lover. Grace inspires Audrey
to explore some of her own talents and offers calm, affectionate
support to the younger woman, whose home life has always been
fraught thanks to an alcoholic mother. When simultaneous family crises happen, Audrey and Grace lean on each other and offer
empathy and insight that lead to new possibilities on a variety of
fronts. Morgan’s (The Christmas Sisters, 2018, etc.) new novel is an
imaginative and charming coming-of-age—and greeting-middleage—story with a bit of a fairy-tale feel, especially given the Paris
setting. A few details ask readers to suspend disbelief, but for the
most part, the story and characters are delightful enough that
they won’t mind.
A cheerful and heartwarming look at friendship, family,
love, and new beginnings.

that revisits the mattress scam, but he goes nowhere. The naked
guy at the gas station turns out to be tripping on acid. He’s mentioned in five stories, an atypical case of extreme behavior in
a community where struggle and setbacks are constants but
despair is surprisingly rare.
The author has a fine eye, and his prose can see autumn
leaves “fall like loose change from the trees.” It needs to do
that more often.

y o u n g a d u lt
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Mowdy, Joel
Catapult (256 pp.)
$16.95 paper | May 14, 2019
978-1-948226-11-0
The 12 connected stories in this
debut describe schemes and dreams
among the inhabitants of a poor coastal
town on Long Island, New York.
In the opening story, Will works in
a bowling alley collecting “dead wood,”
pins that escape the mechanical sweeper. His roommate,
Dorian, has a scam involving mattresses. Will’s girlfriend, Carla,
tells him about rehab, to which she will return. Dorian calls
asking for bail money. A naked young man fights police at a gas
station. This is life in Mastic Beach, a town of bungalows and
dead-end jobs a few miles from the wealthy Hamptons. Characters recur in different stories, and some of the action in several seems to occupy the same couple of days. Mowdy grew up
there, and he captures these frayed, mostly pre-30 lives with
well-chosen details in subdued prose touched by empathy and
irony. A jingle writer learns that a hooker mentally hums one of
his ditties to keep her mind off certain aspects of work. A fellow
who exploits his good looks with both sexes gets comeuppance
from an older woman: “You are a harmless and gutless little
fraud.” In a stylistically ambitious story, a boy seems drawn in
to his father’s Vietnam War PTSD and thinks the man’s “breath
sounds like a faraway scream.” Jay-Jay covets a yellow Caprice
Classic and dreams of escape. He’ll get the car in another story
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THE FLATSHARE

haven’t even met in person. They start communicating via Postits left throughout the apartment, and by the time they finally
meet in person (in a hilarious shower scene), they’ve already
started to fall for each other. As they get to know each other
better and even become friends, they have to decide if they’re
willing to risk their perfect living arrangement to take a chance
on love. Tiffy and Leon could easily become clichéd characters—
Tiffy the quirkily dressed woman with a publishing job, Leon
the taciturn night-shift worker who avoids friendships—but
debut author O’Leary perfectly captures their unique voices.
The story is a delight from start to finish, full of eccentric side
characters (including Tiffy’s friends and co-workers) and sexual
tension. Although the romantic comedy elements are always at
the forefront, there are plenty of moving moments, especially
concerning Leon’s job and Tiffy’s quest to overcome the abuse
and trauma of her past relationship. With likable main characters, spot-on dialogue, a fun premise, and plenty of drama,
there’s a lot to like in this sweet story.
A warm, enchanting love story perfect for fans of classic rom-coms.

O’Leary, Beth
Flatiron Books (336 pp.)
$26.99 | May 28, 2019
978-1-250-29563-7
Two London roommates with an
unconventional bed-sharing situation get
to know—and then fall for—each other
via Post-it notes before they ever meet.
When Tiffy Moore finally leaves
her emotionally abusive, manipulative
boyfriend, she needs a cheap place to live ASAP. Leon Twomey,
meanwhile, needs money to help get his brother out of prison
after a wrongful conviction, so he’s looking for a roommate. The
catch? They’ll be sharing a bed—just not at the same time. Leon
works the night shift as a palliative care nurse, meaning he’s only
at the apartment during the day, while his roommate can have it
during nights and weekends. Tiffy’s so desperate that she agrees
to this unconventional arrangement even though she and Leon

ROCK, PAPER,
SCISSORS

Osipov, Maxim
Trans. by Dralyuk, Boris & Fleming,
Alexandra & Jackson, Anne Marie
New York Review Books (312 pp.)
$17.95 paper | Apr. 9, 2019
978-1-68137-332-4
Stories about the absurdity, corruption, and daily mundanity of modern
Russian life.
In his native Russia, Osipov, in addition to being a writer, is a cardiologist, an activist, and the
founder of a small publishing company. His first book to be
published in the United States is a marvelous collection of short
stories in which not very much happens. One story follows a
doctor on one of many uneventful trips to the U.S., where he
escorts patients, for reasons unspecified. He makes money this
way. On his way back to Moscow, a customs official will ask,
“What are you traveling with?” and he’ll just say, “ ‘All kinds of
crap.’ They’ll smile as best they can—one of ours, on you go.” In
another story, a geologist decides to join the priesthood despite
the fact that “he didn’t even have a decent beard.” Even worse:
“He couldn’t sing for his life. And a priest had to sing well.”
Osipov clearly carries the weight of Chekhov’s and Bulgakov’s
influence not only in his mix of professions, but also in his sense
of humor—which is, to say the least, deadpan. Like Chekhov,
too, many of Osipov’s stories meander along without a clearly
delineated plot or, in the end, a sense of resolution. He is clearly
concerned with Russia’s place in the modern world. Several stories, including the one about the airport-hopping doctor, comment on the way that Americans, at least superficially, seem to
be driven by rules and regulations, a need for order. Back home,
all those things have a way of going to hell. What matters to that
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A strange, shape-shifting novel about the
power of making your own family.
gingerbread

THE WELSH FASTING GIRL

customs official is not that the forms have been correctly filled
in but that the doctor is “one of ours.”
Remarkable stories, threaded through with a bleak
humor, describe life in the provinces of a Russia attempting to contend with the modern world.

O’Connor, Varley
Bellevue Literary Press (352 pp.)
$16.99 paper | May 7, 2019
978-1-942658-62-7

The author of The Master’s Muse
(2012) explores a Victorian craze.
The “fasting girl” was one of the
more horrifying phenomena of the Victorian era in the United Kingdom and
the United States. These were little girls
and young women who supposedly went for long periods of time
without food or drink. Sarah Jacob, a girl living in rural Wales,
stopped eating when she was 10 years old. Her home became a
pilgrimage site. She was the subject of an article in The Lancet
and something of an international sensation. More than a hundred weeks into her supposed fast, she died, and her parents
were convicted of manslaughter. O’Connor (The Master’s Muse,
2012, etc.) faced a number of challenges in turning this historical

GINGERBREAD

Oyeyemi, Helen
Riverhead (272 pp.)
$27.00 | Mar. 5, 2019
978-1-59463-465-9

y o u n g a d u lt

Oyeyemi (What Is Not Yours Is Not
Yours, 2016, etc.) returns to the land of
fairy tales in a novel that riffs on “Hansel and Gretel” without demonstrating
much concern for following its well-worn
trail of breadcrumbs.
Harriet Lee bakes gingerbread that tastes “like eating
revenge...with darts of heat, salt, spice, and sulfurous syrup, as
if honey was measured out, set ablaze, and trickled through
the dough along with the liquefied spoon.” When Harriet isn’t
busy trying to woo the cliquish parents at her daughter’s West
London school with baked goods, she looks after teenage Perdita, corrects student essays, and comes up with bad puns for
future courses. But when Perdita winds up in the hospital after
an apparent suicide attempt, Harriet knows she finally owes her
daughter the long-avoided truth about her origins. Like Scheherazade, Harriet weaves a long, strange tale about her own childhood, immigrating to London, and sexual encounters with the
only two men who could be Perdita’s father. “It was like looking
at faces printed on banknotes—no, they were a pair of black
pre-Raphaelite muses,” Harriet reveals. As in her last novel, Boy,
Snow, Bird (2014)—based loosely on “Snow White”—Oyeyemi
takes the familiar contours of a children’s tale and twists it into
something completely new, unsettling, and uncanny. There are
changelings, mysterious rich benefactors, a country that might
not exist, corrupt, capitalist factory owners, and living dolls
with forthright opinions. But where Boy, Snow, Bird explores
the lifelong effects of abusive parenting on its narrator, this
novel gives a loving but “shamelessly unsatisfactory” mother
the chance to tell her side of the story. Readers familiar with
Oyeyemi’s work will not be surprised to learn that her latest
plot sets off in one direction and immediately takes a hairpin
curve in another (and another, and still another). The effect is
heady, surreal, and disarming—you have to be willing to surrender to Oyeyemi’s vision and the delicious twists and turns of her
prose. Oyeyemi fans will likely be charmed. New readers will
wonder what on Earth they’ve discovered.
A strange, shape-shifting novel about the power of
making your own family.
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LIKE LIONS

vignette into a novel. The first—and by no means the smallest—
is that Sarah Jacob has already gotten the fiction treatment in
Emma Donoghue’s The Wonder (2016), a widely reviewed book
by a bestselling author. The second is that Sarah Jacob is a child
who spends two years lying in bed. If a story about her is going
to succeed, the author either needs to take us into her world
or surround her with characters who make compelling sense of
her world. O’Connor doesn’t quite manage either. The primary
narrator—at the beginning, at least—is an American journalist whose husband died reporting on the Civil War. The editor
of a Brooklyn newspaper sends her to write dispatches on this
fasting girl. Christine’s interactions with Sarah don’t amount to
much, though, nor do readers get much insight into Christine
as a person. As the novel progresses, the author keeps adding
points of view, but none of them get the reader any closer to the
central mystery of Sarah’s fast. Instead, O’Connor chooses to
make all things clear by giving Sarah a beyond-the-grave soliloquy. And this is a little more than halfway through the book,
when there’s still the inquest and trial to go.
Tough topic rendered in sluggish prose.

Panowich, Brian
Minotaur (320 pp.)
$26.99 | Apr. 30, 2019
978-1-250-20695-4
Panowich’s follow-up to Bull Moun
tain (2015) is a story of buried lucre and
hidden feelings.
For his sophomore effort, Panowich
has written a violent, gruesome, sharply
focused tale. The drug-dealing Leek clan,
from Florida, faces off with troubled Sheriff Clayton Burroughs
of Bull Mountain, Georgia. The Leek crew wants to move stolen OxyContin from Florida through Georgia to Tennessee
and North Carolina. They ask Burroughs to offer safe passage
through the mountains where he officiates. But even if Clayton’s family has its own history of drug dealing, he draws the
line at going along with the Leeks’ scheme. The Leeks, meanwhile, want even more from the Burroughses: Somewhere on
Bull Mountain the sheriff ’s family stashed millions of their illgotten dollars. The two plotlines tether the reader even if the
action sometimes plays out in too-familiar moments: The sheriff ’s baby is imperiled in a burning house, after which thugs brutalize his wife. Panowich compensates for the melodramatics
with dimensional characters, punchy dialogue, and a palpable
sense of place. Clayton Burroughs is a psychologically and physically wounded man struggling to deal with shooting to death
his drug-dealing brother. The sheriff ’s relationship with his
wife, Kate, is troubled, an inarticulate conflict his drinking riles.
Backing the couple is a slate of characters who display chilling
capabilities for good and evil deeds. After confessing to murder
and ordering the burning of Clayton’s father’s barn, a woman
gives the sheriff ’s infant son a blanket she crafted. Panowich
salts his tale with evocative detail, like the jars of vienna sausages, the Dinty Moore Potted Meat, and the Zippo-type lighters bearing Confederate flags for sale at Pollard’s Corner Gas ’n
Go. Off-putting, though, is the author’s penchant for using the
four-letter vulgarity for excrement, which turns up on page after
page. He can do better, as he otherwise shows.
Action and reflection are skillfully balanced in a vigorously written, trenchant tale.

ARID DREAMS

Pimwana, Duanwad
Trans. by Poopoksakul, Mui
Feminist Press (192 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Apr. 16, 2019
978-1-936932-56-6
Thirteen short stories by a Thai
writer making her English debut examine life under the strictures of capitalism
and rigid gender roles.
In these stories, published in Thailand from 1995 to 2014, villagers, prostitutes, and wage workers
28
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struggle with the impossibility of their dreams in lives marked
by drudgery. In “The Attendant,” an elevator operator thinks
wistfully of a youth spent hauling cassava roots on a farm, in
stark contrast to the atomized work his body does now, operating a deadening piece of machinery shaped like a coffin. In “The
Awaiter,” the title character is unemployed, aimless, and hoping
for human connection when he finds money next to a bus stop
and waits for someone to come back for it. Those who hope for
a glamorous rise to the top end up reflecting bitterly on their
choices: In “The Second Book,” Boonsong becomes a promising politician thanks to his connections to a powerful kingpin;
when that kingpin is killed, Boonsong’s hopes—both his political ambitions and, eventually, even his childhood dreams—are
summarily dashed. And in “Within These Walls,” a politician’s
wife realizes, as her grievously injured husband lies in the hospital, that her life has been entirely defined by his choices. Because
these characters are trapped, either by their circumstances or
by their own obsessive thought processes, the prose is rife with
repetition, an effective narrative strategy that can also become
frustrating: “I was the one suffering from having to lay hands on
it. Isn’t it twisted? When I hurt others, I’m the one that suffers;
when others hurt me, I’m the one that suffers again.” Several of
the stories are told with heavy irony from the perspectives of
blinkered or boorish men whose foibles and fragility seemingly
are the point. But these stories about gender also arrive at the
most unsatisfying insights: In the title story, the sex-obsessed
protagonist ultimately “realize[s] that, with women you’ll never
stand a chance of sleeping with, it’s better to learn as much as you
can about them, until lust gives way to other feelings.” Many of
these stories, though punctuated with flashes of mordant humor,
conclude with similarly pithy, oddly formal lessons.
Earthy, spare stories that paint a bleak portrait of
human shortcomings.

good Christians should live. It takes some doing, but after demonstrating his intelligence, Per is allowed to go to Copenhagen
and enroll in an engineering course—and to good ends, for he
has a plan to straighten out the fjords, build canals, and turn
Denmark into a major economic power. Some of the people
he comes into contact with in school, his boardinghouse, and
the local cafes “where he wasted more time and money than
he could afford” dismiss him as a dreamer and his plan as too
immature, but others encourage him. In this connection, he
forms a friendship with Ivan Salomon, scion of a wealthy Jewish
family, whose sister Jakobe becomes a source of fascination for
Per—yet not enough that he can break away entirely from convention. Per, in his spiritual torment, becomes an embodiment
of Kierkegaard-ian angst, while Jakobe, refreshingly, is a fully
rounded, sympathetic character, a kind of literary cousin to
George Eliot’s Daniel Deronda. Pontoppidan’s novel is a little
fusty here and there, but as a bildungsroman, it merits company
alongside the best of Knut Hamsun and Thomas Mann.
A welcome, if much belated, entry in modern European
literature in translation and deserving of a wide readership.

y o u n g a d u lt

LUCKY PER

Pontoppidan, Henrik
Trans. by Lebowitz, Naomi
Everyman’s Library (664 pp.)
$28.00 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-1-101-90809-9
A forgotten Danish novel, first published more than a century ago and wellknown in Europe, appears for the first
time in English translation.
In this serial novel, which blends the
grim moralism of Ibsen with the careful
description of French realists like Zola and Flaubert, Pontoppidan spins a long story that borrows much from his own life.
Peter Andreas Sidenius, Per for short, is the son of a Protestant
minister in the Danish countryside, the fjord-carved coast of
Jutland. One of 11 children, he has always been a willful boy, and
“already, at an early age, a deliberate insubordination surfaced
in him in the face of the rules and customs of the house.” One
thing he surely doesn’t want to hear about is God or his father’s
long-winded tales that always carry with them a moral of how
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ALL MY COLORS

jealous wife; workaholic, sexually voracious husband; tempting young woman: Reeves (Work Like Any Other, 2016) plays out
this well-worn triangle in chapters that shift between Laura’s
first-person narration and a third-person narration that’s close
to Ed’s perspective, arriving at a twist that finally moves the
novel beyond cliché to become a sensitive examination of love,
responsibility, and compassion. Ed, who frequents prostitutes
for “simple pleasures and anonymity,” is stereotypically selfabsorbed. Laura espouses a familiar plaint, tearfully admitting
to feeling “lonely and trapped and so angry and then so sad,
and he couldn’t see that I was disappearing, that I needed him.”
Struggling to define herself, she secretly takes a job at a clothing
boutique; when she becomes pregnant, she keeps that a secret,
too, for four months. “Why the hell did it take you so long to
notice?” she asks angrily when Ed finally does notice, as they are
having sex in a locked classroom at the hospital. Trying to make
Laura feel validated, Ed convinces her to teach art to some
patients—and against her objections insists that Penelope take
the class. Predictably, the girl proves to be impressively talented,
producing, Laura sees, “an artist’s sketch, as good as anything
I could do,” and intensifying her jealousy. Ed, innovating a
policy of deinstitutionalizing high-functioning patients, sends
Penelope back to her disgruntled parents, precipitating a crisis
that changes his life and her own. The biggest change, though,
is Ed’s fate, forcing the man who has only observed suffering to
find himself—and Laura—at its vortex.
A predictable plot reveals emotional complexities.

Quantick, David
Titan Books (304 pp.)
$14.95 paper | Apr. 16, 2019
978-1-78565-857-0
A wannabe writer who’s a real jerk
writes a bestseller in an eerie fashion.
There’s been a wealth of spooky
comic-horror novels in recent years, and
this wonderfully bizarre entry from multimedia scribe and Emmy Award–winning Veep writer Quantick (Go West, 2019, etc.) definitely fits the
bill. Set in 1979 in a small town in rural Illinois, the book concerns one Todd Milstead, an aspiring writer who is introduced
in the first line as “an asshole” and is later described by one of
the handful of people who actually like him as a “pompous, vain,
arrogant, self-obsessed, rude bastard.” He drinks too much,
cheats on his wife, lectures his friends, and generally behaves as
described. While the character himself is deeply unpleasant, it’s
worth reading to the end of Quantick’s deceptive puzzle-box of
a novel. The biggest change in Todd’s life comes when he uses
his eidetic memory to copy word for word a now-obscure 1966
bestselling novel called All My Colors by a writer named Jake
Turner. To Todd’s surprise, his copy of the novel, which he’s published under his own name, becomes a runaway hit. The middle
sags a bit with a painfully accurate portrayal of a book tour, but
Quantick gives away just enough strangeness amid Todd’s perpetual breakdown to keep the reader going. Following a divorce,
Todd hires a seedy private eye to follow his ex-wife and her new
lover, who doesn’t seem to appear in photographs. Two of his
friends die under mysterious circumstances, and Todd himself
is stalked by an enigmatic biker, not to mention the weight
of his own guilt over his massive duplicity and the certainty
that he’s sure to get caught. As a satire of the writing life, it’s
less effective, but as a twisty and fitfully funny episode of The
Twilight Zone, it’s a blast.
A caustic, unexpected comic horror story in which the
villain, as always, thinks he’s the hero.

DAWSON’S FALL

Robinson, Roxana
Sarah Crichton/Farrar, Straus
and Giroux (352 pp.)
$27.00 | May 7, 2019
978-0-374-13521-8
A newspaper editor is at odds with
both his city and his next-door neighbor
in early Jim Crow–era South Carolina.
Robinson (Sparta, 2013, etc.) mines
the story of her great-grandparents for
this bracing historical novel, using actual diary entries, letters,
and newspaper articles. But though the story is set mainly in the
1880s, its themes are up-to-the-minute; Robinson uses lynchings, duels, and sexual assaults to shed light on populism and
toxic masculinity. Frank Dawson is the editor of the Charleston
News and Courier, which has agitated against the region’s racist
violence since Reconstruction. (A well-turned scene depicts a
bloody standoff between black soldiers and resentful whites in
1876 that led to a massacre.) Frank’s anti-lynching stance loses
him readers to a rival paper. He’s facing troubles on the homefront as well. Frank’s wife, Sarah, a child of the New Orleans
gentry that’s fallen victim to poverty and the Civil War, is losing
her grip on her young maid and governess, Hélène, who’s pursuing a disastrous relationship with the corrupt doctor next door,
Thomas McDow, a man scheming to have his wife and fatherin-law killed. Such plotlines could easily regress into a lurid,

THE BEHAVIOR OF LOVE

Reeves, Virginia
Scribner (304 pp.)
$26.00 | May 14, 2019
978-1-5011-8350-8

A marriage falls apart in 1970s
Montana.
Laura is angry. Her husband, Ed, a
behavioral psychiatrist, has taken a
position as superintendent of a mental
institution in Boulder, Montana, forcing
their move from Michigan, where she was pursuing her career
as an artist. She is angry, too, because he works all the time;
she feels ignored; and, worse, he is obsessed with one patient,
Penelope, a beautiful, intelligent 16-year-old epileptic. Angry,
30
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In Paris, a young Turkish émigré assuages her loneliness
by striking up a friendship with a novelist.
walking on the ceiling

WALKING ON
THE CEILING

exploitative tale (and, perhaps inevitably, McDow never quite
shakes a Snidely Whiplash demeanor), but Robinson handles
the material judiciously, using the Dawsons’ lives as points in a
larger map of civic dysfunction. (She integrates contemporary
news stories of murders between chapters to evoke a wider
atmosphere of unease.) Robinson suggests that bigotry has
trickle-down effects in terms of race, gender, and everyday conduct. All this converges in a climax that’s surprising but, given
Robinson’s careful integration of history and imagination, feels
inevitable.
A stylish and contemplative historical novel, considerate of facts but not burdened by them.

Savaş, Ayşegül
Riverhead (224 pp.)
$26.00 | Apr. 30, 2019
978-0-525-53741-0

NO COMMON WAR

Salisbury, Luke
Black Heron (312 pp.)
$27.99 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-1-936364-29-9

An uncommon Civil War novel based
on the bloody sacrifice of one of the
author’s ancestors.
In 1861 in Sandy Creek, New York,
Moreau Salisbury doesn’t want to go to
war despite his father’s urging him to
fight slavery: “You know where evil resides!” Moreau plans to
become a preacher, but after helping an escaped slave flee to
Canada, he leaves the seminary to go to war, enlisting in the
24th New York Volunteers with his cousin, Merrick. So far, it’s
an engaging but not unusual Civil War story. Moreau often
writes his parents and his intended, Miss Helen Warriner, as
the war grinds on elsewhere, and eventually he meets the elephant—the soldiers’ term for seeing battle. Amid hails of iron
Minié balls he sees bloody mist followed by acres of wounded
men and knows that bravery in battle makes no difference. War
changes Moreau. He kills men and doesn’t look like that aspiring preacher anymore. But this war isn’t quite through with him;
it has not yet crushed his spirit completely. That comes later,
after armies clash at Antietam in the country’s worst bloodbath
ever and the Salisbury brothers suffer grave wounds. These are
gripping scenes, but Moreau’s dark challenge continues during
his long and painful recovery at home. His ankle and his world
are shattered, and the scenes of despondency and bitterness
are heartbreaking. While Helen and the Salisburys struggle to
heal Moreau’s body, he responds to their love with verbal cruelty. Author Luke Salisbury tells a compelling story about his
ancestor Moreau, and it’s “as true as I can make it.” Slavery is
America’s original sin, and the Salisbury cousins are among so
many who pay penance.
An engrossing, well-told story by a writer with a unique
perspective.

y o u n g a d u lt

In Paris, a young Turkish émigré
assuages her loneliness by striking up a
friendship with a novelist.
“So much of the texture of a relationship disappears when shaped into
stories,” the narrator of Savaş’ debut novel opines. Nurunisa,
or Nunu, is speaking about her relationship with M., a British
writer living in Paris who is best known for his novels about
Istanbul, Nunu’s hometown. Nunu meets M. at a bookstore
reading shortly after she moves to France—ostensibly to go to
graduate school, though she has no intention of even beginning
the program. Mostly, Nunu is trying to get away from her past:
a brilliant, melancholic father who died when she was young,
a disconnected mother, an overly analytical ex-boyfriend, and,
most of all, Istanbul, a city whose loss looms largest. Completely
alone in Paris, Nunu befriends M. on the basis of their shared
mythologizing of Turkey. Together, they eat, drink, and mostly
walk, traversing the streets of Paris with the ghost of Istanbul
as their constant companion. Savaş does not plot her novel so
much as weave it, with very short chapters taking up threads of
Nunu’s childhood—her fussy aunts, her summers spent in the
country—and her present ruminations from a time in which
M. is no longer in her life, her mother is dying, and Istanbul’s
political turmoil “presses down on us, heavier each day.” Nunu
calls this reminiscence of M. an “inventory,” and that’s exactly
what Savaş has produced here, rendering with elegant intelligence the minute details of both places and people. That the
novel moves in circles, acknowledging that some places can be
glimpsed but never really explored, makes it all the more like a
long walk through a city one can never quite call one’s own.
A refined and wistful exploration of the nature of
memory.

A GOOD ENOUGH MOTHER

Thomas, Bev
Pamela Dorman/Viking (352 pp.)
$26.00 | Apr. 30, 2019
978-0-525-56125-5

An experienced psychotherapist’s
judgment is clouded by a new patient
who reminds her of her missing 17-yearold son.
Ruth Hartland has 25 years of service and is now an NHS Trauma Unit
Director in London. The responsibility is tremendous, and
her colleagues still don’t know about her son Tom’s disappearance more than a year ago. She couldn’t stand the thought of
pitying looks and doubts about her ability to cope. But she’s
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not coping. Not really. Her marriage has fallen apart, and her
relationship with Tom’s twin sister, Carolyn, has frayed. So,
when she meets new patient Dan Griffin, who bears a striking
resemblance to Tom, she finds herself crossing vital boundaries.
Dan experienced a brutal sexual assault and has been unable to
cope ever since. Ruth has trouble obtaining records from his
doctor, leaving critical gaps in her knowledge of his case. Dan
is erratic, going from manic to thoughtful in one breath, and
he attempts to push Ruth into revealing details about herself.
This isn’t unusual, but Ruth’s practice is built on boundaries for
a reason. Dan’s very existence forces her to confront the events
leading up to Tom’s disappearance and question her abilities as
a mother. Ruth obsesses over a website dedicated to the missing
and relives her happiest and most harrowing moments with her
troubled, sensitive son. Perhaps inevitably, an egregious lapse
in judgment leads to an act of violence that changes the course
of Ruth’s life. Thomas expertly mines her own extensive experience as a psychologist to paint an intricate portrait of a mother
in crisis who blames herself for her son’s pain. Ruth’s interactions with Dan and other patients are realistic and insightful,
and Thomas’ focus on society’s expectations of mothers as well
as the pressure they put on themselves will resonate. Ruth’s
fierce love for Tom gives the narrative its beating heart, and
the conclusion strikes a hopeful note and avoids an overly neat
resolution.
A suspenseful and emotionally stirring debut.

Thomas is casting about for a profession and develops an obsession with winemaking. That leads to the couple’s move to a farm
in the rugged Languedoc, a place that Thomas falls instantly
in love with but that Beal struggles to adjust to after the joys
of Paris. Tilghman tells the story of their marriage over four
decades; their struggles have little to do with race, much more
to do with fidelity and communication. A recurring theme of
innocent, even naïve Americans coming to understand worldly
Europe recalls Henry James, as do the novel’s astute psychological insights. Tilghman’s prose can be seductively lovely, and he
creates engaging, often surprising characters.
This historical novel’s evocative descriptions of fin de
siècle France and skillfully drawn characters add up to a
sensitive and satisfying portrait of a marriage.

THE WONDER OF
LOST CAUSES

Trout, Nick
Morrow/HarperCollins (464 pp.)
$26.99 | Apr. 30, 2019
978-0-06-274794-5
A disfigured rescue dog changes the
lives of a single mother and her chronically ill son in this inspiring story.
Eleven-year-old Jasper Blunt volunteers at the animal shelter where his
mother, Kate, works as a veterinarian. Jasper has cystic fibrosis, and he endures frequent hospital stays as well as marginalized social status at school. One day, Jasper shows up at the
shelter as multiple workers wrestle a badly scarred dog who
has just arrived. To everyone’s surprise, the dog calms instantly
when Jasper appears. Jasper declares that the animal’s name is
Whistler, and when Kate asks how he knows, Jasper responds,
“Because he told me.” As Jasper insists that he can communicate wordlessly with this dog, Kate grows concerned that her
son might be suffering from psychosis in addition to CF. Yet, as
Jasper spends more time with Whistler, his health, social skills,
and outlook on life all improve. Unfortunately, if Whistler is not
adopted within two weeks of arrival, shelter policy mandates he
be put down. Kate continually rejects Jasper’s pleas to keep the
dog, primarily because their housing development forbids pets.
Kate finally receives a call from a man who claims he’s been
searching for Whistler for years. As Kate and Jasper journey
from Massachusetts to New Mexico to bring Whistler home,
both Jasper and his mother wonder if they can ever return to
a life that doesn’t include this special animal. This animal-centric narrative gets off to a slow start, but it gradually rises to an
exciting crescendo. The author builds suspense by doling out
revelations about Whistler’s past and posing questions as to
how this information should affect the dog’s future. Told alternately from the perspectives of Kate and Jasper, the story tugs
at the heartstrings by exploring the effects of chronic disease
on both the afflicted and their caregivers, touching especially
on issues of guilt, grief, and depression. Readers must be willing
to suspend a certain amount of disbelief as they get to know

THOMAS AND BEAL IN
THE MIDI

Tilghman, Christopher
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (384 pp.)
$27.00 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-0-374-27652-2
The lushly written third novel in a
family saga follows an interracial American couple after they emigrate to escape
bigotry in 1892.
Tilghman won acclaim for his previous two novels about the Mason family of Maryland, Mason’s
Retreat (1996) and The Right-Hand Shore (2012). This book is a
prequel to those, moving back a generation to Thomas Bayly,
whose mother is heir to the thousand-acre Mason farm. The
story begins with Thomas and his bride, Beal Terrell, landing
in France after crossing the Atlantic by ship. They have been
friends since childhood—Thomas’ white family owned Mason’s
Retreat, Beal’s black family worked it, first as slaves, later as
employees. But the young newlyweds can’t live as a married
couple in the United States, so they depart on their wedding
day. Their first months in Paris are dazzling as they learn the
language and find their way around the metropolis, befriended
by a group of American art students. The students jockey for
the right to paint a portrait of Beal, a tall beauty with striking
pale eyes. Her choice of Arthur Kravitz, a gruff New Jersey
native, begins with him blackmailing her by saying he’ll reveal
her secrets but blossoms into a lifelong friendship. Meanwhile,
32
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A Barcelonian diarist unravels into his devotion for literature.
mac’s problem

VENTOUX

Whistler, but the ensuing ride through this engaging tale will be
worth the effort.
An artfully crafted story about the connection between
a boy and his dog and the deep bond between a son and his
mother.

Wagendorp, Bert
Trans. by Vincent, Paul
World Editions (300 pp.)
$16.99 paper | May 14, 2019
978-1-64286-017-7

MAC’S PROBLEM

A Barcelonian diarist unravels into
his devotion for literature.
Two months into unemployment,
Mac, a 60-ish husband, father, parttime drunk, and lifelong reader, begins a diary. Tyro though he
is, Mac’s not without ambition. His “great dream” as a writer
is to become “a falsifier”—that is, to write a book which, upon
its discovery, “could appear to be ‘posthumous’ and ‘unfinished’
when it would, in fact, be perfectly complete.” But, of course, “a
beginner must be prepared for anything,” so Mac is content to
simply “put pen to paper every day and see what happens.” His
only demand: that his diary not turn into a novel: “I don’t...have
much sympathy for novels, because they are, as Barthes said, a
form of death, transforming life into Fate.” Alas for Mac, he has
a chance encounter with his neighbor, Ander Sánchez, a “celebrated Barcelona writer” who, 30 years before, wrote an eclectic
novel in stories called Walter’s Problem: the purported memoir of
a murderous ventriloquist and his journey to “the historic heart
of that source of all stories.” Walter’s Problem was a “flawed work,”
but Mac, who’s fascinated by repetition, suddenly realizes that
if he were to write a novel, it would be a rewrite (with modifications) of Walter’s Problem. This is where Vila-Matas (Vampire in
Love, 2016, etc.) begins turning the screw: As Mac prepares his
rewrite, he begins encountering troubling replicas of Sánchez’s
novel in his own life. Longtime Spanish heavyweight Vila-Matas’
latest offering is a metafictional paean to storytelling. Mac, in
his diary, pores incessantly through literature and life, struggling to demarcate the two; he references Ana María Matute,
Peter Paul Rubens, Walter Benjamin, Jean Rhys, Bernard Malamud, Marcel Schwob, David Markson, Philip K. Dick, David
Foster Wallace, and dozens more as he tries to map (and ends up
remapping until it’s incoherent) the fluid borderlands between
fact and fiction. What’s left of Mac in the end? That which was
there in the beginning: storytelling—the webs and rhymes and
replications of literature.
Diary, essay, thriller, conspiracy theory, posthumous
memoir, novel—Vila-Matas uses all the materials to construct his latest metafictional fun house.
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Decades after losing a companion
on Mont Ventoux, five friends reunite
to make peace with the mountain—and
each other—by cycling it once more.
In the summer of 1982, six teenagers
travel from their home in Holland to Provence. Three of them—
Peter, a rising star in the poetry world; Joost, a gregarious math
genius; and Bart, the narrator—plan on biking up Mont Ventoux, a brutal climb steeped in cycling history. The other three—
David, the steady homebody; André, the pothead; and Laura,
the beautiful, brilliant woman with whom all five men are, in
their own ways, enamored—tag along for the camaraderie.
The ascent, though grueling, is a success, but Peter dies while
descending, and his surviving friends, each carrying a new cargo
of guilt and confusion, go their separate ways. Thirty years later,
they remain estranged. Bart is a crime reporter, André is a forcibly retired (i.e. “acquitted due to lack of evidence”) high-end
drug dealer, Joost is an underhanded but prizewinning physicist,
and David (who still dislikes travel) owns a successful travel
agency. No one has heard from Laura. So when she makes contact, they’re eager to reconvene (with bikes) in Southern France
to analyze what they were and what they’ve become. Though
debut novelist Wagendorp excels in his depiction of middle-age
male friendships, Laura, the love object, is less convincing and
at times seems more like a device than a person. The novel is
further hamstrung by overly self-conscious literary elements
(it is not enough, apparently, for a book to be concerned with
past and present; one must add a string theorist’s thoughts on
timelessness to the mix) and excessive, blockbuster-style plotting. But for every flaw, the humorous rapport between the
longtime friends offers serious counterweight: André: “Sorry...
for all those years of silence. I should have responded, at least
to the announcement of your daughter’s birth.” Bart: “I expect
you were busy.” André: “Pretty.” Bart: “No excuse, bastard....
She’ll be 21 soon.” André: “Yes, well anyway, congratulations on
your daughter’s birth.”
A wise, funny, eminently quotable, but woefully overplotted feel-good novel about cycling, friendship, aging,
and the remedial nature of athletics.

Vila-Matas, Enrique
Trans. by Costa, Margaret Jull & Hughes,
Sophie
New Directions (256 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Apr. 16, 2019
978-0-8112-2732-2
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antiques collector, but it has also led to his closing himself off
from others, except for a few close friends like fellow psychometrist Stuart. For years, Stuart has unsuccessfully tried to get Roan
to join him and others in investigating mysterious “ooparts”—
out-of-place artifacts, objects chronologically and geographically at odds with their surroundings. When Stuart disappears,
Roan forces himself out of isolation to find him, but instead he
finds Melicent Tilpin, an artist and budding pyschometrist just
realizing her own powers. As more psychometrists vanish, Roan
must solve the mystery while also protecting Melicent and her
teenage younger brother. But Melicent refuses to be sidelined:
She discovers the real threat to Roan and races to save him.
Both Roan and Melicent have to confront their own pasts and
griefs, as well as their growing attraction to one another, if love
is to have its obligatory chance to save the day. Strong historical
and cryoptozoology research help ground the book and move
the plot along; unfortunately, this often outshines the actual
characters, who proceed through their romance in a generic and
by-the-numbers arc.
Despite an unsurprising romance, fans of history and
the paranormal may find much to love in the intriguing
premise and worldbuilding.

Wendig, Chuck
Saga/Simon & Schuster (416 pp.)
$27.99 | Jan. 22, 2019
978-1-4814-4877-2
The long, strange journey of the
cursed girl Miriam Black finally comes
to an end.
Wendig (The Raptor and the Wren,
2018, etc.) has been writing about his
punk-rock angel of death for nearly a
decade now, and he’s chosen this sixth book to finally tie up
the loose ends. Miriam, who’s cursed with the ability to see
how and when anyone she touches will die, has been through
so much already, and Wendig isn’t letting her go easily. As the
book opens, she’s pregnant with the daughter of her now-gone
lover, augmented by a new paranormal healing ability, and traveling with her recent paramour, Gabby, all while being chased
by the supernatural shape-shifter she calls The Trespasser. She’s
recruited by FBI agent David Guerrero, who’s assembled a
team with gifts similar to Miriam’s in pursuit of a serial killer
code-named “Starfucker” for targeting young actors in Hollywood. That’s the gist of it, but Wendig throws in everything but
the kitchen sink here, including the return of several villains
and an old ally, the elusive Wren. Come for the medium who
thinks he’s Rasputin reincarnated; stay for the series’ new big
bad, The Ghost of All-Dead. The story is as propulsive as ever,
with Miriam’s new abilities giving Wendig a devious way to torture his much-loved fate-breaker—as always, Miriam is acidly
profane, and the story is graphic both sexually and in terms of
sheer bloody and visceral violence. It’s certainly not the best
entry point for the series—that would be the hard-charging
opener, Blackbirds (2015). But readers who have shared the journey of this hard-drinking, hard-living runaway and want to see
if she finally gets free of her demonic conundrum will have as
much of a blast as ever.
Gruesome and bathed in ebony-black humor, this is a
much-deserved conclusion for one of horror’s most imaginative heroines.

THE FOX AND DR.
SHIMAMURA

Wunnicke, Christine
Trans. by Boehm, Philip
New Directions (160 pp.)
$15.95 paper | Apr. 30, 2019
978-0-8112-2624-0
An elusive little novel about medicine, memory, and fox possession
Dr. Shun’ichi Shimamura, a young
physician, is sent to the provinces to
treat the scores of young women who appear to be suffering
from fox possession. Shimamura, a bright, ambitious student,
is flummoxed by the assignment: Why give credence to a superstitious belief out of Japanese folklore? It’s summer, it’s hot out,
and all the young women turn out to have only “the most annoying diseases (dipsomania, cretinism, an ovarian abscess...).” But
then Shimamura comes to the last patient. As he examines her,
she begins to writhe and convulse; Shimamura can plainly see,
moving beneath her skin, a fox. German writer Wunnicke’s
(Missouri, 2010) second novel to appear in English is a marvel,
a wonder—and deeply strange. After his fox excursions, Dr.
Shimamura sets off to study in Europe. In Paris, he becomes
acquainted with Dr. Charcot and his dubious work on hypnosis and hysteria. When afflicted, Charcot’s female patients—he
parades them around in front of a lecture hall—bear a remarkable resemblance to the woman who’d been possessed by a fox.
Oddly, in the midst of all this, Shimamura’s memory seems to be
fading—particularly his memory of one crucial night with that
last fox-possessed patient. In any case he goes on to meet other
masters of early neurology and psychiatry (Freud and Breuer
each make an appearance) before returning home. Ultimately

THE TIME COLLECTOR

Womack, Gwendolyn
Picador (368 pp.)
$17.00 paper | Apr. 16, 2019
978-1-250-16923-5

An eccentric collector and a struggling artist learn to connect with each
other and their special abilities while
solving an ancient mystery in Womack’s
(The Fortune Teller, 2017, etc.) third book.
Roan West is a powerful psychometrist: By touching an object, he can sense the emotional history
it carries with it and observe everything—and everyone—who’s
come into contact with it. His gift has made him a wealthy
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Plenty of plausible suspects make this one of the best in
Allan’s long-running series, which is always humorous and
full of tips for antiques hunters.

Shimamura retires to a remote area where he waits for death.
It is from this standpoint—a few decades after his European
sojourn—that the rest of the novel is narrated. Shimamura is
cared for by his wife, his mother, his wife’s mother, and a housemaid—no one can remember whether the housemaid was once
a nurse or a patient herself. Gradually it emerges that Shimamura’s wife may be tampering with his memory, conducting little
experiments of her own. What is real and what isn’t? What is
superstition, what is medicine? Wunnicke’s sly novel offers a
great deal of mystery and humor but no hard answers.
With her delicate prose, arch tone, and mischievous
storytelling, Wunnicke proves herself a master of the form.

THE MISSING CORPSE

Bannalec, Jean-Luc
Trans. by McDonagh, Sorcha
Minotaur (336 pp.)
$25.99 | Apr. 23, 2019
978-1-250-17336-2

m ys t e r y
ANTIQUES RAVIN’

Allan, Barbara
Kensington (256 pp.)
$26.00 | Apr. 30, 2019
978-1-4967-1140-3

An antiques dealer finally lands a job
that suits her unique skills.
After a long string of sleuthing successes (Antiques Ho-Ho-Homicides, 2018,
etc.), Vivian Borne, who runs an antiques
shop in Serenity, Iowa, with her daughter, Brandy, has managed to snag the position of county sheriff. Although Vivian is a thespian whose flamboyant style is not
best suited to the sheriff ’s job, she’s about to tackle a difficult
case with Brandy and her diabetic Shih Tzu, Sushi, at her side.
Vivian’s lost her license to drive, so Brandy’s her unpaid chauffeur when she’s called to Antiqua, a town dedicated to antiques
shops, where the launch of Edgar Allan Poe Days, a three-day
festival that offers the public clues to the location of a valuable
association item hidden in one of the many shops, has been
upended by a series of break-ins. The mayor and council, all
of them antiques dealers, set the sleuthing trio up in a vintage
Pullman car parked behind a charming cottage. Burglary yields
to murder when Sushi leads Brandy to a mausoleum where she
finds Morella, a discontented waitress, dead inside a sarcophagus. The graveyard is attached to the church belonging to Pastor
Creed, who minces no words about his disapproval of the Poe
festival. As they investigate Morella’s murder and the break-ins,
Vivian and Brandy find that their best suspects are all antiques
dealers. An emerging pattern suggests that someone is using
Poe’s works as a template for murder. Even though Brandy’s
boyfriend, Tony Cassato, police chief of the town of Serenity,
does his best to keep them on the straight and narrow, Vivian
and Brandy insist on following their own path to solve cases.
They know they’re on the right track when someone tries to
kill them.

y o u n g a d u lt

A reclusive film actress finds it challenging to report a murder when the victim won’t stay put.
Like Commissaire Georges Dupin
of the Commissariat de Police Concarneau, film star Sophie Bandol is a Parisian transplant to Brittany.
And like Dupin, she’s come to admire the rugged beauty of the
land, never failing to take a daily walk along the river from Port
Belon to the estuary. But one day her stroll is interrupted by the
sight of a corpse covered in blood in the parking lot at the tip of
Pointe de Penquernéo. Always a good citizen, Bandol calls the
police, but by the time Dupin arrives, the body has vanished.
He wonders whether the aging actress is just confused or someone is playing a very deep game. He’s inclined toward the latter
by the appearance of a second body, one that sticks around long
enough to be identified as Seamus Smith, an oyster farmer from
Scotland. Since Port Belon is the epicenter of Breton oyster
culture, it makes sense that Smith would be in Brittany to visit
his French counterparts. Unfortunately, none of the local oystermen admits knowing him. As the case unfolds, Dupin, fresh
from the famed salt farms of the Guérande Peninsula (The Fleur
de Sel Murders, 2018, etc.), must now learn enough about Breton
oyster farming in the Belon, home to the tastiest mollusks on
Earth, to crack his latest case.
Bannalec offers a tidy puzzle and offbeat characters
galore, but as usual, it’s Brittany itself that’s the star of the
show.

THE JEAN HARLOW
BOMBSHELL

Bryan, Mollie Cox
Midnight Ink/Llewellyn (336 pp.)
$15.99 paper | May 8, 2019
978-0-7387-5869-5
The fatal poisoning of her celebritybiographer boss leaves a loyal assistant
on her own in a world in which everybody wants a piece of her, and somebody
wants more.
Justine Turner is something of a celebrity herself. So when
she drops dead in the middle of a meeting with dogsbody Charlotte Donovan at a New York tearoom, word of her demise
swiftly goes out, along with the word of all the opportunities
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her death has opened up. Competing biographer Severn Hartwell wants Charlotte to come work for him, though what he
really wants is the contract for the new life of legendary Hollywood star Jean Harlow that Justine was working on. Collector
Chad Walters wants to buy the 152-carat sapphire ring William
Powell bought for Harlow because he’s convinced that it wasn’t
buried with her but made its way into Justine’s custody instead.
As for dishy Sgt. Den Brophy of the NYPD, he clearly wants
something more personal from his key witness. Ordinarily
Charlotte, who has a thing for law enforcement, would be more
than happy to oblige, but she just bet her childhood friend Kate
$500 that she could stay away from romantic entanglements
with cops for a month. What disturbs Charlotte most is a spectral female who pops up shortly after Justine’s death, then outside Justine’s plush apartment, which Charlotte and Kate have
secretly moved into, then at Justine’s funeral—a woman who
looks exactly like Jean Harlow, who died in 1937. Can Charlotte,
sinking under more material from Justine than she can possibly
make sense of, put the pieces together before she joins her boss
and her boss’s last subject in the great beyond?
Bryan (Assault and Beadery, 2018, etc.) launches a new
series short on surprise but impressively detailed in its
Hollywood research, for reasons a brief afterword makes
pleasingly clear.

one he used as a darkroom, have been searched. Clearly, something on the last roll of film Marty shot poses a threat. Unable
to trust anyone, Gina takes up Roark’s offer to teach her how to
develop and print photographs. She develops the film but can’t
figure out which of its pictures points to a ruthless killer.
A spunky sleuth and plenty of period flavor enliven
the first in a new series that takes Calkins (A Death Along
the River Fleet, 2016, etc.) from English historicals to more
recent but equally violent times.

FOUL PLAY ON WORDS

Clark, Becky
Midnight Ink/Llewellyn (264 pp.)
$15.99 paper | Apr. 19, 2019
978-0-7387-5366-9
Trying to solve the kidnapping of a
friend’s daughter sounds more compelling than leading a Portland writers’ conference to an out-of-town writer who’s
suddenly been put in charge.
After establishing herself with some
success as an author—and how much success can the average
author even expect?—Charlemagne Russo, known to friends
as Charlee, agrees to speak at a writers’ conference as a favor
to a friend. When Charlee arrives in Portland, she expects her
friend and the conference organizer, Viv Lundquist, to want
a little help with the final conference plans, but Viv has other
ideas. After telling Charlee that her adult daughter, Hanna, has
been kidnapped, Viv pressures Charlee to take the reins of the
rest of the conference organizing, from stuffing gift bags to
herding volunteers. Charlee is agreeable (though Viv’s harried
entitlement might make someone who was less of a softie turn
her back on the request) and tries to do what she can in a sort of
Murphy’s Law of conference planning. First, it seems that the
conference site, the Pacific Portland Hotel, has double-booked
a dog agility show for the same days, and the hotel staff doesn’t
seem to think this is a problem. Then an East Coast storm
means that many of the prestigious workshop leaders may be
unable to make it for their sessions, but Viv doesn’t seem to
think it’s a problem if Charlee steps in and offers professional
writing advice in their steads. Charlee’s almost at her wits’ end
with Viv’s requests and loses patience when Viv is willing to
embezzle conference fees to pay Hanna’s ransom. All of this
leads Charlee to wonder if Hanna has been kidnapped at all or
if Viv is looking for an excuse to liquidate the funds for herself.
Drawing on her past success in investigating, Charlee decides
the time has come for her to get to the bottom of Hanna’s disappearance, even if the truth implicates someone she once trusted.
Idiosyncratic characters annoy rather than charm
in this book-centric cozy that doesn’t have the humor or
lightness of Clark’s debut mystery (Fiction Can Be Murder,
2018, etc.).

MURDER KNOCKS TWICE

Calkins, Susanna
Minotaur (320 pp.)
$17.99 paper | Apr. 30, 2019
978-1-250-19083-3

In 1929, a needy young woman lands
a job in a Chicago speak-easy. What
could possibly go wrong?
Gina Ricci is the sole support of her
father, whose worsening palsy is making
it almost impossible for him to work.
Her friend Lulu, who works at the Third Door, suggests that
she apply to replace a cigarette girl who was recently murdered.
The speak-easy is efficiently run by Signora Castallazzo and her
mobster husband, Big Mike. Gina is soon immersed in a world
of socialites, college kids, straying husbands, and veterans seeking escape from their problems. In addition to the attractive
young women who sell drinks and put on a show watched over
by vigilant bouncers, she meets Ned, a piano player who was
in love with the murdered girl, and Marty Doyle, a photographer who turns out to be the favorite cousin of Gina’s mother,
who died when she was young. Gina’s intrigued by what Marty
can tell her about her mother’s side of the family, Irish relatives
who’ve never reached out to her. Another man who takes an
interest in Gina is wounded veteran Lt. Roark, who’s on leave
from the police but still taking crime scene photos. While taking a break, she finds Marty near death from a stab wound. With
his dying breath he asks her to hide his camera. When she goes
to Marty’s funeral, she meets some of her relatives and learns
that she’s his heir. Both of his two apartments, including the
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What does a father owe his son—and
what do sons owe their fathers?
unto us a son is given

MY DETECTIVE

A detective and a killer tell their stories in alternating chapters, each chasing
the other as the killer enacts her revenge
on the men who have done her wrong.
The murder of architect Michael J.
Gallagher seems to come out of nowhere
for LA Detective Sam Carver, who is surprised by the finesse of the quick cut to the victim’s neck. While
Gallagher wasn’t the most gregarious man, he’s not someone
who seems to have a lot of enemies, even according to Carver’s
interview with the dead man’s ex-wife, Miranda, and the ex-wives
tend to be the ones with dirt. Carver is sure Miranda is holding
something back, but she’s in New York, and Carver can’t seem
to wrestle whatever it is out of her before he has to attend to his
own East Coast obligations—namely, visiting his mother, who is
fading fast with signs of dementia. Readers have a better idea of
Gallagher’s murder and the motive, as chapters switch between
Carver’s story and the first-person account of the killer, a young
woman, also an architect, named Dylan Cross. Dylan has been
accessing Gallagher’s computer files for years, and it seems the
real mystery is what Gallagher has done to her to motivate her
to seek revenge. But Gallagher isn’t the only person Dylan has
been surveilling, and she soon dispatches Paul Jamieson, one of
Gallagher’s friends, who also had a part to play in what happened
to Dylan. The only person she’s counting on to be on her side is
Carver, with whom Dylan claims a spiritual-ish connection based
on general stalking and reading of his computer files, including
his journal. The murders of two friends makes Carver’s investigation easier, as he’s sure the cases are tied together and there are
few people who might have motive to kill both men. But Carver
may not have to do all the investigative legwork if Dylan continues trying to get close to him—she may be willing to reveal her
secrets if she can make Carver into the titular “My Detective.”
An interesting conceit—occasionally bogged down by
nonspecifically brooding characters—ramps up to an anticlimax that will test readers’ commitment to Fleishman’s
(Shadow Man, 2012, etc.) world.

y o u n g a d u lt

All things considered, the town of Rockjaw has been pretty
good for Sweeney. Though he’s divorced from Marilyn, his wife
when they were transplanted to Montana, he gets along with
her—even though she has become, of all things, a cop. And he
entertains thoughts of marrying his girlfriend Aggie, a twicedivorced librarian with apple-pie qualities. Hoping to escape
detection, Sweeney deposits the corpse in the river, with Marilyn’s tacit understanding. But when his one-time New York
flame, Tina, turns up, he knows there will be no escaping his past.
His life of crime began at 13, when he and his older cousin Eddie
went to work for midlevel Italian Mafioso Jimmy the Nose—
“Milton Berle, Dick Clark, George Burns with a rotten apple
for a nose.” With “wise guys...on the wane,” he and Eddie sold
themselves to Russian gangsters. The MacGuffin of the book is
a 25-carat uncut diamond that a frightening Russian boss wants
back. There are times when it’s difficult to reconcile Cosmo’s
street-level origins with his cultural sophistication (as the narrator, he describes Marilyn as “a portrait by Daumier”). But Jones
is such a terrific, stylish writer and sustains his comic edge with
such seeming ease that it’s easy to overlook such factors.
Jones (Montana for Kids: The Story of Our State, 2018, etc.)
has written a smashing crime novel, adding to his perfectly
pitched comic voice with nicely drawn characters and a
strong sense of place.

Fleishman, Jeffrey
Blackstone Publishing (262 pp.)
$25.99 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-1-9825-1729-8

UNTO US A SON IS GIVEN

Leon, Donna
Atlantic Monthly (320 pp.)
$26.00 | Mar. 5, 2019
978-0-8021-2911-6

What does a father owe his son—and
what do sons owe their fathers? Venice’s
most thoughtful detective, Commissario
Guido Brunetti, has occasion to ponder
these questions in several forms during
his latest outing.
Surprisingly, Brunetti’s own son, Raffi, doesn’t play a large
role, though we’re treated to the usual Brunetti family conversations over delicious home-cooked lunches. The story begins
with Brunetti’s father-in-law, Conte Falier, asking him to look
into something: There’s gossip going around that the Conte’s
best friend, retired art dealer Gonzalo Rodríguez de Tejada, is
planning to adopt his lover, Attilio Circetti, a much younger
man, since that would be the only way Italy’s inheritance laws
would allow him to pass his entire estate to Attilio when he dies.
The Conte is much too discreet to say it in so many words, but
he wants to make sure his friend isn’t being scammed. Brunetti
doesn’t want to get involved, but he finds himself moved when
his father-in-law regretfully says, “I’ve just asked someone I love
to spy on someone else I love.” You can almost hear the song
“Do You Love Me?” from Fiddler on the Roof playing in the background as Brunetti ponders the sentiment he’s never heard from
the Conte before. How can he say no after that? A few days later,
another request: Brunetti’s boss, Vice-Questore Patta, has a
story about how his wife was insulted by an 8-year-old boy who

SWEENEY ON THE ROCKS

Jones, Allen Morris
Ig Publishing (296 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Apr. 16, 2019
978-1-63246-083-7

Cosmo Aniello, a former Brooklyn
gangster hiding out in a witness protection program in Montana, fears his lowkey existence as handyman “Ted Sweeney”
is cooked when he finds a body with its
throat slit seated in his favorite recliner.
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lives in their building. He wants Brunetti to find out if there’s
“something wrong with the boy,” and if not, to look into the parents’ backgrounds. If the boy does have “real problems,” he says,
he doesn’t “want to cause them more trouble.” Could Patta be
more sensitive than he always seemed? Eventually, of course,
there are deaths—one natural, one not—but as usual the mystery takes a back seat to Leon’s (The Temptation of Forgiveness,
2018, etc.) beautiful writing and the pleasure of spending time
with Brunetti and company.
Leon says Venetians are “accustomed to swimming in
the swirling froth of information and misinformation that
flowed through so much of daily life,” and readers can trust
her to guide them safely to dry land.

Wait, Lea
Kensington (304 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Apr. 30, 2019
978-1-4967-1673-6

A newcomer to a small Maine town
rouses suspicions when the down-on-hisluck man he’s befriended is murdered.
The cozy hamlet of Haven Harbor,
Maine, takes care of its own. Neighbors support Ike Hamilton by leaving
out bottles and cans for him to return
for deposit money to supplement his disability benefits. Even
though Angie Curtis is community-focused, running the sewing collective shop Mainely Needlepoint, she’s never realized
that Ike has a regular bottle-and-can route. Now she resolves
to leave her recycling outside to join the cohort helping Ike.
Before she can put her resolution into action, Angie learns that
Ike’s been killed, and the close-knit neighbors are shocked to
think there might be a murderer in their midst. The insular community suspects teenage newcomer Leo of the crime. After all,
he’s been secretive about his background, and he’d befriended
Ike, even helping him with collections when Ike’s back was too
sore for manual labor. High school teacher Dave Percy, who’s
all-too-familiar with troubled youth, is convinced that Leo is
more likely the victim of something shady than a perpetrator,
and Angie’s instincts are in agreement. Angie and Dave team
up to make a case for Leo’s innocence to the police, but when it
comes out that Leo hasn’t been truthful with the law or his new
allies, Angie isn’t sure what to think. She knows the only way
to find the truth is to conduct her own investigation, fearlessly
confronting everyone she suspects may be involved with Ike’s
death in order to clear Leo’s name.
Themes concerning the welfare of both children and
adults set Wait’s latest entry in her needlepoint series
(Thread Herrings, 2018, etc.) apart from her even milder
cozies.

STAGING IS MURDER

Topping, Grace
Henery Press (260 pp.)
$31.95 | Apr. 30, 2019
978-1-63511-490-4

Nothing derails a good start in a new
career like murder.
Laura Bishop, who’s given up her
boring IT job, hopes to begin afresh as
a house stager, assisted by Tyrone Webster, a talented young man trying to get
a scholarship to help with his design studies. Their first job is
staging an immense historic home reluctantly offered for sale
by abrasive Victoria Denton. Victoria wasn’t raised wealthy, and
although her failed marriage to Skip Denton got her the position in life she yearned for, she can’t afford to keep the house,
which has beautiful bones but is dark, dreary, dirty, and overfilled with furniture. Doug Hamilton, retired from the Navy
and recently come home to help his dad at Hamilton Real
Estate, has given Laura a week to whip the place into shape
before the first open house, an almost impossible task. Though
Victoria could hardly have been more unpleasant to work with,
Laura is horrified when her client’s dead body falls out of a laundry chute at her feet. When Detective Spangler arrests Tyrone
because he has no alibi and had a fight with Victoria over a vase
he broke, Laura accedes to the appeal of Tyrone’s grandmother
for help. She knows no more about detecting than Doug Hamilton does about real estate—everything she’s learned comes
from books and TV shows—but as she toils to finish the staging,
she finds time to ask questions of so many people who disliked
Victoria that she gets threatening calls, is almost run off the
road, and has her tires slashed. Scared and angry, she soldiers on,
determined to free Tyrone.
A promising series debut with pleasing characters,
plenty of suspects, and helpful tips on home staging.
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A DECEPTIVE DEVOTION

Whishaw, Iona
TouchWood Editions (368 pp.)
$14.95 paper | Apr. 23, 2019
978-1-77151-300-5

A wedding is threatened by last-minute disputes and a tricky murder case.
It’s been quite a rocky road to
romance between Inspector Darling,
who polices a quiet area in British Columbia, and Lane Winslow, a former British
spy of independent means who sought refuge in Canada after
World War II. By 1947, Lane’s been involved in several murder
cases (A Sorrowful Sanctuary, 2018, etc.), sometimes irking the
old-fashioned Darling. A call from the local vicar asking her to
translate for an elderly Russian lady who’s seeking her brother
|

leads Lane to take in Countess Orlova, recently arrived from
Shanghai, until other accommodations can be found. Despite
Orlova’s suspicions of the police, Lane calls on Darling for help.
Meanwhile, Stanimir Aptekar, a Russian spy who worked with
Lane on an attempt to defect but was arrested by the KBG
and sent to Siberia, manages to escape and heads for Canada,
where he hopes for help from Lane. Orlova brightens her hostess’s life by spinning tales of her aristocratic past and creating
some exquisite watercolor paintings, but Lane fears something
is amiss. Orlova claims to have questioned Vancouver’s Russian
community about her brother, but when Darling’s colleague
Ames visits the city, he finds no one who remembers her. Back
home, Darling has his hands full with the case of a hunter found
with his throat slit. Interviewed by British Intelligence about
Aptekar, Lane thinks she spots the spiteful hand of the director
of the intelligence service, her former lover, behind the questioning. Though she and Darling are deeply in love, Lane’s independent streak and her need to withhold information as the
Wartime Secrets Act demands strain their relationship. Their
two cases come together in a strange way when Lane uncovers
some of Orlova’s secrets.
A nostalgic look at postwar Canada melds with a riveting tale of old and new Russia as its deeply nuanced characters lurch from one dangerous situation to the next.

behind them. Looking outside his tiny department, whose leading lights are Russ Frame, a ranger newly arrived from Yosemite, and Charlie Nevis, whose long tenure in the park still hasn’t
taught him to tuck in his shirt, McIntyre joins forces with Vi
Coteau, assistant to the FBI agent in Denver, for several rounds
of low-level sleuthing and some even more low-level socializing.
Given the severe economy of both successful criminal activity and detective work, following the easygoing
footsteps of the hero (Ranger McIntyre: Unmentionable Murders,
2018, etc.) is a lot like being on a 1920s vacation, with nothing much to do but take in the sights.

HOUSTON NOIR

Zepeda, Gwendolyn—Ed.
Akashic (256 pp.)
$15.95 paper | May 7, 2019
978-1-61775-706-8

y o u n g a d u lt

Editor Zepeda departs from her
usual diet of brightly bilingual children’s
books (Maya and Annie on Saturdays and
Sundays/Los Sábados y Domingos de Maya
y Annie, 2018, etc.) to present 14 reasons
to avoid visiting Houston, or to be sorry

that you live there.
Zepeda’s not kidding when she says the newly commissioned stories “hurt me. They burned.” There’s precious little
comfort to be found in any of these Houston neighborhoods,
most of which are set light-years away from the city’s notoriously
cushy new-money culture. No less than four stories—Tom Abrahams’s “Tolerance,” Pia Pico’s “The Falls of Westpark,” Sehba
Sarwar’s “Railway Track,” and Icess Fernandez Rojas’ “Happy
Hunting,” whose combination of creeps and surprises makes it
the volume’s low-life high point—feature serial killings of young
women. The naïve young hero of Deborah D.E.E.P. Mouton’s
“Where the Ends Meet” and the almost equally naïve cop hero
of Leslie Contreras Schwartz’s “City of Girls” find that the girls
in question have merely been sexually enslaved, not murdered,
and Robert Boswell’s alarmingly kicky “The Use of Landscape”
dials back the violence by focusing it on only a single woman.
The traffic in drugs creates intimate tragedies in Wanjikű Wa
Ngūgī’s “Miles’s Blues” and Stephanie Jaye Evans’ “Jamie’s
Mother.” Even when professional criminals aren’t involved, the
squalor associated with them infects the one-off murders of
Larry Watts’ “A Dark Universe” and Adrienne Perry’s “One in
the Family” and the domestic dramas of Sarah Cortez’s prose
poem, “Photo Album,” and Anton DiSclafani’s “Tangled.” So it’s
something of a relief to turn to Reyes Ramirez’s “Xitlali Zaragoza, Curandera,” which involves nothing more sinister than
the curse professionally unmasked and lifted by a dedicated
investigator of hauntings.
Houston comes across as a haven of multiculturalism—though, as in all the 90-plus volumes of Akashic’s
15-year-old series, the vision of the city that emerges isn’t
likely to jump-start tourism for any but the most ghoulishly inclined.

RANGER MCINTYRE
Small Delightful Murders

Work, James C.
Gale Cengage (229 pp.)
$25.95 | Apr. 17, 2019
978-1-4328-5003-6

Prohibition-era park ranger Timothy
McIntyre comes to the rescue of a local
lodge owner threatened with every conceivable sort of sabotage.
John Frye is so irascible that he’s
impossible to love; his few neighbors in Rocky Mountain
National Park think of his wife, Hattie, as ever suffering. But
that’s no reason, or almost no reason, for someone to be firing bullets at him or setting booby traps designed to electrocute him or destroying his boiler and threatening his Small
Delights Lodge with an explosion. McIntyre’s supervisor, Nick
Nicholson, who knows that Frye’s been at odds for years with
Catherine Croker, the widow who owns nearby Grand Harbor
Lodge, wants McIntyre to put an end to their squabbling once
and for all. That turns out to be a tall order for several reasons.
Neither owner shows any inclination to call off the hostilities.
Polly Sheldon, Hattie’s jack-of-all-trades niece, suspects that
the attempts on Frye’s life are deliberate near misses intended
to scare him into selling his place to Catherine, who covets it
more than the fountain of youth, or to the Chicago bootleggers who’ve recently been spotted in the vicinity looking for a
toehold. And there’s always the chance that Polly is wrong and
that one of the attempts will succeed before McIntyre, a nice
enough man but not a towering intellect, can figure out who’s
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THE TRUE QUEEN

science fiction
and fantasy

Cho, Zen
Ace/Berkley (384 pp.)
$15.00 paper | Mar. 12, 2019
978-0-425-28341-7
Cho returns to the magical alternate
Regency England of Sorcerer to the Crown
(2015).
A storm at sea leaves sisters Sakti and
Muna washed up on the beach at Janda
Baik without their memories and suffering from a curse. The powerful witch Mak Genggang grants the
two young women her protection, but their effort to determine
who cursed them takes them to England—or at least, it takes
Muna; Sakti is lost during the perilous journey through Fairy.
Muna takes refuge with Prunella Wythe, Britain’s controversial
Sorceress Royal, who has opened up an Academy to teach young
women to become magiciennes. Meanwhile, someone has stolen a powerful magical talisman from the Fairy Queen, and she
blames England magicians in general and Prunella in particular,
threatening to put them all to death if the item is not returned.
Muna must find some way back into Fairy to find Sakti and
dodge the wrathful Fairy Queen while concealing from Prunella
and her fellow instructor, Miss Henrietta Stapleton, that she
cannot do magic. It’s not entirely clear why Muna feels she
must hide the truth about her magic and her predicament in
general other than her (somewhat reasonable, given the societal
context) mistrust of the English or the author’s need to inject
additional tension into the plot. The title offers perhaps too
strong a clue as to the real source of the Queen’s anger as well as
the nature of Sakti and Muna’s predicament, but watching the
strands of the plot converge and the details play out still offers
some surprises and wonderful set pieces. There’s even a sweet
dash of romance at the end. As in her previous novel, Cho offers
plenty of sharp commentary on the misogyny and colonialism
of this magical version of Regency England, in which spells are
thrilling and exotic when performed by a witch from the Far
East but scandalous when cast by an Englishwoman.
Perhaps not as groundbreaking as the debut but a solid
follow-up, nonetheless.

WASTE TIDE

Chen Qiufan
Trans. by Liu, Ken
Tor (352 pp.)
$26.99 | Apr. 30, 2019
978-0-7653-8931-2
Cutting-edge, near-future science fiction from China: With a setting based on
a real-world Chinese town that recycled
electronic waste from all over the world,
Chen’s (aka Stanley Chan) first and so far
only novel, originally published in 2013, comes to vibrant life in
Liu’s deft and informative translation.
To Silicon Isle, a vast waste dump where electronic devices
and components are manually recycled, desperate workers
flood in from all over China despite the extreme toxic hazards
and attacks by fanatical environmentalists. Ruthless local clans
enforce long hours and wretched wages. Luo Jincheng, head of
the most powerful clan, despises the migrant workers and treats
them with particular brutality and contempt. He refuses to do
business with Scott Brandle, a mysterious American nominally
representing TerraGreen Recycling, a global corporation hoping to reap vast profits from automating the processing. Brandle’s interpreter, Chen Kaizong, a young Chinese-American
who speaks the local dialects, hopes to find his roots; instead,
he finds Mimi, a waste girl viciously abused by Luo’s thugs, who
dreams of earning enough money to buy her family out of poverty. Her one friend, or perhaps exploiter, is Brother Wen, an
electronics genius building devices and weapons out of junk and
secretly assembling an army of the downtrodden. What nobody
anticipates are the active remnants of biological warfare experiments discarded in the trash, with horrifying and tragic consequences. The author patiently engineers these ingredients and
personalities into a nightmarish conflict while showing a particular talent for writing viscerally gripping action. The moral
dilemmas he presents are all too familiar, with seemingly little
to differentiate villains, victims, and victors. China itself, of
course, takes center stage, as the past—with its rich cultural
backdrop, paramount loyalty to family and clan, and reverence
for tradition—confronts social upheaval and the accelerating
importance of artificial intelligence and virtual reality.
Chinese science fiction, once an unknown quantity in
the U.S., is making its way to the forefront through sheer
excellence.
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THE WAR WITHIN

Donaldson, Stephen R.
Berkley (576 pp.)
$28.00 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-0-399-58616-3

Donaldson returns to the epic fantasy world he began in Seventh Decimate
(2018) and to a king and queen who
married to bring peace between their
realms...but who find the reality difficult.
The story so far: Two decades
ago, then-Prince Bifalt of Belleger shocked everyone by
proposing peace to Belleger’s ancient enemy, Amika. The
|

At the end of the world, what matters more than loyalty?
a boy and his dog at the end of the world

Magisters—keepers of magical knowledge—had foreseen a
threat so dire that only by standing together might either country survive. Amika’s king agreed under duress and gave his daughter, Estie, to Bifalt in marriage. Since then, an uneasy peace has
existed between Belleger and Amika—and between Bifalt, now
king, and Queen Estie. Their joint rule has seen a slow return
of prosperity to both kingdoms, yet the rulers struggle to push
their nations toward cooperation and preparation for the foretold enemy. After 19 years, the fragile state of peace is threatened
by many factors: raiders attacking Bellegerin farms, a missing
friend, treachery, and the rise of a mysterious sect proclaiming
that only faith in a “god”—whatever that is—can bring true peace.
But the greatest rift may be between the king and queen themselves: Their marriage has never been consummated, and Bifalt’s
relentless and self-martyring dedication to his duty has erected a
wall between him and Estie. As Estie contends with assassination
attempts and world-changing revelations about her own family
and history, she also struggles to break through Bifalt’s isolation.
But despite having nearly 600 pages to work it out, the two may
be out of time: The enemy, and the war, is finally here.

Readers patient enough to slog through the slowly
developing plot will find well-portrayed characters and
rich worldbuilding, though our hero’s bitterness and selfimposed misery begin to wear not even halfway through
the tome.

A BOY AND HIS DOG
AT THE END OF
THE WORLD

Fletcher, C.A.
Orbit (336 pp.)
$26.00 | Apr. 23, 2019
978-0-316-44945-8

At the end of the world, what matters
more than loyalty?
Teenage Griz is one of only a few
thousand people left in the world after
the “soft apocalypse” of the Gelding, a mysterious event that
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left the vast majority of the world’s population unable to have
children. Scattered families and other small enclaves live on,
but most days, out on their tiny island off the coast of Scotland, Griz’s family sees nobody but themselves—and their dogs.
Griz’s dogs are Jip and Jess, and when a strange traveler with
long red hair shows up and snatches Jess in the middle of the
night, Griz doesn’t even stop to think before going after them
with Jip. The hunt that begins that night will take Griz and Jip
through the ruins of the old world and bring them face to face
with the best and worst of humanity—what it was and what it
still is even after civilization has ground to a halt. Fletcher’s
debut novel paints an engrossing picture of our familiar world
after it’s been left to crumble and populates this haunted landscape with thoroughly compelling characters. The hunt for Jess
propels this story forward like a rocket, and Fletcher does a
masterful job keeping the stakes high and the suspense crackling while still creating plenty of space for readers to get to
know Griz and explore this fascinating not-quite-empty world.
This un-put-down-able story has everything—a wellimagined post-apocalyptic world, great characters, incredible suspense, and, of course, the fierce love of some very
good dogs.

the Talents notably “dark”? And wouldn’t their increasing prevalence induce stress and tension in the fabric of society? So, the
ideas are there, but the rigorous logic and balanced, thoughtful
development that would bring them convincingly to life are not.
A treat for existing fans; and, though this is independently intelligible, curious newcomers might prefer to
begin with Volume 1.

FINDER

Palmer, Suzanne
DAW Books/Penguin (400 pp.)
$26.00 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-0-7564-1510-5
The debut novel from acclaimed
short fiction writer Palmer—who won
the Hugo Award for Best Novelette for
The Secret Life of Bots in 2018—is a breakneck-paced and action-packed sciencefiction adventure featuring an endearing
con artist whose current mission to retrieve a stolen spaceship
ignites a war.
Although born in Scotland, Fergus Ferguson has traveled all
over the galaxy making a career of “chasing things and running
away.” His latest job is helping the Shipmakers of Pluto find
and recover a sentient spacecraft that has been taken by Arum
Gilger, a ruthless crime boss who has plans to wrest control
of a deep space harvesting settlement called Cernekan from a
precarious alliance of government and business leaders. Before
Ferguson even arrives at Central—the ring station at the center
of Cernekan that connects all the various habitats via a complex
cable system—he and a passenger in a cable car are attacked,
and he barely escapes with his life. Suddenly in the middle of
a looming war between factions fighting for control of the settlement, Ferguson finds himself in peril again and again, needing ingenuity and a lot of luck to extract himself from deadly
situations in pursuit of his objective. While Palmer excels at
worldbuilding, plot intricacy, and pacing, the real power here
is in the emotional connectivity of her main character. Ferguson is a brilliantly developed, multifaceted antihero—deeply
flawed yet effortlessly identifiable—and, largely on the strength
of that depth of character, Palmer has built a solid foundation
for what could be a highly entertaining SF adventure series.
And although some (OK, a lot) of the sequences may strain
the bounds of believability, this is an undeniably fun read. (The
scene where Ferguson uses vibrating alien sex toys as unconventional space weapons, for example, will stay with readers for a
while.)
A nonstop SF thrill ride until the very last page.

NEST OF THE MONARCH

Kenyon, Kay
Saga/Simon & Schuster (448 pp.)
$24.99 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-1-5344-2973-4
Final installment of the Dark Talents
trilogy (Serpent in the Heather, 2018, etc.),
a spy saga set in an alternate 1936 where
many people have paranormal abilities,
or Talents.
Young British-American Secret Intelligence Service operative Kim Tavistock has a Talent, the spill—
the ability to get people to blab their secrets—which, with her
determination and tenacity, makes her well-suited to her profession. In Berlin, posing as the wife of a British diplomat, Kim
contacts Hannah Linz, the reckless, vengeful leader of a Jewish resistance cell (and whose capacity to evade the Gestapo
seems all but miraculous). There are whispers about a dreadful new Nazi scheme, Monarch, whose key is Irina Annakova,
a Russian with czarist pretensions, presently lurking in one of
Hitler’s Bavarian hideaways and scorning the low-born Nazi
bigwigs. Irina’s Talent can temporarily boost the Talents of
others. Repeated augmentations, however, have cumulative
and disastrous side effects. Hannah reveals a plan to penetrate
and destroy Monarch that Kim considers both far-fetched and
repugnantly unethical. But why are the SS reporting Kim’s
movements to her “husband,” and why is her SIS handler so
reluctant to let her do her job? Against the persuasive 1930s
ambience, Kenyon’s three splendid female protagonists stand
out and are ably supported by a sparkling minor cast. The Talents, however, fail to impress. We hear about a few; Kenyon
lists many others without providing details. But what makes
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A mad jaunt through unwaveringly whimsical worlds.
the master of dreams

THE MASTER OF DREAMS

Resnick, Mike
DAW Books/Penguin (304 pp.)
$26.00 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-0-7564-1384-2

DELTA-V

Suarez, Daniel
Dutton (448 pp.)
$27.00 | Apr. 23, 2019
978-1-5247-4241-6
In the year 2032, heroic cave diver
James “J.T.” Tighe is recruited by shifty
bitcoin billionaire Nathan Joyce for a
daring undertaking in outer space.
As a private entrepreneur, Joyce is out
to introduce asteroid mining in cis-lunar
space (the area above Earth’s gravity well), which, by establishing
commerce there, will, he promises, pave the way for space travel.
The rub is that Joyce will do anything to keep the project afloat,
including breaking laws and keeping crucial details secret. Tighe and
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EMILY ETERNAL

Wheaton, M.G.
Grand Central Publishing (304 pp.)
$26.00 | Apr. 23, 2019
978-1-5387-3039-3

y o u n g a d u lt

A mad jaunt through unwaveringly
whimsical worlds: first of a new fantasy
trilogy from multiple award winner
Resnick (The Castle in Cassiopeia, 2017,
etc.).
Much beloved for his short stories,
Resnick may be the natural heir to pulp favorite Eric Frank Russell. Here, we know nothing about Eddie Raven and his girlfriend,
Lisa, except that they enter a fortuneteller’s shop in Manhattan.
A gunman bursts in, shoots the owner, shoots Lisa—but then
a mysterious character named Rofocale takes the bullet meant
for Eddie. When more assassins arrive, Eddie escapes by occult
means. He has no idea how. He opens his eyes, discovering that
though he’s still Eddie, he’s essentially become Rick of a certain
eponymous bar in Casablanca! Eddie’s is not quite Rick’s, though.
Sam the piano player hates Martian music. Bogarti, a character
with three arms and three eyes, hisses something about letters
of transit just before Ilsa (Lisa’s double) and Paul Brff show up.
Eddie’s policeman friend is named Peugeot, not Renault (“I have
class, and I run on more than four cylinders”). What’s going on?
Well, Eddie can communicate telepathically with Rofocale, who
seems to know but is preoccupied with trying not to be dead.
What with Oz and Camelot still on the itinerary, Casablanca’s
just a temporary gig, so hold on to your hat; things will get more
peculiar yet. With an analogue of Lisa in each world—oh, and
somebody who wants to kill him—Eddie must make friends fast
and co-opt others as allies. This promising opener keeps afloat,
just about, with only a fragile dream-logic as narrative caulking.
Whether it will stay on that level or evolve into something of real
weight and substance remains to be seen.
Brisk, toothsome, diverting, sometimes laugh-out-loud
funny: a yarn that eventually dispels some of the enveloping weirdness while leaving more questions than answers.

his fellow crew members, ranging from a young male electronics
expert from Nigeria to a legendary female mountain climber from
Argentina, are tested and trained on Ascension Island in the South
Atlantic, where they are bound to a strict confidentiality clause and
denied any personal privacy. By the time these handsomely paid
adventurers make it “farther from Earth than any human beings
in history,” we learn about their varied backgrounds, particularly
the lingering effects of Tighe’s troubled past. Fatal accidents occur
before a shocking death imperils the crew’s return home. Suarez’s
(Change Agent, 2017, etc.) ability to keep things humming through
low-key stretches as well as dramatic sequences reflects his skills as
a writer. He makes a curious choice in quickly dropping the sexual
tension arising from group showers, among other nude encounters.
But Suarez is otherwise in admirable control.
A cut above most tech novels, Suarez’s latest benefits
from his attention to detail, which boosts the believability
of his futuristic vision.

Emily is an artificial consciousness
people can only sense if they’re wearing
an interface chip, and she’s barely begun
her life when the very people she’s striving to connect with discover they’re on a
countdown to mass extinction.
Debut author Wheaton renders a new twist on humanity’s
survival in this bittersweet post-apocalyptic novel. Emily may
appear to chip-wearing humans to be a 30-something, but her
five years of life have been spent figuring out how to relate to
human beings, so she’s got the emotional IQ of a teenager. She
tries to enforce human limits on herself to please Dr. Nathan
Wyman, her creator, and to learn the nuances of experience,
agency, and empathy, but she’s constantly testing just how far
she can go and still get what she wants. So far, what she’s wanted
most is to help, but she can’t solve the sun’s demise. When she’s
finally forced to triage a last-ditch effort to record humanity,
since there’s no chance of saving them, she accidentally enters
the memories of chemical engineer Jason Hatta, her crush, and
all she wants is to submerge herself in the data until the end
comes. Her final farewell’s begun when she uncovers a genetic
anomaly so radical it has the potential to change everything. But
Emily’s discovery isn’t as novel or secret as she thinks, and not
everyone’s onboard. Fast-paced chase scenes, double-crosses,
and the pall of imminent doom propel Emily toward an innovative answer about the nature of existence in a quirky mix of
melancholy, irreverence, and romance in which the only way to
save something is to lose it. In Emily, humanity gets a young god
whose strengths and flaws are of our own making.
A coming-of-age story of the artificial consciousness
who becomes humanity’s reluctant savior blurs together
questions of existentialism, human essentialism, and love.
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campaign in the Bay Area when Trisha rejoins them after a
period of estrangement (caused by her former college roommate). She and chef Darcy “DJ” Caine meet at a political event
and sparks fly, but for all the wrong reasons. While the two try
to smooth things over, subsequent encounters exacerbate their
hostility and class divide. Yet, as any Austen fan knows, the fallout of their pride and biases will eventually be resolved. Dev
(A Distant Heart, 2017, etc.) credibly reworks a beloved novel
to include diverse representation, and her use of dual points of
view reveals the internal lives of both protagonists. DJ’s love for
Indian cooking is also an interesting flip of a more traditional
script. But Dev creates equivalents to Regency England partly
through a discomfiting choice to valorize Trisha’s royal Indian
genes—not only does she descend from ancestors who fought
the medieval Islamic Mughal rulers and the British Empire and
joined the Indian freedom struggle, her relatives are good royals who practice noblesse oblige (including on visits to Africa)
and nurture a household (including a member who is differently
abled) and have an upper-class sense of art and music. This complimentary take on the one percent is common in the genre, but
what is problematic here is that romanticizing a royal identity
normalizes the caste hierarchy still practiced (albeit illegally) in
South Asian society, including in the contemporary diaspora. So
while this is undoubtedly a charming attempt to weave in Indian
history and Maharashtrian culture (and address #MeToo), the
novel is limited to a lovely but upper-class Hindu family’s tribulations and triumphs, reiterating a tendency among Indian cultural producers to limit happily-ever-afters to this group.
The first in a multicultural #OwnVoices romance
series, with an enemies-to-lovers central plot and distinctive supporting characters whose histories and dramas
play out alongside the love story.

A LORD APART

Ashford, Jane
Sourcebooks Casablanca (320 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Mar. 26, 2019
978-1-4926-6338-6
The second in a Regency romance
series, The Way to a Lord’s Heart, that
features men who have experienced traumatic losses and the women who help
them heal.
Daniel Frith, Viscount Whitfield, is
suddenly faced with managing the family seat in Derbyshire when his aloof parents perish in a shipwreck. Upon learning that his father left a house to an unknown
woman, he is determined to discover why. The mysterious
inheritance came not a minute too soon for Penelope Pendleton,
whose fortunes took a disastrous turn when her brother became
embroiled in a political scandal that ended his life and left her
penniless. Once a respected baronet’s daughter, she finds herself ruined, starting over in a new part of the country with few
resources. Daniel’s initial wariness fades quickly in the face of
Penelope’s beauty, resilience, and intelligence. As they partner
to sort through his family’s disorganized records, their mutual
attraction grows. Penelope helps Daniel explore his grief over
losing parents he never really knew: “All my life I was treated like
an acquaintance by those most closely related to me.” Ashford’s
(Earl to the Rescue, 2018, etc.) crisp writing and attention to historical detail are impressive. Domestic activities of the early-19thcentury English countryside, from goatherding to cake making,
are humorously depicted. But the plot is glacially slow, requiring a
two-dimensional character to show up and goose it along periodically, his only apparent reason for being in the novel at all.
A leisurely visit to the Regency England countryside
in which two characters slowly—sometimes too slowly—
uncover the family secret that binds them together.

GETTING HOT WITH THE SCOT

Johnson, Melonie
St. Martin’s Press (368 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Apr. 30, 2019
978-1-250-19309-4

A Chicago TV producer has a vacation affair which feels much more
intense than it should and ends badly—
and then is stunned when her dreamy
Scottish lover shows up on her doorstep.
Can a whirlwind foreign affair lead to
something real?
Cassie Crow is determined to have a fling with a sexy European during her monthlong summer tour. Reaching Scotland,
the next-to-last destination, she meets Logan Reid, a popular
Scottish social media personality who embroils her in his timetravel–themed video prank campaign set in an ancient castle.
Tipsy and tuned in to the atmosphere, Cassie is of course never
truly convinced he’s an Outlander-esque romance hero from the
past but still “turn[s] off her brain” and kisses him. It’s an explosive moment he wants to leverage into an American television
opportunity, but she refuses to sign a release for the footage.

PRIDE, PREJUDICE, AND
OTHER FLAVORS

Dev, Sonali
Morrow/HarperCollins (512 pp.)
$12.74 paper | May 7, 2019
978-0-06-283905-3

A workaholic, socially inept IndianAmerican brain surgeon is caught off
guard by her attraction to a Rwandan/
Anglo-Indian chef in this rewrite of Pride
and Prejudice.
Trisha Raje is a princess whose family prides itself on its
aristocratic Indian roots as well as its integration into American life. The Rajes are preparing for their scion’s gubernatorial
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The man in peril is a fun spin on the usual damsel in distress.
this scot of mine

FUMBLED

Logan convinces her to go out for a drink, which leads to a sizzling night of sex but no signature. When he follows her to London, the two enter into a full-fledged affair, but Cassie feels like
it’s all a lie when she finds the release form in his jacket. Signing
it in anger, she leaves without saying goodbye, telling herself he
was using her, but when Logan shows up in Chicago weeks later,
they quickly resume the affair. Cassie trusts him because the
footage hasn’t surfaced and he was able to land the TV opportunity anyway. They tell themselves that things aren’t serious,
yet when professional tension and emotional baggage rise up,
the stakes seem high and they both feel invested. Author Johnson’s debut has a delightful cast of characters and witty dialogue
along with a lighthearted feel that still navigates emotional
depths. Her excellent writing keeps the plot tight and humming while supporting complex storytelling and a wide variety
of emotions, tones, locations, and characters, all of which divert
attention from the occasionally weak conflicts.
Fun, smart, and supersexy; a great debut from a writer
to watch.

Martin, Alexa
Berkley (336 pp.)
$15.00 paper | Apr. 23, 2019
978-0-451-49197-8

THIS SCOT OF MINE

Jordan, Sophie
Avon/HarperCollins (352 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Mar. 12, 2019
978-0-06-246366-1
Superstition meets scandal in the
fourth book of Jordan’s Rogue Files
series (The Me I Meant To Be, 2019, etc.).
By the time Lady Clara Autenberry
makes it to her brother’s house in Scotland, everyone in London society will
know her secret: Clara is pregnant, and
the baby is not her fiance’s. Though Clara is ruined for life,
Laird Hunt MacLarin proposes to marry her for a kooky reason:
He’s cursed. No man in his family has ever lived to see the birth
of his firstborn child. Hunt has bided his time, sleeping with a
barren woman who doesn’t need a commitment, but when he
meets Clara, he knows he wants more. With a curse-free child
on the way, Clara can give Hunt the family he’s always wanted—
at least until he quarantines himself to avoid baby No. 2. But the
truth is, there is no baby. Clara lied to her entire family, insisting
she’d rather be a spinster than spend the rest of her life with her
cruel fiance. When she finds out about the curse, she decides
to marry Hunt anyway, get pregnant, and prove to him that the
curse isn’t real. But the curse makes a believer of Clara when she
gets pregnant for real and mysterious accidents start to befall
her husband. Hunt didn’t exactly agree to die for her, but his
fear of his impending doom imbues their romance with a spirit
of carpe diem. As with previous books in the series, the Scottish accents and coastal location—complete with dolphins—
add texture to the historical setting. A surprising development
with Clara’s beautiful young lady’s companion, Marian, hints at
what’s to come in the next series installment.
The man in peril is a fun spin on the usual damsel in
distress, leading to many heart-pounding moments.

y o u n g a d u lt

A hardworking single mom comes
face to face with the gorgeous star athlete who got away in the second installment of a football romance series by a
fresh-voiced newcomer to the genre.
Poppy Patterson doesn’t love her job as
a scantily clad server at a nightclub in downtown Denver, but she
loves the way it supports her as a single mother to 9-year-old Ace.
Ten years have passed since Poppy, pregnant and abandoned by her
family, fled Indiana to raise her son and try, unsuccessfully, to forget
his father. TK, the famously fun-loving starting wide receiver for
the Denver Mustangs, never understood why Poppy left him back
in high school, since she never told him she was pregnant. When
they run into each other at the club, their sizzling attraction is just
as strong as ever: “TK unravels me in ways I thought impossible.
I’ve lived such a guarded, half-life for so many years, he’s a shock to
my system.” Poppy questions her past decisions as she and TK try
to work their relationship out. Martin (Intercepted, 2018) expertly
parlays her experience as the spouse of a former NFL player into
compelling scenes not just of big games, but of lesser-explored preseason matchups, training camp, and the social dynamics Poppy
must face as the new girlfriend of the star player. Poppy leaps off
the page as a contemporary biracial woman navigating dating,
motherhood, and career with seriousness and a fantastic sense of
humor. TK’s character is less distinct, partly due to the novel’s deep
first-person point of view. Martin sets up some big-stakes tropes—
reunited lovers, secret baby—but they lack the emotional payoff
readers expect because she rushes through them to set up even
more. By the time Poppy throws up yet another barrier in Chapter
37, readers might be tempted to give up as well.
A strong female lead, laugh-out-loud scenes, and an
authentic pro-football setting are offset by an overstuffed
romance plot that makes this more of a field goal than a
touchdown.

ONE WARM WINTER

Pope, Jamie
Kensington (320 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Mar. 26, 2019
978-1-4967-1827-3
A handsome Irish bodyguard helps
the heiress he’s protecting escape the
frenzy created by a family scandal.
Wynter Bates is the adopted daughter of a tech billionaire and presidential
hopeful, but she lives a quiet life as a
linguist and translator. Ever since someone tried to kidnap Wyn when she was a child, her father has
insisted on a full-time bodyguard. For the past year, ex-military
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officer Cullen Whelan has quietly and efficiently guarded Wyn,
hoping to earn enough money to retire and leave behind his
violent past. Wyn’s identity is thrown into question—and into a
glaring media spotlight—when letters emerge that suggest she
wasn’t adopted from a South African orphanage but instead is
the product of her father’s love affair with a mentally unstable
woman. Cullen whisks Wyn away to a privately owned compound on St. Thomas, where they pretend to be a couple rather
than expose her situation. Although most bodyguard romances
demand some sort of physical peril, here the only danger is to
Wyn’s feelings. Her parents refuse to communicate with her,
leaving Cullen to protect her from the emerging details and sordid drama. This is a slow-paced story that focuses on the interior
lives of each character. Wyn and Cullen are both loners who fear
commitment, but neither can resist their growing attraction.
However, instead of showing Wyn and Cullen exploring their
evolving relationship, Pope (Mostly Sunny, 2018, etc.) moves the
most promising action and intimate moments offstage. Only
later do they individually think, reflect, and ruminate about
their feelings. This narrative choice to “tell not show” creates
emotional distance between the reader and characters, eliminating any spark and deflating the chemistry of the love affair.
The mystery of Wyn’s parentage is sidelined until the end, when
the loose ends are tied up without much effort on her part.
A slow-moving and conflict-free romance.

wild depth where the Great North Pack resides. Each word
is carefully selected, and the slightest actions contain deeper
meanings in a story that feels expertly crafted in its subtle complexity. Though it’s a romance with a bittersweet happily-everafter that’s sure to bring out some tears, the notion of what it
means to belong and what Varya will do to help heal her griefstricken homesickness are rooted at the center of it all.
Prepare to be rendered speechless.

RISKY PLAY

Van Dyken, Rachel
Skyscape (283 pp.)
$9.99 paper | Mar. 19, 2019
978-1-5420-4372-4
A European soccer superstar and a
wine heiress have an unforgettable weekend in Puerto Vallarta, but when real life
resumes, their happily-ever-after is in for
an uphill battle.
Both suffering from heartbreak,
Mackenzie DuPont and Slade Rodriguez meet on the plane
to Puerto Vallarta. Their trips are supposed to give them both
time to heal from their partners’ betrayals, but they end up having a steamy affair instead. When, in the middle of the night,
Slade gets the terrible news that his father has died, he disappears without a trace. Since Mackenzie and Slade gave each
other fake names, there are no hopes they’ll have a reunion. A
month later, Mackenzie takes a job with the Blue Service Assistant Company, unable to go back to her family’s business just
yet since her former fiance still works there. She doesn’t expect
her first client to be Slade, especially when it seems like all
traces of the tender, passionate man she met in Puerto Vallarta
are long gone. Instead, Slade has turned into an angry, bitter
shell of a man, blaming Mackenzie for the fact that he didn’t
call his father on the night he died. Bursting with tension and
a heaping dose of melodrama, Slade and Mackenzie’s path to a
happily-ever-after feels very much like a soap opera. Not only
do they have to contest with Slade’s grief and Mackenzie’s trust
issues, but there are several outside forces trying to keep them
apart. While over-the-top with its scheming exes and frequent
masculine posturing, this one promises to be a compulsive,
engrossing romance for the right readers. However, the constant emotional whiplash requires patience and a strong tolerance for contrived, manufactured drama.
Truly a love-it-or-hate-it contemporary romance.

FOREVER WOLF

Vale, Maria
Sourcebooks Casablanca
(352 pp.)
$7.99 paper | Mar. 26, 2019
978-1-4926-6193-1
A hardened werewolf must choose
between loyalty to her pack or saving the
life of a mysterious stranger in this hauntingly beautiful paranormal romance.
Varya Timursdottir is a Shielder for
the Great North Pack. She upholds the
laws and makes sure all the moving parts are kept going, as she
knows firsthand the damage that can be done when a pack’s
structure starts to crumble. She wasn’t always a member of the
Great North Pack. In fact, Varya is the sole survivor of Pack
Vrangelya after they were systemically wiped out. Carrying both
the emotional and physical scars of the ordeal, she’s become icy,
unmoving, and stern in her role as Shielder and in her dedication to pack law. During a run, she discovers Eyulf, an injured
and unconscious man who smells like home, her original home
in the Arctic wild. Curious about the man, Varya helps him in
secret, but the pair begin to unravel the secrets of Eyulf ’s existence. Enmeshed in pack politics, shifting alliances, and threats
from humans and Shifters, the Great North Pack enters into
an age of uncertainty and possibly war. Varya is torn between
upholding her role in the pack and giving in to the feelings
stirred by the curious Eyulf. Vale’s (A Wolf Apart, 2018, etc.) latest is lyrical and mesmerizing, the written embodiment of the
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DOWN FROM
THE MOUNTAIN
The Life and Death of a
Grizzly Bear

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:
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Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (288 pp.)
$25.00 | Apr. 16, 2019
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CSNY by Peter Doggett......................................................................... 57

A thoughtful story of bears, humans,
and their tragic interactions.
“Mouse-brown fur covered their
strangely human bodies. Their eyes opened, seeing nothing for a
time, then spring’s white light.” Montana-based conservationist
Andrews (Badluck Way: A Year on the Ragged Edge of the West, 2013)
writes without sentimentality or undue anthropomorphizing of
a pair of grizzly cubs whose mother, Millie, was brutally murdered, leaving the cubs orphaned and helpless. “Millie’s story...
bothered everyone who heard about it,” writes Andrews, having told an elegant story in which he himself encountered the
trio. As a conservationist, he is in full sympathy with the bears;
as someone living on the land, he recognizes the perils for all
concerned when bears, hungry in a landscape with less and less
game on it, come down into the cornfields below the high country. “My father asked what I thought about the farmer growing
corn so close to the mountains,” writes the author. “I said that
it was complicated.” Andrews introduces readers to numerous
men and women who figure in the quest both to track down the
poachers involved and to keep the cubs alive. One, the game
warden for the Confederated Salish and Kootenai Tribes, is a
quiet warrior for the bears even as others demand that they be
kept away from human settlements. As the author notes, the
collision course was set not just by hunger, but also by the ever
encroaching human presence, even in vast Montana, and on a
changing climate in which spring arrives a full month earlier
than it did half a century ago, altering the long-established
schedules of bears and people alike. In the end, Andrews writes,
dispiritingly, “it seems that I could spend a lifetime building
cornfield fences, worrying over cubs, and shipping elk meat to
Maryland, and make no headway against our epidemic lack of
restraint.”
A gem of environmental writing fitting alongside the
work of Doug Peacock, Roger Caras, and other champions
of wildlife and wild land. (24 b/w photos)
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questing with a
poet & music critic
TEARS OF BATTLE
An Animal Rights Memoir

Photo courtesy Leah Overstreet

Let me start by saying that hip-hop
is not my favorite musical genre. However, I do enjoy a selection of (mostly
old-school) tracks and albums, and
I’m endlessly fascinated by—and have
great respect for—the culture that
both underlies its history and drives
it forward. One group I find myself
returning to over the years is A Tribe
Called Quest, one of the most acclaimed hip-hop
collectives in the genre’s history.
In his latest book, Go Ahead in the
Rain: Notes to A Tribe Called Quest (Feb 1),
poet and essayist Hanif Abdurraqib vastly deepens my appreciation for the Tribe
as well as the culture and influences that
surrounded their creative process, particularly regarding their classic trio of albums that launched them into the public consciousness: “People’s Instinctive
Travels and the Paths of Rhythm,” “The Hanif Abdurraqib
Low End Theory,” and “Midnight Marauders.”
Much as he did in his excellent previous collection of
criticism, They Can’t Kill Us Until They Kill Us (2017), Abdurraqib demonstrates his masterful ability to read between
the lines. In the case of Tribe, the author brilliantly excavates the motivations and desires that led to the singular
collaborations between Q-Tip, Phife
Dawg, and Ali Shaheed Muhammad.
He’s particularly strong on one of
the elements that drew me to the
group in the first place: their inventive use of sampling, particularly
from the jazz, soul, and funk artists
they so revered. Furthermore, notes
our reviewer, “the author chronicles
the progression of rap and how the
way that Dr. Dre challenged Q-Tip
was similar to the way that the Beatles pushed Brian Wilson, as well as how the East-West synergy later turned vicious and dangerous.”
In his slim yet potent book, Abdurraqib consistently displays impressive critical chops, and, as our reviewer writes,
“even those who know little about the music will learn much
of significance here, perhaps learning how to love it in the
process.” —E.L.

Bardot, Brigitte & Huprelle, Anne-Cécile
Trans. by McQuillan, Grace
Arcade (200 pp.)
$24.99 | May 1, 2019
978-1-948924-02-3

Photo coutesyAndy Cenci

The French cinema icon shares her
post-film journey of animal activism.
Known around the world as a rebellious, sometimes-scandalous sex symbol,
Bardot (Brigitte Bardot: My Life in Fashion, 2016, etc.) retired
from acting in 1973 to focus on advocating for animal rights. In
this memoir, she provides an intimate look at her motives and
experiences in fighting for the well-being of animals. Among
the first celebrities to use their fame to draw public awareness
to issues of animal cruelty, Bardot delivered international attention to the plight of seals when she arrived in Canada in 1977.
The author implicitly connects her past objectification as an
actor with the situation facing animals, as she frequently discusses her animal instinct, nature, and soul. “I’ve known treachery, perversity, faithlessness, ingratitude, and cowardice that
man is capable of,” she writes. “I’ve hated humanity’s penchant
for destruction and became animal in order not to belong to the
inhuman cohort that made me so ashamed.” Chronicling more
than four decades, the narrative is an unapologetic story of how
Bardot dedicated her considerable star power to improving animal welfare. Since her retirement from acting, she has found
herself on the front lines of rescue efforts around the world,
and she established a nonprofit organization, La Fondation Brigitte Bardot, to advance public awareness and improve conditions for all animals. This is not a book of theories about animal
rights; nor does it provide a detailed, linear description of the
author’s work. Indeed, parts of the narrative are scattered and
jarred by awkward transitions. Still, Bardot shares an emotional,
highly personal testimony of her decades of animal activism.
Some of the firsthand accounts of deplorable animal conditions may be too intense for some readers, but they serve as
urgent calls to action. Throughout, Bardot acknowledges both
the individuality of animals and the animal nature of humanity,
connecting the dots between species with a heartfelt memoir of
personal and social change.
An impassioned plea for humanity to evolve toward
what the author describes as “one of its greatest qualities:
mercy.”

Eric Liebetrau is the nonfiction and managing editor.
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A clear message that resonates throughout the book:
Never confuse the law with common sense.
charged

CHARGED
The New Movement to
Transform American
Prosecution and End
Mass Incarceration

FIREFIGHTING
The Financial Crisis and Its
Lessons

Bernanke, Ben S. & Geithner, Timothy F. &
Paulson Jr., Henry M.
Penguin (160 pp.)
$16.00 paper | Apr. 16, 2019
978-0-14-313448-0

Bazelon, Emily
Random House (448 pp.)
$28.00 | Apr. 9, 2019
978-0-399-59001-6

|

Three principal policymakers and
“firefighters” during the 2008 financial
crash describe the crisis and suggest policies to prepare for an inevitable return.
The fire metaphors flare brightly in the first half of this brief,
cogent account of the near collapse of the American economy
near the end of the presidency of George W. Bush and the beginning of Barack Obama’s. Bernanke (The Courage to Act, 2015, etc.),
Geithner (Stress Test, 2014), and Paulson Jr. (Dealing with China,
2015, etc.) mention themselves by first name throughout (Ben,
Tim, Hank) and are occasionally heavy on self-congratulation,
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A lawyer and journalist exposes flaws
in the criminal justice system, with an
emphasis on the untrammeled power of local prosecutors.
Because the United States contains several thousand prosecutor jurisdictions (mostly at the county level), identifying misconduct is often difficult. In this potent book, New York Times
Magazine writer Bazelon (Yale Law School; Sticks and Stones:
Defeating the Culture of Bullying and Rediscovering the Power of
Character and Empathy, 2013) emphasizes prosecutors who care
more about winning convictions rather than upholding their
sworn duty of seeking justice. The author makes a convincing
argument that if there were a larger number of justice-seeking
prosecutors, we could reduce incarceration by a substantial percentage in a nation overwhelmed by prison costs. In addition,
individual lives would no longer be derailed by criminal charges
that are unnecessarily severe or even downright false. Bazelon
aims her book at nonlawyer voters as well as defense attorneys,
judges, police officers, social workers, prison wardens, and others in the criminal justice system. A clear message that resonates
throughout the book: Never confuse the law with common
sense. The author narrates her impressively researched book
primarily through two defendants. One is Noura Jackson, a
Memphis resident who was 18 when she was charged with the
murder of her mother. Despite no physical evidence of guilt
or eyewitness testimony, Jackson went to prison. Believing in
Jackson’s innocence, Bazelon wrote about the case in August
2017. Based on the extensive evidence she gathered, the author
rightly demonizes the Memphis district attorney, the trial
judge, and other law enforcement personnel in the Jackson
prosecution. The author also explores the plight of Kevin (a
pseudonym), a teenager arrested on a gun charge in Brooklyn.
As Bazelon makes abundantly clear through her cogent, credible arguments, a sensible, compassionate system never would
have arrested or prosecuted Kevin. Throughout the two narratives, the author demonstrates occasional optimism due to
the election of reform-minded prosecutors in a few cities. The
appendix, “Twenty-One Principles for Twenty-First-Century
Prosecutors,” is also helpful.
A vitally important new entry in the continued heated
debates about criminal justice.
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but they also express humility. For example, they note how a
Geithner speech, intended to calm markets and investors, had
the opposite effect. The authors are also generally nonpartisan, though several times they allude to the dangers of today’s
“bitterly polarized politics,” and they praise Obama more than
those on the right will probably enjoy. They also respond several
times to critics from a decade ago who assailed them for saving Wall Street and largely ignoring Main Street. The authors’
approach is straightforward and easy to digest: Describe what
caused the collapse; tell about the measures the government
took to contain it; comment on what worked and what didn’t;
discuss the fallout; speculate about what needs to be done now.
They take care to clarify such terms as “derivatives” and “leverage” so that readers unclear about them (and numerous others)
can easily follow the text. They are admonitory toward the end,
reminding us of a truth that applies not just in the financialcrisis world: “The enemy is forgetting.” The authors—each of
whom has published a memoir about the crisis—are not especially memorable stylists, too often relying on clichés—e.g.,
“fallen through the cracks,” “get ahead of the curve.”
A clear, concise account illustrating why financial fires
must be anticipated if they’re to be controlled.

THE LAST JOB
The “Bad Grandpas” and the
Hatton Garden Heist
Bilefsky, Dan
Norton (304 pp.)
$26.95 | Apr. 23, 2019
978-0-393-60951-6

A raucous account of “the largest
burglary in the history of England,” committed by unrepentant, elderly career
criminals.
In his debut, Montreal-based New York Times Canada correspondent Bilefsky combines humor, pathos, and technical
nitty-gritty in a clearly written procedural. In the spring of 2015,
the gang burgled the vault at the Hutton Garden Safe Deposit,
the central storehouse of London’s diamond district, after three
years of planning. The author writes that the tale’s “villains,”
despite their physical infirmities, were “possessed by a fearlessness borne of age. What was there to lose?” The crew members
resemble characters from a British crime movie, having devoted
their lives to the robbery profession; indeed, the ringleader had
participated in the notorious heist portrayed in the 2006 film
The Bank Job. Bilefsky captures the meticulous, complex planning of the break-in, noting how “old-school burglars across
London had sniffed out that something big was afoot.” The
robbery displayed both brazen expertise and clumsy improvisation, with the thieves even stepping out to buy additional heavy
equipment to penetrate the vault: “They wanted what they’d
set out to take...$19 million worth of gold, gems, diamonds, and
cash.” The theft’s discovery created a media circus and alarmed
the close-knit community of old-school jewelers. “The shock
was visceral and heartbreaking,” writes the author. Yet, Scotland
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Yard’s elite Flying Squad quickly identified the malefactors by
analyzing London’s pervasive closed-circuit network, followed
up by intensive surveillance and wiretaps, which captured the old
thieves’ injudicious bragging. As one detective noted, “after the
heist, their age kicked in.” Following mass arrests, the principal
thieves struck plea bargains, leaving frustrated prosecutors to try
the conspiracy’s motley hangers-on. Bilefsky takes a balanced
approach, acknowledging the media-cultivated public appeal of
the gang’s old reprobates but also noting how the losses from the
safe deposit wiped out many businesses and families’ savings.
A well-researched, irreverent tale of a serious yet fascinating crime and the anachronistic underworld that
sparked it. (8 pages of b/w illustrations)

MAMA’S BOY
A Story from Our
Americas
Black, Dustin Lance
Knopf (416 pp.)
$26.95 | Apr. 30, 2019
978-1-5247-3327-8

An award-winning screenwriter’s journey from Texas Latter-day Saints roots to
prominent LGBTQ activist.
At the center of this thought-provoking memoir, Black, who
won an Academy Award for the screenplay for Milk, offers a
heartfelt tribute to Anne, his courageously inspiring yet deeply
religious and politically conservative mother. Anne was raised in
an impoverished family of sharecroppers in Louisiana. After contracting polio at age 2, she suffered through years of therapy and
painful surgeries, leaving her reliant on leg braces and crutches
for the rest of her life. Despite these physical disadvantages,
Anne went on to marry and eventually raise three children, primarily as a single mother, while building a successful career. After
enduring two abusive marriages, she found sustaining love with
her third husband. The author’s life story follows a parallel path
of meeting obstacles through resiliency. Though he was a shy and
awkward child, Anne’s examples of her strong willpower motivated Lance to reach his own challenging goals, ultimately inspiring the necessary confidence to come out to his family at age 21.
Though mother and son often held firm to their conservative and
liberal viewpoints, each recognized positive attributes inherent
in either camp. Lance discovered common interests with some
of his Texas relations, and Anne gained a more compassionate
understanding of the LGBTQ community. “Our house should
have been divided—North vs. South, red vs. blue, conservative vs.
progressive, coasts vs. mountain or plains, or however you choose
to name such tribes,” writes the author. “Instead, my mom and
I fueled each other. Her oil lit my lamp, and eventually mine lit
hers. The tools I learned to wield growing up in her conservative,
Christian, Southern, military home were the same ones I’d used
to wage battles that had taken me...to the front row of the United
States Supreme Court to fight for LGBTQ equality.” Black provides a wholly engrossing account of how a mother and son
evolved beyond their potentially divisive religious and political
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beliefs to uncover a source of strength and unity through their
enduring bond.
A terrifically moving memoir of the myriad complexities of family dynamics. (79 photos; first printing of 75,000)

POSSESSED BY
MEMORY
The Inward Light of
Criticism
Bloom, Harold
Knopf (560 pp.)
$35.00 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-0-525-52088-7

Literature serves as consolation for
an eminent and prolific critic.
Legendary critic and professor Bloom
(Humanities/Yale Univ.; Lear: The Great Image of Authority, 2018,
etc.) has created a literary biography from brief essays on the

poems, plays, and prose—many committed to memory—that he
has reread, with growing insight, throughout his life. He calls this
book “a reverie” that meditates on what it means to be possessed
by the memory of “dead or lost friends and lovers” and by works
of literature. “When you have a poem by heart,” he writes, “you
possess it more truly and more strangely than you do your own
dwelling place, because the poem possesses you.” Now 88, Bloom
suffers the debilities of aging: “a tremor in my fingers, my legs
tend to hint at giving out, my teeth diminish, incipient macular
degeneration dims my eyes, deafness increases,” and, even using a
walker, he is constantly afraid of falling. He has been hospitalized
several times, and he mourns the deaths of many friends, who
include colleagues, fellow critics, and poets (John Ashbery and
A.R. Ammons, for example) whose works he admires. For spiritual sustenance, religion fails him. “I am a Jew who evades normative Judaism,” he writes. “My religion is the appreciation of high
literature. Shakespeare is the summit.” In one of the book’s four
sections, Bloom insightfully examines in Shakespearean characters the strange act of “self-otherseeing,” by which he means “the
double consciousness of seeing our own actions and sufferings as
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A moving and unflinching paean to a man
who died at the top of his game.
all that you leave behind

ALL THAT YOU LEAVE BEHIND
A Memoir

though they belonged to others.” Other sections focus on biblical verse, American poets, and, in the longest section, elegies. “I
seem now to be always in the elegy season,” he writes. Among
these poems of praise are lyrics by Blake, Wordsworth, Coleridge,
Shelley, Byron, Keats, and Tennyson, whose “Morte d’Arthur”
provided comfort to Bloom as he was recovering from two serious operations. Although the author has written about these
works throughout his career, these essays reveal a deeply personal
attachment and fresh perspective.
An eloquent and erudite rereading of the author’s
beloved works.

Carr, Erin Lee
Ballantine (256 pp.)
$26.00 | Apr. 30, 2019
978-0-399-17971-6

Life with father isn’t easy—not when
father is the one-time drug addict David
Carr, noted journalist and author of the
searing memoir Night of the Gun (2008).
Documentary filmmaker Carr delivers an affecting memoir of growing up under decidedly difficult
circumstances—e.g., being left in a freezing car in her snowsuit while her father checked into a crack den to get high. But
that’s just part of it. Carr the elder turned his life around when
it dawned on him that two unhealthy parents were not good
for two budding daughters, even if he sublimated his addictions with too many cigarettes, too much coffee, and too much
work in the quest for the Pulitzer Prize that, as a reporter and
critic for the New York Times, always eluded him. The combination, plus the years of hard living, killed him: “58,” writes the
author. “Who dies that young? No one had ever prepared me
for his dying that young.” True, but he did prepare his daughter
well for life as a writer, giving her the same lessons he gave to
his many university students about being honest with oneself
and working the phones rather than relying on email. “What
will set you apart,” he wrote, “is not talent but will and a certain
kind of humility, a willingness to let the world show you things
that you play back as you grow as an artist. Talent is cheap.” Carr
is relentless in describing the chemical failings that the world
revealed to her, especially in reliance on alcohol, which she’s
quit. She’s also very good in distilling the lessons her father
taught her without being sentimental: “When it comes time to
pimp your own stuff, you have credibility” is vintage Carr, in all
its tough-guy–ism, and ought to inspire other young would-be
journalists and writers as they pay their dues.
A moving and unflinching paean to a man who died at
the top of his game: “Sort of a mic drop, really.”

LOVE YOUR ENEMIES
How Decent People Can Save
America from the Culture of
Contempt
Brooks, Arthur C.
Broadside Books/HarperCollins
(256 pp.)
$27.99 | Mar. 12, 2019
978-0-06-288375-9

An economic conservative proposes
that those at opposite poles of the political spectrum should learn to love each other.
American Enterprise Institute president Brooks (The Con
servative Heart, 2015, etc.) welcomes the opportunity to share his
views with those who might not agree with him. After a recent
talk on a particularly progressive campus, one student told him,
“I came ready to fight, but I really connected with that speech.”
Many readers will have the same reaction—or at least the author
hopes they will since he largely avoids grinding an ideological ax.
“What is the cure for our culture of contempt? As I have argued
throughout, it’s not civility and tolerance, which are garbage
standards. It is love for each other and our country.” So how do
we get there? Brooks argues that we must build bridges rather
than walls, replace contempt with empathy, focus on the many
values where we agree rather than on the relatively few where
we disagree, and embrace each other’s common humanity. “Your
opportunity when treated with contempt is to change at least
one heart—yours,” he writes. “You may not be able to control
the actions of others, but you can absolutely control your own
reaction. You can break the cycle of contempt.” Because Brooks
feels that the country at large has become addicted to contempt,
much of the material parallels 12-step jargon; at the end, he provides “Five Rules to Subvert the Culture of Contempt.” He draws
from neuroscience and psychology to support his hypotheses
and rarely indulges in the sort of finger-pointing that proceeds
from who-started-it accusations. “In the long run,” writes Brooks,
“people are instinctively attracted to happy warriors who fight for
others.” Since the last to embrace the “happy warrior” label was
Hubert Humphrey, it will be fascinating to see whether a book
like this has any influence.
Hardly groundbreaking but a straightforward and
practical guide back toward human decency.
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LADYSITTING
My Year with Nana at the End
of Her Century

Cary, Lorene
Norton (256 pp.)
$25.95 | May 7, 2019
978-0-393-63588-1

A grandmother’s death reveals complex emotions and a tangled family
history.
Growing up in Philadelphia, novelist
Cary (Creative Writing/Univ. of Pennsylvania; If Sons, Then Heirs,
2011, etc.), founder of Art Sanctuary and SafeKidsStories.com,
was doted upon by her wealthy, elegant grandmother, spending delightful weekends in her spacious New Jersey home. “Yes,
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yes, yes, I knew that I was being spoiled,” the author admits.
Only later did she discover that the woman who indulged her
was more complicated and difficult than she had realized. In
a candid, sensitive memoir, Cary chronicles her 100-year-old
grandmother’s last year, when she lived with the author and her
family. It was a stressful period that tested Cary’s patience and
love and motivated her search for the “truth and lies, business
and money, and communal and racial memory” that made up
her grandmother’s long life. Besides accompanying her grandmother to concerts and museums as a child, she also rode along
“in Nana’s latest late-model car” to collect rents from her tenants in Philadelphia, who lived in apartments “Nana would not
have wanted to live in.” When she asked about the disparity,
Nana told her “this was business.” Yet the hard-nosed rent collector (she once told a tenant who complained about mice to get
a cat) also administered a scholarship fund for black students
and set aside a storage room “to save people’s furniture for
them after evictions.” Her treatment of family could be harsh,
as well: She feuded with her son—Cary’s father—reconciling
only when she was near death; and she treated her husband

with condescension. As her health worsened, she became combative. Although she had survived serious illnesses and a car
crash, degenerative heart disease finally undermined her apparently indomitable life force. Cary recounts Nana’s increasing
weakness as well as the enraged demands—for particular foods
and constant attention—that generated Cary’s own debilitating physical responses. She recounts, as well, her negotiations
with nurses, kind hospice workers, and Medicare’s frustrating
bureaucracy, experiences familiar to many caregivers.
Thoughtful reflections on pain, love, and family.
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Easily digestible political history and, Cohen’s protestations aside,
interesting reading for those contemplating the prospect of a
President Mike Pence—or President Nancy Pelosi.
accidental presidents

THE ADJUNCT UNDERCLASS
How America’s Colleges
Betrayed Their Faculty, Their
Students, and Their Mission

Childress, Herb
Univ. of Chicago (208 pp.)
$24.00 | Apr. 22, 2019
978-0-226-49666-5

A biting monograph—some of it
research-laden, some of it personal—
about how universities are undermining
both student learning and the lives of temporary teachers.
Childress (The PhDictionary: A Glossary of Things You Don’t
Know (but Should) about Doctoral and Faculty Life, 2016, etc.), the
former dean of research and assessment at Boston Architectural
College who now runs an “ethnography-based consulting firm,”
is well-positioned to advance his forceful arguments about academia. As he shows, on many campuses, a significant minority—
or even a majority—of courses are taught by faculty members
known as adjuncts, a polite term for underpaid, powerless parttimers who stand little chance of attaining full-time status. At
the extreme, some of the adjuncts sleep in their cars and rely on
food stamps, a situation that can occur even if they have adjunct
positions at multiple campuses. At the base of the author’s anger
is hypocrisy: While university administrators and their funders
claim to value the transformative power of higher education,
they treat countless part-time faculty like expendable employees.
Though the book is clearly an outlet for his own anger, Childress
also seeks to inform families of college-age children what they
will encounter in classrooms. He shows why so many campuses
have chosen to reduce tenured faculty members and advises current graduate students hoping to teach on whether it is still a wise
career path. In addition, the author addresses financial implications for families, especially in a chapter titled, “If We Don’t Pay
Teachers, Why Is My Tuition So High?” Of course, some degree
seekers still obtain permanent faculty status, and Childress
addresses how those fortunate professors complicate the adjunct
mess. As a holder of a doctorate that led, at least for a time, to
campus insider status, Childress harbors ideas for change, but he
does not seem optimistic that change is in the offing.
An informative screed on a depressing trend that continues apace.

ACCIDENTAL PRESIDENTS
Eight Men Who Changed
America
Cohen, Jared
Simon & Schuster (576 pp.)
$30.00 | Apr. 9, 2019
978-1-5011-0982-9

An examination of the problems of
presidential succession in American history, which in numerous cases has been
anything but orderly.
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William Henry Harrison lasted only a month as president
before succumbing to pneumonia in 1841, thrusting his vice
president, John Tyler, into office. Therewith a chain of events
was set in motion that would splinter the Whigs and turn a
powerful potential ally, Henry Clay, into a foe: “While Clay
sought reconciliation from Harrison,” writes Cohen (Children
of Jihad: A Young American’s Travels Among the Youth of the Middle
East, 2007, etc.), “he was prepared to wage war with Tyler.” It
wouldn’t be the first time the elevation of a vice president to
chief office would rupture old relations, as the author documents. A more modern case was the arrival of Lyndon Johnson
to the Oval Office after John F. Kennedy’s assassination. The
Texan had been building the power he lost when leaving his
post as Senate majority leader, for as second-in-command, he
“lacked any real constituency inside the administration.” Other
vice presidents brought into office following the demise or
departure of the president were less effective, and certainly less
showy: Calvin Coolidge earned the moniker “Silent Cal,” but he
effectively calmed the turbulent scene surrounding the administration of his predecessor, Warren G. Harding (around whose
death, Cohen hints, a cozy conspiracy theory might be built).
The book is light on theory and long on anecdote, but it makes
for pleasant reading for politics junkies, especially those keen
on reading the political winds. Though his book is timely, the
author insists that it is incorrect “to look at the timing of this
book and assume it was inspired by all the impeachment talk
surrounding Donald Trump.”
Easily digestible political history and, Cohen’s protestations aside, interesting reading for those contemplating the prospect of a President Mike Pence—or President
Nancy Pelosi.

BIG BUSINESS
A Love Letter to an American
Anti-Hero
Cowen, Tyler
St. Martin’s (272 pp.)
$28.99 | Apr. 9, 2019
978-1-250-11054-1

A paean to large business corporations.
Many Americans are anti-business—
especially young people, Bernie Sanders supporters, the media, ordinary
(distrustful) citizens, and Trump supporters—because they
have “negative misconceptions,” writes Cowen (Chair, Economics/George Mason Univ.; Stubborn Attachments: A Vision
for a Society of Free, Prosperous, and Responsible Individuals, 2018,
etc.). In viewing corporations as “apparently selfish, profitmaximizing, even sometimes corrupt entities,” writes the
author, such critics underrate the benefits of American business, which “makes most of the stuff we enjoy and consume”
and “gives most of us jobs.” Indeed, “we don’t love business
enough.” A popular blogger (marginalrevolution.com) and
free-marketeer who admires Ayn Rand and Milton Friedman,
Cowen offers a highly accessible polemic touting the wonders
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of corporate America, which has “never been more productive, more tolerant, and more cooperative” and provides “a
ray of normalcy and predictability” at a time of “weirdness” in
government. He continues, “business helps carve out spaces
for love, friendship, creativity, and human caring by producing the resources that make our lives not just tolerable but
comfortable.” Beyond such praises, the author offers chapters
on specific areas—“Are Businesses More Fraudulent than the
Rest of Us?” “Are the Big Tech Companies Evil?” and “Crony
Capitalism”—in which he dismisses concerns about business
monopoly, political power, and fraud, insisting that “limitations of human nature” (not inherent flaws of capitalism) drive
corporate behavior. “The propensity of business to commit
fraud is essentially just an extension of the propensity of people
to commit fraud,” he writes. Cowen makes some concessions
to critics, noting the “problematic” invasion of privacy by tech
giants like Google and Facebook and the “ripping off ” of consumers by entire sectors of the corporate economy. But on the
whole, business remains “one of the most beneficial and fundamental institutions in American life.”

A 2016 Gallup survey ranked big business as second
only to Congress as the country’s least-trusted institution.
This fawning book won’t change many minds.

THE CLUB
Johnson, Boswell,
and the Friends Who
Shaped an Age

Damrosch, Leo
Yale Univ. (488 pp.)
$30.00 | Mar. 26, 2019
978-0-300-21790-2

Memorable portraits of members of
a London club who met weekly to discuss literature, politics, and life.
From 1764 to 1784, a group of men met once a week in a
private room at the Turk’s Head Tavern in London for conversation and, in varying degrees, camaraderie. They called
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An uplifting story of an extraordinary effort to
support human rights throughout the world.
to stop a warlord

themselves, simply, “The Club,” and they included some of the
most prominent personalities of the time, including Edward
Gibbon, Adam Smith, Joshua Reynolds, Edmund Burke, David
Garrick, Oliver Goldsmith, Richard Sheridan, and, most significantly, Samuel Johnson and his acutely observant biographer James Boswell, who take center stage in this masterful
collective biography. Like Jenny Uglow did in The Lunar Men
(2002), Damrosch (English/Harvard Univ.; Eternity’s Sunrise:
The Imaginative World of William Blake, 2015, etc.) offers incisive
portraits of individual members, highlighting their relationships and interactions with one another to reveal “the teeming,
noisy, contradictory, and often violent world” they inhabited. It
was a world confronting upheaval: noisy agitation in Britain’s
American Colonies, bloody rebellion in France, debate over
slavery, and domestic economic stress. Between 1739 and 1783,
Damrosch notes, Britain was at war for 24 years, at peace for
20. In 1776, Adam Smith’s The Wealth of Nations and Edward
Gibbon’s The History of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire
both spoke to national preoccupations: Smith, to inequality
and the consequences of industrialization; Gibbon, to fears
about maintaining the empire. Besides illuminating the salient
issues of the day, Damrosch characterizes with sharp insight his
many protagonists: abstemious Johnson, who likely would be
diagnosed with depression and obsessive-compulsive disorder
today; womanizing, hard-drinking Boswell, an unsuccessful lawyer with “unquenchable confidence,” intelligent, but “no intellectual,” whose mood swings indicate that he may have been
bipolar. Although Damrosch emphasizes the men and their
works, he does not neglect the women in their lives: memoirist
Hester Thrale, for one, who offered Johnson “crucial emotional
support” as his confidante and therapist and novelist and diarist
Fanny Burney.
Late-18th-century Britain comes brilliantly alive in a
vibrant intellectual history.

financial clout to try to take down the elusive Kony. Recognizing that “policy alone wasn’t going to stop the LRA,” especially
in “a region that was not a direct national security threat to the
United States,” the author and her group resolved to help provide the financial resources to train Ugandan military as well as
improve communications among villages in the affected areas.
Enlisting the help of Laren Poole, from the Invisible Children
movement, Davis corralled a host of formidable participants in
her fight—e.g., a notorious Ugandan general; a former covert
operative for the special forces in the South African army; and
the several hundred Ugandan soldiers selected for the training program who would actually swarm the areas where Kony
had last operated. Moreover, there was the financial backing
of Muneer Satter, a high-level Goldman Sachs executive, and
philanthropist Howard G. Buffett, who provides the foreword.
Sadly, despite this incredible endeavor, by the end of the operation in 2015, Kony was still at large. Still, as the author writes,
“LRA violence is still minimal compared to the deadliness of
the organization pre-mission,” and she succeeds in her hope
that the book “will serve as an encouragement to engage more
deeply in issues of injustice in the world.”
An uplifting story of an extraordinary effort to support
human rights throughout the world. (map)

TO STOP A WARLORD
My Story of Justice, Grace,
and the Fight for Peace

Davis, Shannon Sedgwick
Spiegel & Grau (352 pp.)
$27.00 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-0-8129-9592-3

A hard-driving chronicle of a committed group of well-connected dogooders determined to apprehend the
long-terrorizing leader of the violent
Lord’s Resistance Army in Central Africa.
Led by its sadistic leader, Joseph Kony, the LRA sprang up
amid the civil war in Uganda in the mid-1980s, and for more
than 25 years, it has preyed on vulnerable children to make up
its murderous ranks. Inspired by the life of ex–LRA soldier victims like David Ocitti, whose harrowing story of murder and
rape alternates between the primary narrative thread, Davis,
CEO of the philanthropic organization Bridgeway Foundation,
mustered the foundation’s considerable missionary zeal and
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THE UNWANTED
America, Auschwitz, and a
Village Caught in Between
Dobbs, Michael
Knopf (372 pp.)
$29.95 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-5247-3319-3

Dobbs (Six Months in 1945: FDR, Sta
lin, Churchill, and Truman—from World
War to Cold War, 2012, etc.) follows the
trail and the trials of the Jewish population of Kippenheim, a small village near the Black Forest.
For decades in this rural area, there was little friction with
the locals, and anti-Semitism seemed to be confined to cities
and towns. As the author writes, “for many Christian Kippenheimers, antisemitism was more a matter of class resentment
than racial hatred....A cultural and psychological gulf developed between the Christian farmers and the Jewish tradesmen.”
Despite the gulf, there wasn’t much violence. However, everything changed with Kristallnacht, a supposed “spontaneous
protest” against “murderous” Jews. The senseless roundup and
destruction of Jewish men was the signal, to those who were
paying attention, that Germany was not safe. In this potent,
focused history, Dobbs tells the alternately heart-wrenching
and uplifting story of the Kippenheim Jews who entered the
tangle of bureaucracy involved in the efforts to obtain visas and
flee Germany. Most wished to go to the United States, but there
were immigration quotas, and those quotas were filled in 1938,
with little hope of expansion. Thankfully, there were those who
eventually made it to America, but they were often greeted with
xenophobia. In his thorough research, the author discovered
|

many instances of those who bent the rules to help—e.g., tireless organizations like the American Jewish Joint Distribution
Committee and the Rescue Board as well as many brave individuals—and he generously shares those stories with readers in
the hopes that we will never forget what happened to the thousands of “unwanted” refugees who fled the Nazi killing machine.
In her foreword, Sara Bloomfield, the director of the U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum, encapsulates the author’s project: No
amount of studying or writing or memorializing can bring back
those who were murdered....But it can help us remember them
as people who lived, not just victims who died.”
A welcome addition to Holocaust literature that
remains relevant to our current isolationist times. (16 pages
of photos; 14 photos in text; 3 maps)

CSNY
Crosby, Stills, Nash
and Young

THE TEMPLE
OF SILENCE
Forgotten Works &
Worlds of Herbert Crowley

Duerr, Justin
Beehive Books (108 pp.)
$124.99 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-0-9973729-9-1

A striking homage to an all-butunknown artist for whom the word
“eccentric” is only a beginning.
Born in London, Herbert Crowley (1873-1937) set out to be
an opera singer only to discover that “he didn’t have the constitution or the personality of a performer.” As Philadelphia-based
artist and scholar Duerr writes, he wound up “in Costa Rica

y o u n g a d u lt

Doggett, Peter
Atria (368 pp.)
$28.00 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-5011-8302-7

A must for CSNY fans and anyone who remembers the
era when it ruled the pop charts.

An enthusiastic history of one of rock
music’s most significant supergroups.
Rock journalist Doggett (Electric
Shock: From the Gramophone to the iPhone:
125 Years of Pop Music, 2015, etc.) traces his protagonists from
their origins through their early success in the Byrds (David
Crosby), the Hollies (Graham Nash), and Buffalo Springfield
(Stephen Stills and Neil Young). As the author shows, the
Los Angeles rock scene of the late 1960s was a meeting place
for nearly everyone who came to prominence in folk or rock.
Prime among them was Crosby, who strutted around in a cape
and whose counterculture credentials included introducing
the Beatles to LSD. After one night at a popular music venue,
Crosby, Stills, and Nash came together for a stoned singing party
that gave birth to a new sound. With the addition of Young and
the band’s appearance at Woodstock, the legend was underway
as well as the melodrama of fights, breakups, reunions, and
excess. Doggett frankly admits that he is a fan of the group, and
he traces the band’s career from concert to concert, recording
session to recording session. In addition to providing the stories behind the better-known songs, the author spends plenty
of time on their lives offstage, including their liaisons with the
likes of Joni Mitchell and Judy Collins. Throughout, Doggett
does a solid job differentiating among the four members of the
group, each an interesting, if not necessarily likable, personality.
Young gets most of the blame for the group’s breakups, though
with four enormous egos, everyone receives a due share. The
author backs it all up with voluminous documentation, including interviews with all the participants and ample quotations
from contemporary reviews of almost every record and concert,
including the members’ solo projects. The narrative is eminently readable, with few dull passages, even when the protagonists are sulking during one of the band’s numerous fights.
|
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overseeing the loading of banana stalks at a plantation owned
by the United Fruit Company.” He didn’t last long, departing for
New York and arriving there wearing a tropical-weight suit in
winter. Crowley somehow made his way as an artist during the
first decade of the 20th century; he was a member of the avantgarde that would have a brilliant moment in the Armory Show
of 1913. Before that, though, he had a brief burst of renown with
an odd Sunday cartoon featuring a roly-poly character called
the Wigglemuch, which appeared in the New York Herald over
14 weeks in 1910 before abruptly disappearing. Duerr hazards
the guess that two strips showing a Wigglemuch being fattened for slaughter “may have finally become too outré for the
Herald,” while also allowing that Crowley may not have been the
deadline-meeting type. Over the next years, as Duerr records,
Crowley kept busy painting, drawing, and sculpting while coming into the orbit of C.G. Jung; he died in Switzerland, and many
of his pieces were tossed into Lake Maggiore. Much of what
remains is gathered in this elegant, oversized volume, which
includes the run of the Wigglemuch series and much more,
including some haunting sculptures that resemble the work of
the classic Olmec artists by way of H.P. Lovecraft. The book
makes a solid case for Crowley as a forerunner of the R. Crumb
school of comix half a century later, and admirers of Crumb as
well as nearer contemporaries such as George Herriman will
find it a revelation.
A surrealistic, sometimes unsettling pleasure for fans
of the avant-garde and an obvious labor of love for all
concerned.

effect. The author examines the psychology of loss on the part
of children caught helplessly in tumultuous events. In the case
of her parents, who met as adults after the war and raised their
family in California, their experiences lingered in large and small
things—e.g., her mother’s frugality, explained by her aunt with
the meaningful phrase, “we aren’t just automatically entitled to
nice things.” Privations and fears became ancestral memories
“imprinted on my genes.” Eerkens’ work takes on a particularly
timely note when, in closing, she notes the rise of a new wave of
nationalism, a time when “people I know and care about have
endorsed candidates and political positions that I find unconscionable,” reverberating again through the generations.
The sins of the fathers are visited on their children,
indeed. Eerkens’ poignant book sheds new light on the history of World War II.

ALL SHIPS FOLLOW ME
A Family Memoir of War
Across Three Continents
Eerkens, Mieke
Picador (336 pp.)
$30.00 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-250-11779-3

A generational memoir of war and its
long-lasting effects on descendants.
History, the old saying goes, is written
by the victors. The fortunes of the losers
often go unnoticed, particularly if the losers are associated with
a bad cause. So it was in the case of one side of Eerkens’ family, her grandfather a member of a Dutch nationalist party with
ties to the Nazi occupiers. She writes dolefully of discovering an
article of his that she turned up in the National Library, “someone who supposedly had Jewish colleagues and friends whom
he spoke highly of, writing clearly anti-Semitic, racist nonsense
for a racist NSB publication.” Understandably, that grandfather
did not wish to discuss his past, and the author’s mother was too
young to comprehend events, though her older siblings recalled
being shunned and cursed by their neighbors. On the other side
of the family and politics was her father, imprisoned with his
family in the Dutch East Indies; Eerkens focuses closely on
the fact that the Japanese military ran “brutal labor camps for
civilian prisoners including women and children,” to terrible
58
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SOUTHERN LADY CODE
Essays

Ellis, Helen
Doubleday (224 pp.)
$22.00 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-0-385-54389-7

Humorous essays from a sassy Southern gal raised in Alabama and now based
in New York City.
Following her well-received book of
short stories, American Housewife (2016),
Ellis returns with a collection of witty essays filled with commentaries on a wide variety of aspects of her life. Though she pokes
fun at the current tidying trend—sparked largely by organizing
consultant and author Marie Kondo—that has people sorting
through and discarding mountains of stuff, she discovers that
she loves a clean house (“stepping into the Container Store for
me is like stepping into a crack den”). Ellis shares her wisdom
on staying happily married: “On his birthday, give him a singing
card and shave above your knees....On Thanksgiving, dab a little
Campbell’s Cream of Mushroom soup behind each ear. On Super
Bowl Sunday, incorporate a giant “#1” foam finger into your lovemaking.” The author also discusses why she didn’t have children,
the off-the-wall birthday parties her parents threw for her and
her sister, what it’s like to fly coach while seated in the middle
seat, and a host of other zany topics. Throughout, she provides
commentary on what certain words and phrases mean in “Southern Lady Code”—e.g., a “vintage” book means “dog-eared, with
ballpoint notes in the margins”; when discussing potential pregnancies, the phrase, “ ‘if it happens, it happens’ is Southern Lady
Code for we don’t want kids.” Whether she’s out shopping for a
special party outfit, swiping a trench coat, or sharing some of her
own mother’s witticisms, the author’s brand of humor is subtle
and mostly unforced. Her one-liners—“sex is like a funny cat
video: everyone thinks theirs is special, but we’ve all fallen off a
couch”—and consistently droll remarks keep the amusement factor high and the pages turning.
Feisty, funny, lightweight observations on life
Southern-style.
|

MAGICAL REALISM FOR
NON-BELIEVERS
A Memoir of Finding Family
Fajardo, Anika
Univ. of Minnesota (192 pp.)
$22.95 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-1-5179-0686-3

y o u n g a d u lt

A young woman crosses a cultural
divide in search of her past.
In her debut memoir, Fajardo (The
Dish on Food and Farming in Colonial
America, 2017, etc.) recounts her emotional journey, at age 21, to
find the father she had not seen since she was a young child. Born
in Colombia, the author grew up in Minnesota; her American
mother told her that her father, Renzo, loved his native country so much that he did not want to leave. The truth, Fajardo
learned, was much more complicated, as were her feelings for
the stranger with gray-flecked black hair and mustache, smelling
of cigarette smoke and soap, who greeted her, accompanied by
his young wife, when she landed in Colombia. Their reunion was
awkward despite each being able to speak the other’s language.
Fajardo wanted not only to know Renzo, but to understand why
her mother could not live with him—in short, “the complicated
truth of these two people who brought me into the world, the
events that had aligned to create the life I was living.” She discovered more than her parents’ apparent incompatibility. Her father
was “overly emotional and fiercely closed off,” she writes, “and
my mother reacts to everyone’s mood, switching back and forth
between bliss and despair.” Her mother felt alienated and isolated in Colombia, and Renzo felt the same when they returned
to Minneapolis. Those differences proved unbridgeable, but
there were other problems, as well, including her father’s infidelity and, for the author, a shocking revelation. Fajardo strains
to make connections between the events of her life and Gabriel
García Márquez’s One Hundred Years of Solitude. When it was published in the 1960s, she writes, “magical realism was part of the
landscape, not a literary genre.” However, this story, marked by
disillusion, yearning, sadness, and one happy coincidence, does
not draw upon or evoke magical realism; nor does Fajardo need
García Márquez to justify or bolster her memoir.
A forthright and sensitive tale of a daughter’s quest.

A book on the role of mathematics in scientific discovery
that contains little math seems a stretch, but Farmelo (Churchill’s
Bomb: How the United States Overtook Britain in the First Nuclear
Arms Race, 2013, etc.) easily brings it off. It’s a cliché that scientists learn by observing and conducting experiments, but the
author points out that the two greatest geniuses of modern
physical science did neither. Isaac Newton’s great discoveries
were less universal laws than the use of mathematics to describe
them precisely—mathematics so complex that he had to invent
an entire field, calculus. In studying gravity, Albert Einstein
realized that space was curved rather than flat, and no physicist knew how to describe it. Fortunately, as a purely imaginative phenomenon, mathematicians had explained curved space
a few decades earlier, and, with help from a mathematician
friend, Einstein made his breakthrough. The idea that mathematicians could help physicists remained a minority view for
most of the 20th century, until the flood of new observations
diminished and experiments became increasingly expensive. By
the 1980s, most physicists had changed their minds, fascinated
by new, mathematics-based theories offering the possibility of

THE UNIVERSE SPEAKS IN
NUMBERS
How Modern Math Reveals
Nature’s Deepest Secrets

Farmelo, Graham
Basic (336 pp.)
$30.00 | May 28, 2019
978-0-465-05665-1

Exploring the work of modern
theoretical physicists, who are “taking
a path that is entirely reasonable and
extremely promising.”
|
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A groundbreaking examination of the effect
of modernity on established norms.
exposing slavery

explaining the nature of matter and finding the holy grail of
physics: a way to unite quantum mechanics and general relativity. A downside is that these concepts deal with impossibly small
phenomena (string theory) and new subatomic particles that
have never been detected (supersymmetry); so far, they make
no predictions that experimenters can test. By the 21st century,
a growing body of physicists was complaining that this was leading nowhere. For a delightful account of this opposition, read
Sabine Hossenfelder’s Lost in Math. Farmelo remains a believer,
delivering lively biographies of brilliant researchers and their
work up to the present, although much will be difficult for readers with no memory of college physics.
A thought-provoking look at a fierce, ongoing controversy over the future of theoretical physics.

EXPOSING SLAVERY
Photography, Human
Bondage, and the Birth of
Modern Visual Politics in
America
Fox-Amato, Matthew
Oxford Univ. (360 pp.)
$39.95 | Apr. 1, 2019
978-0-19-066393-3

Tracing the history-changing intertwined development of slavery and

photography.
As Fox-Amato (History/Univ. of Idaho) clearly demonstrates in his first book, photography helped shape the culture
and politics of slavery while slavery shaped the development of
photography as an aesthetic form. The daguerreotype appeared
in the United States in the 1840s, followed by the ambrotype,
tintype, and lighter carte de visite, which decreased exposure
time, cost, and weight, enabling pictures to be mailed. Large
cities had multiple studios, and itinerant photographers filled
a burgeoning market. Both North and South used photography
as a cultural weapon. It gave both slavers and abolitionists a
sense of legitimacy and urgency, which served to heighten the
crisis and kill any hope of compromise. “Part of photography’s
unique and unsettling role in the Civil War era,” writes the
author, “was to open up a new cultural space...through which
Americans defined the boundaries of personhood and debated
the social potential of enslaved African Americans.” Of course,
masters controlled how slaves were photographed, and they
created a picture of a comfortable, harmonious, familial form of
bondage. They forbade positive depictions of stature, literacy,
or intellect. As such, the photos defined the limits of slaves’
identity, eliminating their personhood. Abolitionists used photographs to build bonds with other activists. While abolitionists widely used the image of the kneeling slave begging for
justice, they did not use pictures of brandings, scars, and other
evidence of violence. Those pictures only showed the victimhood of slavery, and slaves were more interested in being seen
as persons. Slaves—particularly city slaves, who had more freedom and cash—were quick to have photos taken. They helped
60
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tie together the families of escaped slaves and identified loved
ones whose freedom a freeman wanted to buy. As Fox-Amato
shows, photography played a significant role in the debates over
notions of status, identity, and community, and those boundaries regarding personhood continued well into the following
century.
A groundbreaking examination of the effect of modernity on established norms.

THE DEMOCRACY FIX
How to Win the Fight for Fair
Rules, Fair Courts, and Fair
Elections

Fredrickson, Caroline
New Press (272 pp.)
$25.99 | Apr. 23, 2019
978-1-62097-389-9

A plan for progressives “to unrig
[the] system” created by power-hungry

conservatives.
Relying on her experiences as a legislative affairs assistant
for Bill Clinton, a staff member for two Democratic senators,
and her role as a lawyer for groups advocating for the right to
abortions and other civil liberties, Fredrickson (Under the Bus:
How Working Women Are Being Run Over, 2015) illuminates how
to wrest control of government away from current Republican Party domination. Readers who follow electoral politics
will find little fresh rhetoric here, but the author is strong in
her deconstruction of the successful Republican playbook. She
then adapts legally and morally questionable techniques to a
hoped-for progressive playbook that can roll back or erase many
of the damaging Republican policies. Throughout the presentation of her agenda, Fredrickson maintains that her allies must
forge ahead with the same ruthlessness as their adversaries. A
large chunk of the book focuses on increasing the number of
judgeships at all levels: federal, state, and municipal. Of course,
as the author rightly points out, winning judicial posts means
winning elections; most state-level judges run as partisan politicians in robes, and most federal judges rise through appointments from partisan politicians. Furthermore, winning elections
requires years—sometime decades—of planning: raising money;
recruiting qualified, electable candidates; and guaranteeing a
strong turnout of sympathetic voters. Fredrickson offers useful examples of how Republican operatives have mastered such
steps and how her own allies can do the same. At the close of
the book, the author lists six concepts to “provide the foundation to protect and preserve American democracy for progressive values.” Among others, these include the need to “embrace
small-d democracy,” “invest financial resources in progressive
outcomes,” and “win elections through long-term constituency
building and presence in state houses.”
With evident passion, Fredrickson mixes abstract concepts with specific procedures, making for a useful—but
not groundbreaking—title for the progressive library.
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WELL
What We Need to Talk About
When We Talk About Health

Galea, Sandro
Oxford Univ. (296 pp.)
$24.95 | May 1, 2019
978-0-19-091683-1

An epidemiologist reframes the
American health care crisis.
Born in Malta and raised in Canada,
Galea (Dean, Boston Univ. School of
Public Health; Healthier: Fifty Thoughts on the Foundations of
Population Health, 2017, etc.) has traveled the world treating
patients in remote areas, experiences that shaped his impressions of what truly influences health and health care, two aspects
of medicine that are often conflated. He underscores global
statistical trends revealing that despite leading investments in
health prevention, Americans still fall short on worldwide illness ratios. Galea faults a society that “is simply not oriented

to keep[ing] us healthy” and seeks to gain a better understanding of how to achieve ultimate vitality and longevity. He offers
a reassessment of the many elements of sustainable health and
wellness, examining a wide variety of external, interconnected
forces. While acknowledging that some influences—e.g., intergenerational factors and certain environmental conditions—
are unavoidable, he intensively addresses the building blocks
of sustainable health while putting allegories and pop-culture
references to effective use. These key pieces include creating
solid financial foundations, including the use of redistributive
economic programs; resisting corruption in high-level political
and corporate arenas; encouraging the establishment of tightknit community networks; cultivating emotional well-being;
advocating for knowledgeable personal choices that resist negative influences from social media networks, advertising, and
“social contagion.” Galea believes that all of these forces collectively affect the healthfulness of Americans and that each plays
a role in fostering an important brand of preventative medicine
that can be cultivated at home. He implores readers to take the
steps to change their minds and bodies now rather than relying
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INTERVIEWS & PROFILES

Andrew S. Curran

HIS NEW BIOGRAPHY IS A JOURNEY INTO ONE OF HISTORY’S MOST
PERSUASIVE DISSENTERS
By Mark Athitakis
Photo courtesy Olivia Drake

The 18th-century French philosopher, critic, and
scholar Denis Diderot (1713-1784) struggled with a
problem all intellectual pioneers face: How do you
get your ideas heard and understood when people find
them wrong, even offensive?
Diderot could be comfortable, even arrogant, about
sharing his thoughts with the world: He spearheaded
a massive encyclopedia project that reimagined the
form and served as an intellectual sparring partner
with fellow philosophers and heads of state. But he
also kept himself in check: After being thrown in jail
for three months in 1749 for his atheistic writings, he
62
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coded the most provocative ideas in his Encyclopédie
and kept much of his writing unpublished till his death,
leaving future scholars to puzzle over his private musings on slavery, incest, and other touchy subjects.
In his new biography, Diderot and the Art of Thinking
Freely (Jan. 15), Andrew S. Curran clearly relishes investigating his subject’s contradictions. A lively, informed,
often witty book, it explores Diderot’s personal history, from his disenchantment with religion to his hustling to produce the Encyclopédie to his complicated
friendships with philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau
and Russian ruler Catherine the Great. But a standardissue biography didn’t quite work for Curran, who split
the book into roughly two halves, one emphasizing
Diderot’s life, the other his ideas.
“He’s a tough one,” says Curran, a professor of humanities at Wesleyan University. “He had all these
great adventures early on—he’s thrown into jail, and
then he does his encyclopedia. But then he realizes
that in order to speak to posterity, he’s going to spend
25 years up in his office. He wakes up in the morning
and he studies Chinese music, then he studies painting, then he writes a play, and then writes a bunch of
letters to people across Europe and his lover. It can be
very hard to keep up with somebody who’s doing so
many things.”
Diderot isn’t currently taught in philosophy departments. “He’s not taught in political science or
government departments,” either, Curran adds. “He’s
taught in literature departments. The task for me was
to actually figure out who this guy was and what his significance was in all of these different areas.”
For instance, Diderot’s conception of his Encyclopédie, which was rich in cross-references, anticipated
the structure of the world wide web. “He was a hyper-
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Mark Athitakis is a writer in Phoenix and author of The
New Midwest. Diderot and the Art of Thinking Freely
received a starred review in the Oct. 15, 2018, issue.
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on medicine or chronically seeing doctors after we are already
ill. While some areas of the author’s research may seem like
wishful thinking in today’s world of greed, violence, and class
inequities, his hopes for a healthier populace make for a compassionate, relevant book.
Sharp, optimistic, and factually supported encouragement to boost societal attitudes about the power of
salubrity.

REVENGE OF THE SHE-PUNKS
A Feminist Music History
from Poly Styrene to
Pussy Riot
Goldman, Vivien
Univ. of Texas (232 pp.)
$17.95 paper | May 7, 2019
978-1-4773-1654-2

The history of female punk rock, not
as a blast from the past but as an ongoing
cultural rebellion.
Though the musical assault chronicled here is as contemporary and subversive as Pussy Riot, Goldman (The Book of Exodus:
The Making and Meaning of Bob Marley and the Wailers’ Album of
the Century, 2006, etc.) was there at the inception. She wrote
about the concept in her 1976 piece “Women in Rock,” a topic
that would eventually “become a predictable annual staple
of rock magazines.” Back then, however, it was such a fresh
angle that she had never read anything like it. “It seems,” she
wrote, “that a woman’s underground is suddenly emerging overground....They’re a threat to men because they challenge male
supremacy in a citadel that has never been attacked before.”
More than four decades later, this illuminating critical analysis turns the table on punk history, which generally focuses on
the likes of the Sex Pistols and the Clash (and the Ramones in
America) while relegating the female side to footnote status.
Here, the men are more like footnotes, as the author celebrates,
among others, the Slits, the Raincoats, and X-Ray Spex. While
Goldman jumps around, hopping from band to band, she places
the female musical foment within the critical context of feminist theory and the cultural context of society’s upheaval. She
also highlights many artists who have remained obscure, showing how female punk has been an international phenomenon,
extending to Afropunk and female punk rockers throughout
Asia. Her chapters focus on specific topics, including identity, protest, money, and love, and she reframes conventional
assumptions from a feminist perspective: “Instead of simply
asking what makes a girl and boy fall in love, the question has
also become, What makes a girl a girl, or the reverse? If you
don’t recognize yourself, love is harder to find; you don’t know
who might fit. Until you try.” Each chapter also includes a recommended listening list.
Known as the “Punk Professor” as an adjunct at NYU,
Goldman extends her authority here.
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linking kind of person in his own brain—everything’s
bouncing around all the time,” he says. “And certainly
in his encyclopedia he used cross-references to change
the way that knowledge functioned.” The most famous example of that is the entry for “Cannibals,”
which directed readers to entries relating to communion—a swipe at what he believed to be the superstition of transubstantiation.
But Diderot’s toughest material—and often the
most valuable, Curran argues—wasn’t just slyly coded,
but obscured. Unpublished works like The Nun and
Rameau’s Nephew assailed violence in the name of religion and questioned the nature of and need for moral
codes in society.
Diderot could have used a pseudonym, of course,
and Curran finds the fact that he didn’t both frustrating and fascinating. “I often wonder why he didn’t,”
he says. “I think that maybe it was because his best
writing was somewhat autobiographical. They’re anchored in contemporary Left Bank society and his
style was so identifiable. His most expansive and interesting writing is so personable, and you can almost
identify it by the syntax. But I would love to ask him
that question myself.”
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Saturated with self-awareness and compassion, this is
an irresistibly addictive tour of the human condition.
maybe you should talk to someone

MAYBE YOU SHOULD
TALK TO SOMEONE
A Therapist, Her
Therapist, and Our Lives
Revealed

Gottlieb, Lori
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (464 pp.)
$28.00 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-328-66205-7

A vivacious portrait of a therapist
from both sides of the couch.
With great empathy and compassion, psychotherapist and
Atlantic columnist and contributing editor Gottlieb (Marry Him:
The Case for Settling for Mr. Good Enough, 2010, etc.) chronicles
the many problems facing the “struggling humans” in her stable
of therapy patients. The intimate connection between patient
and therapist established through the experience of psychic suffering forms the core of the memoir, as the author plumbs the
multifaceted themes of belonging, emotional pain, and healing.
“Therapists...deal with the daily challenges of living just like
everyone else....Our training has taught us theories and tools
and techniques, but whirring beneath our hard-earned expertise is the fact that we know just how hard it is to be a person,”
she writes. Through Gottlieb’s stories of her sessions with a
wide array of clients, readers will identify with the author as
both a mid-40s single mother and a perceptive, often humorous
psychotherapist. In addition to its smooth, conversational tone
and frank honesty, the book is also entertainingly voyeuristic,
as readers get to eavesdrop on Gottlieb’s therapy sessions with
intriguing patients in all states of distress. She also includes tales
of her appointments with her own therapist, whom she turned
to in her time of personal crisis. Success stories sit alongside
poignant profiles of a newly married cancer patient’s desperation, a divorced woman with a stern ultimatum for her future,
and women who seem stuck in a cycle of unchecked alcoholism
or toxic relationships. These episodes afford Gottlieb time for
insightful reflection and self-analysis, and she also imparts eyeopening insider details on how patients perceive their therapists and the many unscripted rules psychotherapists must live
by, especially when spotted in public (“often when patients see
our humanity, they leave us”). Throughout, the author puts a
very human face on the delicate yet intensive process of psychotherapy while baring her own demons.
Saturated with self-awareness and compassion, this is
an irresistibly addictive tour of the human condition.

FIFTY THINGS THAT AREN’T
MY FAULT
Essays from the
Grown-up Years

Guisewite, Cathy
Putnam (336 pp.)
$27.00 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-0-7352-1842-0

The creator of an iconic cartoon strip
shares her quirky humor in prose form.
Like millions of other women, Guisewite (The Mother-Daughter Dance, 2016, etc.), creator of the
megapopular comic strip “Cathy,” has fears, concerns, and outrages; from 1976 to 2010, she expressed them all with a delightful sense of fun. Now that she’s retired from drawing her “Cathy”
strip, which at its peak appeared in more than 1,400 newspapers,
the author turns to prose, presenting short essays and sidebars
about her major life change when the strip ended. “I got older,”
she writes, “which I hadn’t factored in, and became even more
obnoxious and belligerent than my child or my parents, incapable of even committing to exercise five minutes a day. I thought
that when I quit my job, the pace of all the change would slow
down. But it didn’t. It sped up.” The author’s topics, many of
which she explored in her comic strip, range widely: aging parents who refuse to let go of their stuff and don’t feel old despite
being in their 90s; how she has outgrown all her shoes; eating
and skin care habits and body image issues; inability to fit into
a sports bra; desire to commit to an exercise program; terror at
trying on a swimsuit; the difficulties of organizing a house; her
life with her now college-bound daughter and how much things
have changed for women since her own mother was young.
Although some of the essays are repetitive and clunky in their
attempts at comedy, Guisewite hits the mark more often than
not. It’s a collection that isn’t likely to appeal to readers who
were never “Cathy” fans (Ack!), but the author offers a new way
to savor the humor of her classic comic-strip character.
Absurd and often witty takes on life as a caregiver,
mother, and woman.

TYRANNICAL MINDS
Narcissism, Personality, and
Dictatorship

Haycock, Dean A.
Pegasus (336 pp.)
$27.95 | Apr. 3, 2019
978-1-64313-022-4

Psychological profiles of the “despots, tyrants, and terrorists [who] have
been responsible for the deaths of tens
of millions of innocent people.”
In his latest, science writer Haycock (Murderous Minds:
Exploring the Criminal Psychopathic Brain: Neurological Imaging
and the Manifestation of Evil, 2014) takes on the big nasties with
fascinating portraits of history’s greatest villains, including
64
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but the stories of the preludes to the violence, and of the horrors themselves, are simultaneously gripping and depressing.
Murder, post-mortem brutality, the blood of children running
in the streets, and xenophobia out of control: These and other
aspects of the narrative will simultaneously propel readers
through the pages and frequently disgust them. As the author
points out in a number of places, in this particular region, there
is historical amnesia about the event, an unwillingness, even, to
want to know what happened. And although there were negotiations between Mexican and Chinese diplomats concerning a financial settlement, no money ever changed hands. The
strengths of Herbert’s writing are patent throughout: his vast,
comprehensive research; his often elegant phrases and sentences (“the surreptitious legalization of chaos”); his empathy;
and his determination to be accurate and fair. The author closes
with a “selected chronology” of parallel events in Torreón, Mexico as a whole, Europe/Mexico/USA/China, and China.
A grim, complex, and admonitory account of a deeply
racist episode that many would rather forget—or ignore.

y o u n g a d u lt

Hitler, Stalin, Mao, Hussein, Idi Amin, bin Laden, and Kim
Jong-un. He emphasizes that intelligence services of all major
governments work hard analyzing foreign leaders, an ad hoc
process that proceeds without adequate data or personal interviews—and often across cultural barriers. As the author writes,
it’s “a practice that tries to merge two ‘soft’ sciences, psychology and political science, into a tool that can provide the ability to understand, and more importantly, predict, the behavior
of foreign leaders.” Apparently, very few dictators were actually psychotic, except perhaps Idi Amin. All showed common
unpleasant personality traits but so intensely that psychologists have named them the “Dark Factors of Personality” or
D-factors. These include Machiavellianism (use of deception,
lying, and exploitation), narcissism (an inflated image of oneself), sadism, callousness, absence of empathy, and spitefulness.
Haycock is no historian; his biographies skim the surface, but
he has done his psychology homework, so readers will receive a
painless education in the elements of human personality, especially when it becomes pathological. Those curious about how
this applies to today’s leaders will receive a jolt when the author
turns his attention to Donald Trump, devoting a large portion
of the book to the current president. Haycock and his experts
are not the first to detect in the president more than the average degrees of narcissism, a love of autocrats, a hatred of critics,
and a distressing lack of empathy, but they have little to add.
A compelling analysis of the mental processes of notable tyrants that eventually gets bogged down under the
weight of Trump. (8 pages of color photos)

THE HOUSE OF THE PAIN
OF OTHERS
Chronicle of a
Small Genocide

Herbert, Julián
Trans. by MacSweeney, Christina
Graywolf (304 pp.)
$16.00 paper | Apr. 16, 2019
978-1-55597-837-2

The story of a highly sanguinary,
“revealing but buried episode of the Mex-

ican Revolution.”
Mexico-based writer, musician, and teacher Herbert (Tomb
Song, 2018, etc.) uses a kind of patchwork-quilt approach to composition in this account of the horrifying episode—in May 1911,
“some three hundred Chinese immigrants were murdered, their
corpses mutilated, their clothes removed, and their belongings looted. Their bodies were dumped in a mass grave”—that
consumed him for a number of years. There are some passages
of traditional historiography, but the author also includes several interviews with residents of Torreón, where the slaughter
occurred (none could tell him much about the events of 1911),
and first-person accounts of his research and other related
activities. Some sections about the intricacies of local and
international politics—and long block quotations from others’
accounts of the slaughter—will require patience from readers,
|
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THE STRESSED YEARS OF
THEIR LIVES
Helping Your Kid Survive and
Thrive During Their College
Years
Hibbs, B. Janet & Rostain, Anthony
St. Martin’s (336 pp.)
$28.99 | Apr. 23, 2019
978-1-250-11313-9

A parental guidebook to helping teens
navigate the highs and lows of college.
As psychologist and marriage therapist Hibbs (co-author:
Try to See It My Way: Being Fair in Love and Marriage, 2009) and
Rostain (Psychiatry and Pediatrics/Perelman School of Medicine, Univ. of Pennsylvania; Cognitive Behavioral Therapy for
Adult ADHD, 2007, etc.) write, today’s “students experience
the very real burdens of constant striving on behalf of uncertain futures, amidst swiftly changing political and economic
landscapes. They’re also stressed by the 24/7 availability of the
internet, by social media pressures and the resulting metrics of
constant comparisons, whether social or academic.” Little wonder, then, that anxiety, depression, and suicide rates are also on
the rise. The authors use case studies and research to discuss
the issues affecting teens and give helpful advice to parents
on how they can help combat the seemingly insurmountable
problems faced by college-age youths. The authors encourage
parents to let go of maintaining their child’s schedule before
they head off to college so that they have a sense of independence and understand the full spectrum of their responsibilities.
There are useful checklists that cover such topics as the early
warning signs of mental health problems, how to curb the use of
smartphones, methods for coping other than alcohol or drugs,
and ways to assess the counseling available on campus. Much of
the information is common sense and practical, and the authors
spell everything out in an easily assimilated format. With “an
explosion of mental health problems verging on an epidemic,
with a sky-rocketing number of students seeking help,” this is
the type of book every parent should read before discussions of
college even begin.
Packing in just the right amount of statistics and realworld scenarios, two doctors offer sound advice on how
parents can better prepare their children for the challenging college years that lie ahead of them.

FINDING MY VOICE
My Journey to the West Wing
and the Path Forward

Jarrett, Valerie
Viking (320 pp.)
$30.00 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-0-525-55813-2

Jarrett’s brisk, even-tempered memoir follows the former senior adviser to
President Barack Obama from a childhood spent first in Iran and then in Chicago through her experiences during Obama’s two terms in office.
The author’s parents moved to Iran in 1955 because her
father knew that as a black physician, he would have better
opportunities there than in the United States. She was born
there the next year, and five years later, the family returned to
Chicago, where her mother’s large extended family lived. After
law school and a stint in corporate law, she began working in
Chicago city government. In 1991, while she was working as
Mayor Richard Daley’s deputy chief of staff, she hired a young
Michelle Robinson, then Barack Obama’s fiancee. She went
on to become friends with Robinson and Obama and worked
on Obama’s campaign before serving in the White House. Jarrett also shares her personal struggles: escaping a difficult marriage, raising a daughter on her own, overcoming a fear of public
speaking, enduring menopause, and experiencing the pressure
“to work twice as hard and be twice as good as white people.”
Her close relationship with the Obamas allows for an intimate
view of events on the campaign trail and life in the White
House. Her account of her years in the administration shifts
smoothly between her own work life, including the mentoring
of young female staff members, and a broader consideration of
the administration’s goals. She gives special consideration to
the challenges of passing the Affordable Care Act, and while she
clearly chooses her words carefully, her frustration with what
she sees as the recalcitrant Republicans in Congress sometimes
breaks through. Throughout, she emphasizes the importance
of communication among people of differing political views
and the necessity of change based in local communities rather
than imposed on a national level.
A modest and insightful addition to a growing shelf of
books by insiders from the Obama administration.

CHILDREN OF THE DREAM
Why School Integration
Works

Johnson, Rucker C. with
Nazaryan, Alexander
Basic (336 pp.)
$30.00 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-1-5416-7270-3

A study of the importance of school
integration to the improvement of prospects for black and Hispanic children.
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Anglers of all stripes will relish these delectable morsels of love.
gather at the river

fishing in North Carolina’s Goshen Creek as a 14-year-old boy and
almost snagging the “biggest fish of his life.” Jill McCorkle, who
loved fishing with her father, was proud to be the “daughter who
could touch anything stinky and slimy without flinching.” As J.
Todd Scott writes, “angling for catfish” with night crawlers and
mealworms “isn’t hard. They’re always hungry and not particularly
canny.” Ray McManus confesses that “much of what I understand
about writing was shaped from fishing.” He can work as hard as he
can and “still end up with an empty hook.” Some writers discuss
fly-fishing. Scott Gould recalls his father casting “gorgeous giant
perfect loops spooling off the water.” Near Georgia’s Saint Simon’s
Island, Taylor Brown fearfully recounts hooking a shark in the surf.
There are lovely pieces about Massachusetts lobstering and night
swimming in the Great Barrier Reef when the “coral release trillions of eggs and sperm sacs simultaneously.” Natalie Baszile loved
frogging in the Louisiana “bayou-dark—which is more like the
darkness of deep space.” As Silas House reminds us, “fishing stories
are among the best kind.” Other contributors include C.J. Box, Jim
Minick, and Rebecca Gayle Howell.
Anglers of all stripes will relish these delectable morsels of love.
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With the goal of inspiring action among parents, educators,
and policymakers, Johnson (Public Policy/Univ. of California,
Berkeley; co-author: Mother’s Work and Children’s Lives: Low-Income
Families after Welfare Reform, 2010) draws on persuasive longitudinal
studies to advocate a three-tiered strategy to counter racism and
social inequality: integrated schools, school finance reform, and
high-quality preschool. “If mediocre education is a malign force
threatening the nation,” he writes, then achieving integrated classrooms is nothing less than “a fight for our collective future that we
can and must win.” Himself a “third-generation benefactor” of
school reform policies, he has a personal as well as professional
stake in reversing segregation. He warns, however, that no single
reform offers a silver bullet for improving education, and none
should be assessed too quickly. “We implement some new whizbang reform,” he writes, “let it run its course for a little while, but
then become impatient because things haven’t improved as much
as we wanted them to.” Johnson advises patience and a commitment to examining long-term impacts of such changes as equitable
school funding and pre-kindergarten programs. Looking at data
to determine children’s later-life success, the author asserts that
Head Start, for example, when funded adequately, leads to positive
educational outcomes for low-income children; but outcomes are
poor when funding is low. Similarly, he correlates children’s access
to health care as crucial when evaluating school reforms: “Healthier children,” he asserts, “are better learners,” underscoring “the
interrelationship between early childhood investments in health
and public school spending.” Integration, of course, has been at
the center of much debate, and Johnson recounts the violent reaction to Brown v. Board of Education, efforts by school districts to
undermine integration once their legislative mandate was lifted,
and white communities’ creation of “charter districts” for their
own residents. Racially and economically diverse neighborhoods,
argues the author persuasively, are crucial to successful school
reform.
A cogent and cleareyed analysis of a persistent problem.
(19 figures)

GATHER AT THE RIVER
Twenty-Five Authors on
Fishing
Joy, David & Rickstad, Eric—Eds.
Hub City Press (216 pp.)
$18.00 paper | May 7, 2019
978-1-938235-52-8

A gathering of writers expound on
their love for fishing.
Editors Joy (The Line that Held Us, 2018, etc.) and Rickstad (The
Names of Dead Girls, 2017, etc.) invited 25 authors to contribute
pieces about their love of fishing (four were previously published).
In his introduction, Joy writes, “all I know of beauty I learned with
a fishing rod in my hand.” These delightful and sprightly essays are
“about friendship, family, love and loss, and everything in between.”
Throughout the anthology, nature and nostalgia run deep, as the
contributors reflect on when they fell in love with the sport while
fishing with relatives, friends, or alone. Ron Rash writes about
|
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sophia shalmiyev’s
memoir is sharply
intelligent & lyrically
provocative

Photo courtesy Thomas Teal

Sophia Shalmiyev grew up without a mother. As an alcoholic woman in the Soviet Union, Shalmiyev’s mother was eventually stripped of her parental rights. At age
11, Shalmiyev moved to the U.S. with her father and left
her mother behind permanently.
“We have a name for what a bastard
is,” she says. “We don’t really have a
name for what a motherless girl is.”
There’s no vocabulary for the
longing that comes with that lack,
so Shalmiyev set out to create one.
Her memoir, Mother Winter (Feb.
12), is an attempt to grapple with
her mother’s absence and the hole it
Sophia Shalmiyev
left in her life. “Even if plot is sometimes kind of a joke—it’s just time moving—we really are
drawn to try to create some sort of a structure, some sort
of a story,” she says. And yet, Shalmiyev’s story resists any
neat resolution. She set out to find her mother but never
succeeded; she’s proud of the book she wrote, but doing
so brought her no catharsis.
The book itself embodies many of these contradictions as Shalmiyev tried to express the trauma she experienced. “You have to show the seams,” she says. “Some
things are just unresolvable, and I really wanted to show
that in the writing.” She jumps between ideas and scenes,
discussing the tragedy (and
irony) of Carrie on one page
before recounting a sex talk
from her mother on the
next.
In place of her absent
mother and authoritarian
father, Shalmiyev turned
to feminist writers like
Marguerite Duras and Doris Lessing for inspiration.
She was fascinated by the
scope of possibilities they
presented, from writing in
the second person to being
honest about sex to drinking too much. “I really wanted to show that women don’t
have to be good,” she says. “We don’t have to be right…
we don’t owe it to anybody.” —A.H.
Alex Heimbach is a writer and editor in California. Mother
Winter received a starred review in the Dec. 1, 2018, issue.
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AFTER VIRGINIA TECH
Guns, Safety, and Healing in
the Era of Mass Shootings

Kapsidelis, Thomas P.
Univ. of Virginia (240 pp.)
$29.95 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-0-8139-4222-3

A freelance journalist who worked at
the Richmond Times-Dispatch for 28 years
seeks the answer to an important question: “Could the [2007 Virginia] Tech
killings change how people think about gun violence in Virginia
and, by extension, the rest of the nation?”
On April 16, 2007, Kapsidelis was dispatched to the Virginia
Tech campus, responding to reports of a shooting. In his first book,
the author discloses what he saw that day, which included 32 students and faculty members dead, many others physically wounded,
and countless emotionally traumatized. As he learned more about
the perpetrator, senior Seung-Hui Cho, Kapsidelis cataloged the
warning signs that he should have been in counseling and certainly
should have been barred from procuring weapons. One of the most
puzzling aspects of the killing spree was how the gunman was able
to murder two students at a dormitory in the early morning hours,
escape undetected, and then enter another campus building hours
later to murder 30 more. Furthermore, why did university officials fail to alert students, faculty, and staff about possible danger
after learning about the dormitory murders? Although Kapsidelis’ account of the violence is well-researched and clearly written,
his book’s major accomplishment is the author’s exploration of
the healing process, which he indicates in the subtitle. Too many
accounts of murderous rampages fail to offer long-term insights
into the trauma faced by survivors, but Kapsidelis provides useful
information on the topic, including discussions of “gun violence as
a health issue.” The author’s cast of characters is large, which may
make the account difficult to follow for some readers; ultimately,
though, the broad cast makes the narrative deeper and more profound. An unexpected strength is the focus on Virginia’s governor
at the time, Tim Kaine.
An important book for policymakers and those interested in the continuing, depressingly widespread instances
of gun violence. (11 b/w illustrations)

THE PARROT’S PERCH

Keilt, Karen
She Writes Press (256 pp.)
$16.95 paper | Apr. 16, 2019
978-1-63152-571-1

A former newspaper columnist’s
account of how she survived being held
hostage in her native Brazil before leaving to build a new life in the United States.
In 2013, the Brazilian National Truth
Commission approached Keilt for testimony about her experiences with Brazilian police brutality
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Though Kershaw doesn’t offer a wealth of new material,
this is a terrific roundup by a trusted historian, featuring
an extensive bibliography for further reading.
the global age

THE ROLE OF THE SCROLL
An Illustrated Introduction
to Scrolls in the Middle Ages
Kelly, Thomas Forrest
Norton (272 pp.)
$29.95 | Apr. 30, 2019
978-0-393-28503-1

An overview of medieval scrolls highlights their intricate beauty and various
uses.
In a generously illustrated and
informative survey, distilled from the Medieval Scrolls Digital
Archive website, medievalscrolls.com, Kelly (Music/Harvard
Univ.; Capturing Music: The Story of Notation, 2014, etc.) focuses
on the creation and use of scrolls in the Middle Ages at a time
when books had been in common use since the advent of the
codex in the fourth century. Why did people make a scroll when
they could make a book? Scrolls, notes the author, have the
advantage of being able to grow as needed to take on more information. In fact, “we are now in the new age of the scroll. All you
have to do is look at your computer screen, tablet, or e-reader,
and just scroll down.” In Egypt, scrolls—such as the Book of the
Dead—were made, laboriously, from papyrus; Egyptian papyrus
also was the basis for literary scrolls in Greece and Rome. A long
work, such as Virgil’s Aeneid, required several scrolls, depending
on the length of papyrus. Because new entries could be added,
scrolls were useful for financial, legal, and other record-keeping.
|

Kelly identifies scrolls that contained lists of gifts; recipes for
cooking, medicine, and alchemy; prayers; petitions; and the testimony of witnesses in trials. Because scrolls could be unfurled
in a linear manner, they became useful as maps and guides for
holy pilgrimages; similarly, because they could indicate change
through time, they were used to record histories and genealogies. In medieval plays and other performances, each actor’s
part was written separately on a scroll that could be hidden in
the performer’s hand. A director’s scroll served as a combination of promptbook and stage manual. Miniature scrolls, some
to be worn hidden in amulets, often contained prayers, magic
spells, cryptic inscriptions, or the “names of exotic deities or
demons.” Kelly closely examines the many scrolls illustrated
and provides some context that illuminates medieval life.
An illuminating volume designed to whet the reader’s
interest in perusing an extensive website. (75 color illustrations)

THE GLOBAL AGE
Europe 1950-2017

Kershaw, Ian
Viking (656 pp.)
$35.00 | April 30, 2019
978-0-7352-2398-1

y o u n g a d u lt

nearly 40 years earlier. She began her story in São Paulo, where
she grew up surrounded by opulence. Yet her “fairy tale life” was
privately riven by her mysterious ex-military father’s “terrible,
unpredictable rages” and the feeling that “something dangerous” always lurked in the shadows. In 1976, Keilt married Rick,
a young American with whom she had fallen in love. Seemingly
destined for a “golden future,” their lives were shattered a few
months later when police assaulted them in their home and led
them away in handcuffs. Charged with possession of a backpack
full of cocaine neither had ever seen before, they were taken
to a foul-smelling “dungeon” where “screams of pain, desperation and anger” filled the air. Both were raped and tortured for
the next 45 days while a family lawyer worked to secure the
$400,000 the captors demanded. Unspeakably scarred from
her ordeal, Keilt soon found herself under pressure from her
parents and especially her father to “forget it all” and remain
silent about her experiences. Unable to live a lie and stay with
the bitter, broken man her husband had become, the author
fled to the U.S. a few years later. Keilt struggled as a waitressing
single mother in California, for a time using sex and drugs to
escape her pain. When her parents bought her a modest home
as a gesture of reconciliation, the author finally began to find
the peace that allowed her to heal. Moving and cathartic, Keilt’s
book courageously confronts personal and national trauma as it
reveals the resilience of the human spirit.
An honest and compelling memoir of reckoning with a
difficult past and struggling toward a brighter future.

The second installment of the eminent English historian’s comprehensive
overview of modern European history.
Kershaw’s latest, following To Hell and
Back: Europe 1914-1949 (2015), is equally
as massive as the previous volume, as he explores “the most
striking legacy of the war for the immediate post-war world,”
which was “twofold: Europe was not a continent divided down
the middle by the Iron Curtain; and the new age was a nuclear
era, with both of the superpowers in possession of super-weapons of mass destruction.” The astounding advances in material
wealth and medical well-being across Europe, thanks to the
miraculous economic recovery from the war, were accompanied by provincial attitudes that would take another generation
to explode. These included blatant race-based discrimination;
increased influence of Christian churches; and intolerance
regarding homosexuality, women’s rights, and abortion, among
other human rights concerns. While the Soviet Union was
pursuing dominance over its satellite nations (“The Clamp” is
Kershaw’s chapter title), Europe was developing a middle class
well into the 1970s (“Good Times”), encompassing the newly
modernized life enjoyed by postwar parents. The baby boomers, however, took their parents to task (“Culture after the
Catastrophe”), asking questions about their participation in
World War II, agitating against the Vietnam War and general
anti-imperialism, and often exploding into violence, as in the
student riots in Paris in 1968 and the Baader-Meinhof Group
in Germany. Kershaw sees 1973 and the Arab oil embargo as the
tipping point, when the price of gas soared and the economy
tanked. “Change was on the way,” he writes. “But the oil crisis
was a massive accelerant.” The author notes that in 1950, oil had
provided 8.5 percent of Western Europe’s energy supplies, while
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CONSPIRACIES OF
CONSPIRACIES
How Delusions Have Overrun
America

20 years later, it had risen to 60 percent. In the latter portion of
the book, Kershaw directs his considerable talents to the fall of
the Berlin Wall, reunification of Germany, and the “global exposure” of newly vulnerable Europe.
Though Kershaw doesn’t offer a wealth of new material,
this is a terrific roundup by a trusted historian, featuring
an extensive bibliography for further reading.

SIGNATURE WOUNDS
The Untold Story of the
Military’s Mental
Health Crisis
Kieran, David
New York Univ. (404 pp.)
$35.00 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-4798-9236-5

A challenge to conventional wisdom
about the military ignoring PTSD, traumatic brain injury, and suicide among
troops who have served in Iraq and Afghanistan.
Kieran (History, American Studies/Washington & Jefferson
Coll.; Forever Vietnam: How a Divisive War Changed American
Public Memory, 2014, etc.) never denies the seriousness of PTSD,
TBI, and suicide among active and discharged veterans. However, he contends that critics of the military and federal bureaucracy often downplay the complexities of understanding the
problems and finding effective solutions. In fact, he contends,
implacable anti-war critics have unfairly used the psychological
injuries for political ends. “In a climate in which anti-war sentiment was often dismissed with assertions that critics were not
supporting the troops,” writes Kieran, “pointing out how the
wars were harming those troops facilitated broader policy critiques.” Before the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, research about
PTSD, TBI, and suicide was based on the premise that deployments would be brief and that the same troops would not be
ordered to return to the same war zones multiple times. When
the nature of war changed, the military and the Veterans Administration had to recalibrate their policies and their research to
react to new realities. As the author points out, those recalibrations take time and don’t usually conform to the urgent needs
of combat veterans. Kieran’s research takes readers inside
the medical arm of military services and civilian government
bureaucracies, showing dedicated researchers and administrators trying to reach consensus about how to treat—and perhaps even prevent—serious mental damage and suicide. The
author stresses that the disagreements about how to proceed
derive from compassionate advocates relying on science-based
research. Kieran rejects the commonly held belief that those in
charge of warfare are dismissive of effective treatments for veterans. Throughout, the author provides memorable individual
case studies. Much of the book, however, relies on dense academic research and a scholarly writing style, so general readers
will need to pay close attention to digest the author’s arguments.
An intriguing study for students of military culture
and mental health.
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Konda, Thomas Milan
Univ. of Chicago (432 pp.)
$30.00 | Apr. 1, 2019
978-0-226-58576-5

People believe the darndest things—
and, in the post-factual age, the thinking
is getting weirder by the minute.
Confront a birther or a truther, and you’re likely to turn
up stranger beliefs still about such things as the Illuminati, the
killers of John F. Kennedy, George Soros, and “almost anything
having to do with Hillary Clinton.” Such parcels of illogic aren’t
strictly new, of course. As Konda (Emeritus, Political Science/
SUNY Plattsburgh) chronicles, they date at least to the rise of
the Freemasons (“the visibility of lodges added a stridency to
conspiratorial rhetoric, similar to conspiracists today who rail
against the ‘sheeple’ who cannot see the obvious”), and they
hold in common a strong element of anti-Semitism and xenophobia as well as the paranoiac certainty that all one holds near
and dear is in immediate danger. Yet, argues the author, conspiracy theory is now the coin of the realm, with what he calls conspiracism “the belief system of the twenty-first century.” That
belief system is a congeries of random claims—e.g., the government is hiding the truth about UFOs; Barack Obama is a Muslim, and a sizable number of American Muslims are sworn to
attack America; Franklin Roosevelt knew all about Pearl Harbor long before the fact; climate change is a hoax; and so on. But
as the author shows, various echo chambers amplify and extend
the reach of what was formerly patent craziness. For example,
he writes, “the alt-right has brought what had originally been a
marginal neo-Nazi conspiracy theory to the strongest position
it has ever held,” now perilously near to mainstream thought.
Konda’s prose is sometimes drearily academic, but the theories
he weighs and finds wanting are fascinating in their perversity,
from chemtrails to climate change deniers.
A book that deserves wide circulation and consideration but that is likely to be drowned out in all the conspiratorial noise.

THE PLAYERS BALL
A Genius, a Con Man, and
the Secret History of the
Internet’s Rise
Kushner, David
Simon & Schuster (272 pp.)
$27.00 | Apr. 9, 2019
978-1-5011-2214-9

An engrossing microcosm of the
internet’s Wild West years, based on
an ugly conflict between two eccentric
innovators of online dating and pornography.
|

AMERICAN SPIRIT
Profiles in Resilience,
Courage, and Faith

Kyle, Taya & DeFelice, Jim
Morrow/HarperCollins (304 pp.)
$27.99 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-0-06-268371-7
A cheerily aspirational celebration of
Americans who are making a difference.
At the beginning of their latest collaboration, Kyle, widow of “American sniper” Chris Kyle, and
DeFelice (co-authors: American Wife: A Memoir of Love, War,
Faith, and Renewal, 2015) proclaim that “the pioneer spirit built
America,” with apologies to the Native and African peoples
who paid the bill (“there is much we regret in retrospect”). Just
what that spirit constitutes is a little fuzzy, but the phrase seems
to translate as community-building altruism, its proponents
“doing their own part to bring order to chaos and to show up
for other people.” Allowing that clichés such as “our kids are
|

our future” are just that, clichés, the authors argue that the pioneer spirit is built on the premise that we sacrifice now for a
better future. You might not know it from the behavior of the
boomers and Gen Xers, but as for the kids themselves, many are
doing important things. One example is Alexandra Scott, a victim of neuroblastoma who used part of her short life to operate
a lemonade stand that raised thousands of dollars to help children like her—and, now that she’s passed, the Alex’s Lemonade
Stand Foundation for Childhood Cancer raises millions. “All of
this,” write the authors, “because one little girl decided to open
a lemonade stand in her front yard...and because thousands of
other kids decided to copy her.” The authors also discuss the
work of veteran Micah Fink, a New Yorker who takes fellow
veterans on horseback rides in the Montana wilderness to work
through PTSD and “guilt at not being ‘O.K.,’ whatever that
means.” Other profiles concern an autistic Appalachian Trail
hiker and a blind marathon runner, with many others centering
on veterans of recent wars.
Though a rather ordinary book, the narrative is relentlessly optimistic and a good source of ideas for merit badge
projects.

y o u n g a d u lt

Rolling Stone contributing editor Kushner (Rise of the Dungeon
Master: Gary Gygax and the Creation of D&D, 2017, etc.) delivers
another digestible look at transformations spurred by unpredictable technologies, turning the dry topic of domain-name
battles into a lively representation of the era’s hype, confusion,
and outsized personalities. He writes about “an epic rivalry that
established many of the rules that enable electronic commerce
today....The war for Sex.com represents an essential, but overlooked, chapter behind one of the greatest inventions of our
time: the internet.” The story revolves around two oppositional
yet strangely similar figures: Gary Kremen, an unkempt computer innovator whose keen sense of what was next was embodied by his founding of the dating site Match.com, and Stephen
Michael Cohen, a con artist, libertine, and tech enthusiast
who developed the first sex-oriented bulletin board system in
the early 1980s. Cohen was in prison in 1994, as Kremen was
developing Match.com and, presciently, registering domain
names based on perceiving their future profitability: “His plan
was simple, to register each and every category of classified
ads online.” Later, Cohen also took the Sex.com address, via
forged paperwork, seeing its lucrative potential. The mercurial Kremen was astonished to discover the theft in the wake
of his emotionally devastating ouster by the Match.com board.
“Kremen didn’t know why or how Cohen had obtained what was
rightfully his,” writes the author. This led to a complex, increasingly bitter legal battle. Kushner constructs this labyrinthine
tale clearly, focusing on the experiences and outlooks of both
Kremen and Cohen and chronicling his discussions with associates and early industry observers. He keeps it compelling by
emphasizing the high stakes of their struggle for what the internet has since become, though the narrative sometimes meanders and finally seems anticlimactic.
An easily consumed, worthwhile addition to the literature reconstructing how the online world has become both
profitable and pervasive.

A SIN BY ANY OTHER NAME
Reckoning with Racism and
the Heritage of the South

Lee IV, Robert W.
Convergent/Crown (256 pp.)
$25.00 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-0-525-57638-9

A distant descendent of the famous
Confederate general wrestles with his
family’s legacy.
Lee IV (Stained-Glass Millennials,
2017) terms this memoir “my letter of love to a place that has
shaped me” while acknowledging that such love hasn’t always
been reciprocated and that he is likely to rile those who resist
the call to heal the region’s abundant racial wounds. The author
caused a significant stir when he broadcast his views on racism
in the Southern church, creating a controversy that spurred
his resignation from the North Carolina church where he had
been pastor, his first such assignment, in a town unaccustomed
to such scrutiny. (One wonders if the national media attention
would have been as bright without Lee’s name recognition.)
After a foreword by the Rev. Bernice A. King, daughter of Martin, the author chronicles what it was like growing up in the
South as a Lee, with a photo of the man they called “Uncle Bob”
in his bedroom next to a Confederate flag. Though his parents
were both progressive and pro-integration, he dealt with the
mixed messages sent through his formative years with a black
nanny, who would never sit at the table to eat a meal with him;
his visits to Civil War memorials and battle re-enactments; and
his realization that the man he had once idolized, and had been
idolized throughout the region, had become “an idol of white
supremacy...an idol of nationalism and of bigotry and of hate
and of racism.” Things came to a head for the author, as they
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Empowering words to challenge, confront, and defy.
we the resistance

WE THE RESISTANCE
Documenting a History of
Nonviolent Protest in the
United States

did for the nation, at Charlottesville in August 2017, where the
battle over Confederate statues turned uglier and one woman
lost her life. Lee received more calls to speak out, which caused
him to lose his pulpit but gain a larger following.
Readers will sense that these hopeful passages are very
early chapters in the young minister’s life story.

THE CASTLE ON SUNSET
Life, Death, Love, Art, and
Scandal at Hollywood’s
Chateau Marmont

Levy, Shawn
Doubleday (384 pp.)
$28.95 | May 7, 2019
978-0-385-54316-3

The history of Hollywood plays out
in the corridors and bedrooms of an
iconic hotel.
In his latest, biographer Levy (Dolce Vita Confidential: Fellini,
Loren, Pucci, Paparazzi, and the Swinging High Life of 1950s Rome,
2016, etc.) turns to an inanimate subject as colorful and outrageous as some of the living subjects he’s covered—e.g., Paul
Newman, Porfirio Rubirosa, and the Rat Pack. The author
chronicles the history of the Chateau Marmont on Sunset
Boulevard in West Hollywood, suggesting that its story “parallels the story of Hollywood so thoroughly as to be inseparable
from it.” Levy’s history is both staid and juicy. A lesser-known
aspect of the history begins in 1926 when Fred Horowitz, a
prominent attorney, envisioned an apartment building modeled on a French castle in the Loire Valley. Horowitz built an
earthquake-proof structure of “pale stone, slate-gray gables,
balconies, Gothic archways, and turrets.” The denizens of Hollywood adored the place, making it, to this day, their own. Levy
diligently details the effect on the hotel over the years of its different owners. Some nurtured the property while others saw it
as part of a business deal. The place changed from an apartment
to a hotel; it thrived, it turned seedy, and then, in the new millennium, morphed into a luxury hotel. What kept celebrities
checking in was a staff that looked the other way. Leaning on
previously published accounts, the author tells what went on
at the discreet hideaway. Tony Perkins and Tab Hunter began
a clandestine liaison at the hotel. Working on Rebel Without a
Cause (one of many films developed on the premises), director
Nicholas Ray had an affair with 16-year-old Natalie Wood. The
most infamous event at the hotel occurred in 1982, when John
Belushi died of a drug overdose in a hotel bungalow. The Marmont survived the scandal, and, in 2018, the tiniest room went
for a price of $500 per night.
A familiar but fun Hollywood tale. (8 pages of color photos;
6 photos in text)
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Long, Michael G.—Ed.
City Lights (652 pp.)
$23.95 paper | Apr. 1, 2019
978-0-87286-756-7

A highly relevant, inclusive collection
of voices from the roots of resistance.
What are some of the precursors
for the resistance movements that continue to gain momentum today? Editor Long (Religious Studies and Peace and
Conflict Studies, Elizabethtown Coll.; Peaceful Neighbor:
Discovering the Countercultural Mister Rogers, 2015, etc.) collects
an inspiring group of voices who have actively resisted the status quo, from the earliest dissent among Quakers in the historic
petition against intolerance known as “The Flushing Remonstrance” to a March 2018 editorial entitled “We Do Not Want a
Wall,” by San Diego immigration attorney Dulce Garcia. Long
emphasizes that the collection “aims to document nonviolent
protests that have been leftist—socially, politically, and economically—within the context of U.S. history.” Eschewing coverage of rallies by the Ku Klux Klan and those targeting Roe v.
Wade, for example, the editor includes protests that promoted
the abolition of slavery, the right to “free love and unregulated
sex,” the rights of women and those disenfranchised, the conservation of animals, the elimination of police brutality, and
so on. While there are documents by a few iconic names, such
as Henry David Thoreau, Angela Y. Davis, and Naomi Klein,
Long has left out some big names like Martin Luther King Jr.
for “practical reasons”—i.e., securing rights to his work is difficult and expensive. Yet the result of showcasing less-wellknown voices is added richness, underscoring what legendary
activist Dolores Huerta notes is largely the impetus of people
from “humble backgrounds” who “shoulder[ed] their way up
from the bottom.” Many of the included pieces shine: Abenaki
leader Loron Sauguaarum’s 1727 plainspoken document “I Have
No King” explaining his honest understanding of a treaty made
with the crafty English negotiators; ex-slave narratives such as
Underground Railroad stationmaster Jermain Wesley Loguen’s
“I Won’t Obey It!”; Margorie Swann’s autobiographical 1959
“Statement on Omaha Action” delineating her pacifist stance;
and the 2015 “Eleven Reasons to Close Guantánamo” by Naureen Shah of Amnesty International USA, among many others.
Empowering words to challenge, confront, and defy.
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GROPIUS
The Man Who Built
the Bauhaus

A GOOD AMERICAN FAMILY
The Red Scare and My Father
Maraniss, David
Simon & Schuster (416 pp.)
$28.00 | May 14, 2019
978-1-5011-7837-5

MacCarthy, Fiona
Belknap/Harvard Univ. (540 pp.)
$35.00 | Apr. 15, 2019
978-0-674-73785-3
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The Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist places his father at the center of an
absorbing history of American political
and cultural life in the 1940s and ’50s.
Elliott Maraniss was a journalist
and newspaper editor from the time he was a student stringer
for the New York Times to his last executive position at Madison, Wisconsin’s Capital Times. Famed Washington Post editor
Ben Bradlee called him “a great editor.” Maraniss (Once in a
Great City: A Detroit Story, 2015, etc.), an associate editor at
the Washington Post, praises his father as “inspirational, levelheaded, and instinctive about a good story.” His long career,
though, was derailed and undermined by the Red Scare. In
1952, he was called before the House Un-American Activities
Committee after an informant named him as a communist.
Elliott attested to his patriotism: He had enlisted in the Army
after Pearl Harbor and rose to become a captain, leading an allblack company—the military was segregated—and receiving
an honorable discharge. Nevertheless, HUAC’s accusations
were not unfounded: Elliott, along with his wife and brotherin-law, had been members of the Communist Party, dissenters,
the author writes, “who believed the nation had not lived up
to its founding ideals in terms of race and equality.” Frustrated,
“they latched onto a false promise and for too long blinded
themselves to the repressive totalitarian reality of communism in the Soviet Union.” Drawing on considerable archival
sources, family letters, and his father’s articles, essays, and editorials, Maraniss creates a sensitive portrait of a man who was
“young and brilliant and searching for meaning”; whose leftist
political perspective was never at odds with his patriotism;
and whose optimism never failed him as he confronted considerable professional obstacles. FBI investigations led to his
being fired repeatedly. He uprooted his family to five different cities in the five years after his HUAC appearance until he
landed a job in Madison and, with a changing political climate,
finally was free of persecution.
A cleareyed, highly personal view of a dark chapter in
American history. (16 pages of b/w photos)
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A fresh biography of the influential
modernist architect who shaped aesthetics from the 1920s to our own time.
Award-winning biographer and design
and architecture critic MacCarthy (The Last Pre-Raphaelite:
Edward Burne-Jones and the Victorian Imagination, 2011, etc.) brings
insight and sensitivity to a sweeping, penetrating life of Walter
Gropius (1883-1969), founder of the Bauhaus, an experimental
community of architects, sculptors, painters, and craftsmen.
Established in Weimar in 1919, the Bauhaus, in its early years,
was devoted to craft, owing “so very much,” Gropius admitted,
to William Morris’ Arts and Crafts movement. Soon, influenced
by Constructivist László Moholy-Nagy, who joined the community as a teacher, Gropius changed the emphasis “from the
handmade and romantic to the clean-cut and mechanistic,” leading to a “smooth-lined, restrained, subtly geometric” design that
became emblematic of Bauhaus style in architecture, furniture,
and art. The school attracted brilliant artists as teachers, including Paul Klee, Vasily Kandinsky, Josef Albers, and Marcel Breuer.
But there was often conflict among them and, after the Bauhaus
moved to Dessau, between the community and “less enlightened
members” of the public. Money was a perennial problem, as
well; in 1928, Gropius resigned and moved to Berlin, where he
aligned himself with a radical group of architects who hoped to
go beyond “the design of individual buildings into the economic
planning of whole cities.” By 1932, however, architectural innovations faced Nazi artistic censorship, and Gropius was vilified.
MacCarthy follows Gropius’ career in Britain and the U.S. after
he left Germany in 1935 and, a few years later, became chair of
the Department of Architecture at Harvard’s Graduate School of
Design, where his students included such eminent architects as
I.M. Pei and Philip Johnson. Besides following Gropius’ professional life, the author vibrantly portrays his love affairs, marriages
(notably to the turbulent Alma Mahler), the death of his beloved
daughter, and his close, sometimes-strained friendships. Altogether, she produces a multidimensional portrait of a towering,
complex figure whose ideas, one historian remarked, “reshaped
the world.”
Engrossing, impressively researched, and keenly perceptive. (50 photos)
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An excellent, cleareyed study that does not look for villains but
rather lessons for a possible future situation in which “a
government is in thrall to a moralistic sense of rightness.”
leap of faith

LEAP OF FAITH
Hubris, Negligence,
and America’s Greatest
Foreign Policy Tragedy

THE HOT YOUNG WIDOWS
CLUB
Lessons on Survival from the
Front Lines of Grief

Mazarr, Michael J.
PublicAffairs (528 pp.)
$30.00 | Mar. 19, 2019
978-1-5417-6836-9

Nearly two decades after the George
W. Bush administration’s decision to
remove Saddam Hussein from power, a
political scientist and strategist assesses the many flaws in that
plan—and the planners.
In this riveting study, Mazarr (Unmodern Men in the Modern
World: Radical Islam, Terrorism, and the War on Modernity, 2007,
etc.), associate director of the Strategy and Doctrine Program
at the Arroyo Center at the Rand Corporation, sees the illfated lunge into war—from the president’s hysterical response
to 9/11 to the inability of his senior policy staff to glean the
real warnings and risks of failure in the invasion—as less of a
nefarious plot to deceive the nation and more of a badly misplaced expression of missionary zeal. The author systematically
reviews the criteria of liability for legal negligence by government decision-makers in leading the nation into a costly, senseless war, and he notes how in nearly every instance, they failed
in their tasks. Bush’s heedless decision to initiate a “global war
on terror” was regarded as a “God-given mission” while he continued to “scoff at deep analysis.” Secretary of Defense Donald
Rumsfeld arrogantly “did not ensure an adequate consideration
of the postwar” issues. National Security Adviser Condoleezza
Rice was often sidelined by senior officials and failed to “take
the bold actions” to convince the president of serious planning
flaws. Secretary of State Gen. Colin Powell simply “had his
orders,” and Gen. Tommy Franks assured the president that the
military leadership “had a plan” to get in and out quickly, and
that “he had the postwar security situation all sewn up.” Mazarr
also takes to task members of Congress for lack of due diligence
in unearthing “evidence of a brewing fiasco” and the media for
failing in its job of providing a check on government power and
not “bothering to do much investigation,” especially regarding
Hussein’s ostensible possession of nuclear weapons.
An excellent, cleareyed study that does not look for villains but rather lessons for a possible future situation in
which “a government is in thrall to a moralistic sense of
rightness.”

McInerny, Nora
TED/Simon & Schuster (112 pp.)
$16.99 | Apr. 30, 2019
978-1-982109-98-1

The latest installment of the TED
Books series is a book “not just for those
who have survived the death of a spouse, but for anyone who
has loved someone who died, or who has loved someone who
loved someone who died.”
In the space of a few months, McInerny (It’s Okay to Laugh:
(Crying Is Cool Too), 2016, etc.) lost a pregnancy, her father, and
her husband. Understandably falling into a deep pit of grief,
she discovered others who were stuck there as well. While she
slowly rebuilt her life, she noticed that while there are plenty of
assumptions about mourning and grieving people, there was no
playbook for the aggrieved. In this concise exploration of “foundational loss,” the author shares her thoughts on how she made
it through her most difficult moments and provides readers
with the guidelines that worked for her—and didn’t. Although
the subject makes for tough reading, McInerny approaches it
with practicality (“order as many death certificates as you can
afford”) and humor (“you have no idea how hard it is to prove
someone is dead until your person dies”). Refreshingly, she
breaks this grim and challenging topic into bite-sized pieces.
She counsels readers to tell your loved ones that you really are
not OK, that it is normal to feel like your brain is overloaded,
and what to write in a sympathy card (there’s a template for
those at a loss for words). Even though the book is short—as
all TED Books are—it includes an impressive amount of helpful information about how anyone can deal with grief. It should
be required reading for nearly everyone, since, sadly, “everyone
you know will die and...each death will bring a fresh new brand
of grief.”
Inspirational and candid information on a topic most
of us never want to think about until we are forced to confront it.

FALTER
Has the Human Game Begun
to Play Itself Out?

McKibben, Bill
Henry Holt (304 pp.)
$28.00 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-1-250-17826-8

The noted environmental activist
reprises his proposals to save humanity.
For the past 30 years, McKibben
(Environmental Studies/Middlebury Coll.;
Radio Free Vermont: A Fable of Resistance, 2017, etc.), founder of the
environmental activist organization 350.org, has been issuing
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THE HUMAN SWARM
How Our Societies
Arise, Thrive, and Fall
Moffett, Mark W.
Basic (480 pp.)
$32.00 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-0-465-05568-5

Scientists routinely explain that
humans rule the planet because of our
intelligence, tools, or language, but this
eye-opening account will convince most
readers that our biggest asset is our ability to be comfortable
around strangers.
A research associate at the Smithsonian and a visiting
scholar at Harvard’s Department of Human Evolutionary
Biology, Moffett (Adventures Among Ants: A Global Safari with
a Cast of Trillions, 2010, etc.) points out that humans will walk
into a cafe or stadium full of unfamiliar people without thinking twice. A chimpanzee, wolf, lion, or mouse encountering
strangers could be attacked and perhaps killed. This ability—not IQ—has allowed humans to swarm over the world,
argues the author. We belong to a society Moffett defines as “a
|

discrete group of individuals amounting to more than a simple
family...whose shared identity sets them apart from other such
groups and is sustained continuously across the generations.”
Most animal colonies, flocks, herds, schools, packs, swarms,
or prides are simply creatures getting together informally, but
a small minority qualify as societies because members recognize who belongs and who doesn’t. These provide access to
resources and protection; however, despite the popular belief,
cooperation is optional among higher animals. Lions do not
necessarily hunt as a team, and a chimpanzee feels no obligation to share food. The author leaves no doubt that ants form
the only society rivaling that of humans, featuring mutual
cooperation, division of labor, and self-sacrifice. Much of the
book is a fascinating exploration of how members of human
societies identify who belongs and why most believe that their
society is superior. Flags, food, hairstyle, dress, and heroic
founding myths (their truth is irrelevant) all play significant
roles, and infants absorb the prejudices of the adults around
them as effortlessly as they do language.
A delightfully accessible and ingenious series of lessons
on humans and our societies.

y o u n g a d u lt

urgent warnings about the consequences of climate change and
the need to promote sustainable energy sources. In Enough (2003),
he added to his concerns genetic engineering and artificial intelligence, which he sees as posing dire threats to humanity. Ticked
off by “a dozen high profile books devoted to the idea that
everything in the world is steadily improving”—notably Enlightenment Now (2018), in which Steve Pinker demonstrated his
“trademark perkiness”—McKibben underscores his arguments
and proposes cautiously hopeful solutions. He blames the fossil
fuel industry, headed by greedy energy moguls such as the Koch
brothers and Exxon executives, for impeding reforms that could
stave off disaster. Offering ample evidence of the damage caused
by climate change, the author feels certain that people around
the world “are not just highly concerned about global warming,
but also willing to pay a price to solve it” by seeing their energy
bills rise, with the money spent on clean energy programs. He
cites a study that concludes that “every major nation on earth
could be supplying 80 percent of its power from renewables by
2030.” McKibben is less persuasive in his analyses of the threats
of artificial intelligence and gene editing, mainly because he
gleans his information from newspaper and popular magazine
articles rather than peer-reviewed scientific studies that would
give his assertions more weight. Against both technologies, he
recommends nonviolent resistance. Although open to the idea
that new jobs will emerge when robots replace people for much
work—solar panels can be installed only by humans, for example—he would like us all to take it slowly. Similarly, we need to
resist gene-editing technology. While now such techniques can
repair or eliminate genetically caused disease, he sees, in a dystopian future, the creation of designer babies.
A compelling call for change that would benefit from
stronger sources.

A LOT OF PEOPLE ARE SAYING
The New Conspiracism and
the Assault on Democracy
Muirhead, Russell & Rosenblum, Nancy L.
Princeton Univ. (208 pp.)
$26.95 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-0-691-18883-6

An analysis of how the nature of
conspiracy charges and the possibility
of confirming and refuting them have
changed so radically in the Trump era.
Muirhead (Democracy and Politics/Dartmouth Coll.;
The Promise of Party in a Polarized Age, 2014, etc.) and Rosenblum (Ethics in Politics and Government/Harvard Univ.; Good
Neighbors: The Democracy of Everyday Life in America, 2016, etc.)
note that the Declaration of Independence was a call for the
Colonies to unite in resistance against a conspiracy of British subjugation and that Americans have continued to feed on
conspiracy theories since the nation’s founding. Occasionally,
those theories have even proven true, confirmed by a process
that resembles detective work as well as journalistic enterprise.
One of the things that distinguishes “the new conspiracism” is
that it is “conspiracy without theory. It sheds explanation, and
it sheds political theory.” These ever present conspiracies, often
launched or spread by the current president, are more like viral
rumors on how everything and everyone—Democrats, the press,
the “deep state,” the FBI, the special prosecutor—are conspiring
to thwart the will of the people and undercut the authority of
the elected official. The authors’ closing warning quotes Trump:
“There’s something going on that’s really, really bad. And we better get smart, and we better get tough, or we’re not going to have
much of a country left.” Where they disagree is on the problem
and the solution. So much of the new conspiracism is “sheer
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A frighteningly timely book about a particularly ugly period in
American history, a bigotry-riddled chapter many thought was
closed but that shows recent signs of reopening.
the guarded gate

absurdity” and an “assault on reality.” They see the strength of
the two-party system as essential to that process. When the
president is a member of one party in name only and consistently demonizes what is usually considered the loyal opposition,
we are left with a “malignant normality.”
Some might disagree with the authors’ disparagement of
populism and idealism toward two-party politics, but they
are convincing in their argument that there is something
different afoot in the world of conspiracy and that danger
lies ahead if we don’t confront it with truth and action.

among many others, Perkins also edited two books by famed
eugenicist Madison Grant, including The Passing of the Great
Race, which argued for the superiority of the Nordic race.
A relentlessly depressing but revelatory and necessary
historical account.

MADAME FOURCADE’S
SECRET WAR
The Daring Young Woman
Who Led France’s Largest Spy
Network Against Hitler

THE GUARDED GATE
Bigotry, Eugenics and
the Law that Kept Two
Generations of Jews, Italians,
and Other European
Immigrants Out of America

Okrent, Daniel
Scribner (528 pp.)
$30.00 | May 7, 2019
978-1-4767-9803-5

A frighteningly timely book about a
particularly ugly period in American history, a bigotry-riddled
chapter many thought was closed but that shows recent signs
of reopening.
In his latest book, Okrent (Last Call: The Rise and Fall of
Prohibition, 2010, etc.), the former managing editor of Life
magazine and editor at large at Time Inc., chronicles a time
when white-supremacist policymakers joined forces with
pseudo-scientists promoting eugenics, creating widespread
anti-immigration sentiment throughout the country. The
author’s prodigious archival research covers the final decades
of the 19th century and culminates in 1924, when Congress and
President Calvin Coolidge passed the Johnson-Reed Act, the
most restrictive immigration law in U.S. history; that act set
quotas for various foreign nations. The formula used to determine the nation-by-nation numbers intentionally excluded
not only would-be immigrants deemed inferior to white Christians, but also stranded people desperate to leave their home
countries because of persecution and possible death. In the
New York Times, one headline read, “America of the Melting Pot
Comes to an End.” Much of the book focuses on policymaking, but Okrent does not stop there. One of the narrative’s great
strengths is the author’s inclusion of dozens of minibiographies
illuminating the backgrounds of the racist politicians and the
promoters of phony eugenics “research.” Okrent keeps his personal commentary about these individuals to a minimum while
presenting their biographies and the findings of their eugenics
studies. Through the skilled, subtle use of language, however,
Okrent makes clear that most of these immigration restrictionists were privileged bigots deserving of little respect. Sadly,
there are few heroes in the book, though it’s certainly no fault
of the author. Perhaps the most surprising villain is iconic book
editor Maxwell Perkins. Legendary for his editing of novelists
Ernest Hemingway, F. Scott Fitzgerald, and Thomas Wolfe,
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Olson, Lynne
Random House (464 pp.)
$30.00 | Mar. 5, 2019
978-0-8129-9476-6

How one Frenchwoman’s spy network helped win the war against the

Nazis.
Marie-Madeleine Fourcade (1909-1989) was raised in a
well-to-do French family, but she was extremely independent
for her time and refused to comply with the unstated rules of
proper feminine behavior. “All her life,” writes Olson (Last Hope
Island: Britain, Occupied Europe, and the Brotherhood That Helped
Turn the Tide of War, 2017, etc.), “she rebelled against the norms
of France’s deeply conservative, patriarchal society.” When she
was approached to work with an espionage group to help the
Allies before the onset of World War II, she accepted the position with little hesitation. Following this life-changing decision,
she became the eventual leader of the group known as “Alliance,” a vast network of spies and radio operators who worked
all over France. In a comprehensive, often exciting narrative,
the author chronicles the actions of Fourcade and Alliance
from 1936 to 1945. Her use of quotes and solid descriptive passages help re-create the tension and anxiety Fourcade and her
friends felt as they risked everything to save France. Olson also
effectively integrates a thorough history of the role of the Vichy
government during this time as well as details on how MI6 and
the Allies used the information Alliance collected to change the
course of the war. She shares specifics on many of the agents
under Fourcade’s control, their daring exploits and escapes,
and what happened to those captured by the Germans. With
the same attention to detail, Olson writes about Fourcade’s
secret lover and her children. Although the text is overlong, the
author brings into the spotlight a woman whose courage and
endurance helped shape history yet whose full story had not yet
been told. “For several decades following the war,” writes the
author, “histories of the French resistance, which were written
almost exclusively by men, largely ignored the contributions of
women.” Olson rectifies that omission.
An engaging, informative addition to World War II
history.
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NOTES FROM A YOUNG
BLACK CHEF
A Memoir
Onwuachi, Kwame with
Stein, Joshua David
Knopf (288 pp.)
$26.95 | Apr. 9, 2019
978-1-5247-3262-2

BECOMING MICHELANGELO
Apprenticing to the Master,
and Discovering the Artist
Through His Drawings

Pascuzzi, Alan
Arcade (312 pp.)
$27.99 | May 7, 2019
978-1-62872-915-3

What it must have felt like to be
Michelangelo.
In this remarkable inquiry into artistic creation, historian, painter, and sculptor Pascuzzi offers two
|
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An ambitious chef chronicles his
rocky journey to success.
In an impassioned debut memoir, Onwuachi, assisted by journalist and restaurant critic Stein,
reflects on his unlikely transformation from a gang member
to—at the age of 27—the chef of his own fine-dining restaurant
in Washington, D.C., where he currently is executive chef at
another venue. Growing up in the Bronx, he shifted between his
mother’s cramped apartment and the upscale home of his sadistic father, who fell into ferocious rages and beat him. The beatings
only incited the author’s rebelliousness, and his frustrated mother
sent him to live with his grandfather in Nigeria to “learn respect.”
Whatever self-knowledge he gained in Nigeria, though, did not
survive the violence-ridden Bronx projects, where he soon earned
status and money by dealing drugs. He continued to deal in college, pocketing $3,000 per week selling to dorm mates, until he
was expelled. Depressed and rootless but enamored by cooking,
Onwuachi took “a sad-ass parade of short-lived menial jobs” in restaurants and, briefly, worked with his mother, a caterer. As cook on
a cleanup ship for the Deepwater Horizon spill, he grew certain
that he had “the palate, the recipes, the heart” to be a first-rate chef.
To hone his skills, he enrolled at the Culinary Institute of America,
at the same time running his own catering company to pay tuition.
An externship at the famed Manhattan restaurant Per Se and a job
at the prestigious Eleven Madison Park were intense, eye-opening
experiences. Onwuachi is forthright about the obstacles he faced:
kitchens “poisoned by racism” and the assumption that “what the
world wants to see is a black chef making black food.” Determined
to succeed on his own terms, he learned “to hustle to get ahead, to
write my own story, and to manipulate, to the extent that I could,
how I was seen.” Recipes following each chapter show the range of
Onwuachi’s talents.
Grit and defiance infuse a revealing self-portrait.

books in one: an illustrated history about how Michelangelo
the man became “Il Divino” and an analysis of how a dedicated
graduate art history student who had been fascinated with
Michelangelo since he was a child “learned to make works of
art like him as if he were my master.” Pascuzzi gave himself a
daunting task: make copies of all of Michelangelo’s 135 surviving drawings. Unlike finished works, he writes, “drawings offer
a much more intimate view of an artist.” Inspired by Irving
Stone’s The Agony and the Ecstasy, he then studied Cennini’s
14th-century art treatise, The Craftsman’s Handbook, and the lessesteemed but useful The Art Forger’s Handbook. Pascuzzi traveled
to museums in the United States and Europe to copy them from
the originals or exact photographic facsimiles using the “same
materials, tools, and techniques as apprentices used in Michelangelo’s day.” Stepping back in time, Pascuzzi copied a drawing
of animals Michelangelo completed as a 13-year-old apprentice
in Ghirlandaio’s prestigious Florence workshop. With Michelangelo’s studies as his model book, “I let my eye and hand be
guided by the master.” Copying drawings Michelangelo made
for his David sculpture, he noticed they “reflect a new level of
pen-and-ink technique.” Next up was a massive fresco, Michelangelo’s first, for the Battle of Cascina. There was evidence of a
“new fluidity in Michelangelo’s drawing style,” and Pascuzzi had
a “myth-busting idea,” that Michelangelo had himself copied
from Leonardo da Vinci’s drawings. The author’s apprenticeship concludes with the drawings for the Sistine Chapel, a “true
indication of his artistic maturity.”
Whether or not this is a “new, revolutionary way of
looking at [Michelangelo],” this revelatory book is a must
for art students and those seeking new insights into his art.
(91 color illustrations)

DEMENTIA REIMAGINED
Building a Life of Joy and
Dignity from Beginning
to End

Powell, Tia
Avery (320 pp.)
$27.00 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-0-7352-1090-5

A patient-focused perspective on
two highly complex and stigmatized
brain diseases.
In this effective demystification of dementia and Alzheimer’s disease, physician and bioethicist Powell (Psychiatry and
Bioethics/Albert Einstein Coll. of Medicine) reframes two
debilitating cognitive disorders. She recounts her medical
school years studying brain pathology, a field that has been drastically revised and improved over the decades, though definitive disease cures remain elusive. Her illuminating history of
Alzheimer’s disease and its legacy of treatments and policies
features the German psychiatrist who identified the malady and
Solomon Fuller, a black pathologist who contributed groundbreaking brain-mapping dementia studies in the early 20th
century. Deinstitutionalization and assisted living facility costs
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A warmhearted memoir sure to appeal to other new
grandmothers—and Quindlen’s many fans.
nanaville

refocused government attention back onto mental illness and
the elderly, rebranding it as a priority just as Ronald Reagan was
diagnosed with Alzheimer’s in 1994. Powell smoothly moves
through the advent of palliative drugs and the much-argued
hypotheses of amyloid plaque accumulation as well as the debate
over preventative PET scans. There is progress being made, she
observes, and optimistic statistics show the numbers of older
people with dementia decreasing, yet the stakes and costs
remain high to find a cure. Powell profiles a geriatrician who
discusses the ethical, emotional, and financial dilemmas facing
loved ones of dementia patients, and she looks at the caregiving
decisions that plague families. As someone who regularly participates in research studies, the author holds a great personal
(and congenital) stake in her subject matter. Her “medical training,” she writes, “never prepared me to address the challenges
of dementia that I faced as a daughter and granddaughter,” and
her warm advice to readers on effective dementia care is useful and proactively delivered. In a touching conclusion, Powell
discusses her imagined requests at the final stages of her life
when feeding tubes and emergency room visits are forbidden
in favor of daily pain management. Throughout this insightful
book, the author addresses the issues facing dementia victims
and their caregivers with the kind of compassion and dignity
everyone deserves at the end of life.
A potent hybrid of medical history/journal and memoir.

ROUGH MAGIC
Riding the World’s Loneliest
Horse Race

Prior-Palmer, Lara
Catapult (288 pp.)
$25.00 | May 7, 2019
978-1-948226-19-6

A young Englishwoman takes on the
world’s longest and most difficult horse
race.
In 2013, Prior-Palmer came across a
photograph of the Mongol Derby: “long-maned ponies streaming over green steppes, space poured wild and free—in Mongo
lia.” The deadline was fast approaching, and the race’s organizer
gave her a discount to help defray the costly entry fee. The
Derby, a “truly peculiar invention,” is a seven-day, 1,000-kilometer race on 25 wild Mongolian ponies, descendants, writes
the author, of “Genghis Khan’s famed Takhi horses, the ones
that shouldered his empire’s postal system from the thirteenth
century onwards.” Every 40 kilometers, at stations called
urtuus, tired horses are replaced with new ones; riders rest,
eat, and use the toilets (holes in the ground). Each of the competitors has a rough map of the course, a not-always-reliable
GPS device, and “nylon endurance saddles.” In this feisty and
exhilarating debut memoir, Prior-Palmer smoothly recounts
what happened over her momentous week in August. Right at
the start, she fell behind: “Where to go? I was hoping to follow
someone....I can see only sun.” Over the next seven days, she
fought aching bruises, torrential rain, brutal heat, and a rough
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fall. She continuously scoured the vast horizon for “hamster
cities,” the holes of which could seriously injure a horse, and
she dodged herds of nibbling goats while the horses dealt with
Mongolian families’ nipping dogs. The author personalizes the
horses with names: Brolly, Dunwoody and “7.” As she raced, carrying a copy of Shakespeare’s The Tempest, she channeled her
Aunt Lucinda, “my go-to ahead of any equestrian event,” to
help her get through each arduous day. After the apparent winner was penalized for overheating her horse, the author, who
was second, was declared the winner—the youngest ever and
the first woman.
Although the narrative occasionally veers off course,
horse lovers will adore this inspiring and spirited memoir.

NANAVILLE
Adventures in
Grandparenting

Quindlen, Anna
Random House (176 pp.)
$26.00 | Apr. 23, 2019
978-0-8129-9610-4

A first-time grandmother discovers
joy and self-knowledge in her new role.
Pulitzer Prize–winning novelist, columnist, and memoirist Quindlen (Alternate Side, 2018, etc.) celebrates the gift of being a grandmother:
a new experience, she writes, that gives her “a second chance, to
see, to be, to understand the world, to look at it and reimagine my
place in it, to feel as though I’ve made a mark.” Besides reporting
sweet anecdotes about her toddler grandson, the author reflects
on her changing relationship with her son and daughter-in-law,
an inevitable shift from being central in the lives of her children to a “peripheral place” in a new family dynamic. Her son,
she has observed with pride, has become an exemplary parent;
when she asked “what surprised him most about being a father,”
he replied, “I guess it’s how much I love him in a way that I’ve
never loved anyone before.” For Quindlen, that reply was “like
sunrise and sunset and New Year’s Eve all at once.” Admitting
that she can be opinionated, she has learned to hold her tongue
when it comes to parenting decisions. “Nana judgment must
be employed judiciously, and exercised carefully,” she warns.
“Those who make their opinions sound like the Ten Commandments see their grandchildren only on major holidays and in
photographs.” The author was 64 when her grandson was born;
her grandmother was 47 when she had her first grandchild, yet
grandparents seemed so much older then: “Our grandmothers
were pre-gym, pre-Botox, pre–skinny jeans.” They never kissed,
hugged, or praised; they would never have gotten down on the
floor to play with their dozens of grandchildren, but Quindlen
was certain of their love. “I thought,” she writes, “they were the
patriarchs, the source of all judgment and wisdom.” The author
imparts sensible advice with self-deprecating humor and sincere gratitude for the bounty of her life.
A warmhearted memoir sure to appeal to other new
grandmothers—and Quindlen’s many fans.
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TOO MUCH IS NOT ENOUGH
A Memoir of Fumbling
Toward Adulthood
Rannells, Andrew
Crown Archetype (272 pp.)
$26.00 | Mar. 12, 2019
978-0-525-57485-9

THE ART OF
INVENTING HOPE
Intimate Conversations
with Elie Wiesel

Reich, Howard
Chicago Review Press (240 pp.)
$26.99 | May 7, 2019
978-1-64160-134-4

A collection of final timeless reflections from Elie Wiesel (1928-2016).
|
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A Grammy Award–winning actor and
singer recalls his unique childhood and
ascent to notoriety.
In a spirited debut saturated with
personality and frank humor, Rannells tells the stories of
his youth growing up as the fourth of five siblings in Omaha,
Nebraska. The son of an advertising salesman and a former teen
model, the author fostered his love of live theater by watching musicals from the 1940s and ’50s and by viewing the Tony
Awards broadcast, which “was so much better than the movies;
it was live!” Moving swiftly through the trajectory of his budding career, Rannells shares amusing anecdotes on his Midwestern upbringing, being taught “how to throw shade” by his
grandma Josephine, becoming a busy “shameless entertainer”
on the Omaha theater scene, and his timely decision to come
out to his conservative parents mere days before moving to
New York City in 1997 to study the arts. These chapters form a
descriptive rainbow of personal mishaps as the author describes
his sexual awakenings; having to endure priestly inappropriateness while he was a student at an all-boys Jesuit Catholic high
school; meeting his best friend, Zuzanna, at an audition; nightclub adventures; and formative work at upstate New York summer stock. Despite a series of rude awakenings and rejections
in the business—including an exhaustive tour with Pokemon
Live!—Rannells, a model of persistence and dedication, ultimately found his footing and branched out toward a momentous Broadway debut in Hairspray in 2006. Later, he earned a
Tony Award nomination for the originating role of Elder Price
in The Book of Mormon. The author is a natural raconteur who
engages readers with self-effacing honesty about his life’s great
expectations and fumbles. His life story will be encouraging and
inspirational particularly for theater buffs and readers pursuing
a stage career, and musical fans will savor his enticingly told
journey from awkward childhood to fame in the spotlight.
An inspiring and consistently witty entertainment
memoir.

Chicago Tribune veteran Reich (Portraits in Jazz: 80 Profiles of
Jazz Legends, Renegades and Revolutionaries, 2014, etc.), whose parents were survivors of the Holocaust, looks back on his greatest
opportunity as a writer and journalist: numerous conversations
with the Nobel laureate. This brief but moving work artfully
intertwines Wiesel’s words of wisdom with Reich’s quest to further understand his own family’s untold story. The author recalls
a youth colored by his parents’ trauma and yet lived in silence, as
their experiences during the Holocaust were utterly unspoken
topics. Only later in life, when Reich’s father was dead and his
mother was struggling with the delusional effects of PTSD, was
he able to fully understand their stories. His fortuitous friendship with Wiesel helped him in this quest. In many ways, Reich’s
book is a reflection on the lives of the children of Holocaust
survivors rather than the survivors themselves. This generation,
raised in the shadow of the Holocaust but often without a clear
picture of what it really meant for their parents, carries its own
particular burden. It is a burden Reich feels keenly and which
Wiesel fully appreciated. Beyond calling on the children to do
away with feelings of guilt, Wiesel embraces their worth: “To be
a child of survivors is to be miraculous. What had to be done for
a child to be born! For the survivors to overcome fear.” In their
conversations, Reich and Wiesel cover many topics, including
anti-Semitism, Israel, forgiveness, and faith. Wiesel’s mindset
is almost universally positive, and he never judges the conclusions of other survivors, consistently choosing a path of hope
and compassion. Reich does an admirable job of complementing his subject’s sage words with his own perspective without in
any way detracting or distracting from it—no easy task yet one
the author accomplishes with aplomb.
Irreplaceable thoughts from a vanishing generation.

THE FIVE
The Untold Lives of the
Women Killed by Jack the
Ripper

Rubenhold, Hallie
Houghton Mifflin Harcourt (336 pp.)
$27.00 | Apr. 9, 2019
978-1-328-66381-8

British social historian and novelist
Rubenhold (The French Lesson, 2016, etc.)
improves the reputations of “Jack the
Ripper’s five ‘canonical’ victims.”
Alcoholism, poverty, homelessness, abuse: London was
awash in social problems in the later decades of the 19th century, a time when, as in New York, tenements were sprouting up,
filled by immigrants and migrants from the countryside. Such
was the setting against which the grimy life of Polly Nichols,
the first victim of the legendary Jack the Ripper, played out.
“The poor of that district lived in unspeakably horrendous conditions,” writes the author. It was worse for women than men,
since women were more constrained economically and often
had multiple responsibilities as mothers and spouses as well as
workers. Polly walked away from all that, addicted to alcohol,
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A captivating, psychedelically charged coming-of-age memoir.
the light years

and took to the streets, where her murderer found her in 1888.
“In death,” writes Rubenhold, “she would become as legendary
as the Artful Dodger, Fagin, or even Oliver Twist, the truth of
her life as entangled with the imaginary as theirs.” If the Dickensian emphasis is a touch overdone, the point remains: Polly
would thereafter often be portrayed as merely a prostitute
whose death was inevitable. So with the other four, who, argues
the author, were not prostitutes and certainly were not complicit in the circumstances of their deaths, even though they
have been depicted that way from the moment of their murders
to the present—a matter of “guilt by association,” the women
left defenseless by the voicelessness of the poor and those who
“broke all the rules of what it meant to be feminine.” Allowing
that the documentary record is incomplete—the case files on
three of the five murders have gone missing—Rubenhold urges
us to see the victims as just that and not as the “fallen women”
of the received record.
A lively if morbid exercise in Victorian social history
essential to students of Ripperiana. (8-page b/w photo insert)

THE LIGHT YEARS
A Memoir

Rush, Chris
Farrar, Straus and Giroux (384 pp.)
$27.00 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-0-374-29441-0

A dazzling debut memoir from artist
and designer Rush.
Growing up in a strict Roman Catholic family in New Jersey, the author felt
both trapped and adrift as a child, a feeling exacerbated by his neglectful mother and alcoholic father,
who was “a dark planet, exerting only vague astrological influence on his offspring.” Introduced to drugs, especially LSD,
early on by his loving hippie sister, Donna, Rush continued to
chafe under his suburban adolescence before finally setting out
on a remarkable journey into the counterculture and across
America, from his hometown to the wilderness of the Southwest. By the age of 13, he writes, “I took LSD as often as possible. Taking acid was like entering a painting of a storybook—a
glowing dream world, lush and lovely. I felt no conflict between
the real and the unreal. It was so easy to slip in between.” In
sparkling, lucid prose that perfectly captures the joy, depression,
anger, and wonder that characterized his adventures, the author
recounts the seemingly endless hills and valleys of his unique
tale. Among others, these experiences included countless days
getting stoned in his parents’ basement, avoiding his dysfunctional parents; a stint in boarding school, where he became the
primary drug dealer on campus; time living with Donna and
a group of her friends on a drug compound in rural Arizona;
enduring a shocking act of violence; and some weeks living a
feral life in caves scattered around the deserts of the West.
Along the way, while struggling with significant substance abuse
(“sometimes I’d shoot up with...customers who craved a speechless high, who wanted to grow dim with me, become sputtering
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candles in the dark”) and grappling with his sexuality, Rush continued to draw, an artistic spark that took years to ignite into a
career. He also suffered a near overdose. Though the narrative
ends on a slight uptick, the author refreshingly avoids tying his
story up with a pretty bow, and readers will wish for more from
this talented writer.
A captivating, psychedelically charged coming-of-age
memoir.

EATING THE SUN
Small Musings on a
Vast Universe

Sanders, Ella Frances
Illus. by the author
Penguin (160 pp.)
$17.00 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-0-14-313316-2

A wonder-filled excursion into the
sometimes-baffling and formidable world

of science.
Sanders (The Illustrated Book of Sayings: Curious Expressions
from Around the World, 2016, etc.) takes readers on a lively, nonstressful journey through the world of science in short chapters
or “musings,” each accompanied by her own whimsical color line
drawings. Presenting information in a charming, conversational
style, the author seeks to demystify science with panache. Each
“muse” covers one specific topic, mostly astronomical but some
natural and human sciences as well. She avoids scientific language, which “isn’t designed to appeal to human ears, isn’t especially melodic”; it “remains stubbornly inaccessible for most
nonscientists.” However, she will resort to some when the need
arises—e.g., eigengrau, the gray color eyes see in the dark, or
chronoception, the perception of time. Sanders also enlists the
services of professionals such as physicist Ludwig Boltzmann,
astronomer Arthur Eddington, and physicist Richard Feynman.
Sanders is quite fond of statistics and factoids, and most of
them are useful. Someone who is 80 years old “may have taken
more than 700 million breaths” and walked the “equivalent of
Earth’s circumference five times...more than 110,000 miles during their lifetime.” Their hearts will have beat 2.6 billion times.
In the titular piece, about the sun, photosynthesis, and plants,
the author discusses the “digestible sun fuel that we are consuming....It’s astonishing to think that we have been solar powered since the beginning of anything at all.” Plants, scientists
have discovered, possess “memory, learning, and problem-solving,” and “more than one in five is threatened with extinction.”
While there are more than 3 trillion trees on Earth, “they can’t
keep up with the amount of carbon dioxide that we are pouring
into the atmosphere.” Planting more “seems a more important
pastime than ever,” and global warming is even “having an effect
on the very spin of Earth.”
A fun, accessible introduction to a variety of scientific topics that readers can explore further. For Sanders,
“everything is fascinating,” and she hopes readers will agree.
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THE PLAZA
The Secret Life of America’s
Most Famous Hotel
Satow, Julie
Twelve (368 pp.)
$28.00 | Jun. 4, 2019
978-1-4555-6667-9

THE BENEFICIARY
Fortune, Misfortune, and the
Story of My Father

Scott, Janny
Riverhead (288 pp.)
$28.00 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-1-59463-419-2

A Pulitzer Prize–winning journalist
explores her charming but mysterious
father’s life and family history.
|

y o u n g a d u lt

A lively tale about the “white marble mountain rising in the center” of
Manhattan.
In her debut, New York Times real
estate contributor Satow chronicles the history of one of New
York City’s most iconic structures. Drawing on architectural,
financial, social, and popular history, the author “examines
how the Plaza is ground zero for the increasing globalization of
money and the slow decoupling of pedigree from wealth.” She
interviewed hundreds of people, from bellmen and managers
to lawyers and chefs, to give her story a rich, personal touch
(she was married in the hotel’s grand Terrace Room) and an
entertaining, novelistic flair. The first Plaza was built in 1890
only to be torn down 15 years later. Financier Harry Black hired
renowned architect Henry Janeway Hardenbergh to construct
a “nineteen-story white gleaming tower”; the construction cost
“$340 million in today’s dollars.” The hotel was lavish and opulent, filled with the finest linens, silverware, 1,650 chandeliers,
exquisite dining rooms, and a “dog check room.” It made its
debut—along with the New York taxicab—in 1907, and the first
guest was Alfred Gwynne Vanderbilt, “the dashing millionaire.”
Satow clearly loves details, and most of them are fascinating.
The Plaza had a staff of 1,500, including more than 80 cooks
and two men to dust the chandeliers. Throughout this sumptuous, busy history, the author enlightens and entertains with
stories and anecdotes that recount the hotel’s many famous
and colorful guests, including F. Scott Fitzgerald and author
Kay Thompson (later evicted), whose fictional character Eloise
also lived at the Plaza; how it weathered Prohibition and the
Depression; changes in ownership, American (Conrad Hilton,
Donald Trump) and foreign (Saudi Arabia, Singapore, currently
Qatar); bankruptcy, and its controversial 2005 conversion to
multimillion-dollar condominiums. As Satow writes, over “its
111 years, the Plaza has extolled beauty on the surface and grit
behind the scenes.”
An infectiously fun read.

Jestingly called “the Duke of Villanova” by Scott (A Singular
Woman: The Untold Story of Barack Obama’s Mother, 2011) and her
family, Robert Scott grew up the heir to a “middling American
fortune” built by the author’s grandfather. Yet Robert, who did
not have access to the trusts that “went to the oldest generation,” insisted on spending money he earned—first as a lawyer
then, later, as president of the Philadelphia Museum of Art—
on maintaining a family mansion he did not own. Drawing on
family letters and conversations, her father’s journals, and her
own vivid memories, the author probes the secrets of her family. As Scott chronicles, Robert’s grandfather, who was reported
to have died of illness during World War I, actually committed
suicide out of fear of being publicly humiliated for “a bender
involving a woman and booze.” Robert’s beautiful socialite
mother, Helen, was the inspiration for the character Tracy Lord
in The Philadelphia Story, and his literary-minded father, Edgar,
consorted with members of the Algonquin Round Table before
founding a Philadelphia stockbrokerage. But for all their glamour, Robert’s parents remained a sadly “intermittent presence”
in the life of a son who would later say that he had been “raised
by Irish cooks and maids.” Reading Robert’s journals—discovered nearly a decade after his death—the author discovered that
her outwardly breezy father suffered a deep existential anguish
that came out in his lifelong addiction to alcohol. The family
story the author tells is fascinating for the painful personal legacies it uncovers. At the same time, it is also compelling for the
parallels it draws between an earlier age of inequality and our
own and the questions it raises about how contemporary stories
of new-rich families “will play out, one hundred years hence.”
A heartfelt and rich narrative tapestry.

BEELINE
What Spelling Bees Reveal
About Generation Z’s New
Path to Success
Shankar, Shalini
Basic (336 pp.)
$30.00 | Apr. 30, 2019
978-0-465-09452-3

Through the lens of spelling bees, an
anthropologist looks at how childhood is
becoming increasingly professionalized.
Shankar (Anthropology and Asian-American Studies/
Northwestern Univ.; Advertising Diversity: Ad Agencies and the
Creation of Asian American Advertising, 2015, etc.) draws on
anthropology, education, language, and culture to explore why
South Asian Americans from the post-millennial Generation
Z keep winning spelling bees. Exploring the “rise of childhood
competition to shifts in generational characteristics and immigration,” her research is fascinating. The author attended every
National Spelling Bee from 2013 to 2018, plus many regional
bees, and interviewed numerous winners, semifinalists, and
their parents, and she discovered that “no immigrant community has embraced spelling as completely as South Asian Americans.” As one parent told her, “now if you’re an Indian child,
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Students of world history, urban studies, economics,
and similar fields will find Smith’s book to be a
thought-provoking, useful survey.
cities

you try spelling bees. This is a common thing now.” The IndianAmerican winning streak, writes Shankar, can be attributed to
the efforts of highly skilled immigrants who came to America
in the early 1990s. They valued education and prioritized “academic enrichment “over all else.” It also helps that Gen Z kids
have a very high digital fluency. “The shift from US-born Baby
Boomer helicopter parenting to Generation X stealth-fighter
parenting,” writes the author, “has fostered greater self-reliance.” Shankar also provides a concise history of bees, noting that by the “latter half of the eighteenth century, spelling
matches were a well-established practice in American schools.”
The first National Spelling Bee was sponsored by the Louisville
Courier-Journal and held in Washington, D.C. The author is
excellent at capturing the drama of these events on both the
national and local levels as well as explaining how “Spellebrities”
are created. Today, the finals of the National Spelling Bee are
televised on ESPN, and comedy writers provide humorous sentences for the pronouncers.
Parents who hope to see their children compete in these
word clashes—and those who enjoy word games—will find
this a most enlightening read.

LOST GIRLS
The Invention of the Flapper
Simon, Linda
Reaktion Books (256 pp.)
$13.99 paper | Apr. 15, 2019
978-1-78914-071-2

A fresh, unique view of the iconic
flapper.
In her latest book, Simon (Emerita,
English/Skidmore Coll.; The Greatest
Shows on Earth: A History of the Circus,
2014, etc.) digs beneath stereotype to provide an illuminating
cultural study of “a new being” who “burst defiantly on to the
cultural stage: skinny, young, impetuous and flirtatious.” At this
time, both Britain and the United States had more women than
men, which helped empower women to, among other things,
choose their own husbands—or even remain unmarried. Suddenly, women wanted more education than just art, embroidery,
and music. They wanted the freedom to go out without a chaperone and rid themselves of constricting clothes like corsets.
The end of the Victorian era saw the rumblings of female revolution against, among other thoughts, the belief that girls who
taxed their brains took energy from their reproductive organs.
Many felt threatened, frightened of changes in the status quo.
The beginnings of the suffrage movement sparked a flame in
womanhood. Though their fight was denigrated, change was
inevitable. Flappers were a bit of an aberration in that they
were perennial adolescents, seized “with the everlasting, inexorable desire to be girls.” As Simon ably shows, psychologist
G. Stanley Hall painted them as fresh, wild, naïve, coquettish,
innocent, and with little intellect. He believed that “a woman
should be educated enough to understand her husband’s world,
but not enough to participate in the world.” Additionally, the
82
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new silent movies, along with other trends in popular culture,
showed strong, independent women. From J.M Barrie to Scott
Fitzgerald to H.L. Mencken, from 1890s rebels to 1920s flappers, Simon cogently outlines a significant period of cultural life
in the U.S. and Britain.
A fascinating history of 30 years of trailblazing
women who “invented a new image and identity...in a culture where they were continually warned about the real
losses...that they might suffer if they acted upon their
secret needs and desires.” (47 illustrations) (Simon is a freelance
contributor to Kirkus.)

CITIES
The First 6,000 Years

Smith, Monica L.
Viking (304 pp.)
$30.00 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-0-7352-2367-7

An archaeologist examines the deep
history of the world’s cities.
The late comedian George Carlin
had a routine positing that we need
houses to keep all our junk in and that a
major torture of going on vacation is to decide what fraction
of that junk to take with us. Smith (Anthropology/UCLA; A
Prehistory of Ordinary People, 2010, etc.) offers reinforcement for
that proposition: “there were only so many things that people
could carry around at once,” she writes of early human life,
“with possessions limited to lightweight, handheld items that
were not very visible beyond a small group of people.” Enter
architecture, which brought humans out of caves and into freestanding structures of various kinds—and then, 6,000 years
ago, enter cities, an innovation that brought with them the bad
(bureaucracy, crime, epidemic disease) as well as the good. In
the author’s calculus, the good is weightier than the bad. In the
life of villages, things are pretty dull, without much “ethnic or
social diversity” and little need for economic ingenuity, with
shamans or chiefs living the good life but everyone else toiling
away. As Smith notes, archaeological lessons learned from the
ancient past, applicable to the present as well, are that “there
are always socioeconomic hierarchies.” In cities, the demands
of social and economic life yield an “upward spiral” that affords
diversity and rewards creativity. In its broadest outline, Smith’s
argument isn’t new; Lewis Mumford was making similar observations half a century ago while, in recent years, Richard Florida has taken up the cause of cities as creative engines. Still,
her points are well-taken: Cities are “now so widespread that
we have a hard time ‘unseeing’ them from the landscape,” and
increasingly they have become conurbations, with hundreds of
cities, especially in Asia, having attained populations of more
than 1 million people and vast metropolitan belts running down
river valleys and coastlines.
Students of world history, urban studies, economics,
and similar fields will find Smith’s book to be a thoughtprovoking, useful survey.
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THE SHINING PATH
Love, Madness, and
Revolution in the Andes

THE BODY PAPERS

Talusan, Grace
Restless Books (256 pp.)
$22.99 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-63206-183-6

Starn, Orin & La Serna, Miguel
Norton (384 pp.)
$28.95 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-0-393-29280-0

y o u n g a d u lt

Drawing on Peruvian government
archives, two scholars recount the fortunes of a headline-grabbing Peruvian
guerrilla movement.
It’s never a good idea to join a political party founded by
college professors, who think in coldblooded abstractions.
Such was certainly the case with Abimael Guzmán, who, in
1980, founded Shining Path, a Maoist-with-deviations gang in
which his wife and other women took leadership roles. As Starn
(Cultural Anthropology/Duke Univ.; The Passion of Tiger Woods:
An Anthropologist Reports on Golf, Race, and Celebrity Scandal,
2011, etc.) and La Serna (History/Univ. of North Carolina; The
Corner of the Living: Ayacucho on the Eve of the Shining Path
Insurgency, 2012, etc.) show, there wasn’t much questioning of
the supreme leader, who took the curious path of attacking
peasants as well as government troops. For its part, the Peruvian government, which, under Alberto Fujimori, was certainly
corrupt enough to merit a revolution, committed atrocities of
its own even while preparing for the day of Guzmán’s fall by
building a maximum security prison intended just for him. Of
interest to literary historians is the go-between investigative
work of the novelist Mario Vargas Llosa, who emerged from
events disgusted enough to quit politics and move to Spain.
“The citizenship change, Fujimori taunted, showed that his
globe-trotting rival had never been a real Peruvian in the first
place,” write the authors, though Vargas Llosa had his revenge
by winning the Nobel Prize a few years later. Guzmán was eventually caught and imprisoned, ending Shining Path’s most active
period. The authors do a fair job of recounting events, though
often ham-fistedly: The fact that Silence of the Lambs was playing
in Lima movie theaters at the time does not qualify Guzmán for
the sobriquet “Peru’s own Hannibal Lecter,” and it’s a bit overblown to throw in the gruesome torture of rebel leader Túpac
Amaru two centuries earlier as evidence for how comparatively
easy the “white doctor and...celebrity prisoner” Guzmán had it.
Shining Path was significant enough to warrant a better book at the hands of someone like Mark Bowden. For
the moment, however, this adequate one will do. (42 b/w
illustrations)

A Filipino-American writer’s debut
memoir about how she overcame a personal history fraught with racism, sexual
trauma, mental illness, and cancer.
When Talusan (English/Tufts Univ.)
and her student-parents moved from Manila to Chicago in the
mid-1970s, they never dreamed they would eventually settle in
Boston and live a traditional version of the American dream. Her
father, Totoy, went on to enjoy a successful medical career, and
the family joined the middle class; however, success was both
fragile and costly. When Totoy’s student visa expired, the family
lived for almost a decade in the shadow of possible deportation.
In school, teachers mistook Talusan for Chinese and misrepresented her Filipino heritage. Yet the author thrived, both in the
classroom and at home. Then a pedophilic paternal grandfather,
whom the author later learned had done “monstrous things to
three generations of his family,” began to live on and off with
the family. Sexually abused from ages 7 to 13, the author suffered
severe trauma that manifested in mysterious skin ailments and,
later, insomnia, night terrors, nightmares, dissociation, and suicidal depression. Despite the learning difficulties her inner turmoil caused, she still managed to graduate from Tufts University.
During college, Talusan learned that three maternal aunts had
been diagnosed with breast cancer while another had been diagnosed with ovarian cancer. When she reached her mid-30s and
was considering starting a family of her own with a husband she
adored, the author voluntarily chose to have a double mastectomy. Later on, she opted for an oophorectomy that ended her
dreams of motherhood. A return to the Philippines followed.
Once in Manila, the author began a new quest to recover those
lost parts of herself that had haunted her “like the insistent ache
of a phantom limb.” Moving and eloquent, Talusan’s book is a
testament not only to one woman’s fierce will to live, but also to
the healing power of speaking the unspeakable.
A candidly courageous memoir.

THE ACCIDENTAL HOMO
SAPIENS
Genetics, Behavior,
and Free Will

Tattersall, Ian & DeSalle, Robert
Pegasus (240 pp.)
$27.95 | Apr. 3, 2019
978-1-64313-026-2

A lively addition to the literature on
the “unfathomable mystery” of human
beings.
With the genetics revolution in full swing, a steady stream
of books explains the role heredity plays on our development
|
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Stirring portraits of a motley assortment of unlikely
heroes in the fight against the Nazis.
defying hitler

and behavior with the proviso (most authors agree) that it is not
the sole influence. In their contribution to the genre, Tattersall
and DeSalle (co-authors: A Natural History of Beer, 2019, etc.),
both scientists at the American Museum of Natural History,
deliver a highly learned lesson in what we do and don’t inherit
from our parents. “We all come into the world,” they write,
“with the potential to absorb any language or set of cultural
norms...yet by an early age, we may have absorbed an unshakeable perspective on the world that is completely incompatible
with that of members of other societies (or even, occasionally,
of our own).” Genes have a great deal to do with this, so the
authors rock no boats by beginning with Gregor Mendel, whose
discovery of simple, single gene inheritance has the advantage
of being easy to understand but the disadvantage of explaining
little because essentially all inherited traits result from the complex interaction of many genes. Discoveries of the gene for (...
homosexuality, violence, religion, IQ, etc.) make headlines but
turn out to be wrong. Evolution proceeds through the selection
of organisms whose traits give them a reproductive advantage.
Plenty of brilliant researchers have contributed to understanding this process, and the authors show little patience with a few
whose theories and books seem to simplify matters and have
convinced many colleagues. These include works that attempt
to explain evolution as the result of competition between units
of heredity—e.g., Richard Dawkins’ The Selfish Gene. Tattersall’s
legions of fans will recognize his contribution in the eloquent
history of the evolution of Homo sapiens, both in body and brain.
Genomicist DeSalle delivers an intelligent lesson in the basics
of heredity and population genetics, although readers will have
to pay close attention.
A concise and useful book of evolutionary science.
(graphs and b/w illustrations throughout)

DEFYING HITLER
The Germans Who Resisted
Nazi Rule
Thomas, Gordon & Lewis, Greg
Dutton Caliber (560 pp.)
$30.00 | Apr. 23, 2019
978-0-451-48904-3

Stirring portraits of a motley assortment of unlikely heroes in the fight
against the Nazis.
Recently deceased investigative
reporter and author Thomas and documentary filmmaker and
journalist Lewis (co-authors: Shadow Warriors of World War II:
The Daring Women of the OSS and SOE, 2017) plunge readers
directly into the action, offering an entertaining account of the
diverse group of people who managed to subvert the Nazi intentions in some way. The authors move chronologically, from Hitler’s assumption of the chancellorship in early 1933 and the first
demonstrations of brutal Nazi tactics to the cataclysmic end of
the war. The public burning of books alarmed American-born
academic Mildred Fish-Harnack, who was married to a senior
German economics official, Arvid Harnack. With her friends,
84
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they galvanized sympathetic colleagues against the regime, providing secrets to the Americans and to the Soviets in the form
of the Rote Kapelle group. The authors note that 45 people connected to that group were “sentenced to death,” and Mildred
was “the first and only American woman executed on the order
of Hitler.” Within the official Nazi apparatus, Gen. Hans Oster
was working against the grain, with ambivalent Adm. Wilhelm
Canaris looking the other way. In a very strange case, Kurt Gerstein reluctantly joined the SS and became one of the first to
reveal the horrific inner workings of the concentration camps.
Most poignantly, the authors delineate the courageous work of
the young Munich students Hans and Sophie Scholl and others,
whose White Rose group prevailed at least for a short time. The
authors also recount the valiant, failed attempt by the group led
by Col. Henning von Tresckow and Col. Claus von Stauffenberg
to assassinate Hitler. All paid dearly for their brave defiance.
A deeply researched work that passionately challenges
the popular myth that “the German people followed Hitler
as if as one mass, mesmerized like the children of Hamelin
by the Pied Piper.”

CHAUCER
A European Life

Turner, Marion
Princeton Univ. (640 pp.)
$39.95 | Apr. 9, 2019
978-0-691-16009-2

A thorough look at the rich “imaginative development” of the author of The
Canterbury Tales.
Turner (English/Jesus Coll., Univ. of
Oxford) concentrates on the cultural and
intellectual currents in Geoffrey Chaucer’s life (c. 1342-1400),
declaring that the “emotional life” of this medieval English
author is “beyond the biographer’s reach.” As she writes, “I’ve
chosen to tell the story of his life and his poetry through spaces
and places, rather than through strict chronology.” The author
manages to glean a great deal about her subject’s life: his childhood in Vintry Ward, London, as the son of a prosperous wine
merchant; his witness to the ravages of the Black Plague; his
lifelong political attachment to the reigning English sovereign,
Edward III, and his royal household. As a young teen, Chaucer’s
employment with Elizabeth de Burgh, the countess of Ulster,
allowed him to absorb all the trappings of wealth while his subsequent travels as ambassador and accountant to Edward and
John of Gaunt to France and Italy exposed him to the wildly
popular medieval love tales of the time, such as “Roman de la
Rose.” As he pursued his own work, Chaucer wrote in English;
Turner partly explains his choosing to write in the vernacular
as a kind of international trend of the time. Later, his exploration of innovative rhythms led to the invention of the iambic
pentameter. The Canterbury Tales, written during his last years
living and working at the counting house in the commercial
heart of London, reveals the enormous diversity of personages
he encountered; this is especially evident in the novel nuances
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in his portrayals of women. Turner also diligently explores the
inspirations behind Chaucer’s recurrent metaphors, demonstrating how he “repeatedly emphasized in his poetry the need
to go to the streets and listen to all kinds of people.” Though
perhaps too dense for general readers, the book is well-suited to
scholars and students of medieval literature.
A meticulously researched, well-styled academic study
showing Chaucer as the “consummate networker.”

GUNS DOWN
How to Defeat the NRA and
Build a Safer Future with
Fewer Guns

Volsky, Igor
New Press (208 pp.)
$25.99 | Apr. 9, 2019
978-1-62097-319-6

|

Winkler, Irwin
Abrams (320 pp.)
$26.00 | May 7, 2019
978-1-4197-3452-6

A candid, revealing memoir from the
acclaimed film producer and director.
Throughout the book, Winkler
explores the exigencies of conceiving,
financing, casting, and shooting a movie as well as the incessant
troubleshooting, placating of the intemperate or churlish, cajoling, pleading, negotiating, and always thinking fast on one’s
feet—not to mention promotion, securing distribution, and
other responsibilities. Beginning his career as a talent agent and
manager, the author, with longtime partner Bob Chartoff, produced such Academy Award–winning films as Rocky, Ragi ng Bull,
Goodfellas, and The Right Stuff while also directing other films.
At 87, he’s still at it. His diary is the chief wellspring of a highly
detailed account of 50 years on the hot seat. Winkler chronicles the development of many well-regarded movies as well as
the aborted attempts and misfires both accountable and unaccountable. Because the author moves in linear fashion from film
to film, a certain sameness begins to creep into the telling. But
this is more than compensated for by the diversity of the films
discussed, Winkler’s palpable love of the industry, his insider’s
knowledge, and the generosity he extends to colleagues—not
to say that the author doesn’t call out the occasional lout. Winkler also celebrates many longtime friends and associates, none
more affectionately than (the late) Chartoff, Martin Scorsese,
and Robert De Niro. Winkler’s writing style is breezy, consistently modest, and amiable. Like many in the business with an
emotional investment, he occasionally overrates a film or a performance. However, as a screenwriter himself, Winkler knows
a clunker when he sees it. You don’t win so many awards if you
don’t know what you’re doing.
Any film buff would love to join Winkler for a long conversation over drinks and dinner. At their best, his recollections are as rich as his films are memorable.

y o u n g a d u lt

An outspoken and highly visible antigun activist presents his proposals for
turning the United States into a country
where guns are scarce and only responsible people are allowed
to own them.
Volsky (co-author: Howard Dean’s Prescription for Real Health
care Reform, 2009), the co-founder and executive director of
Guns Down America, takes aim at the National Rifle Association. The NRA, he charges, is directly focused on helping the
gun industry sell more guns since more gun sales means more
money for the gun lobby and more power in government. It
does this, he reports, by telling Americans that they must fear
being killed every day and the only way to protect themselves
is to own a gun. The narrative brings together the author’s personal experiences at a firearms training institute, interviews
with gun owners, stories of mass shootings, and a raft of statistics about gun ownership and gun deaths. Volsky provides
background on the Second Amendment, the history of the
NRA, and how other countries regulate gun ownership. All this
leads up to what the author calls his New Second Amendment
Compact, a 10-point plan that protects the right to bear arms
but also empowers citizens and the government to regulate that
right. The compact takes aim at gun manufacturers and dealers
and calls for expanding regulations, ending open carry, requiring licensing and insurance, providing incentives for people to
give up their guns, and funding scientific research on ending gun
violence. In subsequent chapters, the author elaborates on the
compact’s main points. Viewing the effectiveness of grassroots
social movements, such as the fight for LGBTQ equality, Volsky
is optimistic that the demographic trends in the country indicate that support for his ideas will grow. To aid those interested
in joining his movement, he has included a tip-filled appendix,
“How to Talk to Gun People and Win.”
A short, direct, crystal-clear, and urgent call to action
certain to get a blast from the NRA.

A LIFE IN MOVIES
Stories from 50 Years in
Hollywood

THE SHARP END OF LIFE
A Mother’s Story

Wolownick, Dierdre
Mountaineers Books (256 pp.)
$24.95 | May 1, 2019
978-1-68051-242-7

Inspirational memoir from the oldest woman to climb El Capitan.
As Wolownick (English for (Foreign)
Language Students, 2013, etc.) recounts,
her mother was incapacitated by childhood polio, so when the author was old enough, she became her
mother’s arms and legs, doing errands and chores at age 5. Her
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father told her she’d never be his equal. Later, Wolownick married an emotionally abusive man and spent years in a relationship that sparked no love or joy, staying only because she felt
duty-bound to her children to provide a solid home life. Her son,
Alex Honnold, began climbing as an infant and never stopped,
eventually becoming a legendary free climber. Her daughter is
a marathoner. Both children inspired the author to push herself
to perform in both sports, and she began training in her mid50s. In this melancholic and reflective book, Wolownick shares
the lows of her childhood and her marriage, voicing the doubts
and fears she had and the lack of companionship or love she felt.
She intertwines these moments with the highs of her life—e.g.,
finding the strength and energy to run her first marathon, followed by others, and then to begin climbing with Alex by her
side. In both sports, she found new friendships, created deeper
bonds with her children, and, most importantly, rediscovered
her own self-worth and capacity to persevere through the most
difficult circumstances. The author proves that age is just a
number and that determination and grit can take a person to
unexpected heights. For her, that meant conquering El Capitan at the age of 66. Wolownick’s story of her drive to push her
physical body beyond her mental limits will serve as a stimulant
for those yearning to do more with their lives.
A motivational tale of a woman who overcame her biggest critics, including her inner self, to achieve one dream
after another. (24 color photos)
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children’s
THE MOST MARVELOUS
INTERNATIONAL
SPELLING BEE

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:
RISING WATER by Marc Aronson...................................................... 89

Abela, Deborah
Illus. by Bitskoff, Aleksei
Sourcebooks Jabberwocky (304 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 1, 2019
978-1-4926-6819-0
Series: Spectacular Spelling Bee, 2

BIRTH OF THE COOL by Kathleen Cornell Berman;
illus. by Keith Henry Brown............................................................... 90
PREDATOR AND PREY by Susannah Buhrman-Deever;
illus. by Bert Kitchen............................................................................ 92
HER FEARLESS RUN by Kim Chaffee; illus. by Ellen Rooney.......... 94

OINK by David Elliot.........................................................................101
TWO BROTHERS, FOUR HANDS by Jan Greenberg &
Sandra Jordan; illus. by Hadley Hooper............................................ 107
ZOMBIES DON’T EAT VEGGIES! by Jorge Lacera & Megan Lacera;
illus. by Jorge Lacera........................................................................... 112
MY FOREST IS GREEN by Darren Lebeuf;
illus. by Ashley Barron........................................................................ 113
GOING DOWN HOME WITH DADDY by Kelly Starling Lyons;
illus. by Daniel Minter........................................................................114
VANISHING COLORS by Constance Ørbeck-Nilssen;
illus. by Akin Duzakin; trans. by Kari Dickson................................ 118
THE INVISIBLE GARDEN by Valérie Picard;
illus. by Marianne Ferrer; trans. by Liz Kemp................................... 118
SWEET DREAMERS by Isabelle Simler.............................................122
SWARM OF BEES by Lemony Snicket; illus. by Rilla Alexander.... 123
THE RUNAWAYS by Ulf Stark; illus. by Kitty Crowther;
trans. by Julia Marshall......................................................................124
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Acheson, Alison
Illus. by LeBlond, Valériane
Kids Can (36 pp.)
$16.99 | May 7, 2019
978-1-77138-912-9
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GRANDPA’S STORIES by Joseph Coelho;
illus. by Allison Colpoys....................................................................... 96

The irrepressible Wimple family returns.
India Wimple, Australia’s champion speller, has returned
home from her victory at the Stupendously Spectacular Spelling
Bee in Sydney. Now that the mayor has awarded her the Yungabilla Medallion and giant plastic zucchini in commemoration of
her feat, she just wants to get back to her quiet life. But then a
letter arrives: an invitation to the Most Marvelous International
Spelling Bee! Soon, the Wimples are off to London, where a mystery arises when a saboteur strikes. India is on the case, joined
once again by her sweet and kooky family and pals Rajish and
Summer, Australia’s other two top spellers. New competitorsturned-friends include bullied English boy Peter and a neglected
Canadian girl named Holly, both of whom are looking for acceptance. Absurd humor abounds: When the contestants and their
parents meet the queen, Holly’s fitness-guru parents try to sell her
their Beaut Butts and Guts exercise program; the Wimples can’t
understand why no-nonsense Nanna Flo keeps giggling (she’s
smitten with Peter’s grandfather); and the bee’s special guest is
the only three-time world champion, a grown man resembling
Liberace. Combine this with Bitskoff ’s spot cartoons and lots of
vocabulary that will be new to many young readers, and much
merriment and edification mark this story of bravery, friendship,
and logophilia. The cast is primarily white or assumed white;
Indian-Australian Rajish and his family are notable exceptions.
Another round of laughs. (Fiction. 7-11)

A wistful little girl imagines a world beyond the gardens and
grain fields of home.
A country girl waits patiently at her window each day to
wave to the engineer of the train that passes nearby, traveling
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expanding
inclusion at the
ala awards
Photo courtesy Leah Overstreet

The universe of American children’s
book awards just got a little cozier.
Although they’ve been around since
1968, 2003, and 2006, respectively, until this year, the Sydney Taylor Book Award, the Asian/Pacific
American Award for Literature, and
the American Indian Youth Literature Award have not been included in the American Library Association’s Youth Media Awards press
conference, held annually at ALA’s midwinter meeting.
But on Monday, Jan. 28, 2019, that changed.
Big deal, you say. Who cares about a press conference? But to librarians serving youth around the country,
the YMAs are the biggest deal of the year. It’s when the
Newbery and Caldecott, the
oldest American children’slit awards, are announced, as
well as the Coretta Scott King
Awards for African-American
literature, the Pura Belpré
Awards for Latinx titles, the
Stonewall Awards for LGBTQ
books, and the Schneider Family Book Awards for excellent
depictions of disability. So the
exclusion of the other three
awards—for outstanding Jewish, Asian/Pacific American,
and Native American literature—has meant that these
three important awards have been pushed to the back of
the media bus.
By finally giving these awards (each administered by a
separate ethnic affiliate of the ALA) space at the podium,
ALA has taken a real step toward inclusion. And judging
by the excitement in the room as waiting librarians—not
to mention children watching via a live feed—learned
that All-of-a-Kind-Family Hanukkah, by Emily Jenkins and
illustrated by Paul O. Zelinsky, and Sweep, by Jonathan
Auxier, had won the Sydney Taylor Book Awards and that
Drawn Together, by Minh Lê and illustrated by Dan Santat,
and Front Desk, by Kelly Yang, had won the Asian/Pacific
American Awards, it’s a thoroughly welcome one. Honor
titles were named but not announced; for more information see https://www.kirkusreviews.com/features/expanding-inclusion-ala-awards/.
There’s plenty of room up front. —V.S.

east in the morning and journeying west at night, wondering
about this person she will never meet. Like her, does he dream
of a life different from the one he has? The gift of the engineer’s
hat gives the precocious child the courage to explore her safe
domain and imagine a different life. Surrounded by loving parents, a baby brother, some quiet cows, and a snoozing cat, she
looks beyond the borders of a bucolic world to ponder where
else she could go, what else she could be. Acheson chooses
rhythmic language that carries the story forward with a nearly
audible clickety-clack. Soft folk-style art done in gouache, oil
pastels, and colored pencils lends a homey country atmosphere
to the changing seasons of a very quiet rural life. Both the little
girl’s perspective and the pages’ focus change from up close to
far away, from what’s real to what’s imagined, always with her
family nearby. A final two-page spread provides a happy ending
that, like the arrival of a train, we know is coming. All the characters present white.
Although the book’s plot is, perhaps, as predictable as
the evening train, it’s entirely pleasurable. (Picture book. 6-9)

I LOVE MY COLORFUL NAILS

Acosta, Alicia & Amavisca, Luis
Illus. by Gusti
Trans. by Dawlatly, Ben
nubeOCHO (36 pp.)
$15.95 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-84-17123-59-8
Series: Égalité

A timely look at self-expression.
Kindergarten-age Ben paints his fingernails because he
loves their colorful appeal. Unfortunately, not everyone does.
While walking to school one morning, Ben is harassed by two
other boys: “Painting your nails is for girls. You’re a girl! You’re a
girl!” Ben initially internalizes the negative feelings but eventually tells his parents. Although Ben’s father shows solidarity by
painting his nails as well, this does not stop the bullying. Ben
sadly kowtows to gender conformity and paints his nails only on
the weekend, although his father continues to pick him up after
school with painted nails. On Ben’s birthday, his entire class
surprises him with painted nails, and at recess, they do it again.
End of story! Educators and caregivers should prepare themselves for the barrage of logical questions that are sure to follow:
Why didn’t Ben’s parents talk to his teacher about the bullying?
What happened the next day? Did the bullies learn anything?
Books about gender nonconformity are needed, as are titles that
celebrate general messages of acceptance, but this story is too
superficial and the ending too slapdash to be worth the attention. Gusti’s illustrations, which echo the stylings of Jules Pfeiffer, do little to enhance the text. Most characters appear white,
while darker-skinned characters are reduced to background
filler only. The book is also available in Spanish.
Skip it. (Picture book. 6- 8) (¡Vivan las uñas de colores!:
978 -84-17123 -58- 1)

Vicky Smith is the children’s editor.
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Despite the concise narration, the gravity
of the rescue is never dampened.
rising water

MIRA’S CURLY HAIR

Al Serkal, Maryam
Illus. by Luciani, Rebeca
Lantana (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-911373-61-2

THE LITTLE GREEN GIRL

Anchin, Lisa
Illus. by the author
Dial (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-0-735-23073-6

A girl plant, nurtured from a wind-borne seed, helps a homebody gardener branch out and see the world.
Habit-loving Mr. Aster has an abiding love for garden, greenhouse, and home. “But tending a new seed fit nicely into Mr.
Aster’s routine.” Soon, the growing plant achieves a personified
sentience—and a gender, courtesy of an omniscient narrator. Mr.
Aster, who is white, transplants the Little Green Girl and tells
her about “their world.” In the walled garden among free-form
trees and shrubs, the Little Green Girl is a faceless, leafy figure
with a sunflowerlike crown and short, flared skirt accented with
orange-yellow blossoms. She enjoys dog Basil and the garden’s
squirrels and rabbits, but migrating birds, regaling her with their
travels, induce wanderlust. Mr. Aster thwarts her attempts to
leave, pruning her vining stems and (oddly) bandaging the roots
she tries to pull up. Determined, she enjoins the animals to help
her dig herself up and confronts Mr. Aster, appearing before
him transplanted into a pot, wearing sunglasses. Man, dog, and
|

MINE. YOURS.

Arnold, Marsha Diane
Illus. by Leng, Qin
Kids Can (44 pp.)
$16.99 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-77138-919-8
A lesson of possession in only three
words.
A small panda wanders into a larger
panda’s comfortably appointed den, looks around, and timidly
asks, “Ours?” The large panda, having been awoken from a deep
sleep, crossly replies, “Mine,” and plops the tiny tot outside to
declare, “Yours.” The tiny panda then tries to share the larger
panda’s bamboo breakfast but is quickly reminded what belongs
to whom. In an attempt to get some peace, the larger panda grabs
a kite from the shelf and gives it to the smaller one: “Yours.” The
tiny creature happily runs off, trying to get the kite up in the
air. Unfortunately, the kite strings keep tangling with other animals’ belongings, each instance bringing about a stern reminder
of the ownership lesson. The comedy of errors unfolds against
a pen-and-watercolor forest with washes of greens and browns,
highlighted with the warmth of yellow. Specific Asian animals are
featured, carefully identified in the back. In keeping with the limited vocabulary of previous title Lost. Found., illustrated by Matthew Cordell (2015), Arnold employs scarcity to her advantage,
but the communal resolution is off-kilter. Little patience or kindness is presented (snatching and angry looks control most of the
narrative), making the pat ending an abrupt transition.
Others have done this before—better. (Picture book. 3-6)
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Brown-skinned, curly-haired Mira is
delighted to watch her mother transition from straight hair to
curly hair in this European import set in the Emirates.
Mira doesn’t like her curly hair. “She wanted it to be straight
and smooth, just like her Mama’s.” She tries hair tools and poses
and flattening it out with books, but her hair still curls all over.
One day, Mira and her mama get caught outside in the rain. As
they wait for the rain to clear, Mira notices something happening to Mama’s hair. “Up and up! It kept on curling! It wouldn’t
stop!” Mira thinks her mama’s hair “looks beautiful and free,
curling everywhere!” From then on, both Mira and her mama
wear curls every day. In the final, triumphant spread, the curlyhaired duo rides a tandem bicycle by the sea. Although it’s hard
to imagine why Mira has never seen her mama’s hair in its natural
state before, this simple story does a lovely job weaving in various cultural realities with a universal theme of self-acceptance.
The artwork, in acrylics completed digitally, uses bright, nearly
fantastical colors and images—a red sky, hair tools that include
toy soldiers, brightly patterned birds surrounding Mama’s curly
hair. Palm trees, Islamic architecture, and traditionally dressed
passers-by line the streets.
This volume adds depth and beauty to the growing collection of hair-themed picture books for the very young.
(Picture book. 3- 7)

plant set off, with Anchin’s amusing full-bleed and spot illustrations (in acryla gouache and pencil) placing them in tropical,
desert, and urban settings. Travel broadens Mr. Aster: He plants
succulents and palms, and he even initiates the trio’s next trip.
Those who can get behind the Little Green Girl’s faceless anthropomorphism might find the gambols of this
quasi–father-daughter team diverting. (Picture book. 4- 7)

RISING WATER
The Story of the Thai
Cave Rescue

Aronson, Marc
Atheneum (160 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 19, 2019
978-1-5344-4413-3

Aronson sheds light on the intricate
rescue of 12 soccer players and their
coach who were stranded in the Tham
Luang Nang Non cave in Thailand in June 2018.
Written efficiently as a time log, the narrative first explains
that the Moo Pa, or Wild Boar, soccer team was composed of
young boys with diverse ethnic and legal statuses in Thailand.
The introduction of the team includes respectful explanations of
kirkus.com
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An amazing touch throughout is the inclusion of timeless
quotes from Miles himself in a display type that appropriately
acknowledges his gravelly, gruff voice.
birth of the cool

the “stateless” or “undocumented” status of some of the players.
Although they were exploring the Tham Luang cave during the
dry season, unexpected rains trapped the boys in what quickly
became one of the world’s top five most dangerous caves when
it flooded. Because of the difficult diving conditions, expert
cave divers from around the world quickly assembled to offer
aid. However, rising water, the boys’ lack of diving skills, and
forecasts of impending rain created dismal odds for a successful
rescue. It took workers from several countries who momentarily
dropped all barriers to pull off this incredible feat. Despite the
concise narration, the gravity of the rescue is never dampened.
Aronson is mindful in his descriptions of differences in cultures
and takes care not to filter them through Western assumptions.
He also includes a chapter openly describing gaps in his research
and account due to key players’ personal or political biases. A list
of the people involved and their respective organizations are provided as well as photos, a detailed index, and bibliography.
Solid writing preserves the natural rising suspense and
astonishing details of this rescue. (Nonfiction. 10-14)

ADA TWIST AND THE
PERILOUS PANTS

Beaty, Andrea
Illus. by Roberts, David
Amulet/Abrams (144 pp.)
$12.99 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-1-4197-3422-9
Series: Questioneers, 2

Ada Twist’s incessant stream of questions leads to answers that help solve a
neighborhood crisis.
Ada conducts experiments at home to answer questions
such as, why does Mom’s coffee smell stronger than Dad’s coffee? Each answer leads to another question, another hypothesis,
and another experiment, which is how she goes from collecting
data on backyard birds for a citizen-science project to helping
Rosie Revere figure out how to get her uncle Ned down from
the sky, where his helium-filled “perilous pants” are keeping him
afloat. The Questioneers—Rosie the engineer, Iggy Peck the
architect, and Ada the scientist—work together, asking questions like scientists. Armed with knowledge (of molecules and
air pressure, force and temperature) but more importantly, with
curiosity, Ada works out a solution. Ada is a recognizable, threedimensional girl in this delightfully silly chapter book: tirelessly
curious and determined yet easily excited and still learning to
express herself. If science concepts aren’t completely clear in
this romp, relationships and emotions certainly are. In playful
full- and half-page illustrations that break up the text, Ada is
black with Afro-textured hair; Rosie and Iggy are white. A closing section on citizen science may inspire readers to get involved
in science too; on the other hand, the “Ode to a Gas!” may just
puzzle them. Other backmatter topics include the importance
of bird study and the threat palm-oil use poses to rainforests.
Adventure, humor, and smart, likable characters make
for a winning chapter book. (Fiction. 6-9)
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MARIE ANTOINETTE

Berenger, Al
Illus. by the author
Trans. by Nolan, Catherine
Roaring Brook (32 pp.)
$14.99 | Mar. 19, 2019
978-1-250-16882-5
Series: Pocket Bios

The ill-fated queen of France takes center stage in a beginner’s biography.
As a subject of a biography for preschoolers and early-elementary readers, Marie Antoinette, a woman who is known for
the probably apocryphal “Let them eat cake!” and for her execution by guillotine during the French Revolution, is a curious
choice. Berenger (not a person but a French media collective)
introduces her as an Austrian princess married off to a French
prince as part of a peace negotiation. At 18, she is crowned at
Reims with her husband, Louis XVI, and she proceeds to “insist
on the finest of everything....She hired hairdressers to change
her hairstyle every day!” But “meanwhile, many people in France
were poor and starving,” so “they decided to overthrow their
king and queen!” The hopelessly simplistic account proceeds
through the royal couple’s imprisonment, Louis’ execution
(framed by the guillotine, he looks worriedly out at readers), the
confiscation of her son, and her trial (depicted) and execution
(not). Backmatter includes further information, which mostly
muddies the waters rather than clearing them, introducing
Robespierre and the Reign of Terror in a three-sentence thumbnail and presenting a complicated map of Europe that may be of
more use to the volume’s original French readers than to North
American ones. The bobbleheaded cartoons, all white, look
by turns happy, anxious, and angry; they are at all times vapid.
Companion title Buddha is equally inadequate.
Laughably undercontextualized and not particularly
interesting, despite the decapitations. (Picture book/biography.
4- 7) (Buddha: 978-1-250-16888-7)

BIRTH OF THE COOL
How Jazz Great Miles
Davis Found His Sound

Berman, Kathleen Cornell
Illus. by Brown, Keith Henry
Page Street (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-1-62414-690-9

Celebrating the incomparable jazz
legend Miles Davis, Berman and Brown focus on the people,
sounds, and experiences that shaped his unique ear, laying the
foundation for a nearly half-century hallmark career.
It can prove quite difficult to share the life story of Miles
Davis for younger audiences. Looking beyond the pace-setting,
genre-redefining musical legacy, a whole host of complications
appear. Here Berman trains her lens on a young Miles: navigating Jim Crow–era segregation in high school, breaking out to
|

STEVE, TERROR OF THE SEAS

Brewis, Megan
Illus. by the author
Kane/Miller (32 pp.)
$14.99 | Mar. 1, 2019
978-1-61067-825-4

When Steve the fish swims up, all the
other denizens of the sea dart off at top

speed. How come?
“Finding love has been a challenge,” Steve admits, but otherwise he doesn’t mind that smaller fish, bigger fish, even jellyfish
and octopuses—not to mention human swimmers—retreat in
terror at the sight of him. Depicted as a relatively diminutive
blue-and-white–striped fish with mild-mannered pop-eyes,
Steve is (or at least pretends to be) mildly puzzled, as compared
to pufferfish, viperfish, and other toothier, spikier, or rather ugly
denizens of the deep (“let’s not forget the BLOBFISH”), he’s
not really very scary looking. For readers who aren’t all that up
on marine biology Brewis inserts big fins or elongated stretches
of gray along the edges of her cartoon illustrations...culminating at last in Steve’s introduction of his best friend, George, a
humongous, spread-filling, blue and gray shark who disingenuously chortles, “Hey, Steve, don’t scare the fishies!” A brief “True
Part” follows, revealing that Steve is a pilot fish, expanding on
the “mutualistic relationship” between pilot fish and sharks and
explaining, probably gratuitously, that “pilot fish are not really
scary at all.” The illustrations are unsurprisingly dominated by
washes of blue, translucent layers of darker blue, yellow, green,
and the occasional red delineating other ocean animals.
The joke’s delivery is a touch labored, but who would
argue that there are benefits to having large, toothy friends
on tap? (Picture book. 6-8)

|

THE LITTLE GUYS

Brosgol, Vera
Illus. by the author
Roaring Brook (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-62672-442-6
Tiny creatures rampage through a forest collecting food
for themselves only to discover that kindness and cooperation
trump greed.
The plot is simple and the first-person-plural narrative brisk
and clever. Irony is evident immediately as the title characters
claim to be “the strongest guys in the whole forest” but are
shown as tiny dots on a small hummock in a pond. After navigating the pond (and bragging about it) they tromp through the
forest, where they pick berries, steal from a variety of animals,
and return to their island to pile their loot. All is well until they
realize that a little red bird has managed to retain a single berry,
which proves to be their downfall (literally). Readers and listeners may wonder why the other animals then offer assistance,
but their actions result in a change of heart for the little guys.
Brosgol’s cartoon-style illustrations, which appear to have been
created in watercolor and black pen, infuse enormous personality into her quirky characters. Acorn caps rest atop pale bodies with scalloped bottoms and stick arms and legs. Each has a
single orange semicircle below their acorn cap that might be a
nose. Forest animals and setting, meanwhile, are recognizably
rendered, though exaggerated expressions add to the humor.
Despite (or because of?) their hubris, these little guys
are oddly charming and seem likely to amuse young listeners while providing an object lesson about community and
collaboration. (Picture book. 5-8)
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finding his place in a bustling New York jazz scene, and navigating early-career anxieties, strife, and “dark days” before taking
center stage again at 29 as the audience “goes wild...electrified
and satisfied.” In this rendering that accents change just as
much as genius, readers are left with lessons of perseverance,
critical listening, and the importance of embracing their own
uniqueness. Brown goes to work on the illustrations, accompanying the free-verse text with inspired ink-and-watercolor
paintings that use color and perspective to evoke Miles’ sound.
An amazing touch throughout is the inclusion of timeless
quotes from Miles himself in a display type that appropriately
acknowledges the gravelly, gruff voice that made those sparingly
delivered words pop that much more. Neither the primary text
nor the author’s note addresses Davis’ serial abuse, so this is just
an introduction.
A stirring, soulful, well-researched look at the
groundwork that informed Miles’ signature sound, offering an entry point to a towering, complicated figure who
reshaped 20th-century music again and again. (illustrator’s note, discography, bibliography) (Picture book/biography. 7-10)

CHILDREN OF THE
FIRST PEOPLE
Fresh Voices of Alaska’s
Native Kids

Brown, Tricia
Photos by Corral, Roy
Alaska Northwest Books (48 pp.)
$13.99 | Apr. 9, 2019
978-1-5132-6197-3
Twenty-one years after Children of the Midnight Sun, Brown
and Corral reteam for a follow-up.
Before one gets to read the stories of the Alaska Native
children highlighted in this book, the introduction makes the
case that Alaska Native kids are “just like any other kid,” as if
to normalize Indigenous children for the evidently non-Native
audience that the book seems to imagine. Author Brown and
photographer Corral trek across Alaska to a sample selection
of children from 10 Indigenous cultures of Alaska. Each chapter looks at the life of one child as representative of their culture. The stories tell of the day-to-day activities of each child,
how they engage with their families, their traditional culture,
and their aspirations. The overview is in Brown’s voice, and
kirkus.com
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interspersed within that narrative are snippets of quotes from
the children. Photographs highlight the children with their family members, engaged in sports, having fun outdoors, or dressed
in traditional clothing. Though the book attempts to celebrate
these children and their respective cultures, the depictions at
times feel objectified, seen through an ethnographic lens. Mention of the harsh colonial impact on their cultures is minimized;
for example, readers learn that the missionary William Duncan
established a rigidly evangelical Christian community on a Tlingit-populated island with a group of Tsimshian but not that he
profited from their labor.
Readers come away wishing for more of the children’s
voices and less of Brown’s. (glossary) (Nonfiction. 8-12)

LENNY THE LOBSTER CAN’T
STAY FOR DINNER
...or Can He? You Decide!
Buckley, Finn with Buckley, Michael
Illus. by Meurisse, Catherine
Phaidon (32 pp.)
$16.95 | Apr. 1, 2019
978-0-7148-7864-5

Beyond just breaking the fourth wall,
this clever account of a lobster at a dinner party directly involves readers in the choice of outcome.
Well-mannered lobster Lenny is “delighted” to receive an
invitation to a fancy dinner party, and he does every proper
thing: dons his hat, grooms his claws and mustache, and arrives
with gifts and flowers. The other guests are just as happy to see
him, but alert readers will understand what is meant by “In fact,
they seemed a little too excited....” The truth is revealed via several visual clues, including one party guest actually drooling and
a chef with a tray full of claw crackers; one young girl sits with
her back to the door, arms folded, and a grumpy look on her
face. Lenny appears clueless that people would be so rude as
to eat him. Then, it’s time for readers to choose: Should Lenny
stay? Madcap adventures ensue no matter the choice, and the
potentially unhappy conclusion—with Lenny on a plate—is
lightened, as readers are directed to go back to the beginning
and start again. In both scenarios, “little Imogen,” the grumpy
girl from the beginning, comes to the rescue. The limited palette of lobster reds and ocean blues outlined in scratchy black
suits the wry, understated tone, though child readers familiar
with the crustacean will note that bright-red Lenny has been
cooked from the very beginning.
Diverting. (Picture book. 5-8)
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PREDATOR AND PREY
A Conversation in Verse
Buhrman-Deever, Susannah
Illus. by Kitchen, Bert
Candlewick Studio (32 pp.)
$18.99 | Apr. 9, 2019
978-0-7636-9533-0

Predator and prey face off in a battle of poems.
The dramatic encounters of predators and their prey, portrayed here in poetry and watercolor-and-gouache illustrations, do not always result in the death of the prey. Sometimes
the stalked creatures fight back! Ground squirrels wave their
tails, telling rattlesnakes the element of surprise has been lost.
Tiger moths jam the big brown bats’ echolocation. A female
Pennsylvania firefly acts the “femme fatale” when it tricks
male big dipper fireflies and eats them—dinner instead of love!
Such encounters are effectively depicted in verse and art, fine
bookmaking complementing both. Nicely paced and rhythmic
poetry, usually in the first person, colorfully brings to life each
creature’s character and modus operandi. “I am patient. / I am
primed. / I am coiled muscle, / expertly designed. / I am loaded
spring / I am ... / LIGHTNING!” says the Pacific rattlesnake.
The rhythms evoke the march of the ant armies, the “vocal
stealth” of chickadees, the boasting of the feisty crested anole
lizard: “ ’Cuz I’m buff! / And I’m tough! / And you know I’ve got
the stuff!” Text boxes supplement the poems and illustrations
with information about the animals, and clever gatefolds in
some spreads allow Kitchen’s sumptuous illustrations full command by tucking the text inside the folds.
An effective presentation of science through poetry,
art, and stellar bookmaking. (bibliography) (Informational
picture book/poetry. 6-10)

O CAPTAIN, MY CAPTAIN
Walt Whitman, Abraham
Lincoln, And The Civil War

Burleigh, Robert
Illus. by Hundley, Sterling
Abrams (64 pp.)
$19.99 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-4197-3358-1

Burleigh and Hundley focus on the
role that the Civil War—and specifically President Abraham
Lincoln—played in the life of American poet Walt Whitman.
This is an ambitious, beautiful, bleak, and imperfect piece
of historical fiction. Whitman was so affected by the strife in
his politically divided country that he relocated from his home
in New York to Washington to serve as a nurse to young, injured
Union soldiers. The book details Whitman’s roles as a caregiver
and engaged city resident but always through the context of his
appreciation for the president. While imagining Whitman’s
time in Washington, author Burleigh supposes several moments
in which the lives of the men intersect. As Burleigh explains in
his author’s note, these moments are pulled from Whitman’s
|

Simple, clean, line-drawn and digitally colored illustrations
depict happy, lovable animals and a diverse cast of humans.
king & kayla and the case of found fred

own writings and are considered valid by historians, but they
are given extra emotional weight in this writing. Hundley’s illustrations mirror the tone of the book impeccably, with the harsh
blacks, dusty sepia, and brownish reds capturing the weight
and cruelty of war. The illustrations capture a hyper-realistic
Lincoln, imagining him larger than life. The added use of Whitman’s poetry throughout the text lends eloquence, and the
backmatter (biographies, timeline, selected poems, endnotes,
index) is weighty. Overall, the book is bold and aspirational, but
its admirers will likely be educators instead of children.
A worthy supporting player in a curriculum but not the
star of the show. (Historical fiction. 8-12)

KING & KAYLA AND THE CASE
OF FOUND FRED

Butler, Dori Hillestad
Illus. by Meyers, Nancy
Peachtree (48 pp.)
$14.95 | Mar. 1, 2019
978-1-68263-052-5
Series: King & Kayla

Smart dog King and his human,
Kayla, help a lost dog find his people.
King and Kayla work together to
solve mysteries, with King narrating their tales in his distinctive voice. The two are on vacation at Grandma’s house near a
lake, and King discovers a new friend in the bushes. King soon
learns that Fred lost his humans during the firecrackers “five or
one nights ago.” His collar is lost, but Kayla guesses from his
behavior that he is not a stray. Since Kayla can’t understand “a
word Fred says,” King is the one to collect clues. He learns that
Fred’s family is staying at a campground, but he can’t add this to
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Chaffee’s text balances thorough research with strong prose that
breaks through the wall that stops some nonfiction in its tracks.
her fearless run

THE DOOR AT THE END OF
THE WORLD

Kayla’s “list of things we know.” He can’t add the campground’s
location to Kayla’s “list of things we don’t know.” While Kayla
tries to devise a plan, King tries to communicate his—find the
campground! The humans don’t understand, but luckily, Kayla
asks Grandma if they can ride on the lake and ask other boaters. From the water, Fred sees the campground, and he eagerly
jumps, swims, and reunites with his people. Simple, clean, linedrawn and digitally colored illustrations depict happy, lovable
animals and a diverse cast of humans. Kayla and Grandma are
black, and Fred’s family is brown.
This fast-paced mystery is a fun addition to this series
for new readers. (Early reader. 5-8)

Carlson, Caroline
Harper/HarperCollins (304 pp.)
$16.99 | Apr. 9, 2019
978-0-06-236830-0

An unremarkable 13-year-old deputy
Gatekeeper must leave her post stamping blue travel applications and pink customs declarations when a catastrophe
threatens all of the worlds.
Lucy loves being organized, which makes her supremely
well-suited for her job at the end of the world, at the door leading from her world of Southeast to the neighboring East. She
knows that she’s not particularly clever or interesting, and she
worries that she got this job because her well-connected parents pulled some strings, but nevertheless she loves working for
the cranky, white-haired old Gatekeeper. She doesn’t want any
trouble, so it’s all the more terrible when the Gatekeeper disappears and the door to East jams shut—right after a strange boy
tumbles through it. Arthur, a bespectacled 15-year-old, hadn’t
even known there were other worlds besides his own East
(home of exotic places such as Sacramento, Vladivostok, and
Auckland). Together, Lucy and Arthur begin a quest to tell the
surely trustworthy authorities about the missing Gatekeeper
and the broken door. Along with grumpy Rosemary, deputy of
another missing gatekeeper—isn’t she?—they unravel a plot
that threatens commerce and travel across all eight worlds. The
characters are assumed white and have names that evoke classic English-language literature. With its low-key comedy and
grace notes such as bees that communicate by spelling, the
book recalls earlier adventures by Diana Wynne Jones and Eva
Ibbotson.
Joyfully chaotic. (Fantasy. 10-12)

GOD’S BIG PLAN

Caldwell, Elizabeth F. & Hiebert, Theodore
Illus. by Yamasaki, Katie
Flyaway Books (40 pp.)
$17.00 | Apr. 23, 2019
978-1-947888-06-7
Diversity is God’s gift to his creation.
In this new interpretation of the biblical story of the Tower
of Babel, readers are told of the descendants of Noah and how
they lived together in the city of Shinar. The people were all
the same; they looked alike, lived the same way, and spoke one
language. They wanted life to remain that way; however, God
had a different plan. He wanted his people to be diverse, and so
he gave them many different languages, ways of life, and places
to live around the world. The story continues with readers seeing the great diversity God created: different races, religions,
and lands. Yamasaki’s stunning illustrations are colorful and
rich, showing diversity in everything from types of homes to a
wide array of foods to multiple houses of worship. Readers are
taken from the world and people of ancient Babylon to diverse,
modern children eating around a table, giving child readers the
opportunity to relate to and see themselves reflected in the story.
This is a provocative vehicle for introducing ideas of diversity
to young readers. Questions to discuss with young children are
provided that will allow readers to reflect upon the ways people
are both different and alike. Although members and symbols
of nonmonotheistic faiths are represented in the illustrations,
neither primary text nor backmatter acknowledges that many
of Earth’s peoples do not recognize this book’s construction of
God.
Children of Abrahamic faiths drawn to this book’s
bright, eye-catching illustrations will find a message of
inclusion within. (Picture book. 4-6)
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HER FEARLESS RUN
Kathrine Switzer’s
Historic Boston
Marathon

Chaffee, Kim
Illus. by Rooney, Ellen
Page Street (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-62414-654-1

Kathrine Switzer, the first woman to run the Boston Marathon as an officially registered runner, is highlighted in this
debut for both author and illustrator.
Each time she races past the tree in her backyard, 12-yearold Kathrine marks its trunk with chalk to record her laps.
“One lap to go...just a few more feet...a few steps...1 MILE!”
Though she’s proud of her accomplishment, other people stare
or wonder if something is wrong, because girls aren’t supposed
to sport. But for Kathrine, “running [is] magic.” As she grows
up, she continues to challenge her physical limits. Yet despite
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her running prowess, society still believes women are “too weak,
too fragile,” to compete. However, no rules bar women from
running the Boston Marathon, so Switzer signs up for the race.
As if training weren’t difficult enough, what Switzer encounters
during the 26.2 miles will take more than passion and endurance for her to finish. Readers eager to chase down biographies
that feel like stories will appreciate how this book achieves
that expectation. Chaffee’s text balances thorough research
with strong prose that breaks through the wall that stops some
nonfiction in its tracks. Additionally, Rooney’s collagelike paint,
paper, and pencil illustrations are rich in texture and vibrant in
color, capturing both the motion of running and emotion of
persevering. They include some people of color to background
the mostly white primary cast.
Fearless indeed. A biography that goes the distance!
(author’s note, women and the Boston Marathon, bibliography) (Picture book/biography. 6-12)

GIRAFFE ASKS FOR HELP

Gary Giraffe learns to ask for help
even when he feels the task is something
he should be able to do alone.
Gary has finally attained the milestone of his 6th birthday.
Now he’s old enough to eat the best acacia leaves up high—but
his excitement is tempered by his repeated failures to reach
them. Each try finds him falling over. Tye Tickbird, Gary’s best
friend, finally flies down and reminds him, “When you can’t do
something all by yourself, you ask a friend or family member
to help.” Gary’s friends (a cheetah, an elephant, a lion, and Tye)
tell him that no matter their age, everyone needs help with
something, and there’s nothing wrong in asking for it. Their
solution—one weighting down a branch, two others anchoring Gary’s legs—works, and Gary gets a bite of leaves. Gary’s
expression often seems static, and while McDonnell’s cartoon
illustrations reflect the tale, they don’t add much beyond it
aside from a cringe-inducing image of two lionesses fawning on
the lion. Chikowore’s tale is both pedantic and contrived; why
would giraffes (even anthropomorphized ones) base their ability to eat high leaves on age rather than height? But nonetheless,
the author’s lengthy backmatter note explains how important
it is that children acquire the skill of asking for help and how
parents can help accomplish this.
May teach kids that it’s OK to ask for help, but it’s
unlikely to be a repeat read. (Picture book. 4-8)

|

Chronicle Books—Ed.
Chronicle (48 pp.)
$17.99 | May 7, 2019
978-1-4521-7039-8

In tribute to the work of the American Civil Liberties Union, 16 illustrators
offer art for and commentary on pithy statements on human
rights that have particularly moved them.
Some of the contributors—notably Sean Qualls for Maya
Angelou’s “Still I rise” and Greg Pizzoli for a line from W.E.B.
Dubois about the cowardice of those who “dare not know”—
have made their chosen quotation a central visual component
of the art. Some offer conventional views of people of color on
the march (Innosanto Nagara, for a quote from Khalil Gibran)
or idyllic scenes of giving and cooperation (Alina Chau, Molly
Idle). Others opt for more oblique, often provocative responses.
Brian Pinkney, for instance, illustrates Dr. Martin Luther King
Jr.’s “Hate cannot drive out hate. Only love can do that” with a
racially diverse crowd of smiling faces over an equally diverse
crowd of scowling ones; for Dolores Huerta’s reminder that we
are all one human race, Raúl the Third depicts a mother and
child hugging each other through a tall fence of slats; a collage
based on the American flag by Melissa Sweet features phrases
from the Constitution and other significant documents in the
white stripes and in place of stars, a defiant McCarthy-era manifesto from E.B. White. As further food for thought, the artists
all add personal reflections, some relatively lengthy, about what
their chosen passage means to them.
A heady mix of visual and verbal inspiration, nearly
every page rewarding slow, thoughtful attention. (illustrator bios) (Picture book. 7-10)

y o u n g a d u lt

Chikowore, Nyasha
Illus. by McDonnell, Janet
Magination/American Psychological
Association (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 1, 2019
978-1-4338-2946-8

WE ARE THE CHANGE
Words of Inspiration from
Civil Rights Leaders

MARTIN & ANNE
The Kindred Spirits of Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. and
Anne Frank
Churnin, Nancy
Illus. by Nayberg, Yevgenia
Creston (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 5, 2019
978-1-939547-53-8

The lives and legacies of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and
Anne Frank are drawn in parallel in this visually appealing picture book.
Born in the same year on different continents, Martin and
Anne both faced discrimination from the time they were school
aged. Peers who were former friends fell in line with laws and
policies made by privileged groups of which they were not a part.
“Whites only” signs and “No Jews allowed” signs; a speech competition and a diary; beginning college at 15 and learning about
Ghandi, and writing about dreams for a better world—these
kirkus.com
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experiences are illustrated in matching form on opposite sides
of each spread. Martin grows up to win the Nobel Peace Prize,
and his assassination at age 35 cannot silence his message; Anne’s
life comes to an end at 15, but her legacy lives on when her diary
is published and becomes a bestseller. While the ending is trite
(“Love is stronger than hate. / Kindness can heal the world”),
the journey through their lives and the effect of coupling their
lasting impact are powerful. The art emphasizes the message of
parallel experiences and changing worlds. With natural tones of
green and brown and stylized faces and forms, the images don’t
fall back on King’s iconic look, creating instead a fresh tapestry
of landscapes and humanity.
A surprisingly successful and enlightening combination strengthened by striking artwork. (Picture book/biog 
raphy. 5-9)

DON’T LET THEM DISAPPEAR

Clinton, Chelsea
Illus. by Marino, Gianna
Philomel (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-0-525-51432-9

An appeal to share concern for 12
familiar but threatened, endangered, or
critically endangered animal species.
The subjects of Marino’s intimate, close-up portraits—fairly
naturalistically rendered, though most are also smiling, glancing
up at viewers through human eyes, and posed at rest with a cute
youngling on lap or flank—steal the show. Still, Clinton’s accompanying tally of facts about each one’s habitat and daily routines,
to which the title serves as an ongoing refrain, adds refreshingly unsentimental notes: “A single giraffe kick can kill a lion!”;
“[S]hivers of whale sharks can sense a drop of blood if it’s in the
water nearby, though they eat mainly plankton.” Along with
tucking in collective nouns for each animal (some not likely
to be found in major, or any, dictionaries: an “embarrassment”
of giant pandas?), the author systematically cites geographical
range, endangered status, and assumed reasons for that status,
such as pollution, poaching, or environmental change. She also
explains the specific meaning of “endangered” and some of its
causes before closing with a set of doable activities (all uncontroversial aside from the suggestion to support and visit zoos)
and a list of international animal days to celebrate.
A winning heads up for younger readers just becoming
aware of the wider natural world. (Informational picture book.
6-8)
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GRANDPA’S STORIES

Coelho, Joseph
Illus. by Colpoys, Allison
Abrams (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-4197-3498-4

A young girl spends time with her
beloved grandfather—but then must
cope with losing him.
In spring, she takes long walks with Grandpa, holding
hands, exploring “the budding springtime.” Each season brings
new memories—racing toy cars, a gift of a handmade notebook,
tales from Grandpa’s childhood in India. Nostalgia follows each
season’s activities; she sits alone on a page crowded with flowers and butterflies saying, “If all the world were springtime, / I
would replant my grandpa’s birthdays / so he would never get
old.” She wishes she could make her grandpa better just by listening, but the day comes when his chair is empty. A final gift
he made and left for her, a new, handmade notebook, is just the
place to “write and draw, / and write / all my Grandpa / memories inside.” The smiles and hugs this endearing pair shares will
make readers want to cherish those they love. Strong strokes
in primary colors against a white background create dynamic
images full of details to pore over. The girl’s parents and grandpa
share a dark brown complexion, and the girl’s dark curls echo
the red curls of a white grandma in family photographs.
This lyrical tale of love, change, loss, and the healing
power of art and memory will move readers of all ages.
(Picture book. 4-12)

RUBY, HEAD HIGH
Ruby Bridge’s First Day of
School

Cohen-Janca, Irène
Illus. by Daniau, Marc
Trans. by Novesky, Amy
Creative Editions/Creative Company
(32 pp.)
$18.99 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-56846-341-4
A harrowing quasi-biographical picture book about one
girl’s quest to desegregate American schools and the hatred that
tried to prevent her.
The story opens with a group of students discussing Norman Rockwell’s famous painting of young Bridges being walked
to school by U.S. marshals. Immediately readers are confronted
with a replica of the artwork, which includes graffiti of the
N-word in the background. In an easy-to-understand first person, the anonymous child narrator dreams she is Bridges, allowing the story to delve into the details of Bridges’ life and the
irony and realities of life in Jim Crow Louisiana. Bridges and
her family are seen playing happily together before she qualifies to attend an all-white school—separate from her friends
and family. The painterly illustrations, rich with deep yellows
|

The story is easy to follow, with large print, and the numerous
grayscale illustrations are humorous, with enough cheeky puns
to engage readers transitioning to chapter books.
brute - cake

and striking blues, capture the cruelty of the time. In attempting to make the complex topic of racism understandable, the
story undermines itself. When the narrator-as-Bridges wonders
“why people were so angry at a little girl going to school,” the
internalized message is revealed on the following page: “I was
black.” Problematically, blackness is deemed the culprit for all
the hatred this innocent girl has endured instead of racism. An
author’s note devotes two sentences to further information on
Bridges and two paragraphs to the Rockwell painting.
With messaging that blacks were happier before integration and explicit targeting of blackness, this is a version
of the Ruby Bridges story to skip. (Picture book. 5-8)

SUPERPOWER DOGS

Cosmic Pictures
Photos by Frazier, Danny Wilcox
Little, Brown (48 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 5, 2019
978-0-316-45359-2

|

Cummings, Pat
Harper/HarperCollins (320 pp.)
$16.99 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-0-06-269884-1
In this spirited ghost story, 13-yearold Trace is haunted by more than the
memories of the car accident that killed
his parents.
Theodore Raymond “Trace” Carter,
an African-American boy from Baltimore, is still adjusting to life in Brooklyn with his new guardian,
his eccentric aunt, when he goes to the New York Public Library
and finds himself face to face with the weeping ghost of a little
black boy. Though he is a little intrigued, he’s more frightened,
and Trace tries to block their encounters from his mind until
the research for his history-class project thrusts him into a past
tragedy at the NYPL to which he is unwittingly bound. In her
first novel, picture-book veteran Cummings carefully weaves
in subtle clues to help readers through the beautifully paced
chapters, leading them to an ending that delights and comforts.
Unfortunately, the road to the end is made extremely challenging by Trace’s persistent misogyny and his unnecessary speculation about the perceived sexuality of two of his aunt’s women
friends; a troubling scene in which Trace is allowed to get drunk
and miss school lands with no interrogation. These incidents
simultaneously developmentally age the book above its recommended audience of 8- to 12-year-olds and present a barrier to
deep engagement with the overall narrative arc. His classmates’
unquestioned conflations of varied ethnic and racial experiences are further dissonant.
A compelling yarn that unravels when it comes to considerate cultural representation. (Paranormal mystery. 12-14)

y o u n g a d u lt

Published to coincide with the release of the IMAX film of
the same name, the book spotlights six dog heroes as they each
engage in acts of heroism.
Like something out of an episode of Wild Kratts, the book
repeatedly labels various dog breeds’ natural abilities as their
“superpowers,” whether it’s the great stamina and supersensitive nose of a Dutch shepherd that sniffs out disaster survivors or the webbed toes of a Newfoundland that saves people
from the sea. The book broadens its focus from dogs that
save lives to include crime fighters (like the bloodhounds that
track poachers in Kenya) and dogs that “help people heal,” like
Ricochet, an emotional-support golden retriever. The spare
text transitions readers smoothly from dog to dog, retaining interest through crisp photography. Paragraphs of brief,
engaging text are highlighted against colored borders, giving the overall design a clear, concise look. Details about dog
breeds, abilities, defined terms, and locations appear as bullet
points inset where appropriate. Backmatter is limited to a list
of dog breeds formatted as trading cards, with “personality,”
“superpowers,” and “ideal jobs” specified. The authors eschew
further reading or internet resources in lieu of a plug for their
IMAX film and website.
Not just for dog lovers, this intro to hero canines is a
breed unto itself. (Informational picture book. 7-9)

TRACE

BRUTE-CAKE

Cummings, Troy
Illus. by the author
Branches/Scholastic (96 pp.)
$15.99 | $4.99 paper | Apr. 30, 2019
978-1-338-31467-0
978-1-338-31466-3 paper
Series: The Binder of Doom, 1
The Notebook of Doom series’ Alexander Bopp and the Super Secret Monster Patrol are back with a new host of
not-so-scary-monsters for emerging readers.
The school year has ended, the city of Stermont is safe from
the monsters that had plagued it, and Alexander has drifted
apart from his S.S.M.P. crew. He’s a little at a loss. Alexander’s
dad saves the day by signing the monster slayer up for a different kind of S.S.M.P.: the Stermont Summer Maker Program.
The public library boasts a summer filled with art, games, music,
puppetry, brick building, chess, and, of course, a makerspace.
At the library, Alexander meets librarian Ms. Sprinkles, who
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The point is delivered with the precision and power of a karate
chop: Failure in any given area is never preordained.
karate kakapo

gives her young patrons a binder in which they can store their
amazing creations. Happily, Alexander eventually finds that
his friends have also decided to attend the library’s summer
program, and the trio finds that their fight to keep Stermont
safe from monsters is not, in fact, over. The titular baked good
threatens! Fans of the previous series will enjoy this new one as
well. The story is easy to follow, with large print, and the numerous grayscale illustrations are humorous, with enough cheeky
puns to engage readers transitioning to chapter books. The
back of the book includes questions and activities for the classroom as well as eager-reader book clubs. Alexander has dark
skin and puffy dark hair, while Rip and Nikki have lighter skin;
Ms. Sprinkles has dark skin and a brown Afro.
Good, clean, monstrous fun. (Paranormal adventure. 6-9)

KARATE KAKAPO

Cunti, Loredana
Illus. by Curtis, Stacy
Kids Can (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-77138-803-0

Kakapo is an avid martial arts student.
All forms are interesting to her, but karate is her favorite.
For her, it’s all about the kicks: side kicks, jumping kicks, running kicks—everything except flying kicks. She gives up on flying kicks after several tries, deciding that mastering them is an
impossibility. It’s a fact that kakapos can’t fly. Cartoon-style art
featuring expressive ink lines captures the bright-green enthusiast. Each spread bursts with color and action until the night
before her test for her black belt. This scene, in shades of gray,
reflects Kakapo’s dark, worried mood. What if the senseis ask
her to do a flying kick? The day of the test, Kakapo confidently
goes through her paces until she’s asked to demonstrate the
flying kick. Kakapo explains that she can’t. The wise sensei, a
bespectacled flamingo, rephrases the request: “please show us a
running, jumping side kick.” Kakapo has never heard of this but
is determined to try. “Ka-ka-POW!” Only later does she realize
that she’s successfully done a flying kick! The point is delivered
with the precision and power of a karate chop: Failure in any
given area is never preordained. That Kakapo is an athlete is a
plus, but her story will resonate with all children whatever their
endeavor. A brief glossary of karate terms used in the book completes the package.
“Ka-ka-POW” indeed. (Picture book. 4-8)
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WHILE GRANDPA NAPS

Danis, Naomi
Illus. by Park, Junghwa
POW! (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-1-57687-909-2

Keeping flies and other distractions
away from Grandpa while he snoozes in
the backyard isn’t an easy job...but young
Gilbert is determined to see it through.
Taking his beloved grandpa’s possibly joking request seriously, Gilbert spends a long Sunday afternoon hovering near
the hammock. This gives him plenty of time to think about
Grandma Sarah, who died; about the T-shirts his grandparents
brought back from Florida for him, his two brothers, and cousins
Robby and Barry (but not, apparently, cousins Carol or Deanna);
about clouds; about bugs; about how he’ll be in kindergarten in
three months when his new little sister comes. Shrugging off
the impulse to follow a passing cat and other temptations, Gilbert hangs on alertly until, at last, his dad comes home from
work, Grandpa wakes up, and everyone gathers in the kitchen
for watermelon—where his vigil becomes a family story, to be
told and retold. Printed, for no evident reason, in numerous
colors, the narrative is scattered in short blocks around painted
illustrations that set the episode in a suburban neighborhood of
shaggy lawns, no sidewalks, and small frame houses. Gilbert and
his grandpa are identically bullet-headed, heavyset, and, like the
rest of their extended family, pink of complexion.
Typographically overdesigned but engaging as a lowkey celebration of both intergenerational bonds and the
rewards of quiet rumination. (Picture book. 6-8)

A NEW HOME

de Regil, Tania
Illus. by the author
Candlewick (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Apr. 9, 2019
978-1-5362-0193-2
A boy from New York and a girl from
Mexico City reminisce about the things
they love in their hometowns prior to
moving to each other’s respective cities.
After the characters are introduced, the narration unfolds
in such a way that it represents the experiences of either child.
As the story progresses and the images mirror each other in
the spreads, the visual narrative depicts the similar experiences
both families have without othering either child. De Regil,
in her colored pencil, watercolor, and gouache illustrations,
moves from the wide snapshots of either city into close experiences. As both stories merge and progress through the same
events (attending sporting and cultural events, playing, traveling to their new homes), the narrative furthers the conversation on the similarities between the protagonists. The stories
come together in a sweet moment when they cross paths at the
|

airport, hopeful for the possibilities of different adventures in
their new homes. De Regil doesn’t shy away from the problems
both countries and cultures experience, such as homelessness
and wealth inequality, yet does not place blame. The backmatter provides information on both the landmarks the children
visit—such as Lincoln Center, Palacio de Bellas Artes, and the
Museo Nacional de Antropología—and the cultures and issues
that surround them. The boy presents white, and the girl has
brown skin.
A heartwarming story that depicts the anxiety of moving and leaving the familiarity of one’s own culture behind.
(Picture book. 3-8)

LARK AND THE
DESSERT DISASTER

Lark and Connor Ba, twin detectives,
are back at work when the town’s annual
baking contest starts off with a sabo-

taged sweet.
The fourth book in this chapter book’s series finds Lark Ba,
the spunky and personable heroine, logically outlining the steps
to find the culprit. Before the baking competition began, everyone thought Sophie, Lark’s classmate, would win first prize.
When her babushka’s kutia pudding is found splattered on the
ground, the whole event is in jeopardy. Who would do such a
thing? With their distinctive banter, the mixed-race Ba twins
(of Korean and Kenyan descent) carefully search for clues, their
methodical process encouraging readers to solve the mystery
along with them. Cutler’s illustrations set the emotional tone
of the story, showing a wide range of reactions from the familiar,
notably diverse cast of characters. As in the rest of this series,
Deen serves up notable side dishes while the detectives search
for the main course. Lark continues to struggle with vocabulary words and jargon, an issue all new readers will recognize.
With her trademark humor, she reaches for (and misses) complex vocabulary words that are revealed in the backmatter. Even
with these challenges, careful logic and thoroughness earn the
Ba twins the respect of the town’s adults.
This is a solid and growing detective series for transitioning readers, with a dyslexic multicultural heroine—an
inspiring role model for today’s world. (Mystery. 6-9)
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A young child invites readers into an
imaginary world, provided they know how to “sing,” “share,”
and “dream.”
Myriad birds, flying fish, sea anemones, snails, and other
animals live on the pale child’s island, keeping company during
tea parties, on paper-boat voyages, and inside a giant birdhouse.
The child’s seriousness in orchestrating these island activities
will make perfect sense to readers—they know imagining isn’t
playtime. Pretending feels immensely personal, intimate even,
and the child’s emotive brown eyes show this in their intensity and, at times, vulnerability. Visual accents (rosy cheeks, a
chestnut bob, a kaleidoscopic sun dress, turquoise hair clip)
make the protagonist’s tender age clear, as well as how extraordinarily dense, flamboyant, and boundless a very young child’s
imagination can be. Watercolors, colored pencils, and stitched
red thread (which appears as dotted lines incorporated into
each illustration) create vivid pictures of this pretend place,
where anything can happen. Lemony yellows, teal blues, tangerine oranges, and strawberry reds appear throughout, and
while cheery, the palette and papers emit a matte, mellow softness. Similarly soothing, rounded contours create cushy compositions on each spread, from the curvature of a bear’s ear to
leaves, petals, clouds, and the spiral of a seashell. The stitched,
red linework links each imaginary experience with a thread of
commonality, and its line breaks provide permeability, spaces
for readers to cross over into the protagonist’s inner world.
Readers will certainly make the leap and stay a while.
(Picture book. 3- 7)

y o u n g a d u lt

Deen, Natasha
Illus. by Cutler, Marcus
Orca (104 pp.)
$6.95 paper | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-4598-2067-8
Series: Lark Ba Detective

MY ISLAND

Demasse-Pottier, Stephanie
Illus. by Ratanavanh, Seng Soun
Princeton Architectual Press (32 pp.)
$16.95 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-61689-813-7

ANIMALICIOUS
A Quirky ABC Book

Dewdney, Anna & Duncan, Reed
Illus. by Boldt, Claudia
Penguin Workshop (32 pp.)
$14.99 | Apr. 30, 2019
978-1-5247-9205-3

The late author and her collaborators create, combine, and
reimagine a batch of spirited new animals from A to Z.
Packed full of invented punny and portmanteau animalgamations such as the “kangarude,” a golden marsupial with
tongue out and eyes narrowed, cavalierly kicking over the letter K, the book presents a bevy of oddball beasts to accompany
each letter. Every critter has its own unorthodox name, look,
or point of emphasis in the word, such as the blushing, naked
“polar bare” or a “lobster” that lobs an L. Readers will smirk at
many of the funny combinations, but the humor is hard-won,
as deciphering the clever names and underlying meanings,
while supremely satisfying, is also labor-intensive. Those with
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more sophisticated vocabularies may fully parse the names, but
obscure references, such as the “macawbre,” a macaw dressed
in a Poe-inspired coat, will likely fly right over many readers’
heads. Using the letters as props for their antics, wildly peculiar,
primitively drawn animals dash across the page, setting a zany
tone. The potent primary colors, scribbly, smudgy textures, and
lack of outlines constraining the creatures all contribute to the
free-wheeling feel. Boldt’s images, such as a “hippotomess” surrounded by melted ice-cream and fast food wrappers, give useful clues about how to interpret the animal’s name.
At points, this book is hilariously funny, but for those
who aren’t fans of wordplay, this might be a pun-ishing
read. (Picture book. 5-8)

COWHIDE-AND-SEEK

Dillard, Sheri
Illus. by Pauwels, Jess
Running Press (32 pp.)
$17.99 | May 7, 2019
978-0-7624-9184-1

Bessie might not be the best cow
at hide-and-seek, but she’s certainly
enthusiastic.
One regular day on the farm, Farmer Ted starts counting
his herd, but Bessie thinks it’s the start of a game of “cowhideand-seek.” Her first hiding place (behind a black-and-white cat)
moves; “Bessie moooved, too.” Farmer Ted finishes counting his
cows and realizes Bessie is missing; where is she? She’s found a
somewhat better place to hide, but the ice cream vendor’s cart
she ducks behind is, like the cat, smaller than she is. When a
little boy points her out, she tries to tell him not to give her hiding place away to Farmer Ted, but he doesn’t understand “Moo.”
She finds a truly questionable hiding place behind a soccer ball
at a match, but the ref tweets his whistle at her. With each new
hiding place, Farmer Ted acquires more helpers; but Bessie stays
ahead of him. Can she find the perfect hiding place? Bessie’s
“hiding places” in Dillard’s debut are so lacking in concealment
that some young listeners might be confused. She is developmentally consistent with very young children, but those old
enough to get the joke will have moved on past that moment.
Pauwels’ endearing cartoon illustrations almost make up for the
confusion. Farmer Ted and most of those who help him hunt are
white, but background characters are diverse.
Mooove along unless you are desperate for more cow
tales. (Picture book. 3-6)
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SUMMER OF A
THOUSAND PIES

Dilloway, Margaret
Balzer + Bray/HarperCollins (384 pp.)
$16.99 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-0-06-280346-7
Twelve-year old Cady Bennett sets
her sights on becoming the best baker in
this tale of home, family, friendship, and,
of course, pies.
Cady’s had it tough. With a deceased
mom and in and out of foster care because of her neglectful yet
loving dad, who struggles with alcoholism, she finds herself in
a child welfare center just before gruff Aunt Shell, whom Cady
has never met, steps in as her temporary guardian. Cady has no
idea what to expect when she is whisked away to small-town
Julian, California, to live in her mother’s childhood home with
Aunt Shell and her partner, Suzanne. Over the course of a summer, Cady works diligently in her aunt’s pie shop baking 1,000
pies—a personal goal. Contemporary topics such as immigration, bullying, and celiac disease mix easily into the plot. Dilloway whips up a gentle mix of sweet and savory themes with a
lovable and diverse cast that includes an undocumented Latinx
family and a same-sex couple; Cady herself has olive skin, and
her grandpa—Shell’s father—was Mexican. (Cady’s dad and
Suzanne seem to be white.) None of the issues feel forced;
rather, there is an authentic compassion underlying them. Fans
of Anne of Green Gables will find a satisfying story and another
heroine to cheer on as Cady faces her past traumas from neglect
and bullying in her search for permanence. While at times the
pace slows, readers will ultimately find Cady’s journey deeply
rewarding.
Sweet as pie. (recipes) (Fiction. 8-12)

SECRETS OF A FANGIRL

Dionne, Erin
Levine/Scholastic (272 pp.)
$17.99 | May 28, 2019
978-1-338-31458-8

A popular girl risks exposing her hidden geek side to win a contest.
Sarah Anne only pretended to have
“outgrown” MK Nightshade’s fantasy
novels back in sixth grade in order to
join her best friend, Roxy, in the popular clique of athletes, and she lives by strict rules to keep her
geekery secret. But acing an online trivia game lands her a spot
on a con panel (where she experiences sadly realistic misogyny)
and eligibility for a new contest in which the person with the
most points wins a trip to a special screening of the fandom’s
latest movie. The challenges leave her dodging her friends and
increasingly risking blowing her cool girl cover—and getting
dropped by her best friend. In a dance subplot, the cutest, most
popular boy in their grade wants her to be his date (and her
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With a few expressive pencil lines emanating from the water,
Elliot finds a way for the pig to regain privacy.
oink

friends pressure her as well), but Sarah Anne thinks he’s mean.
The amusing obstacles Sarah Anne faces in the contest are
counterbalanced by the nuanced social dynamics as the story
builds to the inevitable turning point in which she needs to figure out her true self. Unfortunately, the plot goes a little off the
rails in its climax, becoming harder to believe than Sarah Anne’s
beloved characters Sir Oakheart and Lady Althena. Sarah Anne
presents white, while Roxy and Sarah Anne’s would-be date are
students of color; diversity is otherwise indicated through naming convention.
Mostly successful and entertaining. (Fiction. 8-13)

TREASURE

Dwyer, Mindy
Illus. by the author
WestWinds Press (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-51326-195-9

|

Can four animals share a bathtub?
Not if the pig protagonist, who utters a satisfied “Oink!”
upon spotting the empty, large, white, claw-foot tub, has anything to say about it. No sooner is the pig in the water than:
“Knock! Knock!” A sheep in a frilly pink skirt enters: “Maaa?” Is
this a polite request to enter the bath? The pig doesn’t answer
but looks unhappy as the sheep climbs in and proceeds to splash.
Another “Knock! Knock!” and a large, horned bovine wearing
a shower cap and long yellow trunks appears. The bovine says
“Moo?”; the sheep answers “Maaa!”; the pig just glowers. How
could things get worse? Well, a donkey in another outlandish
bathing costume shows up with a “Hee haw?” Soon the animal
companions are talking up a storm, save for the poor pig—but
in a completely wordless spread, the tables turn. With a few
expressive pencil lines emanating from the water, Elliot finds
a way for the pig to regain privacy. The surprised and then disgusted looks on the other animals’ faces, their accusatory animal-sound questions, and then their huffy departures tell the
story perfectly. The soft pencil-and-watercolor drawings are
masterful in their simple details, and kids will enjoy telling the
tale themselves, intoning the animal sounds in different ways to
heighten the drama of the story.
Told only in animal dialect and sound effects but with
brilliant visual details, this story will become a bathtime
favorite. (Picture book. 3-5)

y o u n g a d u lt

A child and a crow both collect shiny
objects but find a way to share in this picture book that doubles
as an early reader.
The story begins with a single word, “child,” in a large easyto-read, sans-serif type. Its accompanying illustration shows
a black-haired, beige-skinned figure gazing at several trinkets
the child has placed on a stone wall outdoors. The story continues with soft, full-color illustrations, each accompanied
by a single word. The overall effect is one of friendliness and
encouragement as well as illustrative engagement, as readers
will no doubt peruse the illustrations seeking out the host of
treasured objects—buttons, sea glass, coins, a thimble—they
contain. A crow enters the storyline, and the crow also collects
shiny objects. When it takes a treasured button from the stone
wall, the child is forlorn. That night a storm dislodges the crow’s
nest, and the crow’s shiny collection tumbles to the ground.
The crow finds and returns the child’s treasured button, and
the grateful child offers a trinket to the crow, who takes it—and
leaves a feather in return. Author/illustrator Dwyer exhibits
remarkable skill in creating this story of friendship and sharing, with its minimal text and well-designed illustrations. Early
readers will hone their skills, while the accessible, uncluttered
illustrations invite them to use their imaginations to make the
story their own.
Simple words and accessible, engaging illustrations
combine to offer a surprisingly nuanced story. (author’s
note) (Picture book. 3-6)

OINK

Elliot, David
Illus. by the author
Gecko Press (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-77657-214-4

LAWRENCE IN THE FALL

Farina, Matthew
Illus. by Salati, Doug
Disney-Hyperion (48 pp.)
$16.99 | Apr. 9, 2019
978-1-4847-8058-9

What’s a fox kit to do when show and
tell is all about collections and he doesn’t have one?
Poor Lawrence freezes when his teacher makes the
announcement. His animal classmates are giddy with excitement and quickly chime in with what they will bring: playing cards, coins, ribbons, combs (the sheep’s collection!), and
marbles. The fox’s body language, sad face, and silence say it all
when they ask him what he will bring. At home, Papa consoles
Lawrence and tells him he knows a place to find a collection.
The next day, the two set off into the forest. But their first few
attempts fail, then it begins to rain, and then Lawrence and his
papa become separated. But while the small fox is without his
papa, he is not alone. His whispered and hallooed comments get
replies from the trees, which shower him with leaves. Lawrence
is fascinated by their many colors and shapes—it’s the perfect
collection for show and tell...and to share among his equally
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Such cozy touches as family portraits, a steaming breakfast bowl,
and Henry’s pencil drawings emphasize that Henry’s something
more than his disability: an appealingly ordinary boy.
henry the boy

fascinated classmates. Salati’s illustrations, drawn with pencil
and colored digitally, have a soft, textured look. The animals are
thin and angular, walking on two legs (though only adults sport
clothing), and the colors are muted, but the characters express
clear emotion. Rear endpapers show labeled outlines of the
leaves of 14 trees.
Readers will want to head out to discover a collection of
their own. (Picture book. 4- 7)

HENRY THE BOY

Felder, Molly
Illus. by Christopherson, Nate &
Sweeney, Tara
Penny Candy (36 pp.)
$16.95 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-0-9996584-0-6
An imaginative boy, who walks with
forearm crutches and wears glasses,
learns to define himself in his own words.
At home, Henry’s “click-click-click”ing crutches—festooned
with dinosaur, shark, and bird stickers—make him feel like a
heron. But at school, a classmate calls him a “robot,” and even
his friend Joel says he walks “like a chicken.” After Henry has a
fall in the boys’ bathroom, his legs feel “weird, like they [belong]
to a robot.” But Joel helps him up, the boys spend the rest of
the day playing together, and Joel encourages Henry without
pity. Black and white to suggest invisibility, a heron, robot, and
chicken tag along. Joel’s toy dinosaur, whom Henry names
Audrey, becomes part of their playful troupe. Later, the invisible creatures listening intently, Henry tells Audrey a story: “Not
about a heron or a robot or a chicken. About me—Henry the
boy.” Felder deftly balances Henry’s self-consciousness with
resilience, which is aided by realistic friendship. Christopherson and Sweeney’s ink-and-watercolor illustrations animate the
simple text. Wild swirls and rainbow splatters highlight Henry’s
confusion and triumph respectively, and his imaginary, amicable entourage is subtly expressive. The heron peers protectively, and even the faceless robot seems to root for Henry. Such
cozy touches as family portraits, a steaming breakfast bowl, and
Henry’s pencil drawings emphasize that Henry’s something
more than his disability: an appealingly ordinary boy. Henry and
his taunting classmate present white; Joel presents black.
A quietly humorous, encouraging story of friendship,
disability, and self-confidence. (Picture book. 5- 7)

SEYMOUR, THE
FORMERLY FEARFUL

Feldman, Eve B.
Illus. by Singh, Parwinder
Kar-Ben (188 pp.)
$8.99 paper | Apr. 1, 2019
978-1-5415-3951-8

In many novels the main character
overcomes great obstacles to achieve
what he or she wants in the world. But
Seymour doesn’t want to do anything.
Seymour avoids the subway, swimming, going outside,
and—most of all—learning to ride a bike. He’s afraid of so many
things that the book becomes a sort of anti-story in which the
main obstacle is Seymour. His Israeli cousin Pesach, by contrast,
is outgoing and gregarious, and on his visit to Seymour’s family he instantly wants to see Grand Central Station and to help
people he’s just met repair their bicycle. Readers might expect
Seymour to rise to the challenge and maybe even talk to his
neighbor “the beautiful, perfect Lari,” and occasionally he does,
but he’s a master at finding a beautiful, perfect excuse not to,
like the appearance of the “biggest, hairiest” dog he’s ever seen,
which triggers a sneezing fit. This might be entertaining if the
excuses were funny, but Seymour’s best joke is a fantasy that
Lari has parents named Shari and Harry. (She does have a sister named Bari.) Both are extremely blonde and blue-eyed. The
races of the characters aren’t always identified, but many, like
Seymour and his family, are Jewish, and the text does frequently
note the diversity of New York crowds. When Seymour finally
overcomes his fear, in the closing chapters, it’s very satisfying,
but it’s an awfully long wait. Singh’s spot art decorates the text.
Seymour’s tale is mainly for people who are really sick
of more conventional hero’s-journey narratives. (Fiction.
8-12)

FEARSOME GIANT,
FEARLESS CHILD
A Worldwide Jack and the
Beanstalk Story
Fleischman, Paul
Illus. by Paschkis, Julie
Godwin Books/Henry Holt (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 23, 2019
978-1-250-15177-3
Series: Worldwide Stories

This latest in the Worldwide Stories series is a culturally
eclectic remix of the “Jack and the Beanstalk” tale from the pair
who looked at Creation tales in First Light, First Life (2016) and
the Cinderella story in Glass Slipper, Gold Sandal (2007).
This confusing, composite variant scarcely resembles the
“Jack and the Beanstalk” rendering that most North American
readers might know. The author draws on the stories of 16 different countries from Indonesia to Gambia, the United States
to Mongolia, interweaving them into one narrative that will
102
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require multiple reads to interpret. With monsters that include
an ogre, witches, the devil, and a giant, readers will wonder
where the familiar pieces of the story are. Those acquainted
with the variant arguably best known in North America will recognize “Fee, fi, fo, fum! I smell the blood of an Englishman” but
little else. For example, there are no magic beans in this retelling. Where the narrative lacks cohesion, the unifying thread is
left up to the illustrator. Paschkis’ comely folk-art–style gouache
paintings recall the tapestries and textiles of the various countries represented in the story, and readers will be able to discern
the main character in each illustration. It’s a shame that more
extensive notes than the pointer to SurLaLune Fairy Tales and
Margaret Read MacDonald’s Tom Thumb (1993) are not offered
for those curious readers who would wish to further pursue the
divergent iterations presented here.
A clever but disjointed take, with no Jack and no
beanstalk. (Picture book/folktale. 5-8)

Fraioli, James O.
Illus. by St. Pierre, Joe
McElderry (112 pp.)
$19.99 | Mar. 5, 2019
978-1-5344-2088-5
Series: Fabien Cousteau Expeditions
Fabien Cousteau, grandson of Jacques,
leads two fictive young explorers to a
close encounter with a great white.
Though the urge to lecture wins out (“As we know,” a crew
member drones, “sharks are being fished at a rate that’s faster
than they can reproduce”), this graphic outing does end up carrying a hefty cargo of information about shark behavior, their
role in the food chain, and continuing threats to their existence.
Climaxed by a nerve-wracking demonstration of the tricky process of shark “tagging,” the marine expedition is also punctuated by glimpses of dolphins, whales, albatrosses, a deep-sea
oarfish, and other sea creatures, not to mention the recovery
of a huge trove of sunken treasure and undersea observations
in no fewer than three submersibles: a clear Plexiglass shell, one
disguised as a big seal, and one shaped like a shark. Considering that the latter two draw brief but violent attacks it’s a bit of
a hard sell to claim that sharks are “very peaceful and likable,”
but the wide-eyed students—calm, brown-skinned Bela and
her timorous white friend Marcus—definitely come away, as
do readers, understanding that humans are far more dangerous
to sharks than vice versa. The lengthy blocks of dialogue and
background commentary really squeeze the researchers and
their finny subjects in St. Pierre’s brightly colored panels, but
along with plainly making an effort to minimize talking heads
and static standing groups, he manages to depict a diverse array
of fish and other sea life.
Nearly founders under its informational load, but shark
lovers will bite. (Graphic informational fiction. 9-11)
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An American preteen goes on a journey to China and discovers in that foreign land what it means to be a big sister
and a good friend.
Emily and her parents are flying to
China to bring home her adopted baby
sister. After being an only child for 12 years, she has mixed feelings about becoming a big sister. “What if my new sister doesn’t
like me...and I don’t care for her much either?” she writes in
her diary. Nonetheless, Emily is excited to go on an adventure,
for which she’s packed her late photojournalist grandmother’s
camera. Initially, Emily’s hopes are dashed. Her parents are
caught up in the throes of new-baby busy-ness and are too tired
and preoccupied to explore the city of Changsha. Feeling hurt
and left out, Emily rebels and goes exploring without them,
befriending another soon-to-be big sister on the trip. Katherine, who was herself adopted from China into a white family
like Emily’s, ropes Emily into helping her find her birth mother,
which involves a lot of lying and sneaking around—and consequences. Through Emily’s narration, details about Chinese
adoption emerge, such as the relative ease with which Westerners can adopt babies with special needs, and her relationship
with Katherine exposes some of the complex feelings crosscultural adoptees can experience. Other details, such as Emily’s
squeamishness about unfamiliar foods, initially reinforce Western stereotypes before she settles in.
A true-to-life story about one family’s joys and struggles during the overseas adoption process. (Fiction. 8-12)

y o u n g a d u lt

GREAT WHITE SHARK
ADVENTURE

EMILY OUT OF FOCUS

Franklin, Miriam Spitzer
Sky Pony Press (272 pp.)
$15.99 | May 7, 2019
978-1-5107-3854-6

CARL AND THE MEANING
OF LIFE

Freedman, Deborah
Illus. by the author
Viking (48 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-0-451-47498-8

Earthworm Carl works busily underground, burrowing, eating, and depositing soil-enriching castings—until a field mouse asks, “Why?”
Carl suspends his usual activities to find out, querying a rabbit, fox, squirrel, and many others until, over time, these very
creatures are compelled to travel away for sustenance. When
a ground beetle despairs, “I can’t find any grubs!” Carl realizes
that the soil he has neglected has become hard-packed dirt.
Suddenly, his purpose is clear. “For hours into days, weeks into
months, Carl munched, digested, left castings, and tunneled...
and turned that hard dirt back into rich soil.” The returning
animals appreciate the results: sprouting seeds, blossoming clover, and an integrated ecosystem made possible by earthworms
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INTERVIEWS & PROFILES

Sayantani DasGupta

HER MIDDLE-GRADE SERIES WITTILY MESHES BENGALI FOLKTALES,
SPACE, AND A SPECTACULAR WORLD OF HER OWN CREATION
By Alex Heimbach

Sayantani DasGupta was a successful pediatrician
and college professor before she started writing for
kids. So how does a doctor end up writing an absurdist fantasy for kids? “Toni Morrison told me to!”
she says. Not, unfortunately, literally: DasGupta has
never met the Nobel laureate. Instead, she was inspired by a quote of Morrison’s: “If there’s a book that
you want to read, but it hasn’t been written yet, then
you must write it.”
Growing up the child of Bengali immigrants in
Ohio (and later New Jersey), DasGupta loved reading but was disappointed that she never found char104
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acters who looked like her. As much as she related to
A Wrinkle in Time’s Meg or Little Women’s Jo, the lack of
positive representation wore her down. “There was a
part of me that kept wanting to disappear or felt that
I wasn’t worthy of being the hero of my own story,”
she says, “and I didn’t want that experience for my
children, for all of our children.”
By the time she did have kids of her own, DasGupta assumed these problems of representation had been
solved. However, her son complained that the fantasy
stories he loved never had characters that looked like
him—the books were dominated by white heroes like
Harry Potter and Artemis Fowl. So DasGupta started
coming up with her own stories to entertain him, retelling and riffing on the Bengali folktales she grew up
with. It was only later that she wondered if other kids
might also be interested in these tales.
The final result is the Kiranmala and the Kingdom Beyond series, which follows a New Jersey
12-year-old as she realizes her parents weren’t kidding when they insisted she was really an Indian
princess. In the first book, The Serpent’s Secret (2018),
Kiran has to race to save her parents from an imploding spell/star as she is introduced to the magical Kingdom Beyond, meets a few fellow royals, and
learns about her heritage.
With the setting and characters introduced, the
second book, The Game of Stars (Feb. 26), leans into
the Kingdom Beyond’s Wonderland-like absurdity. There are overly officious bureaucrats, punnily
named products, and a game show to determine the
hero of the realm. DasGupta was partially inspired
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The Game of Stars received a starred review in the Oct.
15, 2018, issue.

like Carl. Freedman’s digitally assembled watercolors feature
washes of green, yellow, ocher, and brown. She augments her
speaking cast of woodland animals with additional small creatures for children to discover. A brief but pithy author’s note
celebrates the interconnectedness of all creatures, including
the reader. A quote from Darwin on the importance of the
earthworm completes the package.
A pleasant, simplified examination of the significance
of the lowly earthworm, just in time for garden encounters. (Picture book. 3- 7)

HAIR, IT’S A FAMILY AFFAIR

Freeman, Mylo
Illus. by the author
Cassava Republic Press (28 pp.)
$16.95 | Apr. 17, 2019
978-1-911115-68-7

A family with hair worth talking
about stars in a book that embraces
inclusion.
Macy tells her classmates about all the different types of
hair and hairstyles in her black family. Grandma’s amazing
Afro when she was younger is now a neat gray one. Baby sister has bright red puffy hair that she will let only Macy brush.
Big sister and her friends have locs, braids, and an Afro, and
cousin Kiki’s hair is a different color every time Macy sees her.
The book’s most heartwarming illustration features a doublepage spread of Mum combing big sister’s hair, who pats one of
Macy’s puffballs, who plays in baby’s hair. Hair is truly a family
affair! The vibrantly colored (perhaps watercolor) illustrations
feature different types of diversity among the all-black characters: One of big sister’s friends appears to be gender nonconforming, wearing a tie, shorts, and cornrows wound into
two big bantu knots; one of Macy’s classmates appears to have
albinism, and Macy’s best friend, Troy, aspires to be a famous
hairdresser (while Macy intends to be a famous doctor). The
endpapers showcase 13 illustrated brown-skinned hair models
with flair. Notably, all of the hairstyles in Freeman’s book are
natural, which sends a positive message about natural Afro
hair free of chemicals or heat for straightening.
A fine mirror book for kids with textured hair that has
endless possibilities. (Picture book. 4-8)

y o u n g a d u lt

by the long tradition of authors like Lewis Carroll
and Norton Juster who use whimsical fantasy to engage kids with social commentary, but she was also
responding to the increasing absurdity of the world
around us. After all, she points out, “2018 felt a bit
like a reality game show in itself.”
In particular, DasGupta wanted to respond to
the heated discourse around immigration and discrimination. Kiran has to learn that people aren’t
defined by what they are but by what they do. “Being a hero or a monster isn’t who you are or what
community you’re from or what your skin color is
or what you look like or who you worship,” DasGupta says. “It’s the choices you make every day.”
That applies to every character in the book, from
Kiran herself to the foolish human king to the complicated demon queen.
Though the book is never preachy, its moral aspect is important to DasGupta. “Not to get too
goofy about it,” she says, “but, children’s books,
they’re about giving kids the tools to build a better
and more just future.”

THE LITTLE RED STROLLER

Furst, Joshua
Illus. by Wu, Katy
Dial (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-0-735-22880-1

An inclusive picture book that celebrates sharing, connecting, variety, and community.
A stroller can provide convenience, transportation, and
comfort for little ones and caregivers alike. The titular red
|
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Admitting in a closing note to a bit of embellishment
(no kidding), Gerstein caps this rollicking revel with a
short but scholarly resource list.
i am hermes!

stroller carries a young girl named Luna to school and the playground, as well as on weekend errands that include yummy
pizza. When Luna outgrows the stroller, her mother passes it
on to her neighbors. The stroller is next shared with a little girl
and her father who visit her grandfather. Among the stroller’s
owners are caregivers who are interracial, same-sex, Muslim,
South Asian, single, and more, along with children who are multiracial and (probably) adopted, each depicted uniquely, with
a wide variety of skin colors, body shapes, hairstyles, etc. The
stroller-sharing device becomes a bit tedious (it changes hands
nine times before it falls apart, to be replaced with a newer
yellow stroller). Nevertheless, in today’s divisive society, this
book’s message—however heavy-handed it might be—bears
emphasizing. Wu’s bright, digital art offers a multitude of tiny
details to discover, and sharp-eyed readers will find a series of
colorful dots to help them follow the stroller’s travels. Vivid colors evoke the happiness the characters feel as they look out for
one another.
Pair an array of characters that vary in gender, color,
age, religion, size, and shape with a variety of settings, and
you have a powerful message of inclusivity and diversity.
(Picture book. 4-8)

I AM HERMES!

Gerstein, Mordicai
Illus. by the author
Holiday House (72 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 26, 2019
978-0-8234-3942-3
Gerstein follows up I Am Pan! (2016)
with an account of the pranks and
exploits of the goat-footed god’s equally

free-spirited father.
Bursting with self-confidence, golden from helmet to
winged sandals, and, on the cover at least, sprayed with sparkles, Hermes literally outshines a multihued, caricatured supporting cast of gods, demigods, mortals, and monsters parading
through the loosely drawn sequential panels. The boasting
begins with his birth, first word (“GIMME!”), and—still but 1
day old—invention of the lyre from a tortoise shell and theft
of Apollo’s cattle by turning their hooves around so they can’t
be tracked. Charming his way out of punishment (and leaving
Apollo happily strumming a cowboy song on the lyre), he goes
on as messenger of the gods to hoodwink the nasty twin giants
Otus and Ephialtes, become a father and a grandfather, rescue
Hera’s friend Io from the monster Argus (a knobbly, pitch-black
boojum studded with eyes), bestow on Aesop the art of telling
fables, and, as the other gods fade into retirement, ultimately
find a bright new outlet for his particular talents: “The Internet!”
It’s a selective account, with all of Hermes’ amorous adventures
except the wooing of Penelopeta (Pan’s mom) skipped over
and the violence of the author’s classical source material dialed
down enough to, for instance, leave Argus alive and the giants
not slaughtered but tricked into a permanent bout of arm-wrestling. Admitting in a closing note to a bit of embellishment (no
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kidding), Gerstein caps this rollicking revel with a short but
scholarly resource list.
A highflying mythological memoir alight with joie de
vivre. (Mythology. 7-11)

THE BOY WHO GREW
A FOREST
The True Story of Jadav
Payeng
Gholz, Sophia
Illus. by Harren, Kayla
Sleeping Bear Press (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 15, 2019
978-1-53411-024-3

The true story of a young boy who built a forest from the
ground up in northeastern India.
Inspired by the documentary Forest Man, debut author
Gholz pens the story of Jadav Payeng. The story begins with
the erosive impact of seasonal floodwaters on his island home,
which propels Jadav to take action. A group of elders give him
20 bamboo seedlings to plant. He plants them and waters them
every day, devising various methods of irrigation, and over time,
his hard work pays off and a forest grows. Animals come back,
but with them come threats. However, Jadav inventively copes
and continues to protect the forest. While the relative absence
of the community throughout Jadav’s endeavors is somewhat
startling, the story provides young children with a real-life
example of the connections between man and nature. Gholz
refers to Jadav throughout the book only as “the boy” or “the
man,” which has a distancing effect. The depictions of Jadav
himself as a child are similarly generic, whereas those of him
as an adult are reasonably accurate to photographs. Moreover,
facts indicate that Jadav was 16 when he started planting the
trees, but the book shows him as a much younger child. The
illustrations overall are detailed and engaging, however, with
beautiful imagery of the islands and the forest. Backmatter
provides further information, a glossary, and tips on planting a
forest.
An insightful if imperfect story of environmental success. (Picture book/biography. 5-8)

SADIE AND THE
SILVER SHOES

Godwin, Jane
Illus. by Walker, Anna
Candlewick (31 pp.)
$16.99 | Apr. 23, 2019
978-1-5362-0480-3
Sadie loses a shoe but finds a friend.
Sadie is self-confident, adventurous, and the recipient of
her older brothers’ outgrown clothes. She likes wearing the
hand-me-downs in spite of negative comments from classmate
Annabelle. But she can pick out her own shoes, and her new
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ones are marvelous, silver and sparkly and a bit big so she can
wear them longer. She wears them everywhere, even on a family picnic. Sadie and her brothers have fun rock-hopping in a
stream until Sadie’s shoe comes off and they all get wet trying to
retrieve it. Her brothers have some very creative suggestions as
to what she can do with the one shoe, but she decides to wear it
unmatched, staring down Annabelle. Ellie, a new girl at school,
tells her that she recently found one shiny shoe just like Sadie’s.
Of course it’s a match, and Sadie has a wonderful idea. The two
girls will share the shoes, and sometimes even wear one each, a
perfect match. Godwin’s syntax is brief and spare, telling the
fast-paced tale without adornment. The text is placed in white
space around and within Walker’s action-filled, earth-toned
watercolor-and-collage vignettes. The illustrations enhance the
text beautifully, providing sharp-eyed readers with visual hints
of the shoe’s movements. The characters, depicted as mostly
white, are distinct and expressive.
Sadie is terrific. (Picture book. 3- 7)

Gove-Berg, Christie
Adventure Publications (32 pp.)
$14.95 | Apr. 9, 2019
978-1-59193-815-6
The true story of a great horned owl that is hit by a train,
badly injured, rescued and rehabilitated, and eventually set free.
The first two spreads show Greta going about her owlish
business, listening for prey as she glides over a field at sunset.
She spots a field mouse, and the path she takes to chase the
mouse unfortunately takes her right into the path of an oncoming train. She is trapped against the front of the train (in an
image that is clearly photo-collaged) and is found only when she
falls from the train when it stops. She is rescued and taken to a
veterinarian, who discovers she has a broken leg and wing. The
vet fixes her wing and leg, and she is kept in a pen until she heals
and is able to fly again. The illustrations are photographs of the
owl, mice, and the rescue personnel treating the bird, and an
X-ray showing the broken limbs. Many of these photographs are
from stock libraries, digitally assembled to tell the story. While
nature-loving children will appreciate the realistic photos of
the owl, a design that silhouettes many of them against abstract,
computer-drawn background patterns lessens the impact. The
silhouetting of the owl’s feathers is sometimes too cropped, and
a natural landscape background would be more pleasing to the
eye. Backmatter gives more detailed information about owls.
On balance, a heartwarming story of a successful bird
rescue with somewhat less-than-successful illustrations.
(Informational picture book. 5-8)

|

A Canadian girl endures hardship
and struggles in her 14th year.
Kate’s the oldest of six children in
a Catholic family living in Cape Breton,
Nova Scotia, in 1925. Ever since her
mother came down with tuberculosis a year ago, her father’s
been drinking the family into ruin. When he loses his job as
a bakery delivery driver, the family relocates to his parents’
remote farm, then returns as her mother’s health worsens. And
then another catastrophe strikes. Kate tries to keep charge of
her siblings, but eventually they’re farmed out to other family
members, and Kate’s father sells the titular ring, which was her
mother’s. Much happens, and the characters move around a lot,
but they never really come to life—Kate’s brothers in particular seem interchangeable—and a lot of the emotion in the story
feels forced. Though the action is told from Kate’s first-person
perspective, readers never fully understand what she most
deeply wants, or why, and while the setting is carefully drawn,
it feels more like a memory than a lived-in place. Kate’s voice
is appropriately antique: Her mother’s illness is “consumption,”
she has a “pal” named Grace, and she is mindful of “proper”
behavior. All characters adhere to a white default.
Bleak and, unfortunately, not particularly compelling.
(Historical fiction. 10-12)

y o u n g a d u lt

GRETA THE GREAT
HORNED OWL
A True Story of Rescue
and Rehabilitation

KATE’S RING

Grassby, Donna
Red Deer Press (276 pp.)
$14.95 paper | Apr. 21, 2019
978-0-88995-567-7

TWO BROTHERS,
FOUR HANDS

Greenberg, Jan & Jordan, Sandra
Illus. by Hooper, Hadley
Neal Porter/Holiday House (64 pp.)
$21.99 | Apr. 23, 2019
978-0-8234-4170-9
Readers meet two Swiss sculptors,
brothers born a year apart, whose intertwined artistic lives spanned most of the 20th century and two
world wars.
Multiaward-winning team Greenberg and Jordan are best
known for their astonishing ability to decode and explore
sophisticated artists and movements: abstraction (Action
Jackson, illustrated by Robert Andrew Parker, 2002), modern
dance (Ballet for Martha, illustrated by Brian Floca, 2010), and
art photography (Meet Cindy Sherman, 2017). Here they turn to
the Giacometti brothers, born at the turn of the 20th century.
The older, Alberto, was pronounced a “genius” by his family. Art
academy– and studio-trained, driven to make sculpture like his
hero, Rodin, he eventually found his way to Paris. The simple
dual biography explains how the family dynamic required
that his sometimes-unfocused younger brother, Diego, join
him there. Spare text describes how Diego became a skilled,
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sensitive metal worker, beginning as Alberto’s invaluable studio assistant and becoming Alberto’s true, artistic amanuensis.
Hooper’s low-key, child-friendly details keep readers turning
the pages. Ingenious scratchy, angular lines echo the wire models Diego fashioned to support Alberto’s striking and evocative original clay figures (most were later cast in bronze). She
overlays the lines on broad, patchworked areas of serigraphlike
spreads, offering effective, emotional undertones to the action
of the text and the tenor of the times. Backmatter includes a
focus on Alberto’s iconic, tensile, postwar masterpiece, Walking Man.
An extraordinary achievement and a moving, affecting
evocation of two lives lived together. (illustrated timeline,
notes, photographs, bibliography) (Picture book/biography. 7-10)

LOLA SHAPES THE SKY

Greenley, Wendy
Illus. by Domeniconi, Paolo
Creative Editions/Creative Company
(32 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 12, 2019
978-1-56846-319-3
Clouds in the sky work to make
weather through shade, rain, and snow,
but one special cloud named Lola turns herself into incredible,
creative, artful figures.
Thor, a large, godlike, domineering male cloud, chastises
Lola for her playfulness, telling her “Clouds make weather, not
shapes,” and howling “You’re the worst cloud ever!” Lola refuses
to be intimidated or dissuaded by the overbearing voice of Thor
and continues to display her personality through her fabulous
shapes. “I may not be a weather-maker!” she declares, “but I can
be ferocious...humorous...gorgeous.” For people on the ground
Lola’s creations are remarkably lifelike, resembling in turn a
roaring lion, a juggling penguin, and a beautiful girl. Despite
Thor’s disapproval, the other clouds are inspired and learn to
fluff and puff themselves into shapes with Lola, while Thor
eventually relents: “Bravo, Lola!...You are one of a kind.” Lush
digital illustrations place pastoral scenes in the foreground with
(mostly) sky-blue hues in the background, accentuated by the
downy, frothy whites of the various cloud characters. Lola’s attitude inspires confidence in one’s imaginative abilities to pursue
life’s aspirations. Though not a new idea, this rendition is lovely
and will couple well with Charles Shaw’s classic, It Looked Like
Spilt Milk (1947). A brief addendum on the different types of
clouds and their significance is included.
An airy idyll. (Picture book. 4-8)
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GREYSTONE SECRETS
The Strangers

Haddix, Margaret Peterson
Illus. by Lambelet, Anne
Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins
(416 pp.)
$17.99 paper | Apr. 2, 2019
978-0-06-283837-7
Series: Greystone Secrets, 1

When their mom goes missing, three
siblings chase her to a parallel world to
reunite their family in this first of a new series by Haddix (Children of Jubilee, 2018, etc.).
Sixth-grader Chess Greystone and his younger siblings,
Emma and Finn, discover their widowed mom in shock when they
arrive home from school one day. A startling news broadcast has
reported the kidnapping of three children who, against all odds,
share their exact same first names, middle names, and birthdays.
If that weren’t unsettling enough, the next day their mom insists
she must leave on a sudden business trip. The Greystone siblings
realize something is horribly wrong when they find their mom’s
phone and laptops left behind at their house. With the help of
new friend Natalie Mayhew, in whose mother’s care they find
themselves, they follow a trail of clues and secret codes to an
alternate world that connects their mom’s sudden disappearance
to their missing doppelgängers. Maintaining suspense from the
beginning to the cliffhanger ending, Haddix builds momentum
with short chapters that shift among the three third-person perspectives of the Greystone children. Along with an exciting science-fiction mystery, the story touches on real-world topics such
as divorce, grief, abusive relationships, government corruption,
and transitioning from elementary to middle school. Apart from
background characters, the cast is predominantly white, with the
possible exception of Natalie, whose mother is cued Latinx.
A high-stakes adventure full of teamwork with a multifaceted mystery and complex themes. (Science fiction. 8-12)

APOCALYPSE TACO

Hale, Nathan
Illus. by the author
Amulet/Abrams (128 pp.)
$14.99 | Mar. 26, 2019
978-1-4197-3373-4

While on a food run, 11-year-old
twins Axl and Ivan find themselves in an
apocalyptic world run by hives of replicator bees.
When their mother sends them on a post-midnight snack
run to feed the hungry middle school theater crew preparing for
the next day’s dress rehearsal of Brigadoon, Axl and Ivan aren’t
too excited to go to McDonald’s, as they believe it is not Scottish enough. However, they depart from the theme even further
when they are forced to settle for tacos since the Taco Bear drivethru is the only place they find open. Soon, they realize the tacos
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The rhyming text celebrates the diversity of these children not
just in terms of their identities, but by commenting on their
personalities, their talents, and ultimately their families.
there’s only one you

are more alive than they hoped and find themselves in a reality
with the same consistency as a tub of nacho cheese. When they
encounter Wendy, a library school student who initially has the
form of a tangled mass of arms, they learn that in an attempt to
solve world hunger, one of her bioengineer roommates created
replicator bees that have made the world their hive, from which
the gang must escape with the help of a windshield scraper. Hale
positively revels in the weirdness of his premise. The two-color
orange palette he uses adds to the surrealistic feeling of the illustrations, the cheesy ooziness of which could trigger any trypophobic. Axl and Ivan have dark skin, and Wendy presents Asian.
A well-balanced mix of sci-fi, horror, and humor.
(Graphic science fiction. 10-14)

THERE’S ONLY ONE YOU

A picture-book celebration of individuality and diversity.
Heling and Hembrook’s text opens
with the lines, “In all the world over, / this much is true: / You’re
somebody special. / There’s only one you.” The art depicts a
white-appearing child with red pigtails, first on the floor, drawing, beside a big dog, then getting dressed as the dog sits on the
bed and a woman, also white, peeks in. The next scene depicted
in the digital, cartoon-style art shows the child hugging the
woman and about to get on a school bus with a gaggle of diverse
children with varying skin tones, hair textures and colors, and
visible disabilities (one child wears a hearing aid, another wears
glasses, a third uses a forearm crutch, and a fourth uses a wheelchair). As the rhyming text continues, it celebrates the diversity
of these children not just in terms of their identities, but by
commenting on their personalities, their talents, and ultimately
their families. At book’s end, the first child is revealed to have
two moms when they both pick her up at the end of the school
day, the family dog in tow. “Families are families, / but soon you
will find / that each can be different— / a ‘best for them’ kind,”
reads the accompanying, inclusive text.
Affirming and welcome. (Picture book. 3-5)

THE TRAVELING DUSTBALL

Henderson, Judith
Illus. by McBeth, T.L.
Kids Can (56 pp.)
$12.99 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-77138-789-7

Chores become fun via an enormous
flying dustball and word nerdery.
Bespectacled Davey is sweeping
under the couch. When he enlists his dog’s grudging help to
|

y o u n g a d u lt

Heling, Kathryn & Hembrook, Deborah
Illus. by Butcher, Rosie
Sterling (32 pp.)
$16.95 | May 7, 2019
978-1-4549-2292-6

dispose of a sizable dustball, a gust of wind takes the two up, up,
and away on a grand adventure to Italy, Hawaii, China, and Switzerland. Along with sending the pair to a new location, each chapter also introduces a “big word,” such as “irksome,” “brouhaha,”
“lollygagging,” “collywobbles,” and “phenomenon.” As in series
opener The Missing Donut (2018), colorful beings called Sprinklers
pop in to alert the reader before any “big word” is introduced
(“Big word coming. BIG!”). Their leader, the Sprinkle Fairy, adds
idiom-filled commentary. The repetitive formula, which smartly
deviates in the final chapter to combine all the “big words” into
a humorous skit, will indeed introduce readers who have some
confidence already to new words. The quirky cartoon illustrations have ample white space, but readers unfamiliar with comics
conventions may find the layout hard to follow without panels
and speech bubbles. Additionally, the globe-trotting sequences
rely on visual stereotypes to convey the locations (for example,
the Swiss characters wear lederhosen and dirndls, and the Italians carry plates of spaghetti and meatballs; the depiction of an
elderly Chinese man avoids facial stereotypes, however). Davey
has brown skin and black hair; the Sprinkle Fairy presents white.
A dustball of fun for fairly fluent readers. (Early reader.
5-8)

TREES

Hickman, Pamela
Illus. by Gavin, Carolyn
Kids Can (36 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-77138-804-7
Series: Nature All Around
“Do you like to climb trees, sit under
their shady branches on a hot summer’s
day, eat apples and peaches, read books or watch birds?”
The conversational—but never condescending—text goes
on to say that a “yes” to any of those questions shows that trees
are already an important part of the reader’s life. It then goes on
to mention a few more of the roles trees play in the United States
and Canada, which are “two of the most forested countries in the
world,” and to invite readers to learn more in the following pages.
From the colorful, stylized cover art that shows various trees
in different seasons through the simple—but not oversimplified—explanations of photosynthesis, pollination, and more to
the pages that offer silhouettes of trees and leaves alongside tips
for “Beginner Tree-Watching,” this book gently funnels readers
into deeper understanding and appreciation. The layout offers a
variety of formats, interspersing large-lettered headings and subheadings with well-leaded, oversized text and bright watercolors
that are easy to interpret. The page titled “Trees in Summer” is
probably the wordiest; it is made nonthreatening through the
smooth introduction of vocabulary and the easily understood
diagram of a peeled-away tree trunk. Childlike images of animals,
especially bees, will further charm readers into becoming conservationists by the time the text exhorts them to do so.
A cogent, jauntily illustrated primer. (glossary, index)
(Informational picture book. 7-10)
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The author picks facts that young readers are
likely to appreciate and perhaps retain.
hey there, earth dweller!

HEY THERE, EARTH DWELLER!
Dive into This World We
Call Earth

Horst, Marc ter
Illus. by Panders, Wendy
Trans. by Watkinson, Laura
Beyond Words/Aladdin (176 pp.)
$19.99 | Apr. 9, 2019
978-1-58270-656-6

An appreciative introduction to the planet we call home.
Chapter by chapter the author, a Dutch writer of nonfiction
books for young readers, covers the Earth’s origins, its position
in the solar system, its composition (various forms of rock, water,
and air), and its ever growing number of human occupants. Via
Watkinson’s translation, he explains complex concepts in relatively simple words, using familiar examples. The layers of the
Earth’s rock are compared to the layers of a “mega club sandwich” (amusingly illustrated by Panders), for instance. He picks
facts that young readers are likely to appreciate and perhaps
retain. He explains climate change clearly, bringing it home
with sample news headlines from Sept. 8, 2106, and offers some
sensible suggestions that readers can personally effect to slow
the process. He also suggests ways to survive extreme weather
events: hurricanes, tornadoes, landslides, floods, droughts, and
forest fires. He describes the movement of human beings from
the first tribes to leave their home valley through the eventual
population of every continent to the exploration and mapping
of the world, mostly by Europeans—the publisher reminds
readers that many of these explorers were really conquerors of
peoples already living in the places they found. While any survey of earth science will include some oversimplifications, this
information seems reasonably accurate. The translation is very
smooth, and the facts are extensively footnoted. There is no
index.
Earth science engagingly presented for middle-grade
readers. (notes) (Nonfiction. 9-14)

SHHH! I’M READING!

Kelly, John
Illus. by Ellis, Elina
Tiger Tales (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 1, 2019
978-1-68010-134-8

On a rainy Sunday afternoon Bella is
so engrossed in the ending of her book
that she does not want to be interrupted by her usual imaginary
playmates.
First, Capt. Bluebottom invites Bella to join in “another
adventure with the Windy Pirates.” Then Maurice Penguin
and his dancing troupe show up for a staged tap-dance routine.
Politely, but firmly Bella asks everyone to be quiet because “I AM
BUSY READING!” When the tentacled Emperor Flabulon
the Wobbulous of the Lardon Empire arrives, Bella’s patience
gives way and she emphatically demands, “BE QUIET! For the
110
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last time. I AM BUSY READING!” Although her friends don’t
understand how a book could possibly be as exciting as their
usual play, Bella is then allowed to finish her story, absorbed
in its intrigue. Satisfied, she announces, “That was the BEST
BOOK EVER!” Digital, colorful drawings of a dark-haired,
light-skinned child and a host of invented cartoon personalities
illuminate the narrative while key phrases are enhanced with
black, bold capital lettering. And when Bella’s finally ready to
spend time with her friends in an “INCREDIBLE adventure,”
the group turns the page on Bella by stating: “Maybe later, Bella,
but right now...WE ARE BUSY READING!” The final scene
shows Capt. Bluebottom reading aloud, surrounded by the others, all animatedly absorbed in the story. The pirates display stereotypical disability accessories.
A fanciful celebration of the pleasures of reading. (Pic
ture book. 4- 6)

HOW I LEARNED TO FALL OUT
OF TREES

Kirsch, Vincent X.
Illus. by the author
Abrams (40 pp.)
$16.99 | Apr. 23, 2019
978-1-4197-3413-7

Saying goodbye to a friend is tied
together with the experience of climbing
in Kirsch’s sentimental latest.
Roger learns a last lesson from his
friend Adelia before her family moves away: how to climb a tree.
“What if I fall?” he worries. What follows is a primer on both
getting up into the leaves and coping with the loss of someone
you’re attached to. Kirsch elegantly makes the connection with
affirmations that work both ways: “Hang on tight with both
hands”; “take it one branch at a time”; and, inevitably, “letting
go will be the hardest part!” If it seems tree-twee, the pace and
Roger’s perpetually grim but trusting face make up for it. The
busily illustrated pages that show Roger and Adelia having their
last moments together are intercut with items she’s collected to
break Roger’s fall, presented on contrasting white backgrounds.
These pages come across like warm, flashing memories. By
the time Roger makes his solo climb and falls, smiling, into a
gigantic pile of Adelia’s making, it feels like a tremendous and
joyful payoff to what has previously seemed like a sad learning experience. Adding to the vibe are Kirsch’s careful details:
bespectacled, pink-skinned Roger’s fussy clothing, brownskinned Adelia’s flower garlands, the ridged texture of the tree
itself. Close readers might wonder if Adelia falls victim to the
“magical minority” trope, but as both children are equally swiftly
sketched it does not seem to apply.
A well-cultivated story that plants a seed about the
value of friends and what they leave with us, even when
they’re gone. (Picture book. 3-8)
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WINGS

Klein, Cheryl B.
Illus. by dePaola, Tomie
Atheneum (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 5, 2019
978-1-5344-0510-3

CREATION COLORS

Koffsky, Ann D.
Illus. by the author
Apples & Honey Press (24 pp.)
$17.95 | Apr. 1, 2019
978-1-68115-545-6
The biblical story of Creation, seen through a theme of
colors.
“In the beginning, there was nothing. No colors at all,” reads
the first page, showing a dark gray, canvas-textured background;
abstract black and gray cutouts sit in front of it while bits of dark
blue peek out from behind it. The architect here is God, unseen
and ungendered, spelled out in Christian/mainstream tradition
(though the author’s note calls the day of rest “Shabbat,” a Jewish
term). God’s creations are mapped onto colors: The spread about
skies and oceans is blue while the one about trees and grasses
is green. Some mappings, such as pinks for fishes, feel arbitrary.
On the first day, when God “separate[s] the crisp, strong blacks /
from the wintry, pale whites,” the cutout design resembles a web
or net—but with sharp, nonrepeating shapes rather than geometrical repetition. Dim light illuminates the netting-shapes on the
black page but doesn’t make them, as the text claims, “crisp.” On
|

BUG

Koontz, Robin Michal
Illus. by Proud, Amy
Sterling (40 pp.)
$16.95 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-4549-2356-5
A girl discovers that her passions can help her make sense
of a difficult skill.
Bug is a girl who loves drawing bugs more than anything else,
“especially math.” When her teacher, Mrs. Muskie, announces
that they will go to the science museum, which has a cool bug
room, if the class performs well on the upcoming math test, Bug
takes the challenge seriously. She goes to a field to study but,
frustratingly, finds herself continually distracted by new bugs to
draw. After several failed attempts, she realizes that her doodles
hold the visual key to understanding the math problems: adding spots on a butterfly’s wings and subtracting the number of
ants that drop their seeds. Notably, Koontz acknowledges her
young character’s agency by having Bug independently come to
this revelation and later calmly assist Mrs. Muskie when Bug’s
“lucky crickets” (stashed in her lunchbox to help with the test)
get in her hair. The latter moment offers a spot of fun for Bug’s
multiracial classmates. Pale-skinned Bug is precocious with her
short, light-brown hair, rolled-up pants, and antenna headband;
Mrs. Muskie has brown skin and a “cloud of curly hair.” Proud’s
illustrations in pencil and acrylic take on the style of doodles
themselves, with pronounced, colored outlines and circular
eyes for characters and bugs alike. The crawling critters appear
charming instead of off-putting.
A respectful boost of encouragement for young minds
that may be struggling with school. (Picture book. 3- 7)

y o u n g a d u lt

In a narrative told with just 12 rhyming words and dePaola’s bright collages, a
fledgling takes its first flight.
“Wings!” the text proclaims as the
chubby pink bird stretches its pinions.
But: “Clings,” it continues as the little bird looks down, claws
gripping the nest. The bird “flings” itself out, then tumbles
and falls into a puddle (“stings”), “wrings” itself dry, inspects
its bruises (or “dings”), gazes at some “things” (a snail and some
worms), one of which it resolves to “bring” back to the nest.
It “springs” back into the air, “sings” in triumph, flies in “rings”
through the air, and “zings” with its nest mates up to two parent birds. While it’s a complete arc, the book feels more like a
stunt than a story. Limiting the text to one-syllable “ing” words
results in the not-really-apropos “stings” when the bird crashlands, the at-first-inscrutable “dings” (children and adults alike
will wonder where the dinging sound is coming from before
the adult readers recall its alternate meaning), and the flabby
“things.” DePaola’s illustrations too often fail to pick up the
slack: The bird shakes the water off rather than “wring[ing]”
itself dry; depicting the singular conjugation “sings” are the
three nest mates with beaks open and the protagonist, its beak
clamped shut on a worm—just who is singing?
An artful curiosity and perhaps a challenge for writing
units, but not a great picture book. (Picture book. 4-8)

“day four” (sun, moon, stars), the low-saturation oranges aren’t
“burning” as claimed—though the facing page does blaze thanks
to yellows and unacknowledged red. God’s first two humans—
unnamed and ungendered, one with medium-light orangebrown skin and short, straight hair, the other with very pale skin
and long, loosely-curly brown hair tumbling downward—face
demurely away from readers among vine-shaped cutouts.
The story calls for oomph and glory, but the illustrations don’t deliver. (author’s note) (Picture book/religion. 3-6)

MR. POSEY’S NEW GLASSES

Kooser, Ted
Illus. by Duncan, Daniel
Candlewick (40 pp.)
$16.99 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-0-7636-9609-2

Routine and sameness are wearing
on Mr. Posey, a bespectacled, balding
older man.
Mr. Posey longs to see the world as his young neighbor Andy
sees it, with effervescence and possibility! He decides replacing
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his glasses may help and invites Andy along for the adventure.
They walk through their diverse neighborhood (Mr. Posey presents white, and Andy presents black) to scour the local thrift
shop for the right pair. With each set of lenses that he tries, Mr.
Posey is transported into a world quite different from his own.
A star-shaped pair shows him the night sky; a round pair makes
him feel the world is whirling around him. Some even defy the
laws of physics! In the end, after Andy points out how dirty Mr.
Posey’s original glasses are, he is able to see just fine with them
after all. Mr. Posey’s humdrum slump is expertly communicated
through the illustrations. His bathroom waste bin overflows,
his flowers droop, and a gray wash hangs over everything. Some
exceptionally keen descriptors leap out of the narrative, such
as the thrift shop’s “rose-petal old-shoe smell.” Though the
journey in and out of the different glasses is rather formulaic,
and the relationship between Mr. Posey and Andy is regrettably
underdeveloped, this is still a nice representation of intergenerational friendship.
Surreal, wacky, and peppered with just a hint of danger.
(Picture book. 6-10)

LITTLE BEAR WANTS
TO GROW

Koppens, Judith
Illus. by Diederen, Suzanne
Clavis (32 pp.)
$14.95 | Apr. 1, 2019
978-1-60537-408-6

A little cub learns that there’s just no
way to speed up growing up.
Little Bear doesn’t heed his parents’ advice to “Be patient”
about growing up and instead decides to ask others for help.
Neighbor Bear tells him to eat ice cream, Grandma Bear advises
lemonade, Uncle Bear advocates bicycling, and Auntie Bear suggests painting. (Little Bear and his parents are polar bears, as
are Uncle and Grandma Bear; Neighbor Bear and Auntie Bear
have brown fur.) Alas, nothing helps him grow in size, though
perhaps the underlying message is that pleasurable experiences
make the journey to growing up go by more quickly? Otherwise
readers may feel that these grown-up bears are stringing the earnest little cub along with their nonsensical, playful advice. At
the book’s end the crestfallen, still-small cub returns to his parents, and they reassure him that he will “grow a little but every
day. Just like that!” without doing anything special. A closing
spread depicts the trio in a bear hug but misses an opportunity
to show the little cub in the future all grown up or even just a
bit bigger as evidence to reassure similarly distressed readers.
The pastel-hued illustrations are equally insubstantial, though
children will get some chuckles at the sight of Little Bear on the
pot after many glasses of lemonade.
Maybe the story needed a little bit more growth in
order to deliver a satisfying ending. (Picture book. 2-4)
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MYA’S STRATEGY TO SAVE
THE WORLD

Kyi, Tanya Lloyd
Puffin/Penguin Random House Canada
(208 pp.)
$15.99 | Apr. 30, 2019
978-0-7352-6525-7
A young social activist must prove
her reliability while her mother is away.
Mya Parsons, 12-year-old future United
Nations staffer, wants to save the world.
Unfortunately, it’s hard to save the world when her mother is all the
way in Myanmar, taking care of her sick grandmother, and Mya is
one of the only kids in seventh grade without a cellphone. Using
a multipronged strategy, Mya sets out to prove she is responsible
and deserving of a phone. As the weeks go on, Mya’s home life
starts to fall apart. Plus, with her best friend distracted by cellphones and crushes, her school life isn’t going well either. Mya
must take charge if she’ll ever save the world, let alone survive
the next few weeks. Writing from Mya’s first-person point of
view, Kyi creates accessible characters and a funny story. Emails,
flyers, and recipes that Mya has created add pleasant breaks
to the text. With an Asian mother who’s Buddhist and a white
father who’s Christian, biracial Mya forthrightly discusses religion. Befitting her protagonist, Kyi includes real social justice
issues in addition to preteen girl life, shedding light on important topics such as the persecution of the Rohingya and the use
of cobalt in cellphones.
For any girl going through life, body, and school
changes, especially those interested in social activism.
(author’s note) (Fiction. 9-12)

ZOMBIES DON’T
EAT VEGGIES!

Lacera, Jorge & Lacera, Megan
Illus. by Lacera, Jorge
Children’s Book Press (40 pp.)
$18.95 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-62014-794-8
A young boy who happens to be undead reveals himself as a
vegetarian to parents who are not about to stop eating people
parts.
Mo, a greenish, bespectacled kid, has an idea to share his
love of the veggies he grows in secret: He’ll make a bloodylooking gazpacho, one that might fool mom and dad into appreciating tomatoes, cucumbers, onions, garlic, and cilantro. The
gambit fails. But even if the rotting folks can’t accept heaps
of vegetables in their diet, they can learn to honor their son’s
dietary desires. That’s an admirable message, but what really
creeps up on readers is the Laceras’ deep sense of fun. Gravestone puns are to be expected, but to sneak in a reference to
Jonathan Saffron Gore hits all the right geek buttons, at least
for the kind of parent who’d gravitate to a zombie-themed picture book. And while understated, the family’s effortless use of
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Simple text offering a plethora of adjectives, some surprising,
and illustrations that are simultaneously complex and
accessible make this a book to enjoy on many levels.
my forest is green

occasional Spanish phrases (“arm-panadas”!) in a primarily English-speaking household feels true. The Spanish-language version (translated by Yanitzia Canetti) has its own specific jokes
and reads just as smart and funny. The artwork throughout manages to make zombie-grown produce look appealing.
Tasty and homegrown, this hits a strange and specific
trifecta: a lightly bilingual book that feels inclusive not
only for Latinx kids, but also for different eaters and for
those who aren’t afraid of gory, monster-themed humor.
(recipes) (Picture book. 4- 7) (¡Los Zombis no comen verduras!:
978-1-62014-851-8)

THE FISHERMAN &
THE WHALE

Lanan, Jessica
Illus. by the author
Simon & Schuster (48 pp.)
$17.99 | May 14, 2019
978-1-5344-1574-4

|

A child narrator, created from cut
paper and paints, introduces readers to the beauty of life’s “forest,” both figuratively and literally.
From the balcony of a high-rise apartment, the child can
see the top of the urban forest nearby. However, there’s also an
indoor forest, one made of the child’s own artwork depicting all
the wondrous things found in nature. A double-page spread that
reads “My forest is crispy...and soft” depicts the child scuffing
through fall leaves and gazing at a mossy spot in borderless horizontal panels on verso, while on recto those leaves are taped
into collage images and replicated with sponge paints in corresponding panels. The child’s forest has many facets: It is “tall,”
it is “short”; it is “fluffy...prickly [and] rough.” Every page introduces many characteristics that define the child’s world, and
each is paired with both encounters with flora and fauna and
creative use of varying art media to capture their essence. Colorful multimedia spreads convey the joy of discovery and model
the different ways art can be used to express colors, textures,
and feelings. Simple text offering a plethora of adjectives, some
surprising (“dangling yellow, tiptoe gray, peekaboo purple”), and
illustrations that are simultaneously complex and accessible
make this a book to enjoy on many levels. The child has beige
skin and straight, black hair, as do mom and a baby sibling.
Nature and art intertwine in this multifaceted homage to the beauty and creativity that surrounds and resides
within each of us. (Picture book. 3- 7)

y o u n g a d u lt

Lanan’s wordless narrative pulls viewers right into the choppy waves of her gouache-and-watercolor
world as a man and a pre-adolescent kid haul fish-laden nets
into their boat.
Their shared light skin tone and reddish-brown hair signal a familial relationship. As the day winds down, the child
notices what readers have been observing: A whale is entangled
in underwater lines connected to traps for shellfish. While the
father would prefer to depart, the child insists that they help
the animal. Lanan employs a variety of perspectives and page
designs to build suspense and maintain interest. Circular compositions depicting the tilting vessel on white backgrounds—as
if glimpsed through a telescope—are balanced on either side of
the gutter. These give way to double-page spreads of the blue
ocean depths that bleed off the page. Action is observed from
the air, underwater, and at middle range, with a front seat to the
rescue above and below the surface. At times the book must be
turned vertically to grasp the scale of the operation. Endpapers
provide a satisfying symmetry related to featured characters. In
a concluding note, the author asks readers to “suspend your disbelief and read this story as a fable rather than a literal guide.”
She explains some liberties taken in service of layout and cautions the audience against attempting such a response. Her
failure to specifically locate her “fable” or to represent realistic
maritime traffic—there’s only ever the one boat—may leave
coastal readers unmoored.
This compelling fictional introduction raises awareness and empathy for a very real environmental problem.
(Picture book. 4- 7)

MY FOREST IS GREEN

Lebeuf, Darren
Illus. by Barron, Ashley
Kids Can (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-77138-930-3

GOODBYE, SCHOOL

Lippert, Tonya
Illus. by Bishop, Tracy
Magination/American Psychological
Association (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-1-4338-3029-7
Today is Franny’s last day at her current school, and she is finding it hard to

say goodbye.
Franny will miss her school like a dear old friend. On her last
day, she reflects on the many happy memories she had here and
all the things she will miss. “She played here, read here, learned
here, and even used to nap here. She had friends here.” Franny
engages all her senses in reminiscing. “She flew her fingers over
[the wall’s] rough and smooth spots and felt its warmth.” She
breathes deeply, and books, chalk, and graham crackers come
to mind. As Franny remembers sitting under the trees with
her best friend, surrounded by light, shadows, and four-leaf
clovers, it comes to her—the perfect way to say goodbye. Lippert’s languid prose and tender child’s-eye point of view evoke
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Minter’s acrylic-wash prints soar as stenciled cotton
bolls, okra, and pecans dot the pages alongside images
of family members in sepia and blue-black hues.
going down home with daddy

the emotions of a young person’s struggle with transitions,
especially changing schools. Bishop renders her multicultural
characters (Franny appears East Asian) with wide-eyed expressions and in carefree activities that exemplify a child’s joy and
exuberance. And every gentle, muted brush stroke echoes the
author’s intentions, from the book’s initial melancholic mood
until the heartening ending. Lippert, an expert in developmental psychology, provides excellent advice in the backmatter for
helping children cope with change.
Perfect for children going through transitions and the
adults who guide them. (Picture book. 4-8)

LUCA’S BRIDGE / EL PUENTE
DE LUCA

Llanos, Mariana
Illus. by López Real, Anna
Penny Candy (40 pp.)
$16.95 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-0-9987999-5-7

Luca and his family self-deport to
Mexico after receiving a letter.
Because neither Luca’s mother nor
his father has “papers,” they can no longer live in the United
States even though the boy and his brother, Paco, are U.S. citizens. Saddened, they cross the border and drive to Grandma’s
house. Luca, who speaks no Spanish, finds solace in his trumpet.
When he falls asleep, he dreams he crosses a bridge of music
back over the border. After visiting his old home, he flies to
his school and plays a song for his friends who have gathered
to greet him. The experience makes him so happy he wakes up
laughing, and his entire family joins in as sadness flies out the
window. Their laughter builds a bridge of hope to the home they
were forced to abandon. Llanos’ bilingual snapshot of American children trapped by complicated immigration policies
meanders in a disjointed journey across the southern border.
The abrupt, naïve ending implies that because Luca can visit his
friends and home in his dreams, all is well, and he and his family are no longer depressed. López Real’s manga-inflected illustrations are heavily symbolic, but sometimes they inexplicably
diverge from the narrative. Where a bridge is mentioned, there
is only a dilapidated fence; where a hill is described, there is a
flat valley. In addition, details unnecessarily change from scene
to scene. A Spanish version of the text, also written by Llanos,
runs alongside the English.
Despite flaws, this book can serve as a springboard for
discussion of this timely and sensitive issue. (author’s note)
(Bilingual picture book. 5-10)
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GOING DOWN HOME
WITH DADDY

Lyons, Kelly Starling
Illus. by Minter, Daniel
Peachtree (32 pp.)
$16.95 | Apr. 1, 2019
978-1-56145-938-4

A young boy ponders the perfect
tribute to his great-grandma for their annual family reunion.
This year everyone’s prepared something special for Granny’s anniversary celebration “down home”—everyone except Lil
Alan. As he considers what to give, Lil Alan’s weekend is marked
by memories connected to the land and his family, those who
are still alive and ancestors that have passed on. Ultimately, he
gifts an object lesson that emphasizes the legacy of love that
brings them together as a “mighty family.” Imagery is presented
in marvelous metaphors (“I watch as we drive from city streets
to flowing highways under a sweep of sparkling stars”), while
lighthearted ribbing (“ ‘Got a head just like your daddy,’ Uncle
Jay teases me”) and soul food ( “smoked turkey, mac and cheese,
okra and tomatoes, and biscuits oozing mayhaw jelly”—yum)
set the scene for a celebration of myriad African-American and
family traditions. Minter’s acrylic-wash prints soar as stenciled
cotton bolls, okra, and pecans dot the pages alongside images
of family members in sepia and blue-black hues. One striking
spread details silhouettes of Lil Alan, Sis, and Momma layered
on top of one another, same eyes, lips, and textured hair and
same reunion T-shirt imprinted with a simple, familiar, deeply
rooted tree.
A warm, loving, necessary reminder of the power in
families coming together. (Picture book. 4-11)

MR. MONKEY TAKES A HIKE

Mack, Jeff
Illus. by the author
Simon & Schuster (64 pp.)
$8.99 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-5344-0433-5

Mr. Monkey is back, and he’s in it to
win it with his latest hobby: gaming.
No matter how hard he tries, Mr.
Monkey just can’t beat his video game.
Before his third try even has a chance to
be the charm, a bird makes off with the controller. Mr. Monkey
chases the bird through the city and into the park, begrudgingly taking an outdoor break from screen time. The view, the
trees, and the flowers elicit “Ooh!” after “Ooh!” as Mr. Monkey
begins to enjoy the respite. But as soon as he spots the bandit bird in the tree, the real-life game is back on. Mr. Monkey
“runs...ducks...climbs...swings...jumps [and] falls”—just like in
the video game. The moment the controller ends up back in his
hands, though, a new obstacle arises. Mr. Monkey loses again.
And again. Will he ever catch a break? Mack’s digitally rendered cartoon illustrations outshine those in previous volumes,
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depicting gorgeously colored nature scenes and a fun, pixelated
video-game world. Characters’ speech solely consists of interjections, adding to the slapstick humor. Mack’s mastery of repetition expertly recycles sentences (and a vocabulary of around
70 words), adding new meaning through illustration and context. Unfortunately, the recycled silly-monkey stereotype needs
to take a hike of its own.
Mr. Monkey gives Curious George a run for his money.
But at what cost? (Early reader. 4-8)

THE TALLEST TREE HOUSE

MacKay, Elly
Illus. by the author
Running Press Kids (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Apr. 23, 2019
978-0-7624-6299-5

|

An account of the Holocaust through
the eyes of 7-year-old Lyuba, a real Jewish
girl who survived by hiding in a haystack
for 18 months.
It is 1941, and Lyuba and her mother
have been terribly injured in a pogrom.
Her father is making preparations that Lyuba, for the most part,
doesn’t understand and can’t explain, though she knows that life
has gotten scary. When the Nazis prepare to murder everyone
in the ghetto, Lyuba’s parents send away her sister, Hanna, who
is blonde and blue-eyed and can pass for non-Jewish. (Horribly, Hanna is the only member of the family not to survive the
war; she is captured and tortured to death at age 11, as readers
learn toward the end.) Lyuba and her parents, meanwhile, hide
for a year and a half in the haystack of their beloved Ukrainian
friend Pavlo. They whisper, barely moving, and fall silent when
warned of Nazis by Pavlo’s dog. A few chapters purport to be
from the dog’s perspective rather than Lyuba’s; these impair the
book’s verisimilitude without improving the emotional or narrative flow. Overall, much of the process is choppy, and Lyuba’s
naiveté necessarily restricts the narrative. A biographical note
by MacWilliams, who interviewed Lyuba (now known as Laura
Oberlender), tells us that she came to the United States, married, and now has six granddaughters.
It’s important that this survivor testimony has been
captured, but this is not a particularly compelling addition
to the rich canon of Holocaust survivor memoirs for children. (historical note, photographs) (Historical fiction. 7-10)

y o u n g a d u lt

Mip and Pip, two woodland fairies of
drastically different dispositions, hold a
contest to see which of them can build
“the best tree house by sundown.”
The sprites’ physical and temperamental differences propel
this familiar grasshopper-ant–style story. Mip sings loudly, has
a flamboyant, flouncy mushroom cap on her pate, and spirits
quickly about the forest looking for action. Pip reads architecture books quietly by himself, has an elongated green bud
extending elegantly from his head, and deliberately plans. Yet
they’re unquestionably best friends. Thought clouds show
just how differently the friends think: Mip dreams up a colorful treehouse towering with turrets and flapping flags, while
Pip pictures cornices and cupolas sketched out meticulously
under typeset headers. When Mip’s overreaching, slapdash
treehouse predictably teeters and falls, a timeless moral shines
through the wreckage: Thoughtful planning and diligence pay
off. Lesser stories stop here, but these fairies persevere together,
connecting the remains of Mip’s house with Pip’s to make an
astounding treehouse that combines both their visions. Young
readers glean that antithetical personalities can work beautifully together and that contrapuntal viewpoints can produce
an amazing synthesis. MacKay’s backlit dioramas, suffused
with watery colors, glow gauzily. Moss greens and dawn pinks
conjure the light-skinned fairies’ forest, a place that feels both
familiar and faraway.
Sweetly offers essential, timely lessons about aligning
with those different from oneself. (Picture book. 4-8)

THE GIRL IN THE HAYSTACK

MacWilliams, Bryon
Serving House Books (80 pp.)
$9.99 paper | Mar. 20, 2019
978-1-947175-09-9

THE CASKET OF TIME

Magnason, Andri Snaer
Trans. by Arnadottir, Bjorg & Cauthery,
Andrew
Restless Books (240 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 9, 2019
978-1-63206-205-5
Themes of interdependence, respect
for the environment, and personal initiative permeate this imaginative fantasy
from Iceland.
Concerned about an economic crisis, adults are tempted by
a new technology to abdicate responsibility, leaving the mess for
others to solve. Shut yourself in a TimeBox and emerge not a
day older once the unpleasantness has passed! Sigrun awakens
unexpectedly to a world reclaimed by nature, while her parents
remain in limbo, their boxes sealed shut. She meets a boy who
leads her to a house where other children have gathered as
an elderly woman relates an ancient saga of a princess whose
devoted father violated the guiding principle behind the powers
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of animal communication entrusted to him, using animals to
conquer human nations. The miserably overprotected princess,
trapped in a casket of spiders’ silk so fine that it shuts out time,
ultimately pays the price for his hubris—the rest of the world
does not go unscathed, either. Within this story within the
story lies both a lesson for the children and the opportunity to
undo the present-day damage wrought by their negligent elders.
Readers will enjoy spotting references to familiar fairy tales and
puzzling out the connections between the two storylines. At
times magical and romantic but often tragic and brutal (sometimes graphically so and also reflected in occasional coarse
language), this book will reward thoughtful readers. Limited
physical descriptions indicate a white default.
The power of story animates a tale that communicates—
but is not overpowered by—urgent messages. (Fantasy. 9-12)

RESCUING RIALTO
A Baby Sea Otter’s Story
Mapes, Lynda V.
Illus. by Berner, Alan
Roaring Brook (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Apr. 23, 2019
978-1-250-14764-6

Photojournalism tells the true story
of Rialto, a rescued baby sea otter, along
with many scientific and historical facts about sea otters.
Readers of Jean Reidy’s poetic, almost mystical, picture
book Pup 681: A Sea Otter Rescue Story, illustrated by Ashley
Crowley (2019), can seek out Mapes’ book for more facts about
these critters. The text begins with simple sentences about the
eponymous baby otter—named for Washington’s Rialto Beach,
where he was stranded—but soon offers much more information than a tale of rescue and rehabilitation. By the text’s third
page, readers have learned these facts: Normally, babies stay
close to their mothers; they have “very loud voices so their
mothers can hear them over the wind and waves”; sea otters are
legally protected. The next page includes a full paragraph about
baby sea otters’ dependency on their mothers, then a second
paragraph that lists the babies’ predators and states that their
survival rate in the wild is 50 percent. By the time Rialto is
thriving in the Seattle Aquarium (prior to a permanent move to
the Vancouver Aquarium), readers have learned about sea otter
diet, fur, teeth, habits, and more. Before Rialto moves, there are
10 paragraphs and a map devoted to the otters’ human-caused,
near extinction and their human-aided comeback. The clever
truth: Less-motivated readers can view each of the numerous,
oh-so-cute-and-cuddly photographs, then read their detailed
captions to get the story’s condensed version.
Calling all sea otter fans! (sources) (Nonfiction. 7-10)
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HELEN OXENBURY
A Life in Illustration
Marcus, Leonard S.
Illus. by Oxenbury, Helen
Candlewick (288 pp.)
$40.00 | Apr. 9, 2019
978-0-7636-9258-2

A sumptuously illustrated biography
of a grande dame of children’s literature.
Marcus brings his formidable talents as a children’s-literature historian to this title, which both documents and honors
the distinguished career of British illustrator Helen Oxenbury.
With typography lifted right from one of her most famous
titles, Michael Rosen’s We’re Going on a Bear Hunt (1989), and
illustrations and/or photographs decorating every spread, each
element of the book’s design and content contributes to a cohesive, flattering tribute to its subject. And while its large trim
size emulates a typical picture book’s dimensions, the book’s
288 pages allow ample space for indulging in textual and visual
detail about Oxenbury’s early life, education, and career. Those
details include everything from drawings created during her
childhood in Ipswich through her art school courtship with her
future husband, the late John Burningham (“Happily for the
relationship that became their marriage, she thought him the
better artist and he thought the same about her”), to her instrumental role in developing the board book as we know it today
and her inclusive efforts at representing racial diversity through
her art. Postscript tributes from some of her collaborators over
the years—Trish Cooke, Mem Fox, Phyllis Root, Rosen, and
Martin Waddell—are the cherry on top to Marcus’ thorough
scholarship, which culminates with an exhaustive bibliography/
timeline of Oxenbury’s 88 published works.
Illustrious in both subject and execution. (Biography.
Adult)

A GIRL’S GUIDE TO THE WILD
Be an Adventure-Seeking
Outdoor Explorer!

McConnell, Ruby
Illus. by Grasseschi, Teresa
Little Bigfoot/Sasquatch (272 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Apr. 23, 2019
978-1-63217-171-9

Girls seeking to spend time outdoors
will find information, inspiration, and
planning tips in this guide.
Part 1, “So, You Want To Go Outside,” begins with the big
picture. A chapter on “Places Near and Far” lists national parks,
natural wonders, and World Heritage Sites that might inspire
long-term trip planning. Chapter 2 encourages readers to find
group opportunities, with a list of useful organizations, and
Chapter 3 describes various outdoor sports and activities. Part 2,
“The Basics,” contains packing lists for day and overnight trips,
instructions for setting up a comfortable campsite, recipes for
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Laugh along as a story about a tree in the forest comes full circle,
bringing three creatures along for a bumpy but fun ride.
when a tree grows

snacks and camp meals, and “Girl Stuff ” such as body care in the
wild. Part 3 covers “Advanced Skills” like recognizing weather
clues, map reading, safety, and nature observation. Throughout
the book are instructions for related activities as well as profiles of women who pioneered various outdoor skills, with clean,
full-page black-and-white illustrations. Girls new to the outdoors may find the deluge of information a bit overwhelming;
with its simple layout, this isn’t the book to draw in girls who
aren’t already interested in the topic. This guide is most useful
as a reference book for girls who have access to the outdoors
and some basic experience and want to take on more responsibility. A useful list of resources—websites and books—follows
the text.
Quite handy for the right girl. (index) (Nonfiction. 9-14)

BIZZ BUZZ BOSS

A bossypants bee learns a lesson
about the value of the contributions of others.
Little Spider loves almost everything about her garden
home—but the “bizzz, buzzz, boss-boss-boss” of the worker
bee as she makes her rounds is, frankly, a buzzkill. Fulfilling
the “bossy female” stereotype, Bossy Bee lords it over the rest
of the garden creatures, explaining the importance of her job
as a pollen collector and distributor to the worm, the ladybug,
and the lizard. With keen understanding of the psychology of
a narcissist, Little Spider asks Bossy Bee for advice—and then
quickly traps her in her web. Unable to move, Bossy Bee can
only watch as the worm, the ladybug, and the lizard perform
their essential tasks: The worm enriches the soil; the ladybug
eats aphids; the lizard eats slugs. Chastened, Bossy Bee declares,
“Oh, Spider, I promise to stop being bossy. / I’ve learned a lesson today. / I’ll respect other creatures and value their jobs. /
We should work as a team every day!” It’s a valuable lesson even
though it’s imparted in earnest doggerel (all the creatures speak
in rhyme). Tolland’s painterly illustrations emphasize the lushness of the garden, sometimes at the expense of clarity of composition—with so many bright colors to look at, it’s hard for the
eye to focus.
Useful information and important insight delivered in
mediocre verse and via gender stereotype. (Picture book. 3-6)

|

A bonanza of possibilities opens up
for Moose, Bear, and Squirrel, three forest companions.
There are two outcomes, one unremarkable and the other
outlandish, for each of many causes, starting with the first
page of the story. “When a tree grows,” it can become either a
“scratching post for Moose’s itchy antlers,” or it can crash and
fall, waking up Bear, who can do one of two things. And so it
continues, as Moose encounters a truck, which leads Squirrel
to set off for the city for a “job at Nifty Nuts as a quality control inspector.” Or not, which could lead to either a career as an
actor or to his missing Moose and home. Which leads to an awesome “Welcome Home party,” which leads to—and the book
concludes with—an even more awesome Edenic forest setting for reading, lounging, and just being one’s animal self. The
text and the colorful digital illustrations work together in this
silly but entertaining tale. Each verso page is busily filled with
action and onomatopoeia while the corresponding recto page
highlights one of the characters. The bottom right of this page
features an image of a turned-up flap and a large “OR...” providing quick pacing for each far-fetched but why-not outcome.
Laugh along as a story about a tree in the forest comes
full circle, bringing three creatures along for a bumpy but
fun ride. (Picture book. 4-6)

y o u n g a d u lt

McKinnon, Natalie
Illus. by Tolland, Margaret
Starfish Bay (36 pp.)
$16.95 | Mar. 1, 2019
978-1-76036-056-6

WHEN A TREE GROWS

Mealey, Cathy Ballou
Illus. by Nowowiejska, Kasia
Sterling (32 pp.)
$16.95 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-4549-2120-2

SASHA AND PUCK AND THE
POTION OF LUCK

Nayeri, Daniel
Illus. by Mak, Anneliese
Whitman (128 pp.)
$14.99 | Mar. 1, 2019
978-0-8075-7242-9
Series: Elixer Fixers, 1

The daughter of an apothecary with
a sideline in iffy potions tries to use both
science and sleuthing to keep her father

out of trouble.
Sure (fairly sure) that the luck potion her father sells to
recently arrived chocolatier Letty Kozlow is bogus, young Sasha
sets out to help it along—using her detective skills to determine
which of three potential beaus would make the best match for
the kindly but secretive shop owner. Along the way she picks
up an odd, grubby, cherubic sidekick she dubs Puck and runs
into several village residents ranging from mean rich girl Sisal
to aptly named Granny Yenta and her (supposedly) magic
rooster. This series opener being a setup episode, Nayeri makes
Sasha’s snooping and clue gathering a vehicle for introducing
an ensemble with some characters, notably Puck and probably
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Dark, foreboding illustrations show the protagonists in a
state of terror and shock, their city ravaged by war.
vanishing colors.

Ms. Kozlow, likely more than they seem. The world beyond the
otherwise unnamed Village and a larger storyline (Sasha’s mom
is currently away battling the evil Order of Disorder) are merely
sketched out now but are sure to come into play later on. For
now, though, the focus is localized to, considering the names,
clothes, and a reference to rusalkas, a vaguely Slavic setting.
In keeping with the cast’s array of types, the wide-eyed, oliveskinned figures in Mak’s frequent illustrations have a Disneyesque look.
An engaging kickoff well-stocked with vivid characters,
yummy chocolates, and tantalizing hints of magic. (map)
(Fantasy. 9-11)

VANISHING COLORS

Ørbeck-Nilssen, Constance
Illus. by Duzakin, Akin
Trans. by Dickson, Kari
Eerdmans (40 pp.)
$18.00 | Mar. 19, 2019
978-0-8028-5518-3

On the eve of losing everything and
with danger still ahead, a mother and
daughter exhibit the perseverance of the
human spirit in wartime.
At the beginning of this Norwegian import, a mother and
her daughter find a dry place in their roofless and almost wallless house to sleep. Mama comforts her daughter, the narrator,
with the story of a large bird that descends from the mountains
as night falls and spreads its wings over their house to protect
them from danger. Dark, foreboding illustrations show the protagonists in a state of terror and shock, their city ravaged by war.
When the girl wakes up, the bird is there, its head enormous
next to her slim body. “Have you forgotten everything? it asks. / ...
/ All the wonderful things that were here before.” Then, one by one,
it reminds the girl of the warm, happy memories that are still
inside her, and as they manifest on the page, they gradually lift
up her spirit and add color to the book. The girl and mother
can leave after she sees “all the colors in the sky,” the bird says.
What’s most important is to “stay together.” In Duzakin’s softedged illustrations, mother and daughter have pale skin and
straight, black hair; their home is unspecified, but architectural
and decorative details suggest Eastern Europe. The book ends
with the mother and child on the move with a few bags, looking
at a vista of their shattered town illuminated by a rainbow in the
sky and holding each other’s hands.
A heart-penetrating, heartbreaking book with exceptional mastery in text and illustration. (Picture book. 8-14)
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CHOMP
A Shark Romp

Paul, Michael
Illus. by the author
Crown (40 pp.)
$16.99 | $19.99 PLB | Apr. 16, 2019
978-1-5247-6702-0
978-1-5247-6703-7 PLB

A gallery of shark shapes and sizes, attitudes and appetites.
Bright (and forgivably inaccurate) colors saturate otherwisesimple spreads that catalog some of the many species of sharks
that live in our planet’s oceans. Lilting text introduces different sharks in opposing and oversimplified terms: “Some sharks
are bottom dwellers... / but other sharks are surface breakers”
(referencing the goblin shark and the great white, respectively).
Very general differences in ferocity (whale shark and bull shark),
pickiness (basking shark and tiger shark), social habits (lemon
shark and cookiecutter shark), and climate preferences (Greenland shark and hammerhead shark) frame each new pair of
sharks, with each presented on its own spread—visually striking but counterproductive to the text’s attempt at continuity.
More-specific facts and explanations are omitted, hopefully
prompting curiosity that will send readers to their libraries or, if
they’re lucky, their local aquarium, where Paul somewhat flimsily reminds them sharks can be visited up close. Unfortunately,
and despite colorful and inviting illustrations, these same omissions also make this a book unlikely to be called on more than
once or twice. Those with “Baby Shark” fans to satisfy should
try pairing this with Shawn Loves Sharks, by Curtis Manley and
illustrated by Tracy Subisak (2017), or Misunderstood Shark, by
Amy Dyckman and illustrated by Scott Magoon (2018), to up
both the entertainment and information values.
Less a romp than a stroll—enjoyable but a little sedate.
(Informational picture book. 4- 7)

THE INVISIBLE GARDEN

Picard, Valérie
Illus. by Ferrer, Marianne
Trans. by Kemp, Liz
Orca (64 pp.)
$19.95 | Apr. 9, 2019
978-1-4598-2211-5

How far can a child’s imagination go?
A lone, bluish car departs from the
crowded city, a mishmash of drab colors and almost indecipherable edifices. “Are we nearly there?”
asks an unseen passenger, as woodland creatures tower in an
encroaching forest. In a clearing stands a red house with an
overactive chimney. “Ah, here at last,” says the child. It’s Grandma’s birthday, and a crowd is celebrating inside. The despondent child sits alone among the chattering adults until one of
the boisterous giants suggests playing in Grandma’s garden. So
Arianne goes outside. At first, boredom prevails there as well.
But then a little stone draws her attention to some flittering
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insects. These immense insects (or is Arianne now minuscule?)
soar over mountaintops, and Arianne must grab onto a bit of
dandelion puff to give chase. Once atop a mountain’s peak, Arianne’s fun continues. This grand miniadventure requires readers’ willingness to follow these whims, and Picard wisely lets her
scarce words serve as guideposts for them. Suddenly strolling
alongside dinosaurs and capturing stars seem plausible. Ferrer’s
unusually whimsical interpretation of an old trope (the child in
nature) merits the imaginations of its readers. Each full-page
picture offers a singular perspective created with vibrant watercolor and bold pen strokes. Arianne and the adults, meanwhile,
range in skin color from ghostly white to deeply pink.
A playful marvel. (Picture book. 3-5)

BEWARE THE MIGHTY BITEY

Musicians Mouse, Goat, and Bear
can get to Cougar’s party only by traveling over a rope bridge
that increasingly and perilously “sways and frays and slips and
dips.”
As each animal makes its way across the bridge, Mouse
strumming a ukulele, Goat beating a drum, and Bear playing a
tuba, the rope frays further. They are not just afraid of a dunking: The Mighty Bitey Piranhas are waiting below. They sing:
“We are the Mighty Bitey, / BEWARE our razor teeth! / snick,
snack, click, clack, / zzzzzzzzzzz!” Will they get lucky and have
a feast? The deeply colored rainforest illustrations with the
characters’ heavy, black, sketchy lines were done digitally and
look ready for animation. The lantern-jawed piranhas with their
many teeth are fearsome and funny at the same time (one has
a napkin and knife and fork at the ready). Just as only “a single
twisting twine” is left holding the bridge together, a butterfly’s
tiny weight upsets everything. The dangerous fish get ready for
their lunch—but a surprise turn of events creates quite a different meal. With a little nod to “The Three Billy Goats Gruff,”
this original tale with its repetitive action and lively text will get
kids involved in read-aloud sessions.
The musicians live to play at the party, but some kids
may feel a little sorry for those charismatic piranhas. (Pic
ture book. 5- 7)

|

Platt, Jason
Illus. by the author
Little, Brown (232 pp.)
$24.99 | $12.99 paper | Apr. 9, 2019
978-0-316-41686-3
978-0-316-41688-7 paper
How can a boy with no talent win a
talent show?
Living with his single dad, Newell
spends his days clowning around with his friends and avoiding his principal, Mr. Todd. After Newell misses a number of
classes, Mr. Todd threatens that one more missed class will land
him in summer school. When the inevitable happens, Newell is
crushed. However, Mr. Todd throws him an implausible curveball: If Newell participates in the school talent show, he may be
pardoned from the horror of spending his summer at school.
After trying out a number of performance options, Newell realizes that he might not have any talents: How is he supposed to
pull this off? This graphic offering hits all the notes young readers would expect in their humorous middle-grade fare: heaps of
fart and puke jokes, a quick pace, and an upbeat ending alongside recognizably styled, brightly colored comic illustrations.
Unfortunately, it feels a bit boilerplate with its unrelenting
peppy tone, campy antics, and well-worn tropes. Newell’s nemesis is a know-it-all girl whose nefarious plotting predictably
backfires, ultimately helping him. Newell and most of the other
characters depicted present white, though Newell’s best friend,
Collin, is a boy of color. Despite its overarching derivative feel,
this should find an easy readership among fans of James Patterson’s I Funny or Jeff Kinney’s Wimpy Kid.
This graphic offering has definite mainstream appeal
but is all too familiar. (Graphic fiction. 8-12)

y o u n g a d u lt

Pindar, Heather
Illus. by Batori, Susan
Maverick Publishing (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-84886-361-3

MIDDLE SCHOOL
MISADVENTURES

CRESCENDO

Quintavalle, Paola
Illus. by Sanna, Alessandro
Enchanted Lion Books (104 pp.)
$19.95 | Feb. 12, 2019
978-1-59270-255-8
An artistic meditation on gestation.
Turning publishing convention on its
head, the illustrations came first in this stunning, extra-long picture book. Sanna’s watercolors, originally created for a wordless
book published in Italy, depict the nine months of human gestation with sequential spreads of a pregnant woman’s growing
torso, crescendoing to birth. Her belly increasingly protrudes
with successive page turns, but it is not merely a woman standing still; instead, the illustrations can be read both as an expectant mother’s body and as the curved wings of a sea gull, the arc of
a whale’s tail, and the sloping descent of a hillside. This merging
of the body and the natural world emphasizes humanity’s place
in the circle of life while presenting breathtaking visuals. The
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accompanying, poetic text guides readers through successive
images, shifting focus to the developing fetus through direct
address. “Month 4” reads, for example: “And while you are still
learning to breathe / Patterns are drawn on your fingertips for
you and you alone.” Corresponding backmatter pages offer
“Developmental Facts that Inspired the Text” (which, unfortunately, are unsourced). For Month 4 this expository text reads,
in part, “The fetus’s lungs are not completely formed yet, but
it has started to practice respiratory movements. Fingerprints
and footprints are being defined.” It’s a sophisticated offering,
perhaps better suited for baby showers than nurseries, but it’s
lovely all the same.
Sublime. (Picture book. 5-adult)

HAND IN HAND

Rosenbaum, Andria Warmflash
Illus. by Shleifer, Maya
Apples & Honey Press (32 pp.)
$17.95 | Apr. 1, 2019
978-1-68115-538-8
A fablelike introduction to the Holocaust for the youngest audiences.
Ruthi and Leib frolic happily in a
field gathering flowers with their mother. But when “soldiers
stomped brutish boots into town,” their mother goes off to
find food and never returns. The plot continues apace, with
no repetition or structure to guide children’s understanding
(save multiple references to “strawberry smiles”); the siblings
are separated in an orphanage, and Ruthi goes to a nightmarish place “where numbers replaced names.” She survives the war,
emigrates, builds a life for herself as an adult, and, in her old age,
reunites with her brother. Reminiscent of the stylings of Art
Spiegleman’s Maus, the children—based on compiled stories of
Jewish youth, according to an author’s note—are represented
as rabbits (albeit with “blonde curls” on Leib and straight, dark
locks that flow past Ruthi’s ears), with other animal people present in background scenes. The prose attempts a flowery, poetic
style, which is sometimes powerful and sometimes distracting.
Tiny details indicate the specific historical events of the Holocaust, but since it’s never directly referred to, children will need
help contextualizing the story.
Adults looking for tools to introduce the subject of the
Holocaust will find a helpful beginning in this emotiondriven story. (Picture book. 5-8)
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DEAR BOY,

Rosenthal, Paris & Rosenthal, Jason
Illus. by Hatam, Holly
Harper/HarperCollins (40 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 23, 2019
978-0-06-242251-4
A follow-up to Paris Rosenthal’s
advice-filled work written in collaboration with her late mother,
Amy Krouse Rosenthal, Dear Girl, (2017).
Young gentlemen need guidance too, so Paris Rosenthal
partners with her father this time to dispense words of wisdom to boys. Some of the advice is quite pedestrian: “Dear Boy,
Always trust magic”; “Dear Boy, If you need one more reminder
to pursue your dreams, then here it is: Pursue your dreams.”
Some of it echoes Dear Girl,: “Find kids who are like you. / Find
kids who are unlike you.” And some directly speaks to the heart:
“Honesty is one thing / that will never lead you down the wrong
road.” Touching on masculinity, consent (“Yes means yes. / Anything else means no”), encouragement, and kindness, the text
offers nothing that is misguided, but it does seem to be missing
a spark of surprise. A tiny bit of the unusual. (But, one supposes,
since Amy Krause Rosenthal’s death, so is the world.) Parallel to
Dear Girl,’s protagonist, Hatam creates a paper-white boy with
round-dotted eyes to explore the various scenarios. Friends of
other, varying shades are in the periphery and background.
Raising and nurturing tiny humans, regardless of gender, is a difficult task—this stands as a reminder that love
should be always present. (Picture book. 4-8)

SAMMY SPIDER’S FIRST
WEDDING

Rouss, Sylvia A.
Illus. by Kahn, Katherine Janus
Kar-Ben (32 pp.)
$7.99 paper | $17.99 PLB | May 1, 2019
978-1-5124-8367-3
978-15124-8366-6 PLB
Series: Sammy Spider
The very busy spider who has celebrated many Jewish holidays now adds a festive ceremony to
his catalog of experiences.
The little eight-legged one watches as Mr. Shapiro and
his family build a chuppah, or Jewish wedding canopy, under
which the bride and groom exchange their vows. Sammy gets
closer and closer to it, thinking that it is quite “beautiful.” The
Shapiros leave for the wedding carrying the chuppah, flowers, a
small wrapped package, and Sammy. In a mix of religious traditions and modern touches, two men and two women hold the
four pillars of the canopy while a rabbi wearing a tallit (prayer
shawl) performs the ceremony. The bride walks around the
groom seven times, they sip from a wine cup, and Sammy, ever
curious, notices the package which contains a wineglass and
happily crawls inside. “Weddings are fun!” he thinks, but this is
not a good idea at a Jewish wedding ceremony, which concludes
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A practical, sensitive depiction of a child with ADHD
facing challenges and receiving affirmation.
my whirling, twirling motor

with the groom stomping on the wineglass—wrapped in a napkin for safety. Can Sammy save himself? Yes he can, in time to
watch the guests, men and women together, “dancing the Hora.”
Young readers not yet familiar with Jewish wedding customs will
learn about a happy ritual, although there is no mention of the
ketubah, or wedding contract. Kahn’s collage illustrations fill
the pages with pretty pastel colors against a white background
and depict the humans with uniformly pink skin.
Sammy’s adventure offers a good overview of a joyous
occasion. (Picture book. 3-6)

THE STORY OF AND
The Little Word That
Changed the World

Sasso, Sandy Eisenberg
Illus. by Rothenberg, Joani Keller
Flyaway Books (40 pp.)
$18.00 | Apr. 23, 2019
978-1-947888-05-0

|

Saunders, Merriam Sarcia
Illus. by Lyon, Tammie
Magination/American Psychological
Association (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 5, 2019
978-1-4338-2936-9
A practical, sensitive depiction of a
child with ADHD facing challenges and receiving affirmation.
Charlie goes through his days feeling as though he can
never measure up to others’ expectations because of “a spinning
motor inside [him] that buzzes and whirls and hums.” The term
ADHD is never used in the book proper, but extensive backmatter notes intended for teachers, parents, and other caregivers
specifically name the disorder and offer practical tips for supporting kids with ADHD. Charlie displays by turns distracted,
hyperfocused, and hyperactive behaviors at home and at school,
and both text and illustrations depict his classmates’, parents’,
and teacher’s negative reactions. At the day’s end, Charlie hides
under his blanket when his mom says she needs to talk with
him. “Will she tell me all the things I did because of my buzzing
motor?...I wish I could turn off the motor!” Happily, his mother’s approach is compassionate. She cuddles her son and reads
from a “Wonderful List” that notes things that went right that
day at home and at school, too. This loving affirmation calms
Charlie and allows him to settle in to go to sleep, optimistic
about tomorrow. The line-and-color illustrations depict Charlie
and his family as white, though he does have some classmates of
color; swift, sketched lines indicate his nearly constant motion.
Compassionate, helpful, and wise. (Picture book. 4-8)

y o u n g a d u lt

A little girl counts how many times the word “and” appears
in her books and demonstrates to the adults in her life how
important that little word can be.
She narrates supposedly old tales about shapes. A circle is
insulted by a line until the cheerful uppercase AND, referred to
as female, comes along “so simple and sure” and announces ‘Yes,
we can!” and joins their hands (not pictured in the illustrations),
and voilà, they form a balloon. A rectangle insults a triangle,
bringing the chirpy AND again, joining them to make a seesaw.
A rectangle and a square are joined to make a house, an oval and
a line form musical notes, and a cylinder and an octagon form
a table for people to gather in community. The rhyming tale
is disjointed, with a particularly preachy conclusion, and the
subtitle is quite misleading. Rothenberg’s very bright cartoons
enhance the tale, with the depiction of AND varied and charming, especially when seen from a distance. But the illustrations
have their own deficiencies. The rectangle that meets the triangle is extremely elongated and appears to be nearly identical
to the rather wide line that joins with the oval. There is a link to
download a song based on the tale. The child who begins it all
appears white; some of the adults in her life are people of color.
A well-intentioned homily in which tolerance and kindness overcome bullying, but the tone is cloying and the
message feels forced. (Picture book. 4- 7)

MY WHIRLING,
TWIRLING MOTOR

MITZVAH PIZZA

Scheerger, Sarah Lynn
Illus. by Melmon, Deborah
Kar-Ben (32 pp.)
$7.99 paper | $17.99 PLB | Apr. 1, 2019
978-1-5415-2171-1
978-1-5415-2170-4 PLB
This book may bring a surge of business to the Philadelphia pizzeria that inspired it.
The walls of the Pizza Corner are covered with sticky notes,
and at first Missy can’t figure out why. “Each sticky note,” her
father explains, “represents a piece of pizza that somebody has
already paid for, like a gift or a treat.” Missy’s new friend Jane,
a girl she met while waiting in line, needs help paying for her
slice, for instance. Melmon’s illustration of the line is one of the
pleasures of the book. Every customer seems to have a full life
story, and the picture uses almost every skin tone on the artist’s palette. Ever since Hanukkah, Missy has been saving up her
chore money for her day with Daddy, and if there’s absolutely
no suspense about how she’s going to spend it, that’s because
many readers will be moved to go to the real-life pizza shop in
Philadelphia and make a donation to the pizza fund. It’s difficult
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Delicate clusters of lines characterize the digital
illustrations, which, dominated by black, resemble
scratchboard with a modern twist: Vibrant neon-orange
highlights the moonlit details on nearly every page.
sweet dreamers

not to be touched by the story, even when Scheerger’s phrasing
is slightly awkward. When Missy is thinking about what to do
with her money, she says, “my mouth is full, and so is my head.”
Given the paucity of books about Jews of color, it’s notable that
Missy has East Asian features while her father presents white;
Jane and her father both present white, and their need is treated
with respect.
Warm and affecting. (Picture book. 5-10)

THE SKETCHBOOK

Seal, Julia
Illus. by the author
Peter Pauper Press (40 pp.)
$16.99 | Mar. 15, 2019
978-1-4413-2937-0
A little girl who loves to draw is shy
about showing her pictures to anyone.
Young Lily is “afraid of what others
might think of her drawings, so she [keeps] her pictures hidden
in her sketchbook.” While author/illustrator Seal’s illustrations
are varied in their presentation—double-page spreads are interspersed with spot illustrations, vignettes, and full-page bleeds—
the overall presentation doesn’t sparkle as a book about art
should. The characters’ expressions are uniformly pleasant, and
the illustrations mostly mirror the text. A few notable illustrations reach beyond, however, as when Lily’s imagination is visually underscored by her drawing of a rainy day and a poignant
moment when she draws herself in a group of children. The storyline inevitably engineers that Lily’s drawings are accidently
seen by the townspeople—a gust of wind scatters them—and
Lily is mortified until she realizes that people are praising them.
Strangely, here the storyline moves from confidence in drawing
to confidence in telling stories as, “for the first time in Lily’s
life, words came spilling out of her.” The final illustration and its
accompanying text add to this perplexity by showing Lily surrounded by new friends admiring her pictures, with the words:
“And now she’d found a voice, and friends to share them with.”
This conflation of storylines, strange grammar aside, is just
plain confusing. Lily presents white while other residents of her
picturesque town are somewhat diverse.
Competent illustrations, muddied storyline. (Picture
book. 4-6)

MINDFUL BEA AND THE
WORRY TREE

Silver, Gail
Illus. by Höllbacher, Franziska
Magination/American Psychological
Association (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-1-4338-2954-3
ety with mindfulness.
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Bea loves to dance, sing, and explore the outdoors. But Bea
is also prone to anxious thoughts, which are brought to life in
the watercolor-and-ink illustrations as long fronds of a malevolent willow tree that leave poor Bea in tangles. She’s planned
a big party, but on the day of the event Bea can think only of
everything that might go wrong. Her repeated attempts to
control the cascade of worried thoughts are thwarted each
time a guest arrives: “DING DONG!” Seeking relief, she
escapes into the yard, where she is finally able to slow down
and find space to breathe. When Bea discovers the party balloons are not blown up, readers might think this will confirm her fears of failure, but instead, the rhythmic breathing
required to blow up the balloons further aids her calming and
allows her to enjoy the party with her friends. Unfortunately,
the inconsistent rhyme scheme and sometimes-confusing use
of speech and thought bubbles distracts from the story and
muddles the message. While the backmatter content from
pediatric psychologist Ara Schmitt is informative for parents,
other, better resources exist for sharing mindful breathing
techniques with children as well as for providing literary mirrors to children struggling with anxiety. Bea and most of the
other characters present white.
A disappointing outing for the psychology specialists.
(Picture book. 4- 7)

SWEET DREAMERS

Simler, Isabelle
Illus. by the author
Eerdmans (80 pp.)
$19.00 | Mar. 26, 2019
978-0-8028-5517-6

A stylized, visually stunning introduction to animals and animal facts that
doubles neatly as a bedtime story.
In this French import, slumbering animals, insects, and
sea creatures are depicted in highly detailed spreads paired
with lyrical free verse. Delicate clusters of lines characterize
the digital illustrations, which, dominated by black, resemble
scratchboard with a modern twist: Vibrant neon-orange highlights the moonlit details on nearly every page. The visual and
verbal pacing excels. Wordless full-bleed landscape endpapers
and title pages gently draw readers in, inspiring quiet wonder
and appreciation of the natural world before zooming in on the
first featured creature: a sloth, asleep in a tree. What follows
is an organic, loosely educational exploration of animals’ experiences of sleep: In each spread, Simler’s text, translated from
the original French, cleverly acknowledges fact (the sloth sleeps
“slung like a hammock”) while entertaining flights of fancy (“the
sloth dreams / of spring-loaded sprinters, / of rockets blasting
off ”). The creatures themselves are easily recognizable; many,
refreshingly, are less-common subjects, including a humpback
whale, a flamingo, and a wild boar. Every so often, the closeup animal spreads are punctuated by new wordless nighttime
landscape spreads over which to linger. In the final spread, an
unnamed light-skinned girl slumbers: a cue for readers to do
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the same. The satisfyingly large trim size, soothing pacing, and
imaginative text invite shared (and frequent) reading.
A delight. (Picture book. 3-8)

HAIR!
Animal Fur, Wool, and More
Singer, Marilyn
Illus. by Colombet, Julie
Millbrook/Lerner (44 pp.)
$26.65 PLB | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-5124-4915-0

ODD GODS

Slavin, David & Weitzman, Daniel
Illus. by Lane, Adam J.B.
Harper/HarperCollins (224 pp.)
$13.99 | May 14, 2019
978-0-06-283953-4
Series: Odd Gods, 1
Middle school is never easy, especially when you’re powerless and your
brother’s a perfect God.
Oddonis, son of Zeus and Freya, has
never resembled his twin, Adonis. Adonis was born with a six
pack and a mane of beautiful, blond hair. Oddonis was born
with an “old guy jelly belly.” Elementary school was no fun, but
Oddonis’ hoping that Mount Olympus Middle School will be
|

SWARM OF BEES

Snicket, Lemony
Illus. by Alexander, Rilla
Little, Brown (48 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-0-316-39282-2

y o u n g a d u lt

Mammals, including humans, are distinguished by having
hair, sometimes a little, sometimes a lot, in many colors and
forms, and for many purposes.
This lively book addresses a familiar subject in an engaging way. Singer speaks directly to her readers, opening with the
question “Were you a hairy baby?” The format is straightforward: short expository paragraphs accompanied by stock photos overlaid with Colombet’s cartoon images of a komondor (a
long-haired Hungarian sheepdog) and a hoopoe (a bird with a
distinctive crest but no hair) who comment and ask questions
in speech bubbles. After discussing human hair, Singer goes on
to consider the hair of other mammals, explaining differences
in hair and its varied functions, introducing and defining appropriate terminology as necessary. She returns to hair on human
bodies to explain the functions of eyelashes and eyebrows. The
tiny hairs in human nostrils are sensitive vibrissae, like the
whiskers of dogs and cats. Finally she points out that while
individual humans may choose to change their hair, hair also
changes as we age. “No two people—or any other mammals—
have hair that’s the same. That makes every one of us unique.”
(Humans depicted are diverse.) Of all the author’s many books,
this is most like Eggs (2008) in its conversational, informational
approach.
Sure to be welcomed in settings with curious elementary-age children. (hair trivia, glossary, selected bibliography, further reading) (Nonfiction. 7-10)

different. Ha. On the first day, he and his best friend, Gaseous,
the flatulent son of Uranus and Chalupa, the Refried Bean
Queen, are pranked by Adonis and his God friends on the bus
and then refused entrance via the Gods’ door. Yep, more of
the same. They do make more friends, including tiny Puneous,
smart Mathena, and contagious Germes, but the Gods rule the
school, and the election for class president will soon make that
official. Adonis runs unopposed until a fed-up Oddonis decides
to try to beat his conceited brother. Can the Odds beat the
Gods? This series opener sports in-line comics and spot illustrations as well as plenty of potty humor (Oddonis’ dog’s name is
Trianus, and the name’s appropriate). The whackadoodle mishmash of world mythologies and...other stuff (Germes’ mom is
Typhoid Mary—go figure) may bug both myth-heads and readers who appreciate consistency in worldbuilding, but even they
will have to laugh.
Newly minted fans will hope that future myth-adventures will be just as silly. (Graphic/fantasy hybrid. 7-11)

An angry kid wreaks havoc until a father’s restorative
embrace brings love and forgiveness to child and community.
Tomato in hand, spite on his face, a young boy pulls his
tomato-laden wagon across the front endpapers, straight for
a bees’ nest. Readers will delight in the title page’s payoff, as
the nest sways from the tomato’s impact and hostile bees pour
forth. Through the town they fly with the boy, gauging possible
targets: a sailor and his mother, workers, pets, apartment dwellers. All are considered by the clever narrator, who uses nursery
rhyme–esque repetition. But then it’s revealed: The boy stung
all the targets with his tomatoes! The aggrieved neighbors and
bees now chase the child across a map full of tomato-splattered
evidence. Acting as a metaphor for the emotional states of
the characters, the bees are soon caught and calmed by a beekeeper while the boy is soothed by his father’s warm and loving embrace. The artwork, done with ink, rubber stamps, and
digital collage, perfectly enhances the text, balancing its emotional depth with comedic beats. Rarely does a design so fully
consider how images tell a story from cover to cover, from the
swarm leading the eyes to the ingenious use of shapes, color,
patterns, negative space, and framing. Mischief-makers will be
captivated by its humor and promise of unconditional love and
forgiveness; their caregivers will appreciate the exploration of
emotions and possible responses.
A witty, thought-provoking triumph. (Picture book. 4-8)
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THE RUNAWAYS

Stark, Ulf
Illus. by Crowther, Kitty
Trans. by Marshall, Julia
Gecko Press (144 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-776572-33-5
A boy helps his ailing grandfather
go home one last time in this Swedish
import.
Gottfried finds life enlivened by his
feisty grandfather, who’s always been “difficult.” They are true
kindred spirits. Confined now to the hospital with a broken leg
and weak heart, Grandpa’s “worse than ever.” Gottfried’s dad
avoids hospital visits because Grandpa’s naughty behavior and
declining condition make him “tired and sad.” He rejects Gottfried’s plea to bring Grandpa to live with them, insisting he’s
“too sick and angry and stubborn and crazy.” Pretending to be at
football training, Gottfried visits Grandpa in the hospital and
suggests they should run away. Lying to his parents about where
he’s going overnight, Gottfried surreptitiously transports
Grandpa to the island house where he lived with Grandma until
she died. Back home for one night, Grandpa happily reverts
to his old clothes, savors Grandma’s last jar of lingonberry jam,
and says farewell to his old life before returning to the hospital.
Gottfried’s accessible, unadorned, heartfelt first-person narration reveals the depth of his bond with his grandfather as well
as his insightful understanding of his father’s limitations. Linear,
colored-pencil drawings capture key interactions between characters and revel in Grandpa’s choler. Characters are white (or, in
Grandpa’s case, grouchily pink).
A touching, realistic, gently humorous story of how
a sensitive boy copes with his treasured grandfather’s
decline. (Fiction. 8-11)

FERGAL AND THE BAD
TEMPER

Starling, Robert
Illus. by the author
Imprint (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 30, 2019
978-1-250-19862-4

A young dragon erupts in fits of fiery fury.
Fergal dislikes being told what to do and when to do it; this
state of affairs just is “not FAIR.” Whenever things aren’t fair,
Fergal responds with a mouthful of FIRE, destroying everything in the flames’ way. Though he’s contrite afterward, he can’t
control his blazing temper despite unfortunate consequences
that inevitably ensue. When friends reject his destructive ways,
Fergal bemoans the unfairness of that situation to Mom, who
explains how badly his behavior has hurt others and himself and
then shares her own method for calming down when angry. Fergal tries it soon after and it works, and then he discovers that
his animal pals employ useful temper-tempering strategies, too.
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In the end, Fergal learns to use his fire for his friends’ benefit.
This cute British import succinctly and not so subtly conveys a
message about tantrums that should settle comfortably on the
ears and minds of young readers/listeners. The included strategies may prove helpful to children and harried adults struggling
to calm angry youngsters during frustrated outbursts. The illustrations, rendered in acrylic, gouache, and digital media, are
appealing and expressive; animal characters represent different
species and are depicted in various colors, sizes, and shapes.
Tempers will cool once kids meet Fergal. (Picture book.
3-6)

MUSIC FOR
MISTER MOON

Stead, Philip C.
Illus. by Stead, Erin E.
Neal Porter/Holiday House (40 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 26, 2019
978-0-8234-4160-0
In making amends for a thoughtless
act, a shy young cellist finds just the right
audience.
So afflicted with performance anxiety that her parents’ mere suggestion that she might play in an
orchestra one day makes her flushed and sweaty, Harriet Henry
retreats to her room and transforms it into a small, isolated
house in which she can practice unheard. But when the teacup she throws through a window to silence an annoying owl
knocks the moon down from the sky, Harriet—introducing
herself, with a deft bit of gender fluidity, as “Hank”—makes a
wagon and responds to the wishes of “Mister Moon” by wheeling him first to the hat maker (a bear) for a warm hat, then down
to the lake to listen to water and a distant bell buoy (“There is
so much music down below,” he comments. “It is so quiet up in
the sky”), then finally back to the sky to play for the moon, who
has promised not to cheer or even watch. The illustrations, as
spare and harmonious as the prose, are pale constructs of lightly
applied pencil over misty ink monoprints featuring a large, gently glowing moon with human features, a comically tiny wagon,
and a serious-looking, pigtailed child (white, like her parents)
barely if at all taller than her instrument. The ability of Harriet/Hank to remake her surroundings at will not only enhances
the episode’s dreamlike quality, but should also strike a chord in
retiring or introspective readers.
A low-key, atmospheric encounter a-glimmer with verbal and visual grace notes. (Picture book. 6-9)
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Teckentrup maintains interest with ever changing page
designs punctuated with white space. While the palette
changes with the mood, the art is tonally consistent.
my little book of big questions

SEASHELLS
More Than a Home

Stewart, Melissa
Illus. by Brannen, Sarah S.
Charlesbridge (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-58089-810-2

IF I WERE A PARK RANGER

Stier, Catherine
Illus. by Corrigan, Patrick
Whitman (32 pp.)
$16.99 | Apr. 1, 2019
978-0-8075-3545-5

A series of children imagine all the
things they might do if they were park
rangers.
From the typical education of a ranger to a short sentence
each about some people who were important in the history of
the National Park Service, Stier packs a lot in. The job varies
as much as the national parks themselves, which can include
historical sites, wilderness areas, or even a ship or monument.
It might involve scientific research, interaction with visitors,
giving tours, costumed history interpretation, educational
outreach, designing exhibits, mapmaking, or updating park
websites. “And maybe, because of all I did, some visitors to my
park would experience something astonishing...a moment that
could happen nowhere else in the world....Then, like me, they’d
want to take care of these very special places too.” In Corrigan’s
artwork, the six uniformed children (diverse racially if not by
ability or body type) are seen performing the duties of park
rangers, though they remain children and the scientists and visitors around them are adults. Not all the illustrations are distinct
|

DISCOVER OUR
SOLAR SYSTEM

Stuart, Colin
Illus. by Brandon-King, Charlie
Button Books (48 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 1, 2019
978-1-78708-017-1
An overview of our solar system, from the sun to the Kuiper
Belt, and how we are exploring it.
As solar-system tours go, it’s a quick flyby, but it’s also lively
and unusually rich in uncommon observations and insights.
Following views of the Big Bang and the history of astronomy,
Stuart stops at the sun, then Mercury, Venus (where human visitors would be “baked, crushed, and dissolved”), and each other
planet in succession. On the way, he cogently argues that Mars
is the “most explored” planet, as we have better maps of its surface than our own ocean bottoms. The journey is rounded out
with a mixed bag of topical spreads ranging from a gallery of
dwarf planets to a timeline of our outer-space ventures up to
Elon Musk’s 2018 SpaceX rocket launch and a diagrammatic
look at a modern Soyuz launch and return. In the illustrations,
satellites and spacecraft, enlarged images of select moons,
exploded views, fact boxes, and digestible narrative blocks orbit
Brandon-King’s larger, reasonably realistic planetary portraits.
Occasional scenes feature light- and dark-skinned human figures of all genders peering into telescopes or floating in vacuum.
A memorable flight for prospective space travelers.
(glossary) (Nonfiction. 9-11)

y o u n g a d u lt

What is a seashell?
“Every day, seashells wash up on beaches all over Earth, like
treasures from a secret world beneath the waves.” But how are
they alike, and how are they different? How do shells work?
What can they do? Accessible and detailed watercolors accompany general, simile-heavy statements elaborated with brief,
factual paragraphs and charts of interesting informational tidbits. They explain some of the variations seen in attributes of
seashells, including their buoyancy, how they open and close,
and some of the different ways that they act as camouflage. The
text doesn’t provide explicit information about what a mollusk
is until the final pages, and the general statements use the word
“seashell” interchangeably to describe both the outer shell and
the creature within, which sometimes results in inaccuracy. Seashells don’t “send out warnings like the signal from a lighthouse,”
for example; it’s the mollusks inside them that do. Still, curious
youngsters will find food for thought and have much to ponder
and observe as they examine the pages, and they’ll have new
things to look for the next time they return to the beach.
An imperfect but pleasant introduction to the world of
shells. (Informational picture book. 5-8)

enough to identify the national parks without their labels (the
illustration of Glacier National Park shows snowshoers in front
of generic evergreens and twin mountains, for instance), though
the range of parks depicted is nice.
A great way to introduce children to a not-oftendepicted career path and maybe to spark some interest in
our country’s national treasures as well. (author’s note)
(Informational picture book. 4-9)

MY LITTLE BOOK OF
BIG QUESTIONS

Teckentrup, Britta
Illus. by the author
Prestel (192 pp.)
$19.95 | Apr. 9, 2019
978-3-7913-7376-8

The prolific German picture-book creator here fills nearly 200 pages with contemplative questions—and corresponding

images.
While some spreads pair a single thought and illustration
in a verso/recto pattern, other ideas are examined over several
pages. The book opens and concludes with children on chairs,
first musing about growing up, later dreaming; also near the end
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Simms’ paintings capture the spirit of the quiet
yet emotionally layered text, providing colorful patterns
atop simple shapes and compositions.
ojiichan’s gift

are youth on a tightrope (acknowledging fear) and swing (aiming high). Some questions deal with the everyday, tangible, or
familiar realm: “What if the winter never ends?”; “Why are they
so mean to me?” Others are more existential: “When somebody
is very old and dies, / and a tree grows out of his grave, / is he
then the tree?” Teckentrup maintains interest with ever changing page designs punctuated with white space. Her beautifully
textured, layered compositions are created by scanning and
digitally composing art that has been printed and painted by
hand. While the palette changes with the mood, the art is tonally consistent, lending an overall unity. Skin tones range from
realistic (brown) to the fantastic (blue or decorated, i.e., a starlit
silhouette). The variety of questions ensures that a wide swath
of reflective readers will find something to ponder, whether it is
“Will he like me?” as subsequent pages show two (possibly) boys
getting closer to kissing or the rhetorical “Do birds like to fly?”
A handsome volume offering conversation starters,
writing prompts, or thoughtful browsing pleasure. (Picture
book. 6-adult)

SAM WU IS NOT AFRAID
OF SHARKS

Tsang, Katie & Tsang, Kevin
Illus. by Reed, Nathan
Sterling (240 pp.)
$12.95 | Mar. 12, 2019
978-1-4549-3256-7
Series: Sam Wu Is Not Afraid

Sam Wu is still totally NOT scared.
Even though he’s already demonstrated his bravery by conquering a ghost (Sam Wu Is Not Afraid
of Ghosts, 2018), Sam somehow once again finds himself trying
to shake the nickname “Scaredy-Cat Sam.” After an embarrassing incident during a school trip to the aquarium, he and
his friends face a beach birthday party and the twin specters
of swimming (turns out his brainy friend Bernard can’t swim)
and sharks (obviously). He notes, in his characteristically wry
way, that “apparently, bravery is something you have to prove
over and over again.” This second installment, like Sam, seems
anxious of venturing beyond the surf; it largely clings to the format of the first book, nearly act for act. Nonetheless, it should
find its readers, who may find comfort and confidence in following Sam’s incremental growth. Additional time spent with
Na-Na, Sam’s sharp and sassy grandmother, reveals more about
Sam’s family’s Hong Kong origins and highlights a loving, realistic, intergenerational relationship. Foodies will enjoy the additional references to Chinese fare—one memorable scene finds
Sam, white-skinned Bernard, and darker-skinned Zoe happily
chewing on grilled squid. While Reed’s Na-Na isn’t a particularly compelling image of a Hong Kong grandma, readers will
otherwise appreciate the illustrations’ big-eyed humor as well
as the dynamic type styling, graphics, and page design.
A sequel skittish of unchartered waters still finds its
way. (Fiction. 7-10)
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OJIICHAN’S GIFT

Uegaki, Chieri
Illus. by Simms, Genevieve
Kids Can (36 pp.)
$16.99 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-77138-963-1
A young girl finds a new way to stay
connected to her ojiichan, or grandfather.
When Mayumi van Horton was born, her ojiichan in Japan
built her a garden. Instead of flowers, “Ojiichan had made the
garden out of stones—big ones, little ones and ones in between.”
The gently flowing narration continues as watercolors illustrate
how Mayumi grows between each summer visit with Ojiichan.
Mayumi also gains insight as they care for the garden together.
As a toddler she learns “that moss on a rock was a gift of time.”
As a school-aged child she learns “that clipping shrubs to look
like clouds was the best of all reasons to prune.” But later
Mayumi notices that Ojiichan’s house, once full of life and luster, is now “dusty and dull” and the garden “left alone.” Realizing
she is powerless to meet Ojiichan’s changing needs, she directs
her frustrations on their once fastidiously maintained garden,
kicking and “spraying gravel everywhere.” Eventually she finds
solace in creatively preserving their beloved project, cementing
their bond despite the impending transition. Simms’ paintings
capture the spirit of the quiet yet emotionally layered text, providing colorful patterns atop simple shapes and compositions.
The result is an understated story that delivers a powerful message of love. Mayumi is biracial, with a white father and Japanese mother.
Like a garden, this meticulously composed work will
bring readers serenity and joy. (Picture book. 4-8)

ME AND SAM-SAM HANDLE
THE APOCALYPSE

Vaught, Susan
Paula Wiseman/Simon & Schuster
(320 pp.)
$17.99 | May 14, 2019
978-1-5344-2501-9

Jesse Broadview is trying to survive
junior high just like everyone else—with
the addition of doing it while having
autism spectrum disorder—but it gets
complicated when her English teacher father is arrested for
stealing money from the school.
Bullied at school, Jesse spends her time outside it training
her Pomeranian, Sam-Sam, to be a bomb-sniffing dog just like
her heroic, deployed mom’s. Even though he’s afraid of dogs,
new kid Springer Regal is also a bit offbeat, and he and Jesse
find similarities and strengths in each other. They decide they
will have to investigate the theft in order to prove Jesse’s dad’s
innocence, as the police are unlikely to take his claims seriously. Jesse and Springer narrow their list of suspects, but when
a tornado rips through their small Kentucky town, further
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opportunities to be heroic abound. Moving back and forth in
time, Vaught writes in Jesse’s wry, distinct voice, allowing her to
explain some of her sensitivities in a frank, matter-of-fact way:
“new clothes don’t have to be perfect. Just not itchy.” Readers
also see how even well-meaning neurotypicals can inadvertently
echo the distancing gestures Jesse endures—and has to some
extent internalized—from the actively cruel bullies. But over
and above all this, Jesse is a vibrant, strong, smart, funny character who happens to have ASD. Jesse, her family, and Springer
present white; ethnic diversity is indicated primarily through
naming convention.
An absorbing mystery about friendship, growth, and
heroics. (author’s note) (Mystery. 8-12)

Wilson, Troy
Illus. by Hanmer, Clayton
Owlkids Books (32 pp.)
$17.95 | Apr. 15, 2019
978-1-77147-318-7

AS WE GROW

Walden, Libby
Illus. by Jones, Richard
Tiger Tales (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 1, 2019
978-1-68010-117-1
A picture-book musing about growing up.
The innovative cover and frontmatter design with die cuts shaped like a crawling baby, a young
child, and an older child will immediately catch readers’ eyes.
The rhyming text endeavors to speak in universals about
growth and development, and this effort is aided by depictions
of diverse people with different skin colors and hair textures
and colors at various life stages (though there’s little variation in
body type and no inclusion of visible disability). Earlier stages
are presented with babies, toddlers, and children engaged in
concrete activities that signify their varied, increasing degrees
of independence. Later scenes veer toward the metaphorical to
represent adolescent, adult, and aged people’s respective states
of being. For example, babies are depicted directly engaging
with the natural world: “They stretch to feed the hungry ducks
with food clutched in their hands— / with each and every passing day, their tiny world expands.” On the other hand, “Stranded
on an island is a wild and restless teen— / unsure of their direction or what their future means.” The accompanying art depicts
the teen on an island, which ushers in symbolic understanding
since it strains credulity to take the scene as a literal, universal adolescent experience. Throughout, the illustrations are
defined by a soft visual texture and subdued color palette that
visually evokes the gentle text’s affirming tone.
A lovely, gently existential exploration. (Picture book. 5-10)

y o u n g a d u lt

When a new dog comes into Tim’s
life, his canine best friend, Tuffy, is left wondering where he
stands.
“Tuffy loved Tim. And Tim loved Tuffy.” However, Tim also
loves Ultra Dog, “the ultra-est dog in the universe!” He loves
everything about Ultra Dog: the TV show, books, games, and
apparel—even the underwear. Despite Tim’s obsession with the
fictional pooch, however, Tuffy is still pretty sure that Tim loves
him, until the neighbor cat begins sowing seeds of doubt. With
the cherished relationship in question, Tuffy tries to prove he is
as worthy of Tim’s love and attention as Ultra Dog. He strives
to be the most obedient, most helpful, most affectionate dog
a kid could ask for. The ultra-est, even. When Tuffy’s attempts
to impress ultimately backfire, he learns the true depth of
Tim’s love and friendship. Truly, a dog is a boy’s best friend, and
the feeling is mutual. Utilizing comic conventions, including
speech bubbles and paneled illustrations, Hanmer’s bright and
dynamic visuals add energy and physical comedy to Tuffy’s anxious attempts to secure his friendship. Wilson’s plot is sure to
entertain, but it will also resonate on a deeper level with anyone
who has ever felt envious of a new friend, sibling, or pet. Tim
and his parents share the same straight, black hair and tan skin;
Tim wears his hair long, in pleasing defiance of gender norms.
Humorous and endearing, worth sharing with human
and furry friends alike. (Picture book. 5-8)

b o a r d & n o v e lt y
books
LITTLE PANDA

Abery, Julie
Illus. by Mason, Suzie
Amicus Ink (20 pp.)
$8.99 | Mar. 12, 2019
978-1-68152-414-6
A doting mama is always close by as
her Little Panda explores the world.
Rhyming couplets on every spread keep little ones turning the pages. Each page includes internal rhymes: “winking, /
blinking,” “stumbling, / tumbling,” “slipping, / gripping,” etc.
This rhyming vocabulary is highlighted in lavender and blue,
contrasting with the otherwise neutrally colored text. These
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action words give the text an immediacy that’s appropriate
for action-oriented toddlers. Verbs such as “spies,” “bumbles,”
“plodding,” “clambers,” and “dangles,” not typical toddler repertoire, are clearly signaled by the uncluttered pictures. The
mama panda and her cub look more like stuffed animals than
photorealistic ones, with matching smiles and eyes. The natural
setting the cub is playing in is somewhat simplified and idealized and does not reflect the species’ natural, temperate habitat,
but children who live in snowy climates will recognize much of
Little Panda’s play. Companion title Little Tiger follows the same
format, also focusing on the caring relationship between mama
and cub. The picture of the mama tiger carrying the cub in her
mouth by the scruff of its neck is accurate but may elicit questions from older children.
A happy addition for children fascinated by animals,
this and its companion also provide assurance that mama,
whatever the species, will always be nearby. (Board book. 1-3)
(Little Tiger: 978-1-68152-413-9)

THE HUMAN BODY

Babin, Stéphanie
Illus. by Falorsi, Ilaria
Trans. by Hardenberg, Wendeline A.
Twirl/Chronicle (12 pp.)
$12.99 | Mar. 5, 2019
978-2-40800-850-5
Series: PlayTabs
Panels activated by sliding tabs introduce youngsters to the
human body.
The information is presented in matter-of-fact narration
and captioned, graphically simple art featuring rounded lines,
oversized heads and eyes, and muted colors. The sliding panels
reveal new scenes on both sides of the page, and arrows on the
large tabs indicate the direction to pull them (some tabs work
left and right and others up and down). Some of the tabs show
only slight changes (a white child reaches for a teddy bear, demonstrating how arms and hands work), while others are much
more surprising (a different white child runs to a door and on
the other side of the panel is shown sitting on the toilet). The
double-page spreads employ broad themes as organizers, such
as “Your Body,” “Eating Right,” and “Taking Care of Your Body.”
Much of the content is focused on the outside of the body, but
one panel does slide to reveal an X-ray image of a skeleton.
While there are a few dark brown and amber skin tones, it is
mostly white children who appear in the pages to demonstrate
body movements, self-care, visiting the doctor, senses, and feelings. The companion volume, Baby Animals, employs the same
style of sliding panels to introduce youngsters to little critters
and their parents, from baboons to penguins.
Genial starter nonfiction. (Board book. 2-5) (Baby Animals:
978-2-40800-793-5)
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TOUCH AND EXPLORE
CONSTRUCTION

Babin, Stéphanie
Illus. by Bécue, Benjamin
Trans. by Hardenberg, Wendeline A.
Twirl/Chronicle (16 pp.)
$14.99 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-2-40800-794-2
Series: Touch and Explore
This “hands-on” primer on construction methods and
equipment is rich in information and a real vocabulary-builder,
as well.
Young hard hats everywhere should appreciate this detailed
introduction for kids to some of the basic concepts and tasks
involved in constructing the buildings, homes, and cities in
which we live. The book is organized in two-page set pieces;
the topics covered are “Setting up,” “Demolition,” “Building a
house,” “Almost done!,” “Building apartments,” Building a road,”
and “Construction sites are everywhere!” A multiracial cast of
male- and female-presenting workers employ a variety of trucks,
heavy equipment, and safety gear to perform each operation.
Tactile elements should help maintain the interest of younger
readers; slightly older children will be rewarded with broadened
vocabularies and a basic sense of the elements, gear, and teamwork required to create a home. Tactile elements include safety
cones with textured stripes, a gritty pile of rubble, heavy-duty
dump-truck tires, lumber, sticky wet paint and cement, and
more. The artwork, though not particularly stylish, is easily
read. Expository text appears in one- and two-sentence increments, scattered around the pages near the action it explains.
Vocabulary words appear in boldface. Tradespeople and areas
of specialization include masons, electricians, plumbers, and
painters. Safety is a recurring theme.
Babin and Bécue lay a solid foundation in building
concepts with this detailed but not overwhelming book, a
French import. (Board book. 2-5)

YOU ARE LIGHT

Becker, Aaron
Illus. by the author
Candlewick (16 pp.)
$15.99 | Mar. 26, 2019
978-1-5362-0115-4

Explore the ways sunlight enriches
the Earth, enhanced by colorful, dynamically shifting die-cut
circles.
Don’t be fooled by the board-book format; there’s plenty
for readers of all ages in this interactive art book, written as a
poetic ode to the power and importance of light. Evocatively
stylized symbols—a tongue of flame, a sheaf of wheat—fill the
middles of the rectos, surrounded by 12 die-cut holes that hold
translucent jewel-toned inserts. Younger readers will marvel
while holding the book up to the light as each page turn changes
the way the colored layers interact and mix, an exploration that
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Duquennoy has a gift for communicating simple,
useful ideas to youngsters while cultivating a sense
of excitement about visual expression.
colors

THE THREE LITTLE PIGS

the durable plastic circles allow. Older, more sophisticated readers will appreciate the lyrical ponderings on the sun’s effects
on the water cycle and growing seasons and will find meaning
in the book’s culmination tying the sun back to readers; text
opposite a human silhouette surrounded by a radiating rainbow mandala informs them that “This light is you. And you are
light.” Becker uses the glowing swatches of color powerfully.
Variegated shades of blue circle a wave’s crest; a decorative trio
of gold, lime, and violet halos grain; a stark penultimate page of
white moon against black background has no color at all. This
book is demanding of its readers, but those who take the time
are in for a treat.
A well-crafted art book with emotional resonance.
(Board book. 3-8)

Adapt. by Bradley, MaryChris
Illus. by Gwé
Auzou Publishing (10 pp.)
$10.99 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-2-7338-6150-9
Series: My First Fairy Tales

I LOVE CLASSICAL MUSIC

Billet, Marion
Illus. by the author
Cartwheel/Scholastic (16 pp.)
$9.99 | Mar. 26, 2019
978-1-338-26721-1
Series: My First Sound

A musical board book features sound buttons that trigger
clips of six classical songs.
The focus of this book is on listening to snippets (roughly
15 to 20 seconds long) from mostly well-known classical compositions. Each spread features one song and an accompanying
illustration. The composer’s name and song title headline the
text above a smaller line of interpretive text. The pages invite
readers to interact by touching a button that activates the song.
Some clips may be familiar even to younger readers, such as
Mozart’s “The Turkish March,” while others, such as Paganini’s
“The Campanella,” are likely to be new, for an overall nice balance. The illustrations—featuring animals and insects—are
simple and relate to the song title, so Schubert’s “The Trout
Quintet” depicts a trout jumping out of the water. Some of the
directive text is inviting, asking readers to count ants, for example; elsewhere it’s simply descriptive. Neither the illustrations
nor the text has enough depth or quality to bring much value to
the book. Of note for adults: The book comes with an installed
battery and an on-off switch, and the music can be started and
stopped by touching the button on each page.
This book will likely become a game of starting and
stopping the musical clips, and for good reason: There’s not
much else to it. (Board book. 1-3)

|
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An interactive board-book version of
the classic tale.
Finding a way to present a classic tale afresh is a nearly impossible task. In this version, illustrator Gwé attempts a new take
by adding manipulative wheels and sliders that advance pieces
of the story. This includes manipulatives such as the transformation of straw, sticks, and bricks into houses with the swipe
of a finger and an effect whereby the big, bad wolf ’s chest first
puffs up and then disappears with his exhalations. By and large,
these gimmicks work, but clarity relies on the correct setup
of the manipulatives. Otherwise, for example, the door to the
third little pig’s house will already be closed when readers come
to that page, taking away the dramatic slamming effect. The
illustrations themselves are simple and cartoonish. The only
humans that appear are three white men who dole out building
supplies to the pigs. As is perhaps preferable for the audience,
the story is tamer than classic versions: no gobbled-up piggies,
no boiled wolf. The simultaneously publishing Goldilocks and
the Three Bears, illustrated by Marion Cocklico, contains similar
although more diverse interactive elements (lifting flaps, sliding
objects, and finger sliders). In this book, the story is all about
the movable elements; the text is bland.
This will surely appeal to tots thanks to the manipulatives, but the story itself is good only for providing a foundation for better retellings. (Board book. 3-5) (Goldilocks and the
Three Bears: 978-2-7338-6149-3)

COLORS

Illus. by Duquennoy, Jacques
Twirl/Chronicle (32 pp.)
$12.99 | Feb. 5, 2019
979-1-03630-426-2
Series: Zoe and Zack
The didactic duo Zoe the zebra and
Zack the chameleon are back to teach
artistically inclined toddlers the value of a varied palette.
This charming primer introduces preschoolers to six basic
colors—blue, yellow, red, green, orange, and purple—as well
as black and white, then demonstrates their utility in creating
simple but pleasing representational images. Duquennoy has
a gift for communicating simple, useful ideas to youngsters
while cultivating a sense of excitement about visual expression.
Here, he employs die-cut pages and inlaid acetate sheets to create surprise composite images that take shape when the page
is turned and the pattern on the acetate combines with a pattern on the previous page. “Using the color blue, Zoe and Zack
paint...”—here readers turn the page, so the acetate overlays
|
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Though the bear’s mouth rarely changes, subtle shifts
of the eyes make its face surprisingly expressive.
sitting

the preceding page, and the blue blobs on each page combine to
form—“...a seal on the ice.” With the color red, the two friends
paint a fish, and with yellow, “the shining sun.” They also paint
a green frog, an orange fox, a purple sea turtle, and a black wolf.
On the final sheet of acetate, Zoe paints a multitude of white
dots, which, readers learn upon turning the page, is snow in
which the wolf can play.
Zack and Zoe’s evident joy and ease in painting should
inspire young Riveras and Kahlos alike to make some art
of their own. (Board book. 2-5)

PLANTS!

Forshaw, Nick
Illus. by Exley, William
What on Earth Books (38 pp.)
$14.95 | Mar. 5, 2019
978-0-995-5770-8-4
Series: Explorer
Highlights in the long history of plants, from primeval algae
to genetically modified rice.
Ada Osprey, intrepid librarian of the Eagle-Eyed Explorer
Club, invites readers to tag along as she travels back in time,
busily taking notes. Sounding rather a lot like lectures, these
cover the distinctive characteristics of plants, how cyanobacteria kicked off plant evolution by embedding themselves in other
single-celled organisms, the development in plants of different
strategies for survival and reproduction, the invention of agriculture, and finally our use and misuse of fossil fuels and other
plant-based products. Along the way six “plant Explorers” such
as geneticist Gregor Mendel and botanical illustrator Marianne North earn short profiles. Following a pair of review quizzes (answers, refreshingly, not provided in a separate key) she
presents the survey’s special feature—a one-sided, 6-foot-long,
accordion-folded timeline studded with painted depictions of
around 100 identified specimens, select landmark events such
as the K-T extinction and the appearance of an early farmer
(wielding, anachronistically, a metal sickle) and explanatory captions. Ada has brown skin and long, dark hair. A similar timeline
graces the co-published Mammals!, with a gallery of hominins
(all male, brown-skinned, and, with the exception of a downright dapper Homo habilis, unkempt) marching amid a throng of
smiling, now-extinct prehistoric contemporary creatures.
Quick but wide-angled overviews. (index, glossary)
(Novelty nonfiction. 8-11) (Mammals!: 978-0-995-5770-7-7)
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SITTING

Frazier, Craig
Illus. by the author
HarperFestival (32 pp.)
$7.99 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-0-06-279630-1
A bemused teddy bear illustrates 15
ways to sit.
Energy, humor, and flawless design provide just enough
information to engage toddlers. On the left-hand page, bold
black type stands out against a white background. On the
right, uncluttered illustrations effectively position patterns
and primary colors against solid backgrounds. Scenes alternate
between familiar and fanciful situations. Though the bear’s
mouth rarely changes, subtle shifts of the eyes make its face surprisingly expressive, whether it’s waiting for a hot drink to cool,
relaxing in an inflatable pool, or peering glumly from under an
umbrella. Minor changes to the bear’s wardrobe add details
about each activity. When “sitting in the garden” surrounded
by flowers, the bear sports a broad-brimmed hat, but when
“sitting in a car,” it wears a racer’s cap and natty striped scarf. A
white sailor hat is appropriate for “sitting in a boat”; a whiteand-yellow–striped shirt both complements and contrasts with
the blue-and-white–striped sail. An arm draped around a companion bunny makes the more-abstract concept “sitting with a
friend” clear. Going, which publishes simultaneously, features
the same gentle humor, with the bear “going fast” (on a skateboard), “slow” (on a turtle), “to the doctor” (with both lollipop
and thermometer), “to the bathroom,” etc.
Definitely worth getting. (Board book. 1- 3) (Going:
978- 0-06- 279629-5)

SPRING BABIES

Galbraith, Kathryn O.
Illus. by Pons, Adela
Peachtree (20 pp.)
$6.95 | Mar. 1, 2019
978-1-68263-068-6
Series: Babies in the Park
A group of toddlers and their pup enjoy the change of seasons playing in a park.
Readers were introduced to this group of toddlers—one
black, one brown, one olive-skinned, and one white—and
their dog in Autumn Babies and Winter Babies (both 2018). The
series concludes as the toddlers continue to enjoy the park
in spring and, in the companion title, summer. In spring, the
lollipop-shaped trees in the park sport vibrant shades of green
and bright fuchsia. “Rain drops. / Dandelions glow. // Puddles
splash. / Clouds blow.” And the babies “crawl,” “wiggle,” “scamper,” and “giggle.” As cute yellow-and-white birds sing, a baby
peeks from behind a tree, a duck family swims in the pond, and
the dog sleeps. The book concludes as a baby peeks out from a
lush crop of dandelions: “It’s spring!” In summertime, the trees
acquire warm tones of yellow, and “Sun shines. / Clover blooms.
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// Butterflies flutter. / Bees zoom.” And the babies “wade,” “hide”
in the tall grass, “swing,” “slide,” and “clap.” Following the same
format as in the previous books, the outing concludes with an
enthusiastic “It’s summer!”
With its companions, a sweet and cheery introduction
to the seasons for the youngest readers. (Board book. 1-3)
(Summer Babies: 978-1-68263-069-3)

side—using thumb and forefinger maximizes dexterity but
makes for some awkwardness in turning the pages. Each twopage layout focuses on what the big bear’s arms can do for the
little bear, and the illustrations show a shift in big bear’s gaze,
stance, or expression in order to get the most out of what the
puppet arms can add to the image. The digital illustrations are
simple, allowing the puppetry to take center stage, but this also
means they aren’t anything special to look at. The text follows
suit; it’s dry and to-the-point. The similarly titled Hug Me Little
Bunny follows the same pattern to focus on loving arms, ending
identically with a hug. It also follows suit with lackluster illustrations and text.
The hugging puppet arms are charming and engaging, but where the novelty ends, so too does the quality of the story. (Board book. 6 mos.-2) (Hug Me Little Bunny:
978-1-4521-7522-5)

IF I WERE A BIRD

Gill, Shelley
Illus. by Brooks, Erik
Little Bigfoot/Sasquatch (22 pp.)
$9.99 | Feb. 19, 2019
978-1-63217-211-2
Young readers are introduced to a
host of information on birds.
Rhyming text and attractive, realistic illustrations present
information on flight and other bird habits as well as the names
of quite a few. The information can at times be confusing. For
example, the first double-page spread states “If I were a bird, /
you know what I’d try? / Flying wing tip to wing tip / in a forest flyby!” Unfortunately, the illustration depicts but one owl in
flight. Readers will be left wondering what “wing tip to wing tip”
means. In another example rhyme takes precedence over clarity: “Geese and cranes follow trails / etched in memory flyways,
/ carved in currents and gales, / the planet’s bird highways.” It’s
hard to imagine many children in the target audience will be
able to understand that stanza as describing migration—if they
even know what that is. The companion book, If I Were a Bear,
while also presenting its information in rhyming text and attractive, realistic illustrations, does not present the same shortcomings as its companion in introducing several kinds of bears and
their habits. Young readers will learn that beyond brown bears
and polar bears, there are blue bears and Kermode bears—black
bears that are born white.
Ephemeral, unlike its companion. (Board book. 2-4) (If I
Were a Bear 978-1-63217-196-2)

WILL GIRAFFE LAUGH?

The author/illustrator of Will Lady
bug Hug? and Will Bear Share? (both 2018)
provides another valuable life lesson in this cleanly illustrated,
simple story.
The animal and insect cast of Leung’s earlier works returns
with an entertaining reminder not to take oneself too seriously. The story is simple but rich. When Giraffe wakes up on
the wrong side of the bed, his friends set out to cheer him up.
Can they get a chuckle or a smile out of their stubborn, grumpy
friend? In successive double-page spreads, the question is posed
again and again: “Will Giraffe laugh with Bear?”; “...with Crocodile?”; “...with Sheep?”; “...with Frog?”; “...with Ladybug?” Juggling, a puppet show, balloon animals, goofy tongue tricks, and
flowers all backfire with spectacularly silly results that will have
little ones cracking up even as Giraffe gets more and more dour.
When Giraffe loses his cool and yells at his friends, though,
he realizes he’s gone too far. A desperate gambit to make his
friends laugh goes hilariously awry, and a muddier but wiser
Giraffe learns the value of laughing at himself. Despite the
stylish economy of the artwork, each character is improbably
expressive. The book concludes by asking toddlers, “How do
you cheer up your friends?”
A lovely reminder that laughter is most valuable when
shared. (Board book. 1-4)

HUG ME LITTLE BEAR

ImageBooks
Chronicle (10 pp.)
$9.99 | Feb. 19, 2019
978-1-4521-7521-8

A finger-puppet board book shows
different ways a caregiver bear loves and
embraces the little bear.
In this take on book puppetry, both of the big bear’s arms
are plush, fabric manipulatives so that an adult reader can make
the animal’s arms move, tickle, swing, or—as in the title—hug.
Because the bear’s arms are a constant on each page, they
must be long enough to reach through the entire book. That
coupled with the fact that there are two of them makes for an
uncomfortable (though manageable) hold on the right-hand
|
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Leung, Hilary
Illus. by the author
Cartwheel/Scholastic (38 pp.)
$7.99 | Jan. 29, 2019
978-1-338-21561-8
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IT’S NOT THE PUPPY

A sugar rush for diaper-clad unicorn devotees. (Pop-up
board book. 1-3)

Lewis, J. Patrick
Illus. by Frost, Maddie
Amicus Ink (14 pp.)
$9.99 | Mar. 12, 2019
978-1-68152-409-2

MAGICAL HORSES

The big-eyed pup on the cover of this
board book is obviously a scamp and quite possibly to blame for
all sorts of mayhem—or maybe not.
Each page shows a different character engaged in some activity,
often mischievous, that might be expected from a dog, but the picture and text clearly indicate otherwise. The actual culprits are not
named, and not all are animals. They include a bunny, raccoon, cat,
and three children. Young children will quickly pick up the refrain,
“It’s not the puppy?”—the proper response to the unobtrusively
rhyming question posed on each left-hand page. The language is
clear and direct: “When he waves his furry tail, / who knocks down
the garbage pail?” The lively, cartoon illustrations include plenty of
related details—flowers in the garden where the bunny digs, flies
buzzing around the garbage can a raccoon has raided. Unfortunately, the pictures of children tend to reinforce gender stereotypes with what appears to be boys having active roles—tracking
in mud while chasing a ball and practicing “doggy paddles in the
tub.” The only child textually identified by gender is a girl hiding
from thunder. The final picture is of another, less-fearful pigtailed
child waking to “a big wet kiss surprise... / it IS the puppy!” All children depicted have brown skin and curly black hair.
Don’t expect kids to pause to identify the mischief-makers or talk about the pictures, at least at first—do expect a
request to “read it again.” (Board book. 1-3)

UNICORN

Lloyd, Clare
Illus. by Glavin, Kitty & Ward, Elle
DK Publishing (12 pp.)
$9.99 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-1-4654-8331-7
Series: Pop-Up Peekaboo
Unicorns in all—well, most—colors of the rainbow spot
playmates peering from behind flaps.
Modeled from what looks like very palely tinted Play-Doh
or its digital equivalent and resembling edible confections, single-hued unicorns Moonbeam, Daydream, Cupcake, and Sunshine each pose in succession opposite a big, sturdy, shaped flap
that, when lifted, causes the next unicorn to pop up near likewise elevated clouds, mushrooms, flowers, or some other hiding place. The first four gather (“There’s one more unicorn to
find. / Where is he? Do you know / Has he found a hiding place /
behind the big rainbow?”) for the climactic revelation of a fifth,
named Sparkle, who combines all the colors of the visible spectrum—except, for some reason, violet (or maybe indigo—with
all the pastels, it’s a little hard to tell), which is also missing from
the pastel arcs atop and beneath the flap. Maybe rainbows are
different in unicorn world.
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Illus. by Mytinger, Liz
Chronicle (5 pp.)
$15.99 | Mar. 19, 2019
978-1-4521-6547-9

Four mini board books about magical horses fit inside one larger board
book with playscape pages.
Flicker, Chestnut, Blizzard, and Cloud are four magical
horses, each with their own mini board-book featurette. The
four books—roughly 3 inches square, with die-cut shaping—
fit inside a larger board book that has three play scenes with
roughly figure-eight tracks. The idea is that the mini books
(with a front and back cover that is just the image of each horse)
double as manipulatives that can stomp and trot along the paths
around the castle, farm, or winter scenes in the larger book.
The horse books have short, declarative statements about each
horse’s abilities and character traits: “Cloud is kind”; “Chestnut trots through new paths.” There is no story, no interaction
among the horses, nothing imaginative, and it’s unclear what
the horses even do that is “magical,” excepting Cloud’s ability to
fly. Mytinger’s illustrations give some personality to each of the
horses, with such details as tiny flowers in Blizzard’s mane or
woodland creatures in Chestnut’s story, but they’re not enough
to flesh out their characters. Because the entire middle section
of the large book is a storage container for the mini books, the
play scenes feature sparse illustrations. This one is firmly more
toy than book. Not a lot of substance.
Is it cute? Sure. Does it tell a story? Definitely not. (Nov
elty board book. 2-4)

BEYOND THE STARS

Riggs, Kate
Illus. by Sheban, Chris
Creative Editions/Creative Company
(12 pp.)
$8.99 | Mar. 12, 2019
978-1-56846-336-0
Who would guess that the wonders of outer space include
not only stars and planets, but astro-dogs and cookies and milk?
Printed on heavy, coated stock that unfolds in stages into
a wall hanging, this extraterrestrial flight of fancy features a
rocket at its center with an enthralled child peering through
a large porthole at a succession of marvels. These include but
are not confined to ringed planets, a flaming meteor, the International Space Station, a grinning, green-skinned ET flashing
a “peace” sign, a mouse nibbling on a ragged moon, and an
astronaut calling in an order to a floating pizza parlor. Along
with posing the question “Are cookies found in the Milky Way?”
Riggs’ five-sentence narrative includes a “Greetings, Earthlings!”
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Deeply shaded watercolor vignettes with impressionistic
detailing make the sleepy sheep appear ultracomfy while
containing enough slapstick to hold readers’ interest.
go to sheep

from the alien and an exuberant observation at the end: “Many
worlds await beyond the stars!” Sheban casts a low, mysterious
glow over his crowded starscape, too dim to determine the ethnic identities of his human figures but bright enough to make
out, for instance, a pair of canine space travelers and the yummy
snack (see above) suspended in space amid the shadowy planets
and satellites.
A droll mix of science and silliness just right for a bedtime flight. (Novelty board book. 2-4)

HELLO HONEYBEES
Read and Play in the Hive!

Rogge, Hannah
Illus. by Dove, Emily
Chronicle (14 pp.)
$11.99 | Mar. 19, 2019
978-1-4521-6892-0

Two die-cut cardboard worker bees
accompany readers through an introduction to honeybees.
They are set into shaped holes in the
cover and attached to the book with yellow ribbons, but subsequent pages give them no real place to rest or otherwise interact with the text, reducing them to glorified bookmarks. The
bees speak to readers in the first-person plural, imparting basic
information in a series of declarative sentences. Unfortunately,
odd phrasing combines with oversimplification for a bumpy
ride. “We fly from flower to flower spreading pollen dust,” for
instance, both neglects the bees’ gathering of pollen as a foodstuff and adds the wholly unnecessary “dust,” mischaracterizing
the substance. They do “a dance called the Waggle”—like the
Charleston?—rather than a waggle dance, and its description is
brushed in very broad strokes. In the hive, they “chew flower
nectar”—a liquid and therefore unchewable—“to make honey”
rather than performing the complicated enzymatic process that
actually takes place. Dove’s illustrations depict an impossible
hive (an old-fashioned straw one bisected by a branch) rather
than a modern wooden hive or an actual feral nest. While most
in the board-book audience are likely not to know the difference, to present them with vague, fact-adjacent information
and active untruths for the sake of a gimmick that doesn’t work
particularly well does them a disservice. If it’s too complicated
to communicate clearly, don’t bother trying.
Buzz on by this one. (Board book. 2-4)

LET’S GO, CONSTRUCTION
TRUCKS!

Scholastic Inc.
Cartwheel/Scholastic (12 pp.)
$7.99 | Feb. 26, 2019
978-1-338-25681-9

Active toddlers will quickly figure
out how to make the interactive wheels on this board book spin
in tandem.
Initially part of a dump truck, with successive page turns,
the raised wheels embedded in two die-cut circles cut through
each page become part of a steamroller, excavator, concrete
mixer, bulldozer, and more. This design works for the youngest builders, but older toddlers will wonder why the caterpillar treads of the streamroller, excavator, and crane don’t move
with the wheels. The final vehicle, a crane, reveals the trick
that makes the wheels turn together—a center sprocket. Two
sentences of rhyming text per page provide basic information
about each truck and its role on a construction site. One (seemingly arbitrarily chosen) word in each sentence is highlighted
in a larger font. The name of each vehicle is also printed in
enlarged type in white block letters outlined in a contrasting
color. Pictures of the chunky, colorful vehicles against solidcolor backgrounds give toddlers something else to talk about,
but turning the pages and spinning the wheels remain the focus.
The repetitive text on the recto page below the wheels quickly
becomes a refrain for young readers: “Make my wheels spin. Let
construction begin!”
Other books cover the same ground. Still, the interactive possibilities, salient information, and predictable text
make this title road ready for the sandbox set. (Board book.
18 mos.-3)

GO TO SHEEP

Sattler, Jennifer
Illus. by Shum, Benson
Little Simon/Simon & Schuster (11 pp.)
$7.99 | Jan. 22, 2019
978-1-5344-0395-6
One puffy little sheep is ready and
willing to help readers navigate to slumberland.
|
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Playing on the associations of counting sheep and making
a silly substitution of “sheep” for “sleep,” this rhyming catalog
discusses ways to “go to sheep.” An all-knowing sheep narrator shows two sibling sheep as well as readers how it’s done in
bouncy rhyme, advising them when to rest, of places to sleep,
what to wear, and all about dreams, with a final page showing
the sheep trio tucked in and drifting off. Though it might be
too boisterous for actual bedtime reading, it’s fun to read aloud,
with a perky cadence and natural moments of drama, as when
the sheep cozy up during a thunderstorm in a recto captioned:
“you can sheep all alone... / but sometimes you can’t.” Deeply
shaded watercolor vignettes with impressionistic detailing
make the sleepy sheep appear ultracomfy while containing
enough slapstick to hold readers’ interest: The narrator naps
in heart-printed undies or dozes off while leaning against a
startled friend—though the two siblings dumping water on
the “grumpy” resting narrator edges toward mean-spirited. It’s
a shame that the illustrator genders the female sheep with those
ubiquitous long eyelashes and that it ends so specifically with
“mama” doing the bedtime routine.
This pleasant going-to-bed book isn’t essential, but it
might be worth snuggling up to for a read. (Board book. 2-4)
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The turn-push-pull-slide features of this book are
developmentally perfect for the age, and they are the
true adventure in this sturdy book.
my magical unicorn

LOOK WHO’S MOOING!

Scholastic Inc.
Cartwheel/Scholastic (14 pp.)
$14.99 | Jan. 29, 2019
978-1-338-27233-8

A duckling’s search for a favorite
“farm sound” invites toddlers to choose
their own from a pressure-sensitive gallery of 10 animal calls.
On his quest through a series of farm scenes printed on
sturdy stock and composed of photographed animals set into
stylized painted backdrops, Duckling encounters four friends
and hears six calls, counting his own peep and his mother’s
quack. Each stop features a leading question such as “Who
goes oink?” or “Who goes neigh?” that poses little challenge,
being answered verbally in the rhymed narrative and also visually with pictures of the proper animal both on and under a
large flap. Diapered digerati can level up at the end, though,
as a set of smaller flaps featuring only new transcribed sounds
invites pressing buttons on the flanking sound board to make
an audio match before lifting the flap to see a pictorial one. As
the Romanized sounds as pronounced by a caregiver (“Meheh!”;”Woof!”) are likely to sound quite different from the
recorded sounds, opportunities for conversation between children and adults abound. The sound chip uses one (replaceable)
battery, and there is a tiny, probably toddler proof, on/off switch.
A durable farm visit for children at the “point, hear, and
name” stage. (Novelty board book. 6 mos.-2)

MY MAGICAL UNICORN

Illus. by Shin, Yujin
abramsappleseed (8 pp.)
$8.99 | Feb. 12, 2019
978-1-4197-3729-9
Series: My Magical Friends

Unicorns, rainbows, and interactive
features come together in this durable board book.
A perky unicorn graces the cover, and the wheel integrated
in the cover page can be used to rotate the sparkly, colorful lines
on her rainbow mane, tail, and hooves for a pleasant striped
effect. “A unicorn skipped out one day, / spreading magic on
her way.” The rainbow unicorn wanders through her enchanted
land, chasing away the clouds, stopping rain, and fixing torn
fairy wings. Text is sparse, just one sentence-cum-couplet on
each of the four double-page spreads, offering little substance
for toddlers and not fully connecting with the illustrations. Cartoony illustrations are colorful yet simplistic, reminiscent of
animated children’s television programming. Wafting clouds of
stars represent unicorn magic, with birds, flowers, pale-skinned
fairies, butterflies, and other insects scattered throughout. The
final double-page spread shows a herd of unicorns of different colors frolicking together. Beyond the wheel on the cover,
other interactive mechanisms include smooth pull-out tabs and
sturdy sliders, which toddlers may easily enjoy while developing motor skills. The turn-push-pull-slide features of this book
134
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are developmentally perfect for the age, and they are the true
adventure in this sturdy book. It’s a shame the text and illustrations fail to deliver in terms of edutainment and pale in comparison to the interactive features.
Interactive features carry this unicorn board book for
toddlers. (Novelty board book. 2-4)

100 FIRST THINGS THAT GO

Sirett, Dawn
Illus. by Palastanga, Victoria
DK Publishing (16 pp.)
$10.99 | Feb. 12, 2019
978-1-4654-7959-4

Clearly labeled images of both familiar and special-use vehicles help toddlers build vocabulary.
Two introductory pages of the general category “Around
town” feature 13 common modes of transportation: a bicycle, bus,
taxi, tram, etc. The next pages sort things that go by function
or locale: in the air, on water, at the races, plus trucks, tractors,
and rescue vehicles. Building equipment and mega-machines
get their own pages too. Six to 10 somewhat static two-dimensional images on each page are shown against contrasting solidcolor backgrounds. Some include action to talk about—like the
stunt plane shown upside down, the fishing boat with fish in
a net, or the firefighter rescuing a cat. The rectangular layout
and consistent placement of the labels reinforce pre-reading
skills. A double-page spread highlights 13 “Vehicle colors” while
avoiding sexist stereotypes. (An ice cream truck is pink; a motor
scooter is purple.) A page of “Make-believe” stretches the imagination, with fanciful modes of travel: broomstick, flying carpet,
fairy wings, and more. “My things that go” highlights toys that
move: a trike, roller skates, a rocking horse, a paper plane, etc.
The colorful images and uncluttered layout made possible by an
extra-large (11 inches square) trim make this book suitable for
both shared readings and independent study.
Ideal for babies and toddlers who just go, go, go! (Board
book. 1-3)

HOW DOES A
BUTTERFLY GROW?

Sirett, Dawn
Illus. by Anglicas, Louise
DK Publishing (18 pp.)
$12.99 | Jan. 8, 2019
978-1-4654-7867-2
Series: Fun with Flaps

In this Fun with Flaps offering, a multitude of facts about
butterflies is presented.
With the signature DK style of pages filled with captioned
photos, this board book teaches youngsters about the variety of
butterflies around the world, their life cycle, and what they eat.
Highly patterned art in muted colors is used to the give the pages
texture and fill in the backgrounds. Compositions are busy, with
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photos competing with digital art and text for readers’ attention. While flaps are touted on the cover, there are only eight in
total, and they don’t appear on every double-page spread. The
rush of images, graphics, and text in a variety of fonts makes for
a dizzying reading experience for little ones, and even opening
the flaps is not a satisfying experience, since what’s underneath
looks similar to what’s pictured outside. While somewhat colloquial, much of the text is not geared to the needs of the boardbook audience: The butterfly “feeds on the sweet nectar that’s
in the flower heads.” A glossary is included at the back and features a few words of interest.
Visually overloaded. (Board book. 2-4)

continuing series
SUPER SCIENTISTS

Blanchard, Anne
Illus. by Tino
Wide-Eyed Editions (96 pp.)
$14.99 | Feb. 7, 2019
978-1-78603-474-8
Series: 40 Inspiring Icons
(Collective biography. 8-12)

JED AND THE JUNKYARD REBELLION

PIGS IN A BLANKET

Bohls, Steven
Disney-Hyperion (288 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 19, 2019
978-1-4847-3048-5
Series: Jed and the Junkyard War, 2
(Fantasy. 10-13)

Wilhelm, Hans
Illus. by Salcedo, Erica
Chronicle (14 pp.)
$9.99 | Mar. 19, 2019
978-1-4521-6451-9
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Three active piglets do everything
little children love to do.
This board book charms before the first page is turned, as
the three titular pigs snooze peacefully on the cover beneath
a cardboard “blanket” that wraps around both book and pigs,
held snug by two magnets. What follows is a full and active day
in the lives of the piggies, told in paired scenes with rhyming
text. “Pigs in a blanket wake up with the sun. / Pigs in underwear love to have fun.” The pigs appear to be siblings, rising
together, going through their day, and retiring once again to
their shared bed and blanket. Their genders aren’t specified in
the text; in Salcedo’s delicate cartoons they appear to be two
boys, sans hair, and one girl, with a sweet smile and pigtails. The
three play together all day, racing, stomping in puddles, playing dress-up, dancing in tutus, baking pies, putting on a puppet
show, and then washing up, brushing teeth, and tucking themselves back in to their cozy bed and blanket. The illustrations
are delightfully playful and energetic. The piglets’ day of play
is so archetypal of an active child’s routine readers easily forget
the porcine nature of the protagonists, their snouts and twirly
tails being the only reminders. These pigs are Everykid, playing
hard, winding down, and sleeping peacefully so they can do it
again tomorrow.
A lovely celebration of the simple joys of childhood.
(Board book. 2-5)

Cachin, Olivier
Illus. by Masi, Jérome
Wide-Eyed Editions (96 pp.)
$14.99 | Feb. 7, 2019
978-1-78603-471-7
Series: 40 Inspiring Icons
(Collective biography. 8-12)

CLICK, CLACK, PEEP!

Cronin, Doreen
Illus. by Lewin, Betsy
Simon Spotlight (40 pp.)
$17.99 | $4.99 paper | Feb. 5, 2019
978-1-5344-1386-3
978-1-5344-1385-6 paper
Series: Click Clack Books
(Early reader. 5-7)

CURE COMPLAINING

Day, Sophia & Pearson, Kayla
Illus. by Zowada, Timothy
MVP Kids (76 pp.)
$14.99 | $9.99 paper | Mar. 5, 2019
978-1-64370-740-2
978-1-64370-741-9 paper
Series: Real MVP Kids
(Early reader. 5-8)
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THE NEW AGE

WILD WILD QUEST

D’Lacey, Chris
Scholastic (368 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 26, 2019
978-1-338-29192-6
Series: The Erth Dragons, 3
(Fantasy. 8-12)

Hinuss, Roy L.
Illus. by Hunt, Matt
Imprint (144 pp.)
$6.99 paper | Feb. 19, 2019
978-1-250-14248-1
Series: Prince Not-So Charming, 6
(Fantasy. 6-8)

THE SHORES BEYOND TIME

THE FINAL BATTLE

Emerson, Kevin
Walden Pond Press/HarperCollins (512 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 12, 2019
978-0-06-230677-7
Series: Chronicle of the Dark Star, 3
(Science fiction. 8-12)

Hunter, Erin
Harper/HarperCollins (336 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-0-06-234353-6
Series: Survivors: The Gathering Darkness, 6
(Fantasy. 8-12)

SCIENCE FAIR CRISIS

BATTLE OF THE BEETLES

Fridolfs, Derek
Illus. by Lovas, Pamela & Clester, Shane
Scholastic (176 pp.)
$12.99 | Feb. 26, 2019
978-1-338-27328-1
Series: DC Comics: Secret Hero Society, 4
(Adventure. 8-12)

Leonard, M.G.
Chicken House/Scholastic (288 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 26, 2019
978-1-338-28530-7
Series: Beetle Boy, 3
(Fantasy. 8-12)

SARAI AND THE AROUND THE WORLD FAIR

Lerangis, Peter
Harper/HarperCollins (368 pp.)
$17.99 | Feb. 19, 2019
978-0-06-244106-5
Series: Max Tilt, 3
(Adventure. 8-12)

KIDS WHO ARE CHANGING THE WORLD

Lysiak, Hilde with Lysiak, Matthew
Illus. by Lew-Vriethoff, Joanne
Branches/Scholastic (96 pp.)
$15.99 | $4.99 paper | Feb. 26, 2019
978-1-338-28392-1
978-1-338-28391-4 paper
Series: Hilde Cracks the Case, 6
(Mystery. 6-9)

TOAD YOU SO!

Maihack, Mike
Illus. by the author
Graphix/Scholastic (208 pp.)
$24.99 | $14.99 paper | Mar. 26, 2019
978-1-338-20413-1
978-1-338-20412-4 paper
Series: Cleopatra in Space, 5
(Graphic science fiction. 10-14)

Higginson, Sheila
Illus. by Petersen, Alyssa
Simon Spotlight (48 pp.)
$17.99 | $4.99 paper | Feb. 12, 2019
978-1-5344-3215-4
978-1-5344-3214-7 paper
Series: You Should Meet
(Informational early reader. 5-8)
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THIEF STRIKES!

FALLEN EMPIRES

Hinuss, Roy L.
Illus. by Hunt, Matt
Imprint (144 pp.)
$6.99 paper | Feb. 19, 2019
978-1-250-14246-7
Series: Prince Not-So Charming, 5
(Fantasy. 6-8)
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ENTER THE CORE

Gonzalez, Sarai & Brown, Monica
Illus. by Almeda, Christine
Scholastic Paperbacks (112 pp.)
$5.99 paper | Mar. 26, 2019
978-1-338-26095-3
Series: Sarai, 4
(Fiction. 7-10)
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CASCADIA SAVES THE DAY

Evil Alien Warlord Cat: Enemies
Marciano, Johnny & Chenoweth, Emily
Illus. by Mommaerts, Robb
Penguin Workshop (224 pp.)
$14.99 | Feb. 26, 2019
978-1-5247-8722-6
Series: Klawde, 2
(Science fiction. 7-11)

Scott, Lisa Ann
Illus. by Burns, Heather
Scholastic Paperbacks (128 pp.)
$5.99 paper | Mar. 26, 2019
978-1-338-26705-1
Series: Mermaids to the Rescue, 4
(Fantasy. 5-9)

BEE CALM
The Buzz on Yoga

FAST-FORWARD TO THE FUTURE

Sileo, Frank J.
Illus. by Keay, Claire
Magination/American Psychological Association (32 pp.)
$17.99 | Mar. 12, 2019
978-1-4338-2957-4
Series: Bee Still
(Picture book. 4-8)

Mass, Wendy
Illus. by Vidal, Oriol
Branches/Scholastic (96 pp.)
$15.99 | $4.99 paper | Feb. 26, 2019
978-1-338-21743-8
978-1-338-21742-1 paper
Series: Time Jumpers, 3
(Science fiction. 6-9)

HOW TO TALK TO YOUR COMPUTER

DRAGON GHOSTS

McMann, Lisa
Aladdin (528 pp.)
$18.99 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-1-5344-1598-0
Series: The Unwanteds Quests, 3
(Fantasy. 8-12)

A SPRINKLE OF SPIRITS

y o u n g a d u lt

Simon, Seymour
Illus. by Lowery, Mike
Harper/HarperCollins (40 pp.)
$17.99 | $6.99 paper | Feb. 26, 2019
978-0-06-249087-2
978-0-06-249086-5 paper
Series: Let’s Read and Find out
(Informational picture book. 5-8)

IT’S ALIVE! IT’S ALIVE!

Meriano, Anna
Illus. by Ortega, Mirelle
Walden Pond Press/HarperCollins (320 pp.)
$16.99 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-0-06-249849-6
Series: Love Sugar Magic, 2
(Fantasy. 8-12)

Stine, R.L.
Scholastic Paperbacks (160 pp.)
$6.99 paper | Feb. 26, 2019
978-1-338-22303-3
Series: Goosebumps SlappyWorld, 7
(Horror. 8-12)

MINOR INCIDENTS AND ABSOLUTE
UNCERTAINTIES

OUT OF CONTROL!

Powers, Mark
Illus. by Wesson, Tim
Bloomsbury (208 pp.)
$13.99 | Feb. 12, 2019
978-1-68119-960-3
Series: Spy Toys, 2
(Fantasy. 8-12)

Vivat, Booki
Illus. by the author
Harper/HarperCollins (224 pp.)
$12.99 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-0-06-239883-3
Series: Frazzled, 3
(Graphic/fiction hybrid. 8-12)

CALI PLAYS FAIR

STICK DOG GETS THE TACOS

Scott, Lisa Ann
Illus. by Burns, Heather
Scholastic Paperbacks (128 pp.)
$5.99 paper | Mar. 26, 2019
978-1-338-26703-7
Series: Mermaids to the Rescue, 3
(Fantasy. 7-10)

Watson, Tom
Illus. by the author
Harper/HarperCollins (224 pp.)
$12.99 | Feb. 5, 2019
978-0-06-268518-6
Series: Stick Dog, 9
(Graphic/fiction hybrid. 8-12)
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INTERVIEWS & PROFILES

Cavan Scott & Tom Huddleston
[Sponsored]

The authors of the new Warhammer Adventures
series mix a grimdark mood with a lot of heart
By Megan Labrise
“I’d read some Warhammer 40,000 material before,
for the adult audience,” he says, “and the phrase
that’s constantly used for it is ‘grimdark,’ ”—an adjective derived from the popular miniature war game’s
foreboding tagline (“In the grim darkness of the far
future...”). “I’ve always liked my children’s fiction to
be slightly scary, slightly perilous, and 40K definitely
fits that mold. It was intriguing to take something
like that and translate it for kids.”
Warhammer Adventures marks Games Workshop’s first foray into creating content specifically
geared for the next generation of fantasy lovers.
Two action-packed inaugural series, illustrated by
Cole Marchetti and Magnus Norén, feature brave
young heroes who overcome monstrous enemies and

Cavan Scott

A universe where battles rage 24/7 might not be
a place you’d expect 8- to 12-year-olds to thrive—or
survive. But that’s exactly what attracted bestselling
comic writer and sci-fi series author Cavan Scott to
adapting the universe of Warhammer Fantasy for
middle-grade readers.
“You don’t have to read Roald Dahl books to realize that children like to be scared,” says Scott, author
of Warhammer Adventures’ Warped Galaxies, a new
series for young readers based on Warhammer 40,000,
a far-future tabletop war game iteration of the high
fantasy fictional universe by Games Workshop.
138
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impossible odds: Warped Galaxies, by Scott, and
Realm Quest, set in the medieval fantasy realm of
Warhammer: Age of Sigmar, by Tom Huddleston.
“My [series] is about a group of kids in a fantastical
world who are brought together by a mystical force
and embark on a series of adventures they’re not necessarily ready for,” says Huddleston, who signed on to
Warhammer Adventures for “a chance to tell amazing
stories in a well-imagined, massive universe,” stories
that are “not all sweetness and light” and every bit as
compelling and complex as those written for adults.
In City of Lifestone (Realm Quest Book 1), Huddleston introduces Kiri, a 14-year-old girl raised in
the barbarian slave camps of Aqshy. Honest and brave
yet mistrustful, she seizes an opportunity to escape
her captors by transporting to another realm. With
only her wits (and a mysterious birthmark) to guide
her, she must suss out friend from foe on her quest to
reach Lifestone, the storied city of her birth.
In Attack of the Necron (Warped Galaxies Book 1),
readers meet Zelia, a 12-year-old refugee from a planet
destroyed by an evil alien race called the Necron. On

the intergalactic lookout for her archaeologist mother,
who disappeared in the cataclysm, Zelia falls in with a
ragtag group in possession of a coveted alien artifact—
with the Necron in hot pursuit.
“Showing what these characters can handle, showing that they struggle, is a way for readers to explore
fear and danger and challenges from the comfort of
their own room,” Scott says. “It’s important to have
fiction that pushes those boundaries without being
gratuitous.”
Featuring strong female protagonists and a diverse
cast of characters encompassing many races, species,
and fealties, Warhammer Adventures books are
intended to inspire young readers around the world.
Now available in paperback, Attack of the Necron and
City of Lifestone will soon be released in audio format,
narrated by renowned actors David Tennant and Billie Piper of Dr. Who fame, followed by Claws of the
Genestealer (Warped Galaxies Book 2) and Lair of the
Skaven (Realm Quest Book 2) in May.
“I just want readers to know that this is a really fun
series,” Huddleston says. “The books were written to
lose yourself in. They’re massive worlds that we’ve
only just started to explore, so there’s more amazing
stuff to come. If you’re looking for escapist fiction
and stories that will transport you, that’s what both of
these series were designed to do.”
“There’s magic, there’s monsters, there’s excitement, there’s daring escapes,” Scott says. “It’d be
quite easy to go down the rabbit hole of it all being
grimdark-horrible, but there’s a lot of heart to these
books as well. Both of them are about family, which
is probably more important than anything else. That
and monsters.”
“Yes,” Huddleston says, “family and monsters.”
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young
adult
SERIOUS MOONLIGHT

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:

Bennett, Jenn
Simon Pulse/Simon & Schuster
(432 pp.)
$18.99 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-1-5344-2514-9

SERIOUS MOONLIGHT by Jenn Bennett......................................... 140
THE MEANING OF BIRDS by Jaye Robin Brown............................141
BAD BOYS OF FASHION by Jennifer Croll;
illus. by Aneta Pacholska.................................................................... 144
I WAS THEIR AMERICAN DREAM by Malaka Gharib..................148
OUT OF SALEM by Hal Schrieve.......................................................152
THE INVISIBLE WAR by Ailsa Wild; illus. by Jeremy Barr.............154

Birdie Lindberg, a lover of detective novels, teams up with her one-time
hookup Daniel Aoki to solve a mystery
at the historic Seattle hotel where they
work.
After years of being home-schooled by her strict, recently
deceased grandmother, orphaned 18-year-old Birdie’s circle of
friends is limited to three adults: her widowed grandpa, Hugo
(with whom she lives on Bainbridge Island); her free-spirited–
artist honorary aunt, Mona Rivera; and Ms. Patty, co-owner of
her favorite refuge in the city, the Moonlight Diner. So when
Birdie, who’s white and has undiagnosed narcolepsy, starts
a night shift at a historic hotel, she’s gobsmacked to bump
into co-worker Daniel, a handsome half-Japanese/half-white
boy with whom she shared a romantic-turned-awkward night
before fleeing the scene. Remembering Birdie’s love of mysteries, Daniel—who’s 19 and a magic aficionado—suggests
they investigate whether a regular guest is actually Raymond
Darke, the pen name of a reclusive bestselling local mystery
author. Bennett (Starry Eyes, 2018, etc.) excels at nuanced
characterization, portraying deeply felt first love and offering readers well-researched diversity (Mona is Puerto Rican,
Daniel’s deaf in one ear and has grandparents who survived
the Japanese-American internment). The mystery theme is
compelling (each chapter opens with a quote from a famous
sleuth), but it’s the way Birdie and Daniel navigate an emotional and physical relationship—despite their sensitively
handled issues—that’s truly memorable.
An atmospheric, multilayered, sex-positive romance
from the talented Bennett. (Fiction. 14-18)

I WAS THEIR AMERICAN DREAM
A Graphic Memoir

Gharib, Malaka
Illus. by the author
Clarkson Potter (160 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Apr. 30, 2019
978-0-525-57511-5
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THIS BOOK IS NOT YET RATED

Bognanni, Peter
Dial (336 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 9, 2019
978-0-7352-2807-8

THE MEANING
OF BIRDS

Brown, Jaye Robin
HarperTeen (368 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-0-06-282444-8
A teen tries to pick up the pieces
after devastating loss.
Jess Perez burns hot. Having the
courage at a young age to come out to
herself and others as “queer, overly sensitive, overly prone to fists,” Jess anticipates the start of her
sophomore year with some trepidation, having to negotiate
what she perceives as a threatening environment without the
aid of the therapist who’d been helping her process her military
father’s death in Afghanistan three years before. But the horizon suddenly brightens when Jess meets Vivi Bouchard—smart,
curvy, confident, and gay; the two are instantly attracted and
soon become girlfriends. Vivi encourages Jess to develop her
copious talents as a visual artist and helps her manage her, at
times, uncontrollable anger, seeing Jess how she wishes to be
seen: “Interesting. Artistic. Something more than a middleclass, if that, suburban girl”—and they plan for their future at
|

STRANGERS ASSUME MY
GIRLFRIEND IS MY NURSE

Burcaw, Shane
Roaring Brook (208 pp.)
$18.99 | Apr. 30, 2019
978-1-62672-770-0

Burcaw (Not So Different, 2017, etc.)
returns with a collection of vignettes
relating his life as a 25-year-old white man
with spinal muscular atrophy, a debilitating disease affecting his whole body.
With the same frankness and gallows humor that marked
his Laughing at My Nightmare (2014), Burcaw’s accounts of madcap road trips, love amid explosive diarrhea, and more demystify
and normalize “the nastier side of being human” while critiquing—sometimes poignantly—society’s widespread patronization of disabled people. Readers with and without disabilities
will cringe at such indignities as kiddie menus, unsolicited
prayers, and the titular assumption. Sometimes he gives nondisabled people the benefit of the doubt...if only to keep from ramming his wheelchair into their cars. “Spinraza” and “If I Could
Walk” offer nuanced takes on the “cure” debate, exploring the
differences between hope and reality and meeting in between.
Despite his claim to the contrary, Burcaw matures (somewhat)
as he examines his internalized misperceptions, vulnerability,
and fears of being a burden. Through his family, friends, and
girlfriend’s support—and a darkly comical role reversal—Burcaw finally understands a truth that readers navigating disabilities will particularly appreciate: “When you love someone with
your whole heart, there’s nothing you won’t do to keep them
safe and comfortable. It’s not a sacrifice and it’s not a burden;
it’s a natural instinct.”
An accessible, smart-assed, and unexpectedly tender
exploration of life, love, and disability. (photos, not seen)
(Memoir. 14-adult)
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Movies were a bond between Ethan
and his father, the Film Studies Department chair; movies were also the glue
that kept him together after his father’s
untimely death.
Now, they are the catalyst for the biggest changes 17-year-old Ethan has ever had to face. Spending
most of his free time at his job managing a dilapidated university movie house with a motley crew of co-workers, his biggest
worry is the daily battle to keep rats out of the candy. When the
theater is served an eviction notice, Ethan and his cast of misfits band together to fight the loss of a community icon. Raina,
his first love, who is now an up-and-coming movie star, unexpectedly returns to town, lending a hand to the struggle but also
opening up old wounds. As in the best tried-and-true tales of
movie valor, Ethan and his friends bravely take on each obstacle
only to be faced with new ones. As they do, Ethan learns vital
information about his past, his father, and why movies meant so
much to him, which helps him work through his feelings of loss
and grief. Uneven pacing and underdeveloped secondary characters mar an otherwise intriguing story. One theater employee
grew up in Lebanon with his Lebanese father (his mother is
American), otherwise all characters default to white.
A character-driven story of grief and growth. (Fiction.
13-18)

college together. Jess’ world is rocked when Vivi unexpectedly
dies, sending her spiraling into grief and rage as she rails against
her new persona as “the queer girl with the dead girlfriend.”
Told in alternating “then” and “now” chapters, the moving narrative captures well the nonlinear progression of Jess’ grief and
emotional growth. The book follows a white default although
there is diversity across several dimensions in secondary characters; Jess’ father was half Mexican and (presumably) half white.
Frank and accessible, this gritty drama realizes with
great compassion and empathy the ways reckoning with
loss can manifest. (Fiction. 14-18)
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voices of the other: the 2019 yalsa
morris and nonfiction awards
This year’s winner and finalist
titles for the Young Adult Library
Services Association’s William C.
Morris YA Debut Award and the
Award for Excellence in Nonfiction, announced on Monday, Jan.
29, are a varied bunch, and yet
there is a common theme, that of
the Other. At the awards ceremony, John Hendrix, author of The
Faithful Spy: Dietrich Bonhoeffer
and the Plot to Kill Hitler, spoke of anti-Fascist Bonhoeffer’s ideology of love and compassion for others.
Joy McCullough, the author of Blood Water Paint, spoke
of her fascination with Artemisia Gentileschi, an artist
who expressed her righteous anger toward her oppressors in her work.
In What the Night Sings, set in Nazi Germany, Vesper Stamper brings to life the horrors a society can descend into when compassion for the Other fails. In the
statement she sent regarding her memoir, The Beloved
World of Sonia Sotomayor, the Supreme Court justice
writes that, “insecurity, hardship, and failure are common experiences in all people’s lives, even successful
ones.” Young people will look to her example of moving from the margins to the center of power for inspiration. Similarly, Jarrett J. Krosoczka said that during school visits for Hey, Kiddo: How I Lost My Moth
er, Found My Father, and Dealt with Family Addiction, he
was struck by how often
young people who learned
of his family struggles approached him to say, “I’m
just like you.” In sharing
his own story, he is helping to lighten the burden
of young people everywhere.
When Elizabeth Partridge selected subjects
for Boots on the Ground:
America’s War in Vietnam,
she had three criteria: She
wanted diversity in geography, gender, and race.
Her previously neglected interviewees bared their
142
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hearts as they realized it is “finally time for them to
share their stories and be heard.” Check, Please!: #Hock
ey by Ngozi Ukazu is born from her long passion for
stories about “thriving in environments that have traditionally excluded you”—in this case, creating one
about a sweet gay boy who loves to bake finding his
way in one of the most macho of sports, ice hockey.
Nonfiction winner Don Brown in The Unwanted shares
stories of those who are othered to an extreme degree:
refugees who have lost their homes and desperately
seek new ones. He reminded us that “they are you,” as
he put it at the ceremony, and offered the fervent wish
that Americans “will return to [being] the generous
people” he believes they are.
Tomi Adeyemi, author of Children of Blood and Bone,
emerged from the painful realization that “I stopped
putting myself in [my stories] because I couldn’t imagine myself ” in those settings. Reflecting on the consequences of “erasing myself from my own imagination,” she wrote her West
African–inspired fantasy.
Morris winner Adib Khorram created the ultimate
Other in his protagonist,
Darius Kellner, of Darius
the Great Is Not Okay: He’s
a biracial teen who grapples with depression, the
cruelty of the high school
pecking order, being a cultural outsider, and feeling out of place in his own
family. Darius’ journey to
hope and belonging touches hearts and inspires compassion.
While we all feel at times like the Other, some people live largely on the margins. Each of these books can,
in its own way, help readers feel more understood and
less alone as well as encouraging them to reach out to
others who need connection. —L.S.
Laura Simeon is the young adult editor.
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IN THE NEIGHBORHOOD
OF TRUE

Carlton, Susan Kaplan
Algonquin (320 pp.)
$17.95 | Apr. 9, 2019
978-1-61620-860-8

THE RED SCROLLS OF MAGIC

Clare, Cassandra & Chu, Wesley
McElderry (368 pp.)
$24.99 | Apr. 9, 2019
978-1-4814-9508-0
Series: Eldest Curses, 1

One true pair Magnus Bane and Alec
Lightwood get their own spinoff series.
Even when he’s on a glamorous and
romantic holiday in Europe with his boyfriend, Alec, Downworlder excitement
still finds its way to Magnus. This time, the immortal, bisexual,
and biracial (Dutch/Indonesian) warlock stands accused of
founding a human cult—the Crimson Hand—in the name of his
demon father, Asmodeus. A mysterious gap in Magnus’ memories keeps the truth at bay. Rather than turning Magnus in to
his fellow Shadowhunters for questioning, Alec stays loyal to
his man. Sexual tension abounds as the two steal moments of
sizzling romance while fighting demons and solving the mystery.
Though ostentatious in description, setting, and detail, Chu
(The Fall of Io, 2019, etc.) and Clare’s (Queen of Air and Darkness,
2018, etc.) collaboration effectively balances star-crossed love
with a contagious spirit of fun. While the book-length focus
|

STARWORLD

Coulthurst, Audrey & Garner, Paula
Candlewick (347 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-0-7636-9756-3
An unlikely friendship blossoms
between two high school seniors, each
of whom has family secrets but who
together find unexpected solace in a fantasy world they create through texting.
Sam Jones keeps to herself, focusing on studying, painting, and gaming with her one friend. She
wants to leave Portland, Oregon, to study aerospace engineering but is worried about how her divorced mother will survive
without her. Zoe Miller is popular and has a serious boyfriend,
a raft of friends, deep involvement in school theater—and a
severely disabled brother. A chance encounter between the girls
sparks an initially goofy text exchange that quickly turns into
a lifeline for both. While this plot might not sound extraordinary, in the deft hands of co-authors Coulthurst (Inkmistress,
2018, etc.) and Garner (Relative Strangers, 2018, etc.), the wellrealized main characters and deeply insightful descriptions of
complex emotions combine into an unusually thoughtful novel.
All characters appear to be white. Secondary characters, such
as parents and friends, are less three-dimensional than Sam and
Zoe. The fantasy texting subplot is clever: Seamlessly woven
in as dialogue, it is not gimmicky. Alternating chapters in each
girl’s first-person voice reveal their perspectives.
Readers seeking characters facing challenges with honesty, bravery, and kindness will appreciate this book with
its reminder that our outward lives often don’t reflect who
we really are. (resources) (Fiction. 14-18)
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Girls in 1958 Atlanta don’t just have
soft drinks before lunch: They drink CoCola floats.
And if they want to be popular and
successful, they compete for pre-debutante titles like Maid of Cotton and Magnolia Queen. They certainly don’t admit to being Jewish. Ruth Robb—who’s arrived
from New York after her father’s death—never mentions her
religion to her boyfriend even though she goes to synagogue
every Shabbos. Carlton (Love & Haight, 2012, etc.) loves her
telling details a little too much. Characters say “Shalom, y’all”
a few times too many, and readers may worry, on occasion, that
the author is going to describe every single object in the Robbs’
home. But every character is memorable and complex, and the
plot quickly becomes engrossing, though it leads up to an act of
anti-Semitic violence that 21st-century readers may find much
too timely. The characters are, unsurprisingly, largely white, and
in one brief act of defiance, Ruth walks through the coloredonly entrance at the movies. The climax involves larger acts of
defiance, but it also requires a level of coincidence that may
raise eyebrows. Still, the characters’ moral decisions are so complicated and so surprising that many people will be kept spellbound by even the tiniest detail.
Riveting. (Historical fiction. 14-19)

pulls these former secondary characters deservedly into the
spotlight, its authenticity is marred by the excessive cologne
of its clichéd Adonises. However, the shifting third-person
narration deepens characterization by exploring Alec’s internalized homophobia and Magnus’ past. The acknowledgments
place the book within the timeline of the City of Fallen Angels
(Clare, 2011). The cast of secondary characters notably includes
additional queer characters as well as Shinyun Jung, a Korean
warlock.
Peak champagne-filled indulgence. “Malec” shippers
will clamor for installments to come. (Fantasy. 14-adult)
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Quietly cheerful and wholly endearing.
belly up

BAD BOYS OF FASHION
Style Rebels and
Renegades Through
the Ages

Croll, Jennifer
Illus. by Pacholska, Aneta
Annick Press (184 pp.)
$24.95 | Apr. 9, 2019
978-1-77321-243-2

An engaging look at men who helped make and break fashion history.
Following her critically acclaimed study of key women in
the history of fashion, Bad Girls of Fashion (2016), Croll again
joins forces with illustrator Pacholska to introduce “bad boys”
through the ages who have had iconoclastic effects on fashion.
Instead of featuring only major designers, Croll again spotlights
30 diverse rebels who used fashion to make their renegade
marks in the worlds of entertainment (Marlon Brando, David
Bowie), sport (Walt “Clyde” Frazier, Andre Agassi), politics
(Jawaharlal Nehru, Mao Zedong, Malcolm X), and art and
design (Jean-Michel Basquiat, Waris Ahluwalia, Karl Lagerfeld).
Aided by arrestingly bold illustrations and copious photographs,
Croll provides a tantalizingly detailed chronicle of these dashing figures, including both florid descriptions of their sartorial
choices as well as the historical context behind them so readers better appreciate how these men broke boundaries. Back
in 17th-century France, for example, Louis XIV simultaneously
turned courtly fashions on their ear and tightened his grip on
the throne by sporting long, curly wigs and restricting red high
heels to members of his court (a sidebar explains that high heels
were only later adopted by women in order to appear more masculine). Readers will understand fashion’s pivotal role in shattering and challenging gender, racial, and other constraints.
With its richly accessible prose and visually captivating
subjects, this will inspire and challenge readers to follow
in these trendsetters’ footsteps. (references, index) (Nonfic
tion. 12-18)

THE GREAT NIJINSKY
God Of Dance

Curlee, Lynn
Illus. by the author
Charlesbridge Teen (120 pp.)
$19.99 | Apr. 9, 2019
978-1-58089-800-3
The story of Vaslav Nijinsky’s life—
onstage and off, in all its glamour and
tragedy—unfolds.
Originally drawn to Nijinsky by photos of the ballet dancer
in costume, Curlee (Trains, 2009, etc.) engaged in extensive
research and details major events in Nijinsky’s life, beginning
with his birth to traveling Polish performers and continuing
through to his eventual confinement in various asylums and
death in 1950. While much of the content focuses on Nijinsky’s
144
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art, both his dancing and choreography, time is also spent on his
personal life. The text includes short biographical sketches of
important artists, such as Diaghilev and Stravinsky, with whom
Nijinsky crossed paths as well as explorations of Nijinsky’s
romantic relationships and mental health. These discussions
are frank, and though they never devolve into titillation, they
do occasionally include questionable descriptions (“He was...
what some would term stark raving mad”) and label Nijinsky’s
sexual orientation using modern terms. Interspersed between
chapters are stylized programs detailing various ballets that
Nijinsky performed or choreographed, including descriptions
of the ballet’s history and plot and paintings by the author. Quotations from contemporaries and occasionally the dancer himself breathe further life into the narrative. The photographs and
illustrations add interest and points of engagement in what is an
otherwise tragic tale of a brooding artist.
A glossy introduction to the highs and lows of Nijinsky’s life and work. (author’s note, list of performances,
source notes, bibliography, image credits, index) (Biography. 13-18)

BELLY UP

Darrows, Eva
Inkyard Press (384 pp.)
$18.99 | Apr. 30, 2019
978-1-335-01235-7
A surprise pregnancy shifts a teen’s
life in a new direction
When 17-year-old Serendipity “Sara”
Rodriguez had her first-and-only rebound
hookup at a classmate’s party, she never
anticipated getting pregnant. Soon
enough, however, signs (and science) point to “yes,” and, after
much consideration, she decides to carry her pregnancy to term
and raise the baby herself. Thankfully, she lives with her compassionate mom and tough-but-loving grandma—a dynamic
support network enhanced by her white, Jewish lifelong best
friend, Devi. Soon she meets Leaf, a sweet, outgoing Romani
classmate who is a large, brown-skinned boy with black hair
in a ponytail. Mutually smitten, they slowly start dating while
Sara tries to figure out caring for someone new while balancing impending motherhood—and finishing high school. Sara’s
first-person narration is dynamic, with a vibe akin to (a much
more diverse) Juno and Gilmore Girls, yet fully its own. While
their identities are never made a plot point, queer characters
are refreshingly abundant: Devi is gray ace, Leaf is demisexual,
his friend Morgan is a trans girl dating another girl, and Sara
herself is questioning and most likely bisexual. Racial and ethnic identities are approached with care, with Leaf ’s nuanced
explanations of Romani cultural practices and Sara’s thoughtful
approach to her identity as a half-Spanish/half-Swedish girl.
Those looking for a “problem novel” should look elsewhere; this is quietly cheerful, surprisingly feel-good, and
wholly endearing. (Fiction. 14-18)
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ALL FOR ONE

de la Cruz, Melissa
Putnam (400 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-0-525-51588-3
Series: Alex & Eliza, 3

YES SHE CAN
10 Stories of Hope & Change
from Young Female Staffers
of the Obama White House
Dillon, Molly
Schwartz & Wade/Random (288 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 5, 2019
978-1-9848-4845-1

Stories from those who worked amid
the daily chaos, hope, and ambition of
the Obama White House, where “Young
women [could] get. Stuff. Done.”
The 10 women profiled include Molly Dillon, who worked
on policy for kids in the foster-care system, and Taylor Lustig,
who helped to organize Pope Francis’ first visit to the United
States. Vivian P. Graubard was in her 20s when she helped craft
policy to fight human trafficking through digital technology.
The native Spanish speaker traveled to Mexico, where she met
with survivors of human trafficking and their families. Regularly
working long hours and motivated by a strong sense of purpose
and accomplishment, the women give readers windows into
the everyday activities of the Obama administration—frequent
|

LITTLE PILLS

Dodds, Melody
West 44 Books (200 pp.)
$19.95 | Apr. 1, 2019
978-1-5383-8282-0
For 17-year-old loner Charlotte Navarro,
who lives in a mill town in Maine, addiction
is a slippery slope.
Charlotte’s life seems to be permanently tilting downward. At home, her
mother is absent, constantly working;
her beloved older brother, Leopold, is away serving in Afghanistan; her stepfather is bedridden; and her younger sister, Isabella, seems to hate her. School’s no safe zone, either; she’s
failing classes, including library, which used to be her treasured
space. Now that Mrs. Schiller, the previous librarian, is gone,
Charlotte argues so frequently with her replacement, Ms. Jordan, that she’s constantly in detention. The only way Charlotte
knows how to cope with life’s hardships is by taking OxyContin
from her grandmother’s stash. Doing so lifts her into happiness.
Johnnie C., whom she meets in detention and notices taking
little white pills, gives her that rare sense of contentment, too.
But, increasingly, especially with Johnnie, Charlotte seems to
need more and more pills to maintain that sense of positivity.
Although some of the poems feel very young, Dodds presents
a genuine, complicated, and struggling teenage protagonist in
Charlotte. All characters are assumed white.
An engrossing, lyrical debut with strong appeal for
reluctant readers that confronts the realities of addiction
through an absorbing first-person narrative. (Verse novel.
14-18)
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The highs—and difficult lows—of
the marriage between Alexander Hamilton and his wife, Eliza.
De la Cruz (29 Dates, 2018, etc.) concludes her series based on the life of the
Founding Father. As before, she weaves facts from Hamilton’s
life with imagined incidents and dialogue. Here, Alex and Eliza
have settled into marriage and the social life of New York City
as he continues to build a law practice and struggles to earn
enough money. The couple is overjoyed when Eliza discovers
she is pregnant, and the happy news propels Eliza to work even
harder at helping the city’s orphans. She also indulges in a bit
of matchmaking for her brother, John, encouraging his interest
in the young parentless woman they have welcomed into their
home. At the same time, Alex is caught up in helping the mysterious Mrs. Maria Reynolds, who has been abused by her husband: As much as Alex has tried to put his past behind him, the
memories of his own mother’s problems with men have never
quite gone away. Eliza, who is away from home during this time,
and extremely ill, is barely back on her feet when she learns
Alex is about to engage in a duel with Aaron Burr over a secret
revealed. Once again, there is lively dialogue and a strong cast of
secondary characters; fans will not be disappointed.
A fitting end to a popular series. (author’s note) (Histori
cal fiction. 12-adult)

staff meetings in D.C. coffee shops, mistakes they inevitably
made, and the million little things it takes to pull off a public
event at the White House. The ethnic and religious diversity of
those profiled enriches the work, so the omission of Arab and
Muslim voices is unfortunate, particularly given the administration’s focus on Muslim affairs. The book ends with concrete
advice for girls interested in getting involved in the government.
A foreword by Yara Shahidi (not seen) and photos enhance the
appeal of this engaging and readable work.
An accessible tribute to the work of inspiring young
women and a guide for those who wish to follow in their
footsteps. (Nonfiction. 12-18)
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INTERVIEWS & PROFILES

Brian Conaghan

HIS NEW NOVEL IS UNCOMPROMISING, UNFLINCHING,
AND UNSENTIMENTAL
By James Feder

Brian Conaghan is unafraid to navigate the precarious line between comedy and controversy. Indeed,
his 2011 novel When Mr. Dog Bites, which follows a
teenage boy newly diagnosed with Tourette’s syndrome, received critical acclaim for its deft drawing
of humor from an experience that’s also traumatic.
For Conaghan, such an approach is innate; he would
argue that it’s part of his heritage. “Death is an area
that we Scots find a lot of humor in,” he explains simply. “That’s all we have, isn’t it? You love and you die. I
find that quite funny.” With such a macabre outlook,
the topic of his latest novel is a natural fit.
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At 17, Bobby would love to spend his time like any
other teenager, chasing crushes and experimenting
with alcohol and drugs. But he can’t. Between looking
out for his younger brother and caring for his mother,
who suffers from multiple sclerosis, he doesn’t have
much in the way of downtime. And any free time he
does have is spent consumed with guilt at the many
tasks he could be doing instead. But then something
happens that kills any remnant of his lingering childhood: His mother asks him to help her die. In The
Weight of a Thousand Feathers (Feb. 26), Conaghan explores the immense burden of life as a young caretaker with compassion and candor, grappling with topics
that are sure to stick in the reader’s mind long after
the book’s conclusion.
In fact, that was his own experience with the topic:
Conaghan was a secondary school teacher who also
worked in pastoral care at the school, in particular
with a group of young teens grappling with grief and
impending death. Drawing heavily from Conaghan’s
experiences, the novel traces Bobby’s involvement
with such a group. “They’re meant to offer a respite
and also to be a place where they can share their fears
and anxieties and aspirations with like-minded people, people who have an empathetic understanding of
what their life is like.”
For Bobby, such an outlet is crucial, albeit difficult.
“I think the misconception, especially among peers,
is that they just have to feed their loved one medicine here and there,” Conaghan says. The reality of
nights spent bathing and dressing parents, of mornings spent rushing to clean urine from bed sheets be-
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James Feder is a writer based in Tel Aviv. The Weight of
a Thousand Feathers received a starred review in the
Dec. 1, 2018, issue.

MUCH ADO ABOUT
MEAN GIRLS

Doescher, Ian
Quirk Books (176 pp.)
$12.99 paper | Apr. 23, 2019
978-1-68369-117-4
Tina Fey’s Mean Girls gets a Shakespearean script treatment.
As in the 2004 film, home-schooled
teenager Cady Heron leaves Africa with
her anthropologist parents and enters
American high school, where she first
spies on popular Plastics-leader Regina George, then emulates
the queen bee, alienating her newfound real friends, Damian
and Janis, and crush, Aaron. No mere novelization of the movie
(itself based on a nonfiction book), it embraces Elizabethan
theater conventions, with Doescher (Jedi the Last, 2018, etc.)
translating cinematic tropes and tricks into their early modern equivalents—asides, chorus, and balcony scenes. Blatantly
lifting speeches from the Bard, other lines swing between jarringly modern and pseudo-Shakespearean, with the juxtaposition played for comedic effect. The iambic pentameter (mostly
prose) usually works, in style if not in syntax. Purists may
scoff, but this play attempts and mostly succeeds at reviving
Shakespeare as popular entertainment for the masses. Audiences already familiar with the film’s plots, memorable lines,
and pop-culture references will be well-equipped to tackle the
Shakespearean treatment rather than facing an impenetrable
thicket of academic allusions, archaic language, history lessons,
and Latin grammar jokes. However, the author’s afterword
assertion that “Shakespeare’s female characters were never as
strong as those of Tina Fey’s creation” better befits the Burn
Book’s slander.
Creating a modern Shakespeare play is no Mean feat.
(dramatis personae, afterword, sonnet) (Fiction. 12-18)
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fore heading off to school is a concept far too alien
for most young people—and even adults—to fully
comprehend. “I was fascinated by the psychology of
it all, by the emotional journey, because I had a misconception about what it was also.”
Given the immense moral dilemma that follows
Bobby throughout the story, Conaghan could have
chosen to focus on the legal implications and repercussions of assisted suicide. “Initially, there was a lot
about the legal matters of what Bobby had done,”
Conaghan says. He did a lot of research on that topic; eventually he decided to cut it all. “It muddied
their relationship,” he says, of Bobby and his mother.
Like everything else in the novel, that filial relationship isn’t exactly straightforward. Readers, armed
with their own opinions, will interpret events in different ways, which, for Conaghan, is the point. “I
think it’s good to challenge teenagers,” he says. “In
my experience, they like to be challenged, they like
issues that force them to debate and think.”

AROUND HARVARD SQUARE

Farley, C.J.
Black Sheep Press (280 pp.)
$14.95 paper | Apr. 1, 2019
978-1-61775-714-3

In this throwback coming-of-age
novel, an ensemble of freshmen on the
margins struggle for self-definition
amid the race and class complexities of
Harvard.
Tosh Livingston, a geeky Jamaican
and former superstar athlete, must reinvent himself after an
accident on the basketball court that is sure to destroy his rep.
He finds deep friendships with Lao, Meera, and Zippa as they
pursue spots on the college’s coveted highbrow humor magazine. Through the whirlwind of their journey, they begin to
question the purpose of jokes and the consequences of laughter—when it’s not just about the joke, but also about who’s
|
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making it and why (a significant, timely exploration as comedy
culture today struggles to demarcate ethical boundaries). While
the diverse ensemble of core characters defy and refuse reductive stereotypes, there is one trope that feels straight-on about
the Harvardness of them all: the smarmy self-satisfaction of a
reference just beyond the grasp of the everyday reader. Additionally, the cultural references feel more accessible for a generation that understands the kitsch of the ’90s (e.g. will readers
have to Google Tamagotchi?) and the music that anchored the
era (many chapters take their names from classic ’90s black and
alt/indie music cuts).
Possibly too caught up with the author’s past to be a hit
for today’s young readers, yet for those who would like to
take a trip through the hallowed Harvard halls of the past,
this goes out to you.... (Fiction. 14-adult)

LAST GIRL LIED TO

Flynn, L.E.
Imprint (352 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 16, 2019
978-1-250-15813-0

Teens pair up with and then cheat on
each other while two go in search of a
missing friend.
Readers only see Trixie through the
eyes of others, especially Fiona. There
seems to be little to admire in the girl
who went missing after a party and who apparently killed herself:
Trixie betrayed one best friend after another and was unkind to
her devoted father. But if Fiona is right, she also faked her suicide and just walked away from the mess she created. Fiona’s
present-tense narration is interspersed with frequent recollections of Trixie that gradually reveal what led up to her possible
death. Fiona, almost incapable of making decisions for herself,
drifts from one controlling friend to another, never quite realizing a relationship with Beau, her emotionally troubled soul
mate. Her infatuation with Trixie motivates her to search for
evidence that she isn’t dead, while Jasper, another domineering
figure, insinuates himself into her life. Much of the treachery
among this group of older high school students takes place at
alcohol-drenched parties as the cast of white teens fall in and
out of love, behave badly, suffer emotional whiplash, and then,
eventually, move neatly on. Although the suspense effectively
intensifies as Fiona discovers the nuances—and consequences—
of several unhappy relationships, the ending is disappointingly
pat for the enormity of the angst these teens generate.
A page-turner of love and passion that features a slew of
unadmirable characters. (Fiction. 14-18)
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LOVE & OTHER CURSES

Ford, Michael Thomas
HarperTeen (352 pp.)
$17.99 paper | Apr. 9, 2019
978-0-06-279120-7

Magic, reality, and love combine in a
tale of love and identity.
Ford (Lily, 2016, etc.) walks several
tightropes as he introduces readers to
16-year-old gay country boy Sam Weyward, who is balancing life between
his biological family and his created family, the drag queen
performers he hangs out with at Shangri-La, the only gay bar
around. Sam is from a line of supposedly cursed family members, destined to see the ones they love die—if they fall in love
before age 17. When cute, straight, trans Tom Swift enters Sam’s
life for the summer, the curse seems to be working in overdrive
as losses hit both his families. Ford’s complex and eclectic characters are perfectly grounded in a world tinged with magic: the
“Grands,” (Sam’s grandmother, great-grandmother, and greatgreat-grandmother) are Norn-like weird sisters who see small
bits of magic in the world around them. Juxtaposed are the trio
of queens who help guide Sam on his journey to find his inner
drag queen: Lola, Farrah, and Paloma. Mysterious songwriter
Linda and Sam’s hair-metal–loving father round out the cast.
Unfortunately, Tom’s characterization as a stereotyped tragic
trans teenager distracts from the magic; immediately deadnamed, his body subject to constant scrutiny, Tom’s plotline
revolves around trope-y trauma and humiliation to enable the
cis main character’s growth. All major characters are implied
white apart from Farrah, who is African-American, and Paloma,
who is Latinx.
Funny, sexy, and emotionally wrenching, this is a story
of growing up. (Fiction. 14-18)

I WAS THEIR
AMERICAN DREAM
A Graphic Memoir

Gharib, Malaka
Illus. by the author
Clarkson Potter (160 pp.)
$16.99 paper | Apr. 30, 2019
978-0-525-57511-5

A graphic memoir about being half
Filipino, half Egyptian—and 100 percent
American.
After her parents’ divorce, debut author Gharib spent her
school years with her Filipino relatives in Cerritos, California,
and summers with her father and his new family in Egypt. She
honestly recounts the challenges she faced as a biracial child
trying to appease both sides of her family, providing detailed
(and oftentimes humorous) insights into her parents’ cultural
differences, both significant (her mother is Catholic while her
father is Muslim) and nuanced (food, etiquette, expectations
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Nora’s combination of grit, humor, and
vulnerability compels readers.
when i was summer

for her behavior). Gharib thoughtfully explores the gradations of diversity and what they meant to different people.
In elementary school, Filipino classmates commented on her
less-than-Filipino name and appearance. In high school, surrounded mostly by students of color but still feeling marginalized due to her bicultural, biracial heritage, she was criticized
for her obsession with white culture. Readers also experience
Gharib’s transition to college and her first job—far away from
her family and requiring huge adjustments as she entered
mostly white worlds. She eventually married Darren, a white
man from Tennessee. Charmingly unsophisticated illustrations, predominantly—and appropriately—colored in red,
white, and blue, and Gharib’s authentic voice make her story
personable and accessible. Dispersed throughout are unique
interactives, including a bingo chart of microaggressions, a
mini zine tutorial, and Tagalog flashcards.
A heartwarming tribute to immigrant families and
their descendants trying to live the American dream.
(Graphic memoir. 13-adult)

Nora and her fellow band members
are heading in their van to perform at an
elite club in San Francisco, but Nora also
has secret, hopeful, ulterior motives.
High school junior Nora is already
an accomplished bass player and the
only girl in a four-member band called Blue Miles. Her opportunity to join her band mates playing the Magwitch has come
at a price; she has reluctantly promised her adoptive parents—
high-end professionals—that in return she will do an internship in Washington, D.C., over the summer. Abandoned by her
birthparents as a toddler named Summer, the olive-skinned,
black-haired teenager—who is curious about her ethnic origins—has imagined that she is the child of now-famous musicians who had to give her up when they were just starting out.
Nora cleverly, secretly plans the band’s van trip from Huntington Beach to San Francisco so it coincides with towns offering
possible leads for her birthparent-seeking detective work. Skillful storytelling interweaves the protagonist’s passion for music,
her unrequited love for a fellow band mate, and such issues as
teen alcohol abuse, socio-economic differences, career choices,
toxic relationships, and—of course—the nature versus nurture
debate. Characters and dialogue are believable and inclusive of
various ethnicities and sexual orientations. Nora’s combination
of grit, humor, and vulnerability compels readers to join her on
her journey of self-discovery.
This bass player’s coming-of-age story keeps a strong
and steady beat. (Fiction. 12-16)
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Jackson, Kosoko
Sourcebooks Fire (320 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-4926-7365-1

An interracial gay teenage romance is
put to the test by war in this debut novel.
This late-’90s love story centers on
James Mills, a black high school student
adopted by a white family. His physician
parents are USAID workers who bring
their son with them to Kosovo, thinking that it will be educational. Upset at being separated from his sister—a freshman at
Georgetown—James finds love and solace with Tomas, a handsome Brazilian boy. Before long Kosovo becomes dangerous,
forcing Tomas and James to flee on his motorbike on a quest to
find safety within the U.S. Embassy. Alternating between James’
letters to his beloved sister, Anna, and his first-person narration of events, the novel makes adept use of its dual structure
to recount James’ courtship with Tomas as well as their very
clear and present danger. The resulting story—part romance
and part adventure thriller—has elements of a bodice-ripper
that at times feel incongruous with both the novel’s setting and
the dangerous events happening within the war-torn country.
The representation of marginalized groups in a love story is
important, but it seems odd to have the main character thrown
against a wall by an explosion and then kissing his boyfriend
passionately moments later as everyone around them flees in
terror.
An earnest freshman novel that celebrates love.
(author’s note, resources) (Fiction 14-18)
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WHEN I WAS SUMMER

Howard, J.B.
Viking (304 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 30, 2019
978-0-451-48020-0

A PLACE FOR WOLVES

TEEN GUIDE TO
STUDENT ACTIVISM

Kallen, Stuart A.
ReferencePoint Press (80 pp.)
$29.95 | Mar. 1, 2019
978-1-68282-541-9
A thorough guide for the next generation of activists.
In 1963, images of policemen turning
fire hoses and dogs on young black students hit the nightly news, and a nation was shamed into action.
Generations later, teenagers are again mobilizing to challenge
the status quo regarding everything from racism and gun violence to the environment. Armed with passion, impatience,
and zeal, activists can reach hundreds of thousands of people
through social media in the time it takes to fry an egg. Kallen
(Trashing the Planet: Examining Our Global Garbage Glut, 2017, etc.)
has tackled the multifaceted world of activism and civic engagement in a handbook filled with examples of young people who
have identified causes that mattered and used dogged determination to bring about change. Movements such as Black Lives
Matter and #NeverAgain have risen to national prominence,
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Readers will feel for Lark, who is learning to understand
first love and struggling with her parents’ fighting.
hearts made for breaking

but the author gives attention to students who protested budget cuts in the Boston public school system or sewed clothing
for homeless kids at the Los Angeles LBGT Center. Six chapters on a myriad of topics include advice for educating oneself
and doing research about issues, the rights of protesters, and
advice for dealing with setbacks and trolls. The diversity of the
people highlighted in the book mirrors the makeup of a country
still trying to move the noble ideals of democracy from platitudes to practice.
A handbook for successful activism. (source notes,
resources, index) (Nonfiction. 14-19)

HEARTS MADE FOR BREAKING

Klein, Jen
Random House (320 pp.)
$9.99 paper | Apr. 30, 2019
978-1-5247-0008-9

Lark Dayton finally finds a boy she
wants to make out with for longer than
a few weeks.
Lark’s best friends, Katie and Cooper (who is gay and of Persian descent),
agree on nothing except that Lark is
afraid of commitment. Before anything gets too serious, she
convinces boys to break up with her. With nothing seemingly
at stake, Lark accepts her friends’ challenge to get a boy to fall
for her, someone different than the popular boys she usually
chooses, so she can truly break his heart by having the backbone to end the relationship herself. Ardy Tate causes her to feel
things both new and unfamiliar, but Lark worries that he loves
his best friend, Hope, who is Chinese-American with gay dads.
(Lark, Katie, and Ardy are assumed white.) When Lark discovers unsettling rumors surrounding Ardy’s past, she investigates,
hoping to destroy his status as “Undateable.” Despite her nonchalance regarding the long list of exes, readers will feel for Lark,
who is learning to understand first love, combating the pressure
she feels from friends, and struggling to deal with her parents’
constant fighting. Insights into first-time sex and the unfairness
of judging others by their pasts are genuine, giving the story
an emotional depth that is more valuable than its lighthearted
premise.
A surprisingly pleasant read that emphasizes the
importance of breaking patterns and making our own
choices. (Fiction. 13-18)
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EXPOSING HATE
Prejudice, Hatred, and
Violence in Action

Miller, Michael
Twenty-First Century/Lerner (148 pp.)
$37.32 PLB | Apr. 1, 2019
978-1-5415-3925-9
A look at the history of U.S. hate
groups and their activities.
Charting the hatred baked into U.S.
history, the text explores religious intolerance in Colonial America, slavery, Jim Crow, and anti-Semitism, among other topics. Examples of anti-immigrant bias
include the over 2 million Mexican-Americans, mostly citizens,
deported from the U.S. in the early 20th century. Anti-Chinese
bias is mentioned but not the internment of Japanese-Americans during World War II or targeted legislation to exclude
Asian immigration. Homophobia, transphobia, Islamophobia,
and male supremacy movements are also described. An enlightening discussion traces the history of laws against and prosecution of hate crimes and explains why the U.S. does not define
hate crimes as domestic terrorism, a choice that’s been questioned and criticized because tools and resources for prosecuting terrorism are far stronger than for hate crimes. President
Donald Trump’s racial and ethnic slurs, demeaning of women,
and efforts to limit Muslim and Latin American immigration
are called out. Access to firearms by hate groups is not mentioned. Portraits of white supremacy hate groups and anecdotes
about resistance come across as glib. The heavy focus on individuals and groups of private citizens works against depth by
limiting the exploration of institutional structures and policies
that support inequality and fuel hatred, a particularly glaring
oversight when considering the scant treatment of Indigenous
peoples in this work.
A useful, timely, if superficial, survey. (glossary, notes,
bibliography, index) (Nonfiction. 12-16)

EVERY MOMENT AFTER

Moldover, Joseph
HMH Books (368 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 9, 2019
978-1-328-54727-9

In the still-rippling effects of a yearsago tragedy, the survivors cope with the
burden of moving on.
When Cole and Matt were in first
grade, a shooter killed 17 of their classmates and their principal. Yet life went
on for those in the New Jersey suburb, and now they approach
the summer after high school graduation. Cole, in the wake of
his father’s death, is determined to finally overcome his awkwardness and connect with his longtime crush—although he’ll
have to make some drug deals for his romantic master plan to
get off the ground. Matt struggles with the guilt of having been
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at home sick during the shooting due to his diabetes and makes
questionable health choices while starting a romantic relationship with a woman who is also irrevocably connected to that
pivotal day. The default-white cast includes a classmate who was
shot and left partially paralyzed and the autistic twin brother
of their deceased friend; both are secondary characters with
enough screen time to show their struggles but are barely developed beyond that and feel like idealized martyrs. The town’s
diner—wallpapered with failed gun control bills—attests to the
horrible commonplaceness of such tragedies. This debut avoids
sensationalism, instead focusing on the boys’ attempts to make
sense of the changes in their world while grappling with the
things that never change.
A sober, introspective coming-of-age tale overshadowed by the all-too-real effects of a mass shooting. (Fiction.
16-adult)

Mooney, Carla
ReferencePoint Press (80 pp.)
$29.95 | Mar. 1, 2019
978-1-68282-539-6
An abbreviated overview of a hotly
debated issue.
“Fake news,” is defined here as “fabricated news or information that is meant to be perceived as
factual,” a definition that carefully excludes unintended errors,
biases, or satire. It’s hardly a new complaint, but this account
examines few instances outside the 2016 U.S. elections and
mostly ignores print and broadcast media. Technological
innovations and widespread use of social media have dramatically increased disinformation’s reach and impact; focusing on
online phenomena permits tangents on algorithms creating
ideological bubbles, harvesting of personal data, precise targeting of audiences, and strategic releases of hacked information.
Partisan politics, foreign (mostly Russian) interference, and
greed for ad revenue are presented as the chief villains, allowing
brief digressions to recent cases in France, Great Britain, Kenya,
and India; the last is the only noted example with violent results
despite similar incidents elsewhere (including the U.S.). Indeed,
while the earnest, meandering, and repetitive text adopts an
ominous tone, it offers little evidence for any concrete consequences beyond the erosion of public trust. Proposed solutions
include hopeful predictions for artificial intelligence and vague
assurances from tech companies, but the author leans heavily
on individual responsibility to become educated and remain
skeptical and vigilant. Appendices provide a useful rubric for
evaluating information and list some reputable fact-checking
sites; the index is scattershot and sloppy.
A subject much in demand, but there are better
resources available. (source notes, appendices, further
reading, index) (Nonfiction. 12-16)

|

Noah, Trevor
Delacorte (304 pp.)
$17.99 | $20.99 PLB | Apr. 9, 2019
978-0-525-58216-8
978-0-525-58217-5 PLB

Noah’s pre-comedian experience of
growing up in a country first strictly
divided and then rocked by the fall of apartheid loses some
of its grit but none of its potency in this YA adaptation of his
memoir for adults Born a Crime (2016).
Indisputable evidence of his white European father and
his black Xhosa mother’s illegal interracial relationship, Noah
spends his childhood as a perpetual outsider—too black for the
white people, too white for the black people, and too mixed
for everyone else. But a tenacious spirit of curiosity, an impressive mischievous streak, and an uncompromisingly independent mother shape much of Noah’s early years, and instances
of struggle, danger, and bullying are attributed to political
upheaval, racism, and bigotry mainly through the lens of adult
hindsight. Divided into chapters of individual but interconnected childhood recollections, the book mirrors some of
the ebb and flow of Noah’s stand-up—strategically disjointed
to fuel emotional crescendos without overlapping and diluting them. North American readers unacquainted with South
African culture may encounter some different (but not wholly
unfamiliar) racial dynamics—the term “colored people,” for
instance, has a different meaning and history than it does in the
U.S.—but Noah does a thorough job of walking them through
the colonial history, cultural and language idiosyncrasies, and
political structures without bogging down the text, and what
he doesn’t fully unpack still leaves room for discussion.
Startling in its honesty, humor, and humility. (historical note) (Memoir. 13-18)

y o u n g a d u lt

FAKE NEWS AND THE
MANIPULATION OF
PUBLIC OPINION

IT’S TREVOR NOAH:
Born a Crime: Stories from
a South African Childhood
(Adapted for Young Readers)

CHRYSALIS

Reichs, Brendan
Putnam (416 pp.)
$18.99 | Mar. 5, 2019
978-0-525-51705-4
Series: Project Nemesis, 3
Noah Livingston and Min Wilder
navigate a life removed from the machine.
Noah and Min (both presumably
white) have led their classmates out of
the Matrix-esque computer program that
kept them alive through mankind’s final days, but the hits keep
on coming. Contact with a satellite group has been lost, the
lake has mysteriously drained, and someone has destroyed their
supplies. As tensions rise and bodies are buried, Min and Noah
begin to believe that there may be more to this post-historic
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environment than meets the eye. Unfortunately, this is where
the author’s twisty, turny narrative starts to run out of steam.
Instead of maintaining the breakneck pace that kept readers so
engaged throughout the previous two installments, this trilogy
capper coasts to the finish in its closing hundred pages. Noah
and Min continue to be exciting protagonists, but their development is stalled as the series’ final antagonists reveal themselves.
The narrative ends nicely with one last twist that feels a bit silly
but works despite itself, but readers may find themselves passively reading this tome rather than actively turning pages with
glee. Regardless, the series as a whole remains a bright spot in
contemporary YA fiction. A rousing examination of leadership,
community, and humanity at large.
A solid and satisfactory finale. (Thriller. 12-16)

OUT OF SALEM

Schrieve, Hal
Triangle Square Books for Young
Readers (448 pp.)
$19.95 | Mar. 5, 2019
978-1-60980-901-0
A genderqueer zombie and a lesbian
werewolf resist a corrupt government
that wants to incinerate them in this
debut novel by Schrieve.
Any day now, Z, a white, 14-year-old
zombie, might fall apart without the intervention of illegal necromancy to hold them together. Their whole family died in a car
crash that should have killed them too. In their anti-monster
small town of Salem, Oregon, Z’s only allies are their caretaker,
Mrs. Dunnigan, an aging, brown-skinned lesbian whose health
is failing, and Aysel Tahir, a fat, Turkish-American lesbian who
faces life-threatening danger if anyone discovers she’s an unregistered werewolf. When a murder and accusations of werewolf
terrorism shine a national spotlight on their town, Z and Aysel
stand together to survive. Set in 1997, this darkly humored
fantasy explores censorship, government surveillance, homelessness, and real-world (not just magical) forms of oppression.
Chapters alternate between Aysel’s and Z’s points of view, winding their individual conflicts together. While classmates bully
Aysel for her fatness, she owns her size and it makes her powerful. Schrieve depicts diversity among the queer and trans characters, highlighting how economic and racial privilege make
the concerns of middle-aged, rich, white trans women different
from those of a young, trans woman of color without access to
medical care. Tension burns hot until the explosive conclusion,
which begs for a sequel.
On fire with magic and revolution. (Fantasy. 14-adult)
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HUNTED

Slade, Arthur
Orca (192 pp.)
$14.95 paper | Apr. 16, 2019
978-1-4598-2269-6
Series: Amber Fang, 1
A 24-year-old library science student
is swept into a dangerous game—even
for a vampire.
The well-trodden world of vampires
has a new, bookish addition in Amber
Fang. Remaining nomadic to outrun suspicion, Amber feeds
on a strict monthly schedule and under an even stricter moral
code—no innocents, only remorseless murderers and evildoers.
After the disappearance of her mother, however, Amber suddenly finds herself the hunted instead of the hunter, pursued
and recruited by a secret organization simply called the League
that wants to unleash her appetite on the world’s most powerful criminals. But there is more at play than anyone lets on, and
Amber soon realizes how little she knows about the League,
about the people they want her to drain, and perhaps especially
about her own fellow vampires. Slade (Crimson, 2018, etc.) has
chosen an interesting approach to a vampire narrative, the first
in a planned series, focusing on intrigue, global threats, and
mysterious backstories—a recipe more typical of a spy thriller
and one that is made tangy with the liberal sprinkling of paranormal drama. Amber’s first-person narration is immediate and,
at times, overly sardonic but entertainingly irreverent all the
same. Those in the know will find Slade’s librarian jokes and
fictional MLIS curriculum either irritating or hilarious in their
inaccuracies.
Imagine Buffy the Vampire Slayer—except Buffy is the
vampire and has the research skills of Giles. (Paranormal
thriller. 14-adult)

THE TIGER AT MIDNIGHT

Teerdhala, Swati
Katherine Tegen/HarperCollins
(496 pp.)
$18.99 | Apr. 23, 2019
978-0-06-286921-0
Series: Tiger at Midnight, 1

In an alternate ancient India, a rebel
assassin and a reluctant soldier find forbidden love while they battle to save
their lands from war and disaster.
Dharka and Jansa were once twin countries, bound by the
blood magic of demigods and blessed with a celestial river. But
the younger brother of the Dharkan king broke that bond when
he murdered the Jansan queen and took over Jansa in a coup.
Now, the Southern Lands teeter on the brink of catastrophic
drought in a fragile cease-fire. Kunal, the nephew of the ruthless Jansan Gen. Hotha, has just been promoted to the elite
Senap Guard, feared and despised for their cruelty. But Kunal
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Filled with frank descriptions of our nation’s restrictions on
reproductive health, this is a timely and vital book.
girls on the verge

would rather make art than kill innocents. And why is he so
drawn to Esha, a Dharkan rebel? Esha is the Viper, the masterful but merciless assassin who is driven by her need to avenge
the usurper king’s murder of her family. But what she longs for
is a normal life and lasting love. Esha leads Kunal on a wild chase
across borders where they discover secret plots, old bonds, and
new perspectives. Debut author Teerdhala’s prose can be convoluted and often purple. Still, the push-pull romance between
the main characters and their struggle to define their own identities move the story forward.
First in a trilogy, this lush blend of folklore, fantasy, and
romance is a welcome antidote to South Asian stereotypes
of toxic men and repressed women. (Fantasy. 13-18)

GIRLS ON THE VERGE

Waller, Sharon Biggs
Henry Holt (240 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 9, 2019
978-1-250-15169-8

|

An immortal cupid-in-training falls
in love with a human after she accidentally sticks herself with an arrow.
Sixteen-year-old Kalixta has been
skeptical of her cupid calling since she
experienced the Thunderclap, realizing,
“in the end, the Fates will decide what happens, no matter what I
do.” She questions the marriage of her parents, Eros and Psyche,
and the millennia-old patterns the gods are stuck in. However,
when she becomes spellbound to Benicio, a bass-playing Mexican-American who was her original target, Kali enrolls in a mortal high school in Arizona while trying to decipher the riddle
posed by the Oracle to regain her heart. With the help of her
best friend, Deya (daughter of Aphrodite and an Amazonian
river god), and Artemis, the goddess of the hunt herself, Kali
must find a balance between the arrow’s pull toward Ben and
her friendship with her ex-boyfriend Hector (son of Apollo and
Calliope). Watson (Shoot the Moon, 2018, etc.) creates a world
where Greek mythological characters have Bond-worthy gadgets, can change their appearances at will, and are all-knowing
when it comes to both Hellenic and contemporary pop culture.
While acknowledging the existence of non-Greek gods, Watson gives the Greeks control of “most everything in the Western World” yet achieves diversity by incorporating people (and
gods) of color into the story.
A humorous and endearing look at the throes of predestined teenage love. (Fantasy. 14-18)

y o u n g a d u lt

A teenage girl struggles to get an
abortion in Texas.
White cisgender Texan Camille had
her dream summer planned out, complete with a spot in a prestigious theater
summer camp. After an underwhelming
one-night stand (her first time having sex), however, Camille
discovers she is pregnant and decides to get an abortion. Afraid
to tell her parents, she secretly gives up her spot at camp and
embarks on a road trip to the Mexican border to access an abortion-inducing drug. She’s joined by a liberal feminist acquaintance and, reluctantly, her conservative best friend (both white),
and together they journey to battle shame and misogyny and
to find themselves. Set a year after Sen. Wendy Davis’ historic
2013 filibuster, Camille’s first-person, present-tense narrative
alternates between her road trip and flashbacks to her previous
experiences, including visiting a Christian crisis pregnancy center and attempting to obtain a judicial bypass, in hopes of getting an abortion without her parents’ knowledge. While readers
will come to care about the characters and their relationships
to some degree, the important informational content takes
precedence overall. Meant to “sound an alarm,” Waller’s (The
Forbidden Orchid, 2016, etc.) book is highly informative, filled
with frank, detailed descriptions of our nation’s restrictions on
reproductive health as well as the emotional and physical experiences of abortion.
A Forever-esque story for reproductive justice, this is
a timely and vital book. (author’s note, resources) (Fiction.
14-18)

LOVESTRUCK

Watson, Kate
Flux (352 pp.)
$14.99 paper | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-63583-030-9

IF I’M BEING HONEST

Wibberley, Emily & Siegemund-Broka,
Austin
Viking (384 pp.)
$17.99 | Apr. 23, 2019
978-0-451-48109-2
Honesty is always the best policy...
unless you’re Cameron Bright.
Cameron is a natural blonde, runs
six miles a day (with the body to prove
it), and is determined to attend Wharton
as a way of connecting with her distant father, who is an alumnus. But if her Beaumont Prep classmates had to choose one
word to describe her, it would be “bitch.” Cameron has prided
herself on speaking her mind to everyone, until one instance
of brutal honesty causes Andrew Richmond, the boy she likes,
to call her a bitch to her face. Bent on proving she can change,
and inspired by the debatable transformation of Katherine
from Shakespeare’s The Taming of the Shrew, Cameron plans
to right the wrongs she’s committed against various people,
including Paige Rosenfeld, whom she verbally degraded in front
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Grossly fabulous.
the invisible war

of Andrew, and Paige’s socially isolated brother, whom she’s
dubbed “Barfy Brendan,” not realizing he has celiac disease. Her
arduous journey toward transfiguration—while also dissecting
her strained relationships with both parents—makes this a
valuable addition to the contemporary realistic fiction genre.
The message that being kinder does not mean compromising
who you are, but rather unveiling the better and more authentic
version of one’s self, is admirable. Most characters are assumed
white except for Andrew, who is black, and Cameron’s friend
Elle, who is Chinese-American.
A refreshing mean-girl transformation story akin to 10
Things I Hate About You. (Fiction. 13-18)

continuing series
THE CURSES

Eve, Laure
Harry N. Abrams (336 pp.)
$18.99 | Dec. 31, 2018
978-1-4197-2571-5
Series: Graces, 2
(Fiction. 13-18)

THE ACID KING

Pollack, Jesse P.
Simon Pulse (480 pp.)
$19.99 | Dec. 4, 2018
978-1-4814-8229-5
Series: Simon True, 4
(Nonfiction. 14-18)

THE INVISIBLE WAR
A World War I Tale on
Two Scales

Wild, Ailsa & Barr, Jeremy &
Crocetti, Gregory & Barr, Briony
Illus. by Hutchings, Ben
Graphic Universe (84 pp.)
$29.32 PLB | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-5415-4155-9
A nurse’s gastrointestinal battle with dysentery is paired with
the horrors of World War I trench warfare in this graphic novel.
It is 1916, and Annie, a white Australian nurse stationed
in France, is tending to the wounded who come pouring in
from the Western Front. But another fight, unbeknownst
to her, is going on in her gastrointestinal tract. A wounded
man she treats has bloody diarrhea that turns out to be dysentery. Annie is accidentally contaminated with the bacteria.
How she gets infected is rather gross—but that’s this story’s
strength. Blood, mucous, diarrhea, amputated limbs, death—
it’s all here, presented in a frank way. While Annie’s story is
fictional, the events of the war and the biology presented are
fact, detailed further in extensive backmatter. The black-andwhite illustrations tell it like it is—when Annie has diarrhea,
she is shown sitting on the toilet. But it is the panels and storyline about the microbes that highlight both the illustrator’s
and authors’ skills. The battle between the Shigella (dysenterycausing) bacteria and the many kinds of viruses, bacteroides,
prevotella, and other microorganisms that Annie’s body activates to defend itself has the tension of an epic battle, and
readers will alternately be gripped with anxiety (will the good
microbes win?), filled with wonder at the amazing defenses of
the human body, and grossed out (talking about you, mucous.)
Grossly fabulous. (map, historical and scientific information) (Graphic science/historical fiction. 12-16)
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MISTER HAMSTER’S RESCUE
A True Story of How a
Creative Idea Saved the Day

These titles earned the Kirkus Star:
THE SCREAMING SKULL by Rick Ferguson....................................158

Allensworth, Stephanie Lee
Archway Publishing (40 pp.)
$25.95 | $5.99 e-book | Aug. 28, 2017
978-1-4808-5057-6
978-1-4808-5056-9 paper

THE WILD WAVES WHIST by Erin Nelsen Parekh;
illus. by Mehrdokht Amini.................................................................165
THE SANDPIPER’S SPELL by Tom Pearson......................................166

y o u n g a d u lt

A family comes up with a creative
solution to rescue their pet hamster
in this clever based-on-a-true-story adventure from debut
author Allensworth.
Mr. Hamster has a very happy life with his owner, Ricky,
and his family: Mom, Dad, older brother Jerry, little sister
Mary Rose, Jason the black lab, and Spooky the black cat.
Ricky takes very good care of the little guy, but one day, Ricky
forgets to shut the cage door. When Mr. Hamster decides to
explore, he falls down a heat vent and becomes trapped two
stories down. Unable to find the hamster after the whole family
searches, Ricky is distraught. Finally, it’s Jason who sniffs out
Mr. Hamster’s location and Dad who comes up with a brilliant
plan (no spoilers!) to bring the hamster back up. The cartoon
illustrations by an unnamed illustrator add extra details to the
plot: Ricky’s tears reveal just how upset he is after blaming himself for Mr. Hamster’s disappearance, and the cutaway images
of the family around the vent give an excellent sense of scale.
The story is told in an accessible vocabulary for young readers,
with simple sentences and few challenging words. But it’s not
the illustrations or the storytelling style that provide the hook:
It’s Ricky’s dad’s clever solution that kids will love.
A fun-loving animal rescue tale to remember.

THE LAST LETTER by Rebecca Yarros...............................................176

THE TROLL COOKBOOK

Cammell, Karima & Marsh, Clint
Illus. by Cammell, Karima
Dromedary Press (304 pp.)
$130.41 | Feb. 14, 2016
978-0-9788966-7-6

THE WILD WAVES WHIST

Parekh, Erin Nelsen
Illus. by Amini, Mehrdokht
Drivel and Drool (20 pp.)
$9.99 | Mar. 1, 2019
978-0-9984397-3-0

A cookbook urges a return to traditional methods of harvesting and preparing food.
Don’t let the title mislead you. This
work doesn’t offer recipes that feature trolls but rather encourages people to start cooking like the famous folkloric creatures
who, unlike their human counterparts, are still “in touch with
the realities of the natural world and the rhythms of the year.”
|
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in the offworld colonies
Many classic sci-fi tales are set on
human colonies in outer space. Robert
A. Heinlein’s 1966 novel, The Moon Is a
Harsh Mistress, about a rebellion on a
lunar colony, springs to mind, as does
Kim Stanley Robinson’s 1990s Mars
trilogy. Even the massively influential
1982 film Blade Runner memorably features advertisements for colonial living
(“A chance to begin again…”). Kirkus
Indie has reviewed several books that
launch this classic trope into new orbits:
Peter Dingus’ Proteus Rising also tells a tale set in an atmosphere of colonial revolt—this time on Mars in 2331. In
it, colonial scientists make stunning strides in the fields of
artificial intelligence and genetic engineering that antagonize wary Earth authorities. Our reviewer writes that “one is tempted to
compare his impressive novel with
the work of sci-fi grandmasters such
as Isaac Asimov, Frederik Pohl, or
Arthur C. Clarke.”
In the offbeat Star-Crossed by
Pintip Dunn, a colonial society on
the planet Dion only survives thanks
to the short-lived Aegis—human “incubators” from whom nutrients are
extracted to provide food-pills for
everyone else—and every five years,
one healthy colonist is chosen, via the “Fittest Trials,” to
sacrifice themselves in order to keep the Aegis leader alive.
“The power of this fundamental social divide is captivating,”
says Kirkus’ reviewer.
Debut author Matthew Thomas’ The Oppressed flips the script by
presenting earthlings not as colonizers but as the colonized. An alien
race called the Heratek has killed
all but 10 percent of the human race
and made Earth into a mining colony.
A human resistance force is brewing,
but its members confront unexpected betrayal. Our reviewer notes that
“Thomas has thought through the
mindsets of victors and vanquished,
skillfully shading in the psychologies of the opposing forces before small feints and ambushes bloom into full-scale
war.” —D.R.

Readers who accept Cammell (The Stumpers, 2014, etc.) and
Marsh’s (The Mentalist’s Handbook, 2018) conceit—that trolls
actually exist—will be treated to a quirky, thoughtful guide to
old-fashioned cooking. Information is presented seasonally. The
opening section, “Winter,” includes instructions on selecting
essential tools, like a cast iron pan and a good knife, and an overview of grains as well as straightforward recipes for such dishes as
creamed winter greens and cornbread. “Spring” covers foraging
everything from cattails to wild roses; roasting meat; and tending a garden. Cheesemaking and fishing are addressed in “Summer” and storing and preserving food in “Autumn.” Interspersed
with the practical tips are facts about trolls; folktales that focus
on the creatures; and Cammell’s series of delightful color illustrations that depict them. The point is to help readers call up a little
of the “old magic” of cooking by passing on processed foods of
mysterious origin and modern conveniences like microwaves in
favor of locally grown, seasonal food that can be prepared simply.
While some recipes are quite elaborate, such as the instructions
for concocting a classic plum pudding, others can be easily made
by those with little culinary experience and no special tools. The
emphasis is on “experimentation, trusting your gut, and using
what you can find” instead of turning out Pinterest-perfect meals.
While the volume is not specifically aimed at children, parents
who are looking for a fun way to teach their kids about food and
cooking should find it especially useful. Among adults, those
with a taste for whimsy will likely be charmed by the frequent
references to trolls and their mythical ways; the less fancifully
inclined may find the tone grating.
An inventive, amusing guide that’s perfect for those
looking to get back to basics in the kitchen.

THE LITTLE LOVE THAT COULD
Stories of Tenacious
Love, Underdogs,
and Ragamuffins
Capone, Pamela
Self (241 pp.)

A set of autobiographical essays that
explore family, faith, friendship, and service.
Capone’s (I Punched Myself in the
Eye, 2015, etc.) latest book opens with a
prologue that establishes its central, unifying theme. In it, she explains that the title of the work was
inspired by the story of the “little engine that could”; it’s fitting,
she says, because it’s how “love seems to have shown up in my
life: underdog love, tenacious love—small love that turns into
big love.” Over the course of 65 pieces, the author examines
how various aspects of love have touched her life. Her subjects
include her bond with her adoptive family, her volunteer work
with her church and an organization that aids girls in Guatemala, her trips to Italy with her husband, and the importance
of friendship and finding connections with others. Capone
occasionally uses references to popular culture to underscore
her essays’ themes. In “Spoiler,” for instance, she draws parallels between a relationship on the NBC television show This Is
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Us and her own connection to her adoptive parents. Other highlights of the collection include “Don’t Throw Away the Oar,” in
which an account of her efforts to acquire an old rowboat turns
into a meditation on her 33-year marriage, and “I Know She
Happened,” a poignant tribute to a friend who died after a long
battle with cancer. Capone’s Christian faith is a central element
of many essays, including “Ragamuffin,” “Little Seed into Big
Tree,” and “Risk vs. Reward,” and she delivers her spiritual messages with nuance and grace. She also demonstrates fun wordplay in “Happy Hour,” in which she affectionately describes her
favorite “Pew with a View” at her church.
A thoughtful, inspiring collection that may appeal to
fans of Erma Bombeck’s and Anne Lamott’s work.

uninitiated. A work of half this length might prove more useful
for frequent reference. But the content is usefully recapped via
“key points” (take-home messages), “voltage drops” (potential pitfalls), and “wicked questions,” which are set apart in text boxes
and designated by three different icons.
Valuable advice for rising leaders in the medical field.

BUY THEN BUILD
How Acquisition
Entrepreneurs Outsmart the
Startup Game

Deibel, Walker
Lioncrest Publishing (310 pp.)
$16.99 paper | $6.99 e-book
Oct. 30, 2018
978-1-5445-0113-0

HEALER LEADER PARTNER
Optimizing Physician
Leadership to
Transform Healthcare

A former CEO applies up-to-date
management techniques to modern health care.
Cochran (The Doctor Crisis, 2014) was the executive director and CEO of the Permanente Federation from 2007 to 2015.
Prior to that, he worked in plastic and reconstructive surgery
for 25-plus years and was a Kaiser Permanente board president
for the Colorado region. Concerned with physician burnout and
the urgent need to adjust care to respond to the information age,
he has produced a straightforward, thorough guide to leadership skills and styles. “We need to make health care a learning
industry,” he insists, and for medical professionals, that learning
must start with the self. “Knowing yourself is very powerful,” he
writes, especially because it allows for effective working with
people of different social styles. Communication is one of the
book’s major themes, with an emphasis on achieving the right
tone and an encouragement to rehearse one’s delivery beforehand. Cochran also pinpoints five C’s of leadership: clarity, consistency, collaboration, compassion, and courage. Senior leaders,
in particular, need “awareness, humility, and courage,” he asserts.
This might all seem daunting, but the author offers a reassurance:
“Leaders do not have to go it alone” because they have supportive teams behind them. There are practical tips here for dealing
with difficult crowds, developing performance evaluation plans,
and getting the most out of feedback and mentoring. Helpfully,
Cochran also gives examples from his own professional life, such
as how he prepared his staff for the move to a new IT system.
In places the volume’s language can seem somewhat jargon-y, like
part of the definition of effective leadership: “Persisting in this
iterative process to develop shared context and mutual learning.” The repeated use of the adjective “longitudinal” to refer to
communication and leadership may be slightly confusing for the
|
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An entrepreneur/investor delivers a
solid approach to business ownership.
Early on in this impressive debut, Deibel sets up his enticing
argument, advising that “the startup phase is a company killer” and
proposing “a path that could bypass the startup phase altogether.”
His concept, “acquisition entrepreneurship,” involves buying an
existing business and growing it instead of starting from scratch.
On the surface, this may not seem like much of a revelation, but
the author, who has acquired seven companies, claims the idea
“hasn’t penetrated the entrepreneurship community much beyond
the elite universities.” For those entrepreneurs intrigued by the
idea, this book is a top-notch, start-to-finish, comprehensive
manual. Divided into four parts (Opportunity, Evaluation, Analysis, and Execution), this smart volume covers all the bases, offering
a complete plan for exactly how to go about finding a company to
buy, making an offer, purchasing the business, and transitioning
ownership. Deibel uses his own experiences, supplemented by
research and interviews, to present a substantive case for his entrepreneurial method. The guide is an excellent blend of strategy and
how-to with liberal doses of both. For example, it explores the strategic potential of buying a company from baby boomers, who “are
already selling off their established, successful small businesses at
record rates.” On the tactical side, the work runs through the specifics of how to define a target company by identifying an “opportunity profile” and creating a “target statement.” In the section
on analyzing a potential acquisition, the author’s strength as an
investor shines through as he carefully walks readers through the
basics of evaluating a business, analyzing financial statements, and
valuing a company. This part of the book should help to demystify
the business valuation process for many entrepreneurs. Of great
benefit is a chapter that delves into the mindset of the seller. Here,
the author provides several techniques for the buyer to engage in
meaningful, nonthreatening conversations with the seller. There
isn’t much lacking in this work; the manual wraps up with all the
steps involved in executing a sale and closes with a useful threemonth plan for ownership transition.
A deftly written, exceedingly thorough, and highly
informative business guide.

Cochran, Jack
Lioncrest Publishing (332 pp.)
$29.69 | $15.99 paper | $6.99 e-book
Dec. 11, 2018
978-1-5445-1127-6
978-1-5445-1128-3 paper
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THE SCREAMING SKULL

over cheating on average Melinda with gorgeous Cassiopeia
brings humanity to a cavalcade of gonzo exploits. Readers will
likely return for the sequel, perhaps more for the king’s unpredictable narration than the plot itself.
A joyously coarse and self-aware epic fantasy.

Ferguson, Rick
Phabulousity Press (492 pp.)
$14.99 paper | $4.99 e-book
Nov. 12, 2018
978-1-73256-621-7

M-WORLD

In this debut novel, a so-called royal
hero reflects on his life as upheaval
awaits on the horizon.
King Elberon, lord of the Tradewind
Isles, is about to turn 65 years old. He’s led
an illustrious life of adventure and just learned from his friend
Wilberd, who glanced through the Astral Telescope at the monarch’s future, that he’ll live to be 130. Yet Elberon thinks mainly
of the companions who’ll attend his birthday party in nine days,
including the warrior Amabored and his former love Melinda
the Blade. “When I finally get them all together,” he thinks,
“I’m going to kill every last one of them.” He then begins detailing his youth among the Free Kingdoms of the Woerth and even
the Multiverse after he told his father, King Olderon, that he
wanted to visit Redhauke, a cosmopolitan city ripe with crime
and opportunity. There, he met Amabored, the elf Lithaine, and
the mage Redulfo. Given additional strength by the Girdle of
Gargantua, Elberon joined the trio, and they became guards
for Saggon, Over-Boss of the Thieves Guild. But Saggon’s shipments of pipeweed contained a secret over which Melinda
battled the group. During this time, Elberon first encountered
the Screaming Skull (when Melinda attacked him with it) and
became embroiled in closing the Hellmouth beneath the Blue
Falcon Inn. Later, he drank a concoction called the Flaming
Telepath, which brought him to the First Universe and a meeting with Jo Ki-Rin, a chimerical creature who warned that
Elberon must accept a quest to save all of creation.
The “monomyth” at the core of Ferguson’s series opener is
the same one that fuels innumerable fantasies, from Tolkien’s
work to the Star Wars series. The winning difference here is
the author’s tone, which would make the foulmouthed, fourth
wall–smashing Marvel character Deadpool proud. Elberon calls
Woerth a “chamber pot of competing cultures and religions
from dozens of different universes.” This gives the author the
widest possible canvas on which to scribble his own multicolored brand of mayhem—and the narrative leeway to quote Pulp
Fiction. He discusses not only the Multiverse, wherein, most
likely, “some pimply teenaged loser sits in his parents’ basement
drawing” dungeons “on graph paper and randomly inserting
monsters, traps, and treasure,” but also author Michael Moorcock, who deals vibrantly with alternate realities in his Elric
series. Even Ferguson’s key villain, Koscheis, has echoes in “Sauron, Voldemort, Lord Foul...or Vladimir Putin.” This isn’t to say
that the story is complete silliness. The prose frequently lets rip
some epic imagery, as when “a house-sized mushroom cloud of
napalm condensed out of the atmosphere, balled itself up into
a miniature sun, and surged forth with a massive sonic boom.”
And while the main characters riff humorously on archetypes—
and the minor ones mock everything else (Father Frito of Lay,
for example)—they experience events deeply. Elberon’s regret
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Flanagan, Stephen
CreateSpace (235 pp.)
$9.99 paper | $2.99 e-book
Dec. 13, 2018
978-1-5423-6948-0
A teenager who can grasp alien symbols becomes the key to resisting a megacorporation in this debut YA sci-fi novel.
In 2038, Earth is dense with huge,
overcrowded apartment buildings populated by a workforce for enormous factories that cheaply manufacture goods sold at high prices in wealthy, luxurious off-world
colonies. Militarized robots police the worker bees, and information is highly censored. Samuel Hughes sees only one way to
help his unemployed father, William, and gravely ill sister: by
working in Tricium Group’s off-world mines. It’s dangerous, and
William warns Sam that stories of mining wealth are just propaganda, but the boy is determined, and at age 15, he’s old enough.
But then he and other miners barely make it from their crashing
transport ship to an escape pod, which lands on an Earth-like
planet uninhabited by people or animals, although ruins are
visible to the north. The survivors include nine men and eight
women; the youngest are Sam and Rebecca Helmsford. The
pod contains food and other supplies, but the survivors have
to scatter when huge robots begin attacking. Sam and Rebecca
flee with Tamrun Jones, a tall ex-soldier whose calm leadership
is invaluable. After regrouping in the ruins, Sam discovers that
he can perceive a symbol field, at first with pain and difficulty
and then increasing facility, which will allow him to control the
planet’s technology. In the mountains nearby, he can also get
crucial guidance from the Sentience, a kind of wise computer.
A ruthless Earth conspiracy at the highest reaches wants to use
Sam to exploit the planet’s rich resources—but with help from
the Sentience, his friends, and the resistance movement, Sam
might pull off a dangerous bid to return to Earth and beard the
all-powerful Tricium lion in his den.
In his well-written novel, Flanagan tells an appealing story
of the seemingly small and weak standing up to overwhelming
forces. Though technology is in some ways at the center of the
tale, the author takes care to underscore the human element, as
in the tender relationship between Sam and his sister, Kara. Similarly, the attraction between Sam and Rebecca isn’t perfunctory
or simply a matter of physical attraction but based on the qualities they’ve displayed. When Sam tells her, “I think the person
you are is amazing,” it’s believable and touching. The extraterrestrial civilization seems truly—and captivatingly—alien, not
just familiar elements in exotic dress. Flanagan does a fine job of
establishing what’s at stake by first showing the dreary futility
|

The characters have all the pithy exchanges and
awkward misunderstandings that readers would expect,
giving the romance a sense of fun.
forced fracture

FORCED FRACTURE

of life for most on Earth, a plausible haves/have-nots setup with
resonance for readers today given widening wealth inequality.
The plot is well-orchestrated, with several tense battle scenes,
some surprises, and a growing sense of urgency as the narrative
progresses that leads to a taut, deftly described, complex, and
cinematic action sequence. The ending is well-judged, with an
outcome that leaves room to grow.
Exciting, heart-pounding action; genuine motivations;
and vivid writing make this a compellingly entertaining
coming-of-age tale.

Hern, T.M.
Self (345 pp.)
$12.99 paper | $4.99 e-book
Sep. 4, 2018
978-1-980735-59-5

SHIFT HAPPENS
Breakdowns During Life’s
Long Hauls

Genger, Margot
Bowker (327 pp.)
$15.95 paper | $4.99 e-book
Apr. 6, 2018
978-0-9996325-1-2

Debut author Genger relates the story
of her life as a long-haul truck driver dealing with mental illness and alcoholism.
The author was born and raised in Eureka, California, where
she grew up in a “huge house” maintained by a housekeeper and
enjoyed vacations to Mexico in her father’s private airplane.
However, the memoir begins later, in June 1977, when her fiance
drunkenly stepped out of a moving pickup, fracturing his skull—
an event that led her to realize that she “didn’t have to marry
the lying, argumentative cokehead after all.” Her life descended
into a rapid tailspin, and the author goes on to describe what
she refers to as “the story about myself that I can’t yet hear,”
involving psychotic episodes, institutionalization, a failed suicide attempt, and a moment of dazzling epiphany when she realized, “If I can’t even die, I might as well live.” This turned out to
be the beginning of an engaging adventure, as Genger trained to
be a cross-country truck driver and took to the road. Her tales
of weird and wild characters, intimidating locations, robberies,
and breakdowns are worthy of a picaresque novel. Genger is an
amazingly descriptive and expressive writer who deftly captures
the nauseating unsteadiness of her mental illness: “I sat there,
miserably uncomfortable, on the sticky plastic seat, unable to
move, feeling sick with all the visuals whizzing by. Telephone
poles hit my eyes, bushes blurred like tripping on acid.” She also
possesses the ability to switch gears and deliver high-octane
prose: “I lay on the horn. Ran the red light. Barreled directly
toward the back of his truck.” The overall result is, by turns, an
emotionally intuitive memoir and a rip-roaring American road
story in the Jack Kerouac tradition—one with a valiant protagonist that readers will root for.
An inspiring and evocative memoir.
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A romantic thriller delves into the bleak
emotions of a detective and an FBI agent.
Jagger Scott is the picture of a hardboiled detective. Being orphaned and
having to raise his younger sister, Sara,
on his own are enough to justify a jaded worldview, but after
the death of his wife, Jagger has gone from pessimism to full-on
nihilism. He continues his work on the NYPD narcotics squad
with zeal, but he barely gets through any given day. His characterization borders on cliché, from his bullheaded demeanor and
disregard for rules to his deep emotional wounds and need for
affection. The way he’s described also tells more than it shows
and seems to be forcing the idea of romance rather than naturally building chemistry: “Extremely handsome didn’t cover
his description. Lightly bearded, bad boy sexy. Brooding and
smoky.” But when his sister ends up in a drug-induced coma, he
has to jolt himself out of this depression and work to find the
culprit before it’s too late. Jagger’s opposite is Peyton Morgan,
an FBI agent on the trail of the serial killer who left Sara to die.
Jagger’s out for blood, but Peyton is nearly as hardheaded as he
is. Still, even as they run afoul of each other’s sharp edges, they
find more common ground than they initially expected. Peyton, as it turns out, joined the FBI following the death of her
husband and birth of her daughter, and the anguish and lonely
tenderness the two share begin building toward something
more even as the tension mounts and the killer remains at large.
Like Jagger, Peyton is not a unique character, her determination
and skill contrasting in a familiar manner with her tenderness
toward her daughter, Charlotte. But while the characters, plotting, and premise all strike well-worn chords, Hern’s (Shivering
Fear, 2018, etc.) execution elevates the thriller and makes it a
treat for fans of the genre. The prose is solid and swift, full of
movement and dialogue that keep scenes briskly paced. The
characters have all the pithy exchanges and awkward misunderstandings that readers would expect, giving the romance a sense
of fun despite the grim circumstances of the plot.
A darkly charming page-turner that offers familiar elements as well as wit and wisdom.
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WHITE IDENTITY POLITICS

DO YOU HAVE KIDS? LIFE
WHEN THE ANSWER IS NO

Jardina, Ashley
Cambridge University Press (300 pp.)
$24.99 paper | $20.00 e-book
Feb. 28, 2019
978-1-108-47552-5
978-1-108-46860-2 paper

Kaufmann, Kate
She Writes Press (288 pp.)
$17.95 paper | $9.95 e-book | Apr. 2, 2019
978-1-63152-581-0
A writer takes a wide-ranging look at
life for women who never have children.
Debut author Kaufmann recalls
walking on the beach with a new friend
and broaching the title question—one
she always dreads hearing. Though her years of unsuccessful infertility treatment are long behind her, the now-single
author resents outsiders interpreting this as the defining
tragedy of her life. Instead, she characterizes childlessness as
a situation that, like any other, has advantages as well as drawbacks. Raising a child costs $250,000 and 10 full-time working
years, she reports, and “ambitious women still take career hits
for having kids.” When she attends the first-ever “NotMom
Summit” in Cleveland in 2015, women tell her that having children would have prevented them from experiencing meandering, exciting career paths. Philosophy professor Jane insisted:
“Not having children was probably the best thing that ever
happened to me...all my energies would have gone into them.”
Bobbi felt free to travel while Chris could accept the low paychecks of nonprofit work. “I wish I’d had older non-moms to
confide in and seek guidance from,” Kaufmann writes, and
this perceptive and informative book is an attempt to fill that
gap in the self-help market with stories and tips from those
who’ve been there. The author acknowledges that women
wind up in this situation for diverse reasons—it’s 50/50 chosen/forced for those she meets—and that the language problem doesn’t help: There’s no good term for a nonmother apart
from the medical nulliparous. “Childless” implies a lack; the
blithe “childfree” belittles the pain of barrenness. Whichever
word one uses, Kaufmann deftly notes that friendships, aging,
and spirituality can pose particular challenges for women who
don’t have someone to pass their beliefs or possessions to. But
she suggests numerous important roles nonmothers can play
in children’s lives, such as stepmother, aunt, nanny, or tutor.
Ultimately, this supportive volume serves as a plea to respect
the diversity of human experience; “our options and lifestyles
do not imperil motherhood....Rather, we represent a complementary dynamic,” the author concludes.
A reassuring picture of one facet of womanhood.

A data-based examination focuses on
what defines white identity and how it
shapes political beliefs.
In this debut sociology book, Jardina
takes a scholarly look at the evolution of white identity and
white consciousness in the United States, drawing on several
national surveys as well as an existing body of research. After a
review of current literature on racial identity theory, the author
takes readers through a statistical analysis that measures the correlation between people’s identification with whiteness and how
they understand its role in their lives. She also offers a number of
potentially related views and beliefs, like opinions about Social
Security, welfare, and Medicare; real and perceived economic
status; and the changing status of whites. Jardina finds little evidence of a connection between economic status and white identity but a “powerful and robust” link between white identity and
negative attitudes toward immigration. The book concludes that
while previous studies have looked at whiteness as a response to
other ethnic groups, it is more effective to assess whites’ attitudes
toward their own community—in-group rather than out-group
relations, in sociology terms. While the volume’s many figures
and paragraphs of statistical analysis can make for dry reading—though excerpts from responses to the surveys’ open-ended
questions do provide some anecdotal leavening—Jardina’s prose
is strong when she begins to draw conclusions from her data: “Put
bluntly, the politics of white identity is marked by an insidious
illusion, one in which whites claim their group experiences discrimination in an effort to reinforce and maintain a system of
racial inequality where whites are the dominant group with the
lion’s share of power and privileges.” The work’s narrative structure will be more appealing to the specialist or researcher than
to casual readers. But for its intended audience, the volume is an
admirable success, with coherent arguments (many continued in
the detailed endnotes), a clearly explained research process, and
a new outlook that may encourage readers to approach questions
of white identity from a more useful perspective.
A well-researched analysis of what white identity
means from an academic’s point of view.
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The author writes in an authoritative but calming voice, succinctly
anticipating the requirements and instincts of readers.
top -to -bottom home organizing

TOP-TO-BOTTOM
HOME ORGANIZING
A Complete Guide to
Organizing Every Room in
the Home

ONCE UPON A GIRL

Keridan, Katie
CreateSpace (196 pp.)
$14.99 paper | $3.99 e-book
Nov. 2, 2018
978-1-72770-538-6

Kempner, Caralyn
Illus. by Erickson, Katie
Yaz Publishing (333 pp.)
$9.99 e-book | Jan. 8, 2019

A debut guide tells readers how to
arrange their homes.
A disorganized home is a stress on an individual’s space,
time, and psyche. The worse the problem gets, the harder it
is to try to fix it. “People don’t know where to begin or how
to approach organizing,” writes Kempner in her opening
chapter. “This book helps to guide you through various organizational tasks by breaking down each task into manageable
steps that can be spread out over time.” Employing a minimalist approach to home organization—promoting the belief that
less is better and the unnecessary should be eliminated—the
author walks readers through the various areas of their dwellings in order to show them how they might be properly sorted,
simplified, and freed up for better use. After an introductory
section on storage essentials, common challenges, and maintenance strategies, Kempner gets into the specific areas of the
house and their particular needs. She tackles bedrooms and
closets (including “closet systems”), kitchens (“The Pantry:
An Overview”), bathrooms, laundry rooms, home offices, and
even the dreaded garages. Each section proposes several alternative templates accommodating whatever spatial situation
readers might have to work with. The author includes numerous bulleted lists of tips as well as cute diagrams by debut illustrator Erickson depicting efficient (and aesthetically pleasing)
storage techniques. The author writes in an authoritative but
calming voice, succinctly anticipating the requirements and
instincts of readers: “The most important thing to accomplish
with footwear storage design is not to end up storing any loose
shoes on the floor, no matter how well they’re initially lined up.
Inevitably, order will be lost, and the closet floor will become a
mess.” While the book becomes a little dry when read straight
through—Kempner does not inject anecdotes or personal experiences into the work, giving it the feel of a true manual—the
sections are meant to be consulted out of order according to
need. Anyone with a hall closet or kitchen nook that has gotten
a little (or more than a little) out of control would do well to see
what the author has to say on the subject.
A useful, highly structured reference book on home
organization.

y o u n g a d u lt

Keridan’s poetry testifies to the pain
of love and loss—and to the possibility of
healing in the aftermath.
The literary critic Geoffrey Hartman
once wrote that literature—and poetry, in
particular—can help us “read the wound” of trauma. That is, it
can allow one to express and explain one’s deepest hurts when
everyday language fails. Keridan appears to have a similar understanding of poetry. She writes in “Foreword,” the opening work
of her debut collection, that “pain frequently uses words as an
escape route / (oh, how I know).” Many words—and a great deal
of pain—escape in this volume, but the result is healing: “the ending is happy / the beginning was horrific / so let’s start there.” The
book, then, tracks the process of recovery in the wake of suffering, and often, this suffering is brought on by romantic relationships gone wrong. An early untitled poem opens, “I die a little /
taking pieces of me to feed the fire / that keeps him warm / you
don’t notice that it’s a slow death / when you’re disappearing little by little.” The author’s imagery here—of the self fueling the
dying fire of love—is simultaneously subtle and wrenching. But
the poem’s message, amplified elsewhere in the book, is clear:
We go wrong if we destructively give ourselves over to others,
and healing comes only when we turn our energies back to our
own good. Later poems, therefore, reveal that self-definition
often equals strength. The process is painful but salutary; when
“you’re left unprotected / surrounded by chaos with nothing you
/ can depend on / except yourself / and that’s when you gather
the pieces / of the life you lost / and use them to build the life
you want.” The “life you want” is an elusive goal, and the author
knows that the path to self-definition is fraught with peril—but
her collection may give strength to those who walk it.
Therapeutic, moving verse from a promising new talent.

IGIST

Larson, L.S.
Illus. by Jung, Yujin
Self (295 pp.)
$20.00 paper | Dec. 10, 2018
978-1-79067-067-3
A teenager hopes to prove her merit at
a prominent space-station school by finding a solution to a plague devastating her
home planet, Earth, in this YA sci-fi debut.
Emi Hayden Swift dreams of attending the Intergalactic Institute of Science
and Technology. But as IGIST seemingly rejects the 14-year-old’s
application, she may have to settle for another school. Tragedy
unfortunately follows: She loses her father, Max, to the plague, an
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Elle Kennedy

THE WRITER EMBRACES A WIDE RANGE OF PUBLISHING STRATEGIES,
GOING INDIE IN THE PROCESS
By Rhett Morgan
What drew you to writing romance?
Romance stories have the advantage that a lot of other
genres don’t: They can have other components to their
story (mystery, suspense, comedy, etc.), but you know
there’s going to be a happily-ever-after. When I was a
teenager, I devoured romance novels, and I loved them
because even though a storyline offered fun twists and
turns, I also knew exactly where it was going to end up,
and there’s comfort in that.
What do you think makes a romance novel or series
that really grabs readers’ attention?
Relatability. It sounds like an odd thing to say when there
are so many romances about billionaires and mercenaries
and scenarios we’re unlikely to find ourselves in, but it’s
really about the characters themselves: Can we relate to
how they’re feeling? Could we see ourselves having this
ridiculous conversation with our friends? I think a good
story and a good romance is one that, in some way, you
could envision yourself in.
You’ve worked with multiple publishers. What made
you decide to release titles on your own?
Honestly, it started with The Deal, and it wasn’t just about
trying to self-publish, but also about challenging myself to
do something new. The new-adult genre wasn’t one I’d written before, and it was more suited to the Indie market at the
time, so I chose that route for the Off-Campus series. Since
then, I have to admit there’s something nice about setting
your own deadlines and having the final say on your books.

Elle Kennedy wanted to be a writer since the first
grade. At that time, growing up in the suburbs of Toronto, she was already producing various kinds of stories and committing them to paper. As an adult, Kennedy has built a bestselling career as a romance novelist,
crafting romances that vary between suspense and contemporary erotica. Kennedy has also embraced a wide
range of publishing strategies. After releasing around a
dozen suspense-filled, erotic stories with Harlequin and
Penguin/Berkley, Kennedy decided to pursue the Indie
route for her new-adult book, The Deal. She soon found
herself on the New York Times bestseller list, and The
Deal sparked her Off-Campus series, where she is in total control of the publishing process.
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Do you think that self-publishing is introducing more
interesting material into the genre?
I don’t know if I’d say the material is necessarily changing or becoming more “interesting” so much as that more

|

people are becoming aware of these types of stories and
have easier access to them thanks to the digital marketplace and lower prices. The same tropes have existed in
romance for decades, but books in this genre were often viewed as a “shameful secret” if you read them. With
that said, since self-publishing began, there are definitely
more risks being taken in terms of content, particularly
in the more erotic stories.
What do you find is the best way to reach new readers?
One’s existing readers! My readers have been incredible, and word of mouth and personal recommendations
just can’t be beat. When readers tell me that they gifted
someone one of my books, it really is the biggest compliment ever.
What can you tell us about your upcoming release in
the Briar U series?
The Risk is the second book in the series, and it focuses
on Brenna Jensen, the daughter of the college’s hockey
coach, and her relationship with her team’s rival. Briar U
is all about the ladies—and they’re strong, fierce, and any
man who wants to be with them is going to have to step
up his game!
Rhett Morgan is a writer and translator living in Paris.

y o u n g a d u lt

infectious black cloud with fractal tentacles that keeps most earthlings hidden in their homes. Now an orphan, she only has Sadee,
her flying, orb-shaped droid, and her new pal, Jacqueline “Jack”
Lemore, the daughter of Emi’s favorite teacher on Earth. Jack is a
space transporter by trade and a misfit by choice—one of a group
of humans who genetically modify their bodies with animal attributes. At a recruiting station, Emi takes a general test that scores
her a scholarship to a Star League school, which includes IGIST.
But first she must undergo a probationary period on the moon,
where the IGIST space station is orbiting. Not only does Emi,
the first earthling student in two decades, endure Martian bullies,
but it’s also clear Martian students have the advantage, with years
of prep work and tutoring specifically for IGIST tests. She’s convinced that, in order to prove herself, she’ll need to enter the Agon,
a science competition, with a plan and means to thwart the plague
on Earth. But when validating her project requires a live sample
of the plague, Emi’s proposal could become downright dangerous.
Emi’s determination is her most admirable trait. She’s an
appealing heroine who never allows others to discourage her,
even as some suggest the new student wait a year for an Agon
submission. Similarly, in one scene, she is certain she will fail a
test she’s currently taking but refuses to give up. But like all
great protagonists, Emi is believably flawed. She, for example,
stubbornly insists on working alone despite offers of help, and
it’s a long while before she acknowledges the benefits of teamwork. Supporting characters are likewise dynamic: Emi earns her
share of allies, but not everyone stays on her side, while apparent antagonists are occasionally surprising. Jack is a standout
and headlines her own subplot, in which she stirs up trouble
with the Terrans, a terrorist group that targets whatever it deems
anti-earthling. But the best player is Sadee, an apt example of
the story’s dense characterization and rich technology. Sadee is
impressive as tech, communicating via written messages, utilizing a device that provides a brain-to-brain link with Emi. But
she’s also the novel’s most endearing character; as Emi equates
emotion with color, Sadee glows with a bright variety, signifying
whatever feeling she surmises a human would have. During the
frenzied final act, for example—which entails a couple of superb
plot twists—Sadee, in response to a panicked crowd of people,
glows yellow. Larson’s taut descriptions and brief chapters generate a speedy pace, complemented by debut illustrator Jung’s stark
black-and-white images that practically burst with detail.
A stellar futuristic tale with an exemplary heroine.

HOMETOWN BOYS

Maddox, Mary
Cantraip Press (365 pp.)
$15.99 paper | $3.99 e-book
Jan. 20, 2019
978-1-942737-10-0
In this second installment of a
thriller series, a woman returns to her
hometown for a funeral and winds up in
the middle of both a family squabble and
a murder conspiracy.
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Kelly Durrell has lived in Colorado for the past eight years
but left her Morrison, Illinois, hometown two decades ago. She’s
estranged from her parents, who never approved of her drugdealing high school boyfriend, Troy Ingram. Her reason for being
back in Morrison is the funeral of Uncle George and Aunt Sarah,
victims of a brutal double murder to which Troy has already
confessed. Word around town is that he claims he killed them
because Kelly broke his heart when she dumped him prior to
leaving Morrison. Surprisingly, his lawyer, Lizzy D’Angelo, wants
Kelly’s help, as she believes someone coerced Troy into committing the crimes. Meanwhile, George and Sarah’s kids, Heidi and
Ray, are feuding over the inheritance. Kelly’s dad, Jack, is executor of the estate, but his apparent apathy prompts her to step in
and take a closer look at the finances. She soon suspects Heidi
or Ray may have somehow orchestrated the murders. Her ensuing search for answers incites more than one individual as things
escalate into assaults, kidnappings, and more killings. Maddox
(Darkroom, 2016, etc.) so precisely crafts characters and backstory
that Kelly’s involvement in the slowly building mystery is organic.
For example, helping Lizzy can clear up the Kelly-centric rumor
of Troy’s motive and simultaneously identify the person truly
culpable for her aunt’s and uncle’s homicides. While readers are
privy to the initial killings, the subsequent murders as well as a
frightening attack against Kelly are shocking. The story is often
bleak: The death of Kelly’s sister, Beth, a few years earlier seemingly torments her parents, and both Heidi and Ray are dubious
enough to be behind the homicides. Likewise, the author doesn’t
pull any punches, with a fair share of violent moments and one
particularly unnerving scene that will convince readers to check
their restaurant food thoroughly.
Distinct characters become embroiled in a dark, riveting mystery.

Lovecraft influence; “Resonator Superstar!” and “The Prince of
Lyghes” even originally appeared in Lovecraft-themed anthologies. However, all the stories here display the author’s knack
for indelible, unnerving passages. In “The Prince of Lyghes,”
for instance, a woman is shocked by an assortment of caged,
eccentric beasts: “Some spread razorblade teeth and sashayed
left to right on scaly chicken-like legs that weren’t quite in the
right places.” Many tales have supernatural elements (magic
in “Jehessimin”; a ghost in “Window”), but others have more
tangible monsters, such as an abundance of boxelder bugs in
“Boisea Trivittata.” The book’s highlight is “The Un-Bride or No
Gods and Marxists,” a clever play on the real-life origin of Mary
Shelley’s Frankenstein, which sprang from a conversation with
Percy Bysshe Shelley and Lord Byron. In Martin’s tale, Hollywood actress Elsa Lanchester relates her own story of bringing
the dead back to life, addressing it to her actor spouse, Charles
Laughton, and Frankenstein film director James Whale.
Potent, memorable stories that will fluster some readers and terrify others.

WATERS PLANTATION

McIlvain, Myra Hargrave
White Bird Publications (368 pp.)
$19.99 paper | $5.99 e-book
Nov. 6, 2018
978-1-63363-351-3
McIlvain (Stein House, 2013, etc.) takes
readers back to Texas at the end of Reconstruction in a novel about a man trying to
come to terms with his biracial son’s radical decision and the return of a woman
whom he’d thought he’d lost.
In 1875, plantation owner Al Waters’ gifted son Toby, who’s
leaving for Harvard Medical School in the fall, comes home
from a college graduation party enraged by a rumor that he’s
not wholly white—although his skin is light enough that he can
easily “pass” as Caucasian, as he has all his life. Al confesses that
Toby’s mother was a black slave; Toby was conceived, Al says, on
a night when he was drunk and despondent over the fact that
a woman named Amelia wouldn’t leave her husband for him.
Later, Toby, for reasons that are hard for Al to fathom, decides
to embrace the black side of his heritage; the young man comes
back from his first year at Harvard with his hair cut very close to
highlight his new identity. Al had married his brother’s widow
and freed her slaves, and he now runs the plantation as a cooperative with the freedmen; members of the Ku Klux Klan try to
terrify the cooperative into submission, but they’re beaten back.
Meanwhile, Al continues to struggle with his son’s choices. To
say that McIlvain writes well is an understatement; she makes
readers truly feel for her characters, and as a result, they seem
very much like real people, not fictional ones. Among the notable secondary players is Amelia, whom Al marries, and she helps
him reconcile with Toby in a process that proves to be long and
subtle. There’s definitely a sagalike quality to McIlvain’s tale,
with key moments of both sorrow and optimism—good people

SLEEPING WITH
THE MONSTER
Stories

Martin, Anya
Lethe Press (280 pp.)
$19.00 paper | $8.00 e-book
Nov. 3, 2018
978-1-59021-700-9
Martin’s debut collection amasses 12
horror tales featuring surreal creatures
and discombobulating dream worlds.
The book opens with “A Girl and Her Dog,” which follows
high schooler Cassie and her beloved collie, Daniel. A strange
woman, whom Cassie refers to as “Old Crone,” convinces her
that when Daniel shakes in his sleep, it means that “the Evil
Man” is tormenting him in his dreams. She urges Cassie to
wake the dog during his nightmares, and this leads to the young
woman having an unexpected encounter. Other characters in
other stories enter dreamlike or hallucinatory states, as well; in
both “Sensoria” and “Grass,” the protagonists’ drug use offers
a possible explanation for their respective visons of an undead
man and a green, slimy monster. The author shows a distinct H.P.
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Amini’s textured, mixed-media illustrations create a gorgeous
paradise filled with flowers and plants.
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THE WILD
WAVES WHIST

die, but others carry on and have children. She also offers an
ending that will remind readers that the end of Reconstruction
was also the beginning of Jim Crow. But still, through it all, one
gets a sense of indomitable hope.
Readers will likely welcome a sequel to this wellwrought historical family saga.

Parekh, Erin Nelsen
Illus. by Amini, Mehrdokht
Drivel and Drool (20 pp.)
$9.99 | Mar. 1, 2019
978-0-9984397-3-0

FRECKLED
A Memoir of Growing Up Wild
in Hawaii
Neal, TW
Neal Enterprises (394 pp.)
$19.99 paper | $7.99 e-book
Jan. 11, 2019
978-1-73277-125-3

In this memoir, a woman explores
the gifts and costs of being raised by freespirited parents on the fringes of paradise.
Red-haired, freckled Neal was born in La Jolla, California, but her first memories were of playing naked in the surf
in the 1960s on the beaches of Hawaii, where her hippie parents moved to escape convention. Even as a child, she learned
to read the signs of her father’s bad moods that could lead to
frightening rages. As she grew up on the remote island of Kauai,
her life was governed by his temper and the repercussions of
her parents’ lifestyle. Surrounded by like-minded drifters and
surfers, they lived off the land, sometimes going hungry except
for the fruit and fish they foraged. Through poverty, the birth of
two girls, and a miscarriage, Neal’s parents remained beguiled
by the lush landscape, fleeing their problems in a cloud of alcohol and pakalolo, the Hawaiian name for marijuana. But life was
complicated for a girl navigating a world she loved yet where she
remained an outsider, “haole crap,” to many locals who viewed
the influx of white hippies with mistrust. Yo-yoing between
Hawaii and California throughout her youth, she was forced to
rely on her inner resources to develop a sense of identity, family,
and home. The author, who has written books under the name
Toby Neal (Wired Courage, 2018, etc.), has crafted a deeply personal coming-of-age narrative that is also an engrossing history
of a bygone era. She paints a pre-tourist portrait of rural Kauai
and the hippie surfer community that thrived there, buoyed by
its beliefs in Eastern religion and the transcendental power of
drugs. She skillfully captures the evolving perspective of growing up, from the naïve immediacy of childhood to the angry
acuity of adolescence to the gentler perceptions of maturity.
The scenic and cultural setting of Kauai filters through the text
in vividly descriptive passages as well as the frequent use of
Hawaiian words. Missing is any voice of the locals, although the
author tries to remedy this with a foreword by John Wehrheim
that discusses Kauai’s past. But being a white outsider is a major
part of Neal’s story, so perhaps it is unavoidable that her narrative remains unbalanced.
An affecting and riveting chronicle of a singular childhood that evokes the contradictions of hippie utopian ideals in an unspoiled Hawaiian landscape long since lost.

y o u n g a d u lt

In their second Shakespearean board book, Parekh and
Amini (Behowl the Moon, 2017) adapt Ariel’s songs from The
Tempest for a tale of two children discovering the wonders of an
island world.
A boy and a girl, both with brown skin, meet on the beach of
a fantastic island that hints at the Caribbean setting frequently
discussed in Shakespeare scholarship. With their dog, the children see crabs, sea turtles, wild island birds, and—in a lovely
two-page spread—a crowing rooster. Other vibrant creatures
fill the final pages—an ape, an antlered form hidden in shadow,
a three-toed sloth, and a red panda all exist in harmony while
the children play. Shakespeare’s familiar words are just as complex in their vocabulary as parents are sure to remember. But for
the very young lap readers intended as this reinvented story’s
audience, the sounds of the words will be more important than
their meanings (“Courtsied when you have and kiss’d / the wild
waves whist”). Amini’s textured, mixed-media illustrations create a gorgeous paradise filled with flowers and plants and a lack
of Prospero or any other adult to disturb the children’s joy. The
two kids will be easy for young readers to identify with, and
their curious explorations should feel familiar to beachgoers.
A beach adventure pairs with the beautifully lyrical
words of Ariel in this triumph of poetry and approachability.

BEYOND JESUS
My Spiritual Odyssey

Pearce, Patricia A.
She Writes Press (240 pp.)
$16.95 paper | $9.95 e-book | Jul. 3, 2018
978-1-63152-359-5
A memoir offers the experiences of
a progressive minister and her radical
ideas to reshape Christianity.
Pearce’s (No One in I Land, 2015) latest work is not just a retelling of her life,
but also an exploration of the origins of the concepts that have
molded her efforts as a pastor and humanitarian. As a child
attending a Presbyterian church in Denver, the author showed
remarkable conviction from an early age. But it was after studying abroad in Germany and then working with the Peace Corps
in Ecuador that she began to truly see the world—and herself—
differently. Upon her return, Pearce became uneasy with a typical
middle-class lifestyle, noticed incredible pride within contemporary churches, and felt a strong call to become engaged politically.
These thoughts eventually led her to a seminary in San Francisco,
where she met her lifelong friend Tricia and opened her eyes to
sexism and imperialism. The author then moved to Philadelphia
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and became the pastor of Tabernacle United Church, where she
discovered a strong, like-minded community. But over the years,
she grew more experimental and courageous in both her actions
and thoughts; eventually she even served prison time for nonviolent civil disobedience and began to examine the ideas of Eastern
and Wiccan religions to totally redesign her view of Jesus. “When
we focus our spiritual journey on Jesus himself...we fail to see
what he was showing us about our own nature,” the author writes,
deftly elaborating her thesis that the Christian church’s fixation
on Jesus actually works against his most important teachings. It’s
a progressive stance and an idea that could be difficult for more
traditional readers to embrace, especially with her tendency
to throw in New Age–style lingo about “Ultimate Reality” and
“the quantum void.” But the narration of her life and reflections
moves with swift efficiency, and her passionate voice helps sell
even the strangest of notions: Her eloquent passages on life in
South America and her own experiences with sexism are particularly moving and convincing. By the time she reaches her most
unconventional arguments, it will be hard for readers not to agree.
An unusual take on contemporary Christianity
grounded in a remarkable life story and told with exceptional prose.

Poems such as “Day Dreams” showcase Pearson’s ability to create striking imagery. Here, he effortlessly morphs shoreline
detritus into clever caricature: “white bubbles button / his fish
face / to his man body / an inverted voyeur / the bleached bones
/ of his ship / wrecked.” As the collection progresses, the poetry
becomes more clipped, abstract, and urgent but no less powerful: “nimbus / blood candy sky / sand in stone /snow on mountain / crimson salt bleeding rivers from / under the mountain’s
petticoat.” Both vastly panoramic and deeply introspective,
Pearson’s writing explores both the wonders of nature and the
shifting landscape of the human mind.
A startlingly intuitive new poet—one to watch.

CHULA THE FOX

Perry, Anthony
White Dog Press (160 pp.)
$24.95 | $17.95 paper | Oct. 5, 2018
978-1-935684-61-9
978-1-935684-62-6 paper
A Chickasaw teenager fights a rival
tribe after his father’s death and finds his
own place in the community.
In this debut middle-grade novel—
set in the early 18th century—Chula is
a Chickasaw teen busy with perfecting his hunting skills and
facing the local bully until his father is killed by Choctaw raiders. Chula’s grief turns into a desire for revenge, and he is determined to be among the fighters who attack the Choctaws in
retribution. After celebrating the annual Green Corn Ceremony,
Chula earns his place in the raiding party. A Chickasaw warrior
tells him: “You have proven yourself as a hunter and on the toli
field. You have been an honorable brother, son, and nephew in
your family. You will learn self-control with time, starting with
this raid.” But Chula discovers that taking a life is harder than
he imagined. He returns to his village to find that he is better
suited to a different but equally crucial role in the tribe. The
novel’s historical aspects are fully researched, and Perry has a
keen eye for the specifics that make Chula’s world vivid to readers: “The decoys were made from the skin of a deer head and
neck that was stretched over lightweight cane hoops. They were
so life-like they not only fooled the deer, they sometimes fooled
other hunters, which meant we had to be even more aware of
our surroundings.” The dialogue is sometimes overwrought (“ ‘I
am not a boy! Not anymore,’ I said bitterly. ‘And I will give Aki’s
spirit rest’ ”). But the author tells a well-plotted story rooted
firmly in the 18th-century Chickasaw experience, full of genuine details (a fishing scene is particularly engaging) and written from an insider’s perspective (Perry is Chickasaw, and the
work’s publisher is affiliated with the Chickasaw Nation). The
detailed line drawings by debut illustrator Freeland portray the
practices described in the tale, adding to the book’s cultural
authenticity. Although Chula’s sorrow is profound, it does not
overtake the narrative, and he and the other characters are fully
realized. The solid volume fulfills its educational mission and
serves as an enjoyable story, holding the audience’s attention

THE SANDPIPER’S
SPELL
Poems

Pearson, Tom
Buen Parto Press (120 pp.)
$19.74 | Mar. 31, 2018
978-0-9995951-2-1
Pearson’s masterfully observant debut
poetry collection scours littoral and urban
landscapes.
“The Sandpiper’s Spell” is a six-part
poem and epilogue that in its simplest
interpretation is a walk along a beach to a forest. The poet
becomes a beachcomber, picking out aesthetically pleasing
images from the coastline: the way the “waning tide has left /
a crescent of cooler sand” or the pattern of “red orange pine
needles / cross hatching the ground.” The collection is structured so that each part of “The Sandpiper’s Spell” is followed
by a series of short poems that briefly transport the reader
away from the coastal setting before returning to the shoreline
to continue the journey. Childhood stands out as a recurrent
theme. “Circus World” remembers “evaporating in a midday
haze / on a back corner of childhood / the tree we climbed and
stayed / past dark” and also that progressive loss of innocence,
“you who kissed me / hard on the mouth / when we were both
ten,” which leads inevitably to adulthood, where faded mementos of youth are all that remain, “still hanging in a corner / a netless basketball hoop.” Other poems, like “Death of a...” leave
the serenity of the ocean for a bustling city where a pedestrian is
about to take a fatal step into the street. Pearson’s work—which
rapidly shifts through a gamut of psychological states—is a welcome reminder that reading poetry is a vigorous mental activity.
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In this historically relevant fantasy, Ramsay honors Lewis Carroll’s
work while expanding how readers connect with Wonderland.
ever alice

EVER ALICE

while conveying information and depicting a world often presented from the perspective of outsiders. A helpful glossary
defines the Chickasaw words used in the text.
An engrossing historical novel of Chickasaw life by a
member of that nation.

Ramsay, H.J.
Red Rogue Press (347 pp.)

SON OF THE SERPENT

Quiroz-Vega, Vashti
Self (286 pp.)
$12.99 paper | $3.99 e-book
Dec. 17, 2018
978-1-947475-03-8

A son born of evil seeks his revenge
in this sequel.
Quiroz-Vega’s (The Fall of Lilith, 2017,
etc.) second installment of the Fantasy
Angels series is just as dark, fantastical, and sweeping as its predecessor. But this time, the story
focuses on Lilith and her son, Dracúl. Though Lilith believes
she successfully murdered Dracúl, he is alive and bent on retribution. Meanwhile, Lilith seeks her promised mate, one who
is her equal and will give her other powerful offspring. Thus
begins an epic odyssey spanning generations and continents.
Lilith thrives on creating pain and suffering, and Dracúl must
only follow the trail of human misery to find her. While Lilith
is pure evil, Dracúl is a much more complicated and nuanced
character. He’s misunderstood, lonely, and feared. Though his
natural form resembles a demon and he must consume blood to
survive, Dracúl is not a monster. His interactions with humans
clearly demonstrate that he is capable of empathy and love. As
Lilith and Dracúl pursue their quests, the author walks readers through the familiar stories of the Old Testament. Dracúl
is present when Cain murders Abel. He seeks shelter among
the beasts on Noah’s Ark and witnesses the fall of Sodom and
Gomorrah. And in this volume, all these terrible events are triggered by Lilith’s pure malevolence. Quiroz-Vega deftly spins a
fantasy that puts a new and intriguing twist on age-old biblical
tales. It’s a fun revision, with Dracúl popping in to rescue the
baby Moses and Lilith overseeing the construction of the Tower
of Babel. This Creation story, which incorporates so many fantasy elements, also crosses over into horror. The author doesn’t
shy away from detailing terrible acts of violence. She vividly
describes Egyptian soldiers murdering infants, memorably portraying the “myriad of dead and mangled babies” who “floated
downstream on the Nile.” Familiarity has softened some of the
horrors described in biblical stories, but Quiroz-Vega doesn’t
hesitate to bring the intrinsic brutality to the forefront.
Complex and well-drawn characters round out a creative and horrifying fantasy.
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This YA fantasy debut sees Alice
return to Wonderland to thwart the
Queen of Hearts’ madness.
The year is 1888, and 15-year-old
Alice Liddell is in the Warneford Asylum
in Oxford. She’s been placed in Dr. Longfellow’s psychiatric care since nearly
drowning in a river and returning from the magical realm of
Wonderland. At school, Headmistress Collins had grown tired
of her “childish nonsense” regarding the Cheshire Cat, the Caterpillar, and others. Yet Alice continues to keep her memories
alive in a notebook filled with sketches that she hides below
the floorboards of her room. One day, she finds the halls of the
asylum replaced by those of her home. She wanders through
the familiar, empty place and outside to the river. “You’re late,”
says the White Rabbit, or Sir Ralph of Longshoot (as he’s truly
known). He informs Alice that the Queen of Hearts has gone
“stark raving mad” and beheaded the king. Further, Alice must
return to—and save—Wonderland. After waking from what
might have been a dream, Alice receives a visit from her mother.
She learns that her sister, Mary, is getting married, and everyone
hopes she’ll be healthy enough to attend the wedding. Arrangements proceed for Swiss Dr. Gottlieb Burckhardt to surgically
cure Alice of her delusions once and for all. In this historically
relevant fantasy, Ramsay honors Lewis Carroll’s work while
expanding how readers connect with Wonderland. The humor
lines up perfectly with the 19th-century source material, as
when the Queen of Hearts asserts: “You must slouch. Everyone
slouches in my presence.” Ramsay also offers excellent philosophical bons mots, including this White Rabbit gem: “You’re
supposed to be wherever you belong.” An intriguing, though
dark, surprise awaits in the character of Burckhardt, an actual
pioneer of psychosurgery (for example, lobotomy) who began
administering crude procedures in 1888. It’s bittersweet that in
Wonderland, Alice meets the Prince of Hearts and his presence
takes “away all the confusion and fear.” But she nevertheless
comes to realize that “something was missing deep inside...that
made Alice...Alice.” A harrowing finale closes this mostly playful narrative.
This trip to Wonderland delivers a mature, lasting jolt.
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TOUGH AS NAILS
Finding Your Voice as a
Woman in the Workplace

achievements that most consider the inception of Believe It
Or Not! We learn about everything from his romances and
handball obsession to his love of traveling. After his death in
1949, the company carried on, eventually adding to Ripley’s
extensive collection of artifacts from around the world, like
Marilyn Monroe’s gown (“the World’s Most Expensive Dress!”).
While the collector had been involved in Vitaphone, radio, and
TV productions, Believe It Or Not! continued in television
and subsequently found its way online in the digital age. The
book spotlights the lead cartoonists, from Ripley’s death to
the present day, as well as lead researchers, including Norbert
Pearlroth, whom Ripley hired in 1923 and who held the position
for an astounding 53 years. There’s abundant coverage of places
Ripley toured, like India, Africa, and, his favorite country to
visit, China; specifics on artifacts collected, including shrunken
heads from Ecuador; and descriptions of various attractions,
like the company’s trademark Odditoriums, with locations
worldwide.
As in previous Ripley’s Believe It Or Not! publications, this
book is jam-packed with full-page photographs and illustrations. A couple of pages are foldouts, like Ripley’s India-inspired
cartoons, and there’s even a two-page collage of the company’s
book covers. But the book also prominently features Ripley’s
original artwork and comes with replicas (affixed to pages) of
such items as an Odditorium pass and a Ripley-designed Christmas card that he would send to friends. Readers will surely
appreciate images of Ripley’s personal collection, which filled
three homes at the time of his death. But there are more recent
acquisitions, too: African fantasy coffins (hard-carved coffins
of unusual designs, such as a Mercedes Benz); Luke Skywalker’s
lightsaber from the first two Star Wars films; and an artist’s rendering of James Bond’s 1960s Aston Martin made of recycled
cardboard and glue. Equally intriguing are highlights of Ripley’s
sometimes-provocative cartoons. For example, he published
a cartoon soon after Charles Lindbergh’s famous 1927 flight,
claiming Lindbergh was the 67th man to make a nonstop flight
over the Atlantic Ocean. (This inflamed readers since it seemingly undermined Lindbergh’s achievement. It was a factual
statement, however, as Ripley was accounting for all flights, not
merely the solo ones.) The work fully catalogs present-day projects (museums and regularly published books) as well as things
of yesteryear, such as television series (the Dean Cain–hosted
2000 revival remains in syndication). Overall, it’s a comprehensive package, with illuminating tidbits on Ripley—the man and
the franchise.
A goodies-filled account of a company just as fascinating as its subject matter.

Rencher, Joanne
Frayer & Williams Publishing (173 pp.)
$14.99 paper | Dec. 28, 2018
978-0-9763464-2-5
A self-help guide for female professionals at every stage of their careers.
Rencher’s debut brings together lessons that she’s learned during more than
a quarter-century of working at unnamed for-profit and nonprofit institutions. The resulting 10-part self-help guide emphasizes how important it is for women to know themselves and
understand their strengths and weaknesses, because, she says,
“unless you truly know yourself, you’ll be far more susceptible
to the whims and behaviors of others.” Office environments
can work against one’s sense of self, she asserts; as a result,
it’s essential for women to “hold their ground” and push back
against men who would take credit for their work. Rencher goes
on to advise women to provide their employers with demonstrable evidence of the value that they bring to their companies
and to negotiate for salaries that are consistent with that value.
She points out the importance of decisiveness, offers ways to
fight back against “mean-girl” behavior, and proposes six traits
of healthy, productive leadership. The book also debunks toxic
myths about losing one’s job and shows how a period of unemployment can point a way to a new beginning. Overall, the
text is well-researched, featuring references to the works and
thoughts of many business leaders and thinkers—including former Xerox chairwoman and CEO Anne Mulcahy and Facebook
COO Sheryl Sandberg—which Rencher uses to support conclusions that she draws from her own personal experience. Her
prose is clear and easy to read, keeping the focus on observations, questions, and recommendations and providing an effective vision of what makes a true leader. Overall, Rencher has
produced a useful guide that will aid working women of all ages.
A well-thought-out career manual.

RIPLEY’S BELIEVE IT OR NOT!
100 Years

Ripley’s Believe It Or Not
Ripley Publishing (256 pp.)
$31.44 | Nov. 13, 2018
978-1-60991-240-6

Ripley’s Believe It Or Not! (Ripley’s
Time Warp, 2018, etc.) celebrates a century
of amassing curios and unbelievable facts.
This colorful, oversized book opens with a short but detailed
biography of company founder and namesake, Robert Ripley.
Born in 1890, Ripley was a socially awkward boy who turned
his love for art into a career as a cartoonist. When working for
the New York Globe in 1918, he created a cartoon panel called
“Champs and Chumps,” a compilation of impressive athletic
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The sandwich recipes that punctuate the end of each
chapter are bright spots of tantalizing simplicity.
sandwich’d

SANDWICH’D
My Life Between the Breads

DEMOCRATIZING FINANCE
Origins of the Community
Development Financial
Institutions Movement

Roseman, Peter
Illus. by Wong, Melanie B.
Plum Bay Publishing, LLC (160 pp.)
$15.19 paper | $9.99 e-book
Oct. 15, 2018
978-0-9988617-6-0

Rosenthal, Clifford N.
FriesenPress (556 pp.)
$35.99 | $29.99 paper | $6.99 e-book
Nov. 5, 2018
978-1-5255-3662-5
978-1-5255-3663-2 paper

In this chatty debut, a deli owner
blends memoir and cookbook.
When Roseman was about to graduate from college, he and his parents opened a small sandwich
shop and catering enterprise in Hamden, Connecticut. During
a summer job in Manhattan, Pete noticed the cultural phenomenon of the nearly religious appreciation for an excellent sandwich
in the middle of a busy day. He took this awareness into his own
business, where he continued his education in the basics of food
prep. As the family business progressed through several stages,
finally becoming a popular Stamford, Connecticut, deli called
the Gourmet Galley, Pete and his parents were often forced to
learn on the fly. Whether coping with the catering disaster of
running out of drinks during a heat wave or designing a simple
trick to foil lunch-order thieves, the Rosemans met each challenge with perseverance, good humor, and appreciation for one
another. Even while courting his future wife, Mei, Pete’s duties
at the sandwich shop could not be shirked. Mei’s willingness to
pitch in and help with the weekend rush confirmed his hopes
that they were well-matched. Roseman’s prose, easygoing and
informal, suits this unpretentious glimpse into the ethos of small
business ownership, where the ambition is not multinational
expansion but a good living through hard work. The memoir is
strongest when the author is recalling pivotal personal experiences, such as an early restaurant job washing dishes or his return
to practicing Judaism after years of nonobservance. It’s weakest
when it attempts to be instructional. A section on “Sandwiches
at Home” offers disappointingly generic advice, such as “buy a
reputable brand of cold cuts” or “have some canned tuna around.”
The sandwich recipes that punctuate the end of each chapter are
bright spots of tantalizing simplicity. Especially notable is the
“Light-n-Lively,” an enticing take on a BLT that adds avocado and
sliced egg to a deli classic.
A lighthearted, low-stakes recollection of a familyowned business.
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A detailed history of community development financial
institutions and the overall effort to provide capital to the economically disenfranchised.
The “problem of providing access to capital to people on the
economic margins” isn’t a new one, argues debut author Rosenthal, but dates back to the nation’s origins. At the end of the 18th
century, Benjamin Franklin understood that “aspiring entrepreneurs of the working class” were stymied by insufficient access
to capital, and he advocated a nascent version of microenterprise
lending. And in the wake of the Civil War, the Freedmen’s Bureau
established banks specifically designed to serve former slaves.
The author meticulously traces this history through the explosion of credit unions in the early 20th century, the recommitment
to battling poverty in the 1960s, the proliferation of community
reinvestment strategies in the 1970s, and opportunities generated by the banking scandals of the 1980s. The central focus of
the book, though, is the creation of CDFIs, possible because of
a law signed by President Bill Clinton in 1994. Unlike those programs that preceded it, CDFIs were designed to be less centralized and bureaucratic and more adaptable to community needs.
Rosenthal expertly discusses the approach’s sundry strengths
and accomplishments and its weaknesses, too, particularly with
respect to the funding of social services, education, and health.
And while the author’s history is granularly detailed, he raises
provocative, philosophical questions about what we’ve cumulatively learned over the years: “How do we describe the universe
of diverse institutions that bear that brand—now arguably the
most valuable one in community development? Finally, what
is the nature of the social phenomenon that we call community development finance?” Rosenthal is more than a detached
observer—he led the National Federation of Community Development Credit Unions for more than 30 years, the source of both
his deep knowledge and obvious passion for the subject. His
account is magisterially thorough and thoughtful—and timely
given renewed calls to defund the CDFIs.
A remarkably incisive history and a wonderfully relevant contribution to an ongoing debate.
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QUEERIES

We Talk to Hugh Ryan, author of the eloquent
history When Brooklyn Was Queer
By Karen Schechner
Photo courtesy Erin McNatt

epicenters of American queer culture, making it vital and exciting—and often overlooked. Second, Brooklyn becomes
a powerful urban center at exactly the same time that our
modern ideas of sexuality and gender identity begin to develop, meaning that you can track the two against each other
for an intertwined portrait of a growing queer community
and the growing city that made their lives possible. I like
to say that When Brooklyn Was Queer is as much a history of
Brooklyn, and a history of sexuality, as it is a history of sexuality in Brooklyn.

Walt Whitman tends to be the poster gay for historic
queer Brooklyn. Who are some other famous LGBTQ
Brooklynites we should know about?
Among my favorites are Ella Wesner, one of the most famous male impersonators of the 19th century, who performed all around Brooklyn and is today buried in the Evergreens Cemetery (in “men’s attire,” as she requested in her
will). Another is Josiah Marvel, a Quaker conscientious objector during WWII who worked as an assistant director of
the Brooklyn Museum for many years and eventually helped
create a groundbreaking program that helped gay men who
were arrested in the 1940s and ’50s. And for a huge number
of famous LGBTQ people, Brooklyn was a temporary port
of call on their larger journey: Alice Dunbar Nelson, W.H.
Auden, Carson McCullers, Hart Crane, and many, many others are all speckled throughout When Brooklyn Was Queer.

There’s a lot more to Brooklyn’s LGBTQ history than
Walt Whitman’s “Song of Myself.” In When Brooklyn Was
Queer, which earned a Kirkus star, Hugh Ryan explores that
history, “full of poets, sailors, undercover cops dressed as
sailors, brothels, sideshows, communes, rough trade, Nazi
spies, trans men, dancers, machinists, path breakers, myth
makers, and more.” Here we talk with Ryan about how
Brooklyn has long been, as he says in his book, much more
than just the “sub” to Manhattan’s “urb.”

What would life have been like for a queer person living in, say, 1800s Brooklyn?
The truth is folks we might today think of as queer lived just
as diverse a set of lives in the 1800s as they did in the 1900s.
Their lives were as much inflected by their gender, race, class,
education, status, etc., as they were by their sexuality. But
there is a crucial change at the end of the 19th century that
sets the stage for queer identity as we know it today: the end
of the homosocial worlds of Victorian morality. Imagine a
world where women mostly spent time with other women,
and men with other men—even sleeping in the same beds.
Intense same-sex emotional and physical (if not necessarily

What is distinctive about Brooklyn’s queer identity?
Lots of things! But in particular, queer Brooklyn is distinctive (and makes for a great subject) for two reasons. First, its
proximity to Manhattan means that Brooklyn’s queer community has always been directly connected with one of the
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erotic) relationships were de rigueur before the 19th century, and that must have created a fundamentally different
experience of sex and sexuality for all people.

What’s up next for you? Did When Brooklyn Was
Queer spawn any side projects?
Yes! While doing this research, I kept finding myself back
at a place called the Women’s House of Detention, an
11-story prison that dominated Greenwich Village from
the 1930s through the 1970s. For my next book, I’m looking at the lives of the women and gender-nonconforming
people imprisoned there and how the presence of the prison itself helped to make the neighborhood queer and the
queer movement in the neighborhood radical.

FERNANDO AND THE
THAMES BARGE

Samuels, Jo
Illus. by Mangal, Sakshi
FriesenPress (28 pp.)
$24.68 | $6.99 paper | $2.99 e-book
Oct. 2, 2018
978-1-5255-3110-1
978-1-5255-3111-8 paper

Karen Schechner is the vice president of Kirkus Indie.
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A rhyming debut picture book explores the average day of
a cat who lives on a boat in London.
Fernando, whose paws have “thumbs,” is a black barge cat.
He lives on a sailboat sporting bright red sails that travels up
and down the Thames River. Mangal (Seed School, 2018, etc.)
populates the illustrations’ backgrounds with British icons,
such as the London Bridge, giving a condensed sense of place.
Though notes at the end reveal that Thames barges like Fernando’s are no longer used for cargo, the cat’s boat carries
sugar, coal, and hay upriver. A bearded skipper and a youngerlooking mate, both white, offer Fernando scraps of traditional
foods like pie and mash. Sometimes the feline lies in the sun;
other times, he climbs up to the topsail. Peppered with terms
that will give young readers a taste of a nautical vocabulary
(hold, leeboards, forestay, bob), Samuels’ rhyming text is short
and accessible, with the delightful cartoon images providing
the necessary clues for unfamiliar words. Green-eyed Fernando is a charmer, and kids are likely to wonder when they
can go sailing on a ship like the cat’s. A diagram of the boat
serves as a coloring page at the book’s end.
While there’s no plot to speak of, this engaging
tale paints a kid-friendly portrait of the joys of life on
the Thames.

THE PRIVATE PRACTICE
SURVIVAL GUIDE
A Journey to Unlock Your
Freedom to Success
Seigel, Brandon
Rebel Press (192 pp.)
$21.95 paper | $9.95 e-book
Feb. 5, 2019
978-1-64339-937-9

This instructional debut aims to
provide an entrepreneurial jolt to those
who own private health care practices.
Private practice consultant and business coach Seigel
knows from experience that clinicians typically focus more on
their clients than they do on running a business. That’s why
“the #1 question clinicians don’t like to answer,” he says, is
“How much money do you want to make?” In this comprehensive handbook, the author gently guides private practice owners through business basics, including goal-setting, making
business plans, using measurement criteria for success, marketing, managing personnel, and more. All the while, Seigel
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addresses specific concerns, making no assumptions about how
much business knowledge readers may have. The author
effectively highlights common misperceptions and blunders,
employing the proven technique of combining tips with illustrative real-life anecdotes. Some of the book’s most valuable
advice is about insurance plans. He explains such concepts as
copayment, co-insurance, contracted charges, and benefits verification in uncomplicated terms; his tips regarding “in-network”
services are particularly helpful. So, too, is his inclusion of a key
metric regarding private health care insurance, which he goes
on to explain in detail: “60 percent of your funding should be
cash flow positive in 30 days or less from the date of service.”
The book’s coverage of legal and regulatory compliance, including labor laws and employment regulations, sometimes dives
deeply into the weeds, but it’s just these kinds of details that
can trip up private practitioners if they pay them little heed.
The closing chapter summarizes the book’s content and offers
bullet-pointed steps in essential areas, including contracting,
operations, marketing, business development, and clinical
setup. This primerlike approach should prove instructive for
private practitioners who are just starting out, but the author’s
counsel may also assist experienced practitioners in fine-tuning
their practice’s business side. Indeed, some of the book’s more
general advice could easily be applicable to client-centered consulting practices in fields other than health care.
Upbeat, authoritative, and practical.

work better in teams, reminding his readers that “who you want
to be is not about some physical job or position.”
Throughout his book, the author puts forward some very
simple concepts, like the virtues of slowing down and taking
stock of things around you, honing individualism for personal
strength, and determining what your real priorities are. Being
self-aware, he asserts, is a basic key to forging your own individualism (and ultimately using it to enhance the individualism
of others). When you can set aside your own ego and be honest
about yourself, you construct a firmer foundation for becoming a leader. Smith uses clear, encouraging prose to elaborate
on these basic underpinnings, and he overcomes the simplistic nature of his points by using a winningly self-deprecating
tone. When talking about slowing down, for instance, Smith
admonishes against immediate gratification, extols the virtues
of living in the present, and uses himself both as a “before” and
“after” example (“I was the stereotypical man who wouldn’t ask
for directions,” he writes, before he changed his ways). The
author’s truisms—sentiments like “If you really want to grow,
then you need to face your own demons”—take on a greater
degree of believability when he links them to his own story of
self-improvement. He tells tales of the early days in his career
when he let his emotions rule his reactions in tense business
situations, usually to his detriment. These personal anecdotes
make the resulting lessons (“There is no human on earth who
has earned the right to treat another human being poorly,” for
instance) feel far more meaningful.
A colorful and conversational manual that should help
readers—personally and professionally—to better assess
themselves and to build richer relationships with others.

INDIVIDUAL ADVANTAGES
Find the I in Team

Smith, Brian
BookBaby (194 pp.)
$20.00 paper | $9.99 e-book
Oct. 3, 2018
978-1-5439-4634-5

THE AUTHOR IS DEAD

Smith, Ches
Literary Wanderlust (316 pp.)
$15.23 paper | $5.99 e-book | Oct. 1, 2018
978-1-942856-30-6

An anecdotal guide delivers recipes
for success in life and business.
Smith’s debut book focuses on selfrealization, with the goal of creating
for each reader an epiphany “about how your own individual
advantages will affect the advantages of other individuals.” The
author is the founder of Individual Advantages, “a company that
helped other companies understand the correlation of people,
process, and technology.” The bedrock of his approach is that
every organization is made up of individuals, each one of whom
brings unique strengths to the mix, whether they be physical,
charismatic, personal, or a host of other things. These advantages have the ability to push people forward in life, but, as
Smith points out, they can also pull individuals back if they’re
not understood and handled well. The author has a long history as a professional consultant. He’s seen various staffs and
managements in many different states of disarray and draws a
series of lessons from all of them, here presented with clarity
and fleshed out with ample tales from Smith’s own life and experiences. He talks about growing up poor, entering the military,
and pursuing his gradually developed ambition to help people
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Smith (Under the Suns, 2014) tells the
story of an aspiring author with the same
name writing a book a lot like this metafictional novel.
Formerly suicidal Ches Smith is wandering the mall seeking inspiration for
his novel when he sees an amusing bit of
anti-corporate art—a mannequin dressed like a homeless person: “A fetid stench emanated from the display such that store
employees held hankies over their noses at a distance....At the
mannequin’s feet, a homemade sign suggested customers check
out Macy’s new iBum line out back by the dumpsters.” Ches
follows a trail of stickers to the food court, where he encounters the artist, Thalia Tanner, a formerly suicidal guerrilla
marketer and singer in a punk-country band. After their brief
meeting, Ches becomes obsessed with Thalia, sensing in her a
kindred spirit, only to learn shortly afterward that she was shot
to death later that day at that same mall. His psychiatrist suggests that Ches write about her as a means of dealing with his
|

This peculiar combination of family dysfunction,
comic books, 1960s counterculture, and mental health
makes for a unique, thoroughly engaging memoir.
misfits & supermen

feelings. His effort is made infinitely easier when the ghost of
Thalia—or at least Ches’ hallucination of her—begins appearing to him. She says that he shouldn’t write a novel about her
but rather about his experiences with her, starting with their
meeting at the mall. The book he writes, therefore, starts to
sound very similar to the one that the audience is reading. As he
attempts to find her killer, deal with her oddball family, and find
his authorial voice, Ches’ quest becomes increasingly abnormal.
And self-aware. And deadly. The prose of Smith (the author)
perfectly captures the sardonic, nihilism-tinged voice of Smith
(the character), whose every writerly affectation is eventually
called out by someone he meets. “A writer writing about finding
his voice?” scoffs a co-worker he asks to read the book. “Done
to death, man. While you’re at it, why don’t you write about a
Prohibition-era PI, or a zombie holocaust, or horny vampires?”
While the humor and conceit may not be every reader’s cup of
tea, the author manages to keep things intriguing and find an
ending that satisfies.
A self-deprecating, self-aware—and engaging—postmodernist tale.

he inhabited over the course of his life. His depictions of his
brother are both sympathetic and cleareyed, resulting in many
heartbreaking passages: “Melvyn couldn’t respond to any of it
except with an occasional shy smile when someone paid attention to him in a positive, loving way. He stuttered so terribly
that it seemed his jaws would crack at the effort to speak.”
This peculiar combination of family dysfunction, comic books,
1960s counterculture, and mental health makes for a unique,
thoroughly engaging memoir that gets at the tragedy and dignity of our collective isolation from one another.
A finely crafted, affecting memoir of two brothers.

KILTS AND CATNIP

Tasia, Zoe
Black Opal Books (288 pp.)
$3.99 e-book | Feb. 23, 2019

MISFITS & SUPERMEN
Two Brothers’ Journey Along
the Spectrum
Starger, Steve
FriesenPress (192 pp.)
$29.99 | $18.99 paper | $4.99 e-book
Nov. 30, 2018
978-1-5255-3518-5
978-1-5255-3519-2 paper

Set in midcentury New York City,
Starger’s (Wally’s World, 2005, etc.) family
memoir describes life with his autistic brother.
The author’s older brother, Melvyn Douglas Starger, was
born in 1933 in the Bronx to Jewish, Eastern European parents.
Despite initially appearing to be a happy, normal child, Melvyn
showed unusual behaviors as he grew, symptoms of what subsequent generations would term autism. Steve Starger, born eight
years later, grew up in the shadow of his brother’s otherness
and his parents’ inability to handle it, particularly once Melvyn
began showing signs of other mental health issues. “Some families,” recalls Starger, “when faced with crippling mental disabilities in a family member, bond together and face their futures
in some kind of harmony. Other families fall apart, unable to
face the fact of a terrible intruder in their midst. My family
went the latter route.” The author wasn’t without issues of his
own, a perennial misfit who was similar to his brother in many
ways and yet who could only sometimes connect with him in
what he terms Melvyn’s “Bizarro World,” borrowing a term
from Melvyn’s beloved Superman comics. With this memoir,
Starger explores their relationship to each other and to their
parents, both as children and young adults, including Starger’s
escape from his family into the music and drugs of the 1960s
and Melvyn’s eventual full-time institutionalization. Starger,
an experienced journalist, vividly details the times and places
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When a widow and her two daughters travel to a remote Scottish island, a
series of unusual occurrences leads them
to believe ancient legends may be more
fact than myth.
In this debut fantasy, Rebecca
“Becca” Shaw enjoyed a contented life in
Houston with her husband, David, and their daughters, Jessie
and Tate. But her happiness was shattered by the sudden death
of her husband. Haunted by memories of David, Becca accepts
a job as a teacher at the American school in Aberdeen, Scotland. A year later, an advertisement for a home in Shrouded Isle
catches her eye, and Becca rents the cottage hoping to spend
a quiet summer with her daughters. Shortly after moving in,
Tate disappears in the middle of the night. She is rescued by
a mysterious man who admonishes Becca to “leave my forest.”
At a ceilidh, Becca meets Greg Gillie, the man who saved her
daughter. While she is intrigued by Greg, she is more concerned
with some strange events, including an attempted attack by
wolves and Tate’s unusual and distant behavior. Becca’s search
for answers leads to the discovery that the fae are not legends
and she may have a role to play in the Isle’s magic. Tasia’s first
installment of the Shrouded Isle series is an entertaining and
engaging romantic fantasy with appealing characters and vivid
settings. Becca is a winsome and resourceful heroine whose
desire for a summer vacation leads her into a world of magic.
Her relationship with Greg develops slowly as they both struggle to cope with tragedies in their pasts. The intriguing supporting characters include Kay Sheey, Becca’s neighbor, and Conall
McNeil, the local grocer who has an interest in Becca and a
grudge against Greg. The settings are well-drawn, especially the
author’s descriptions of the tree-lined streets (“Roses twined up
trellises along the walls, splashing yellows, pinks, and reds. Sun
shone down on the leaves of the honeysuckle-garlanded oaks
dappling the bright sidewalks with shade”).
This promising new fantasy series with strong characters should appeal to fans of Charlaine Harris.
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WHY WE REMAIN JEWS
The Path to Faith

“miraculous diversity of our amazing world.” In often poetical and
rousing terms, he pits his deep appreciation of the “unfathomable
mystery of existence” against communistic ideology and dogmatic
atheism. He even provides an anatomy of what he sees as the limitations of Darwin’s theory of evolution, accepting many of its chief
principles but denying that it captures the full spectrum of human
experience. Tsesis’ life is a memorably eventful one, deeply affected
by the modern rise of totalitarianism. He recounts his spiritual
awakening with a combination of philosophical wonder and openhanded emotion—which makes for a stirring combination. In
particular, his account of living under Soviet rule is extraordinary;
while he was a physician in Odessa, he says, he was asked to lead a
“scientific atheism study group.” However, he occasionally indulges
his own brand of dogmatism, heavy-handedly branding atheism a
“false religion,” equating it with “naïve simplicity,” and accusing it of
reducing life to “pointless vanity.”
An often moving defense of the need for religion in
modern times.

Tsesis, Vladimir
Chicago Review Press (256 pp.)
$32.50 | $19.95 paper | $15.99 e-book
Sep. 14, 2013
978-0-89733-732-8
978-0-89733-717-5 paper

A Soviet-born doctor reflects on a life
devoted to Judaism.
Tsesis (Communist Daze, 2017) writes
that his parents grew up in the Jewish faith but were compelled
to hide their religious allegiance under authoritarian Soviet rule.
As a result, the author observes, their commitment to their Jewish faith atrophied, and their suppressed spirituality eventually
became absent. Tsesis grew up as a cultural but not actively religious Jew, for the most part, but even as a young man, he experienced a profound attraction to religion; at one point, he tells of
having a dream in which he encountered the “intuitive awareness
of Divine Presence.” As he experienced ferocious anti-Semitism
in his life, he remained impressed by the irrepressibility of faith
and the historical adaptability of the Jewish people. His memoir
is more an assemblage of essays than it is a linear, comprehensive
autobiography, as he not only records his life of faith, but also furnishes a rational explanation of it. According to Tsesis, only the
reality of a monotheistic god could ever adequately account for the

ONES & ZEROES
A Short Story Collection

Walsh, M.
CreateSpace (208 pp.)
$7.99 paper | $0.99 e-book | Mar. 2, 2018
978-1-985274-69-3
Walsh (The Jinxed Pirate, 2017, etc.)
assembles a collection of horror and fantasy tales populated by dragons, aliens,
and other creatures in the shadows.
In “His Friends,” Cynthia is bored at
a party with her boyfriend Jon’s tactless
friends. But their company is preferable to that of the mysterious
entity that’s lurking outside—something that’s odd, misshapen,
and most definitely not human. Walsh often treads conventional
territory in these stories, offering mood-setting lightning flashes;
vague, moving shapes in darkness; and even a babysitter getting
creepy phone calls from a stranger. The familiar setups, however,
typically beget surprising turns, as in “Someone Else’s Story,” in
which one man’s attempt at playing the hero for a woman in trouble doesn’t quite pan out due to an unexpected twist. “Damsel”
also toys with readers’ expectations when a young woman named
Gwen tries to find a way to escape a determined murderer. The
author employs other tried-and-true horror methods to great
effect, often by merely hinting at the appearance of a monster
or killer. In the Lovecraft-ian “Look the Other Way,” for example, Laurie Brooks and her husband, Tom, encounter a terrifying
creature that Walsh reveals only in snippets—and its backstory
is also eerily murky. (“Finding Bosco” is an equally good companion piece, taking place in the same town of Faicville, where
twins’ search for a lost cat leads them to what may be the very
same monster.) The collection also includes fantasy stories that,
like the horror tales, have gloomy overtones. There’s a princess in
both “Collision” and “The Mouse & the Dragon”; in the former, a
cleric plans on sacrificing her, and in the latter, she awaits someone to rescue her from a dragon—but over thousands of days, she
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In this carefully plotted fantasy, Winslow illustrates
a semicivilized ancient world where kindness and
tolerance are prized commodities.
vankor

VANKOR

only sees repeated failures. Throughout, Walsh portrays various
spooky things with bold imagery. For instance, the narrator of
“My Window,” while lying in bed, stares at a creepy silhouette that
she describes as “some kind of nightmarish shadow puppet.”
Unnerving stories that turn traditional plots into fresh,
original scares.

Winslow, Neil
Archway Publishing (302 pp.)
$37.95 | $19.99 paper | $5.99 e-book
Apr. 3, 2018
978-1-4808-5792-6
978-1-4808-5794-0 paper

THE RESTLESS HUNGARIAN
Modernism, Madness, and
the American Dream

Weidlinger, Tom
SparkPress (304 pp.)
$16.95 paper | $9.95 e-book
Apr. 16, 2019
978-1-943006-96-0

In this debut book, a writer shares
the story of his father, an innovative
structural engineer.
Weidlinger remembers his father, the Hungarian-born Paul,
as full of amazing tales: of being arrested and sentenced to death
at the age of 18; of becoming an apprentice of Bauhaus professor László Moholy-Nagy and pioneering modernist architect Le
Corbusier; of striving to “protect the world” from a nuclear war.
Even so, there was much mystery surrounding Paul, who spoke
seven languages and had worked on three continents. For example, Weidlinger did not discover that his father was Jewish until
he was an adult and found Paul’s will (in which, it so happens, the
author was not mentioned). It wasn’t until Paul died in 1999 and
Weidlinger inherited a box of his papers that he was finally able
to dig deeper into the life of the man. “It was clear that it was in
those documents,” writes the author in his introduction, “in the
languages I could not understand, that I would most likely find
the evidence to prove or disprove his fantastic tales.” A portrait
emerges of a Holocaust survivor who, through a series of remarkable encounters, was able to collaborate with some of the greatest
artists of the 20th century and help change the way that people
thought about architectural design. It is also the story of a man
surrounded by tragedy, from the deaths of family members in
World War II to the institutionalization of his wife for paranoid
schizophrenia. Weidlinger writes with energy and compassion,
even about topics that are understandably close to him, as here,
when he discusses his father’s influence on his mother’s breakdown: “There are too many unknown factors and, if he did drive
her mad, he did not do it with intent but rather with his own fear
of her despair at seeing the ‘sharpest relations of things,’ things
that were too dark for open conversation.” The book, which features family and architectural photographs, relates a captivating
tale, with Paul simultaneously an archetypical European genius
and a highly idiosyncratic figure. Fans of architecture will be particularly intrigued, but it is more broadly a story of the visionary
upheavals of the 20th century.
An immersive and well-told account of a father and
his legacy.
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In this debut novel, a man cares for
an infant humanoid lizard despite the
hatred between the two species.
In the land of Enkratis, the Semuyan
are humanoid lizards who live in villages adjacent to larger,
more successful human settlements. After much war, peace
reigns thanks to a year-old treaty. In the swamp of Vrock, Vulcan
and Valeet raise a lone hatchling from a failed clutch. Dwindling
resources require that the Semuyan attempt to ally themselves
with the humans living to the north. In that settlement, called
Westgrove, is a man named Xavier. When he sees Semuyan
scouting near his land, he assumes the worst. Westgrove’s leaders decide to enlist the aid of an Anakite, a supposedly mythical
giant twice the height of a man. The giant—along with 50 of its
own warriors and some Westgrove men—heads to Vrock. The
resulting slaughter leaves a single Semuyan alive. When Journeyman Teleth Lysander investigates the carnage, he finds the
infant in hiding. In the capital city of Azimuth, the men of the
Grand Assembly order Teleth to bring the child to the Semuyan
king and sue for continued peace despite the slaughter in both
Vrock and Westgrove. Can he survive the encounter and follow
up his hunch that a third party has sown chaos between humans
and Semuyan? In this carefully plotted fantasy, Winslow illustrates a semicivilized ancient world where kindness and tolerance are prized commodities. Xavier, for example, says of an
attack on the Semuyan: “This is not an act of war, it is one of
cleansing and preservation.” A quarter through the narrative,
the author’s devastating philosophical thrust hits as Teleth
speaks with a fellow Journeyman. “You say that all the lizard
folk should die,” he replies. “But who is to say that all mankind
doesn’t deserve to die as well?” In Enkratis, the violence has
meaning, and Winslow boldly presents parallels with the modern world, like religious hypocrisy. The adventures of Teleth and
Vankor, as the child is named, unfurl to the very end with both
enchantment and foreboding.
An intellectually robust fantasy that explores the
potential in tragedy.
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THE LAST LETTER

developing the characters through subtle but significant details,
like Beckett’s aversion to swearing. Beckett and Ella’s romance
unfolds slowly in chapters that alternate between their first-person viewpoints. The letters they exchanged are pivotal to their
connection, and almost every chapter opens with one. Yarros’
writing is crisp and sharp, with passages that are poetic without
being florid. For example, in a letter to Beckett, Ella writes of
motherhood: “But I’m not the center of their universe. I’m more
like their gravity.” While the love story is the book’s focus, the
subplot involving Maisie’s illness is equally well-developed, and
the link between Beckett and the twins is heartfelt and sincere.
A thoughtful and pensive tale with intelligent characters and a satisfying romance.

Yarros, Rebecca
Entangled: Amara (432 pp.)
$10.57 paper | $7.99 e-book
Feb. 26, 2019
978-1-64063-533-3
A promise to his best friend leads an
Army serviceman to a family in need and
a chance at true love in this novel.
Beckett Gentry is surprised when his
Army buddy Ryan MacKenzie gives him a
letter from Ryan’s sister, Ella. Abandoned by his mother, Beckett
grew up in a series of foster homes. He is wary of attachments
until he reads Ella’s letter. A single mother, Ella lives with her
twins, Maisie and Colt, at Solitude, the resort she operates in Telluride, Colorado. They begin a correspondence, although Beckett can only identify himself by his call sign, Chaos. After Ryan’s
death during a mission, Beckett travels to Telluride as his friend
had requested. He bonds with the twins while falling deeply in
love with Ella. Reluctant to reveal details of Ryan’s death and risk
causing her pain, Beckett declines to disclose to Ella that he is
Chaos. Maisie needs treatment for neuroblastoma, and Beckett
formally adopts the twins as a sign of his commitment to support
Ella and her children. He and Ella pursue a romance, but when an
insurance investigator questions the adoption, Beckett is faced
with revealing the truth about the letters and Ryan’s death, risking losing the family he loves. Yarros’ (Wilder, 2016, etc.) novel is
a deeply felt and emotionally nuanced contemporary romance
bolstered by well-drawn characters and strong, confident storytelling. Beckett and Ella are sympathetic protagonists whose past
experiences leave them cautious when it comes to love. Beckett
never knew the security of a stable home life. Ella impulsively
married her high school boyfriend, but the marriage ended when
he discovered she was pregnant. The author is especially adept at

THE SPELLBINDERS

Zanghellini, Aleardo
Lethe Press (336 pp.)
$20.00 paper | $8.00 e-book
Nov. 18, 2018
978-1-59021-696-5
Zanghellini (The Sexual Constitution of
Political Authority, 2015) imagines the personal life and loves of English King Edward
II in this work of historical fiction.
In 1308, 12-year-old Queen Isabella
of France comes to England to marry its king, Edward II. However, on the night of the wedding, Edward—a decade her senior—
assures her that he won’t consummate the marriage until she’s an
adult. Isabella then meets the king’s best friend, Sir Piers Gaveston,
Earl of Cornwall. The two men have a friendship that makes other
nobles at the English court whisper. “My husband the King is
always quite full of life, from what I can judge,” Isabella observes,
“but never so much as when he’s with the Earl.” Edward met Piers,
the dashing son of a Gascon banneret, when the former was only
15. He succeeded to the throne with Piers as his lover and closest
adviser, although the relationship—and the power it grants Piers—
draws the ire of Edward’s earls. They scheme to banish Piers, but
when the king thwarts their wishes, they find a more permanent,
and deadly, solution. In the aftermath of Piers’ murder, his memory—perhaps even his ghost—haunts Edward, who must find a
way to rule a country that doesn’t understand him. Zanghellini
writes in a deliberative, detailed prose style throughout that illuminates the historical record while also imbuing his characters with
agency and urgency: “He didn’t try to explain to her that sinking
to the bottom of the sea, clutching Piers to his heart, seemed far
more desirable to him than any number of alternative fates likely
to await them if Lancaster and the others had their way.” Although
some readers may find the central relationship of the novel to be
a bit too idealized, the author also creates a complex, engrossing character in Isabella, who serves to ground the narrative; her
observations give readers a clear window into the life of an unusual
medieval monarch. Overall, the book should please aficionados
of historical fiction—particularly those who are interested in the
things that history books usually leave out.
An expansive, immersive look at Edward II.
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Books of the Month
FORTY STEPS AND
OTHER STORIES

THE PATRON
SAINT OF
LOST GIRLS

Terrence Murphy

Maureen Aitken

A quirky, rich, and
elegantly written epic.

A moving work
that demonstrates a
nuanced understanding of the human
condition.

Sandra Wagner-Wright

Linda Cardillo

A powerful story with
a vivid setting, compelling plot, and multifaceted characters.

A stirring and emotionally resonant
portrait of a pivotal
relationship in the
life of Michelangelo.

NOW I SAY
GOODBYE TO YOU

DEAR JANE

Marina DelVecchio

Brooks Wright

With sophisticated
prose, this gritty
coming-of-age story
blends the familiar
and the unthinkable
as the lead learns to
use her voice.
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TWO COINS

LOVE THAT
MOVES THE SUN

This tale of two survivors should move
you, cajole you, upset
you, and seduce you.
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Fi e l d No t e s
Photo courtesy Nina Subin

Photo courtesy Marty Umans

By Megan Labrise

“It’s such a potentially risky subject—
to write about your mother who is
making a living through illegal means.
Particularly as an African-American
woman, I knew that, on the surface,
that story could sound one way. But
my mission was not to have you
decide what you thought about her
but to make sure you understood the
milieu and the context.”

—Bridgett M. Davis, author of The World
According to Fannie Davis: My Mother’s Life
in the Detroit Numbers, in Entertainment
Weekly

Submissions for Field Notes?
Email fieldnotes@kirkus.com.

Lili Anolik with Eve Babitz

“It’s something I think about all the time. Why is Eve resonating now, 20 years
after she stopped publishing? If anyone seems antithetical to the #MeToo
moment, it’s her. My god, that line from L.A. Woman, ‘All I cared about anyway
was fun and men and trouble’—you’d get pilloried for saying that now.”
—Lili Anolik, author of Hollywood’s Eve: Eve Babitz and the Secret History of L.A., in Vanity Fair

In memoriam, Mary Oliver, 1935-2019: “Poetry, to be understood, must be clear.
It mustn’t be fancy. I have the feeling that a lot of poets writing now, they sort
of tap dance through it. I always feel that whatever isn’t necessary should not
be in the poem.”
—Oliver said in a rare interview, with NPR, in 2012

“Mary Oliver isn’t a difficult poet. Her work is incredibly accessible, and I think
that’s what makes her so beloved by so many people. It doesn’t feel like you
have to take a seminar in order to understand Mary Oliver’s poetry. She’s speaking directly to you as a human being.”
—Ruth Franklin, who wrote about “American’s most beloved poet” for the New Yorker in
2017, recently told NPR

“[The kind of realism that tends to predominate in literary fiction is] as fantastical as sword and sorcery....The world of a lot
of these novels is super white, super middle-class, women only appear in a certain way. That isn’t real life! There are black
people on Nantucket! We’ve given social realism this pride of place as the thing with the most verisimilitude, but there’s
more verisimilitude in Aesop’s fables. Literary writers don’t get to talk down to sci-fi about invented worlds.”
—Marlon James, author of Black Leopard, Red Wolf, reclaims “court intrigue, monsters, magic” in conversation with Jia Tolentino for New Yorker
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Appreciations: Remembering
Georges Simenon

B Y G RE G O RY MC NA MEE

Photo courtesy Fonds Simenon, Liege

It’s fitting that Georges Simenon, the Belgian-born crime writer who died
30 years ago, should have numbered among his ancestors a murderer who terrorized the good citizens of a small Dutch city 300 years ago. After all, Simenon was
still in his 20s when he concocted his most famous character, a police inspector
named Maigret, around whom scores of bodies would eventually pile up, and he
did so while passing time in a Dutch town not far from the scene of his relative’s
crime, a nicely tidy bit of happenstance.
Simenon worked and worked, fueled by a diet of red wine and pipe tobacco that
would have done Jean-Paul Sartre proud, writing more than 200 novels under his
own name and a couple of hundred more under pseudonyms, along with novellas,
travel books, and memoirs. It’s said that he would disappear beneath the deck of
a houseboat on the Seine that he sometimes used as an office and would emerge
a couple of days later with a fresh book. His productivity was legendary, and in
time he built a body of 75 novels around Maigret, the last of them published 41 years after the first. Maigret is
doubtful, dour, and dutiful, mistrustful of all impressions and opinions and even of his own gut, and he much
prefers to be out in the grime than occupied in bureaucratic detail: “Attending court had always been the most
painful, most dismal part of his job,” writes Simenon, “and each time he felt the same dread.”
Simenon was busily writing when the Nazis arrived in France, and he reached enough of an accommodation—the details are murky—that he was able to keep on writing, even selling film rights to some of his
books to German studios. Following World War II, he was consequently banned
from publishing in France for a time, which occasioned his transplanting Maigret to the United States. Simenon traveled widely, then settled for a few years in
Nogales, Arizona, just across the line from Mexico. Perhaps the best-known of his
books from that time was a psychological portrait of two rancher brothers torn
apart and brought back together by crime and punishment, Bottom of the Bottle,
which became a very good if little-seen movie starring Joseph Cotten and Van
Johnson. Simenon considered it one of his best romans durs, “hard novels” that
weren’t necessarily mysteries.
But it’s his mysteries for which he remains known, and books like The Man Who
Watched the Trains Go By, Maigret in Court, and Maigret at the Coroner’s are now considered classics of the crime genre. Even so, Georges Simenon didn’t have many literary heirs, though it’s possible to trace some lineage from Maigret to Wallander, Grjipstra, and Zen. But many
of his mysteries remain in print, their look refreshed a few years ago, and New York Review has reissued such
lesser-known but important books as Dirty Snow and Monsieur Monde Vanishes. If you haven’t caught the Simenon bug yet, then there are plenty of opportunities to do so—and who doesn’t need another guilty pleasure?
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Gregory McNamee is a contributing editor.
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THE LBYR RAVE REVIEW
AND INTERVIEW
Samira Ahmed’s INTERNMENT is

LBYR: What do you hope readers will do after they read this
book?

one of the most anticipated
titles of 2019. Kirkus raves that the
book is a “magnetic, gripping narrative” and National Book Award Finalist
Ibi Zoboi calls it “a scathing indictment
of our current political times.”

SAMIRA AHMED: I believe that
the seemingly simple act of
reading, is in fact, profound.
Reading is resistance.
Though Layla’s life and circumstances may be very different
than theirs, I hope young readers will be able to see a part
of themselves in Layla’s hopes
and dreams and her fierce desire to be free, live life on her
terms and combat the sinister forces of silent complicity
and overt oppression. I hope
that INTERNMENT encourages
readers to ask critical questions about how Layla’s fictional world is a reflection of
the world we live in now. I
hope young readers will realize that their voices and their
actions can change the world
by drawing attention to injustices and by compelling politicians to change the policies
that strip away the rights of
their fellow human beings.

ARRIVING ON SHELVES 3.19.19
Available in audio and ebook

@LBSchool

LittleBrownSchool

I hope that INTERNMENT will
show readers that no human
being is voiceless and that bigotry works to forcibly silence
those who are marginalized,
those who dare to speak out
against the wrongs in our society. I hope that young readers will realize the power they
have to speak up and speak
out when they see injustice in
their schools, communities and
their nation. Young people are
brave. They shouldn’t have to
be, but too often, those who
should be protecting them
press them into horrifying circumstances—still their courage
shines. It’s a light. I hope they
use it to lead the way, forward.

lbschool LittleBrownLibrary.com

More Books
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